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PREFACE

The editors are grateful to many good people who contributed to
the creation of this anthology. Principally, of course, they owe thanks
to each of the contributing authors who devoted time and energy to the
initial compositional effort and then granted the editors an unlimited
fund of patience while the book was put together.

A very special thanks must be paid to the Cleveland Foundation.
Without its support, this anthology would still be awaiting final typing
and editing. Like so many other products of the Innovative Teaching Group
(I.T.G.) at Cleveland State, the anthology on teaching was finally made
possible because the Foundation funded the Center for Effective Learning
in November, 1972. Brainchild and heir of I.T.G., the Center enjoys a
fiscal viability the lack of which hampered I.T.G.'s ability systematically
to encourage instructional development here. In many ways, then, the
completion of this tome is symbolic of what has happened to extend or give
birth to much that was initiated or envisioned by the Innovative Teaching
Group.

Finally, the editors wish to thank those whose skills in typing and
editing make such enterprises -- like books -- readable. Specifically,
our thanks are extended (many times over) to Jean C. Carr, whose superb
editing increased the literacy of the work greatly and in a very English
way, and to a triumvirate of typists -- Eva Czech, Gwendolyn prady Mary
Kelly -- whose skills are exceeded only by their patience.

L.C.B.

S.H.L.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
THE EDITORS

About a year ago, the editors of this anthology were not editors

at all. Neither did they own pretensions in that direction. But they

were involved -- one as unofficial coordinator and the other as member

of the Steering Committee -- in a rather unique, if unofficial, organi-

zation at Cleveland State. It was called the Innovative Teaching Group.

I.T.G. had begun in January or February, 1971, by a number of

teachers in Arts and Sciences and in Education. To a person, they were

committed to effective instruction. Most considered themselves innova-

tors (hence, the name) but more often because their concern for the

results of teaching was novel than because they adopted untried methods.

At any rate, hardly anyone in the group was in contact with other like-

minded colleagues. By dint of interesting and often active debate and

of a sense of camaraderie, I.T.G. took hold, meeting regularly on a

bi-weekly basis for the rest of the year.

Nothing earthshaking happened, it is true. Or perhaps something

very significant did transpire: about forty faculty members had identi-

fied themselves as a steadfast core of "innovators" in the classroom.

The Group was firmly enough entrenched at any rate that it decided to

continue on a structured basis during the 1971-72 academic year. A

Steering Committee was formed and a number of new ventures were launched

-- a monthly newsletter, a formal lecture/seminar series on teaching, a

subgroup on evaluation, a subgroup on an Interactive Teaching System, an

all-University conference on faculty development. As each took hold and

more faculty indicated their concern for effectiveness in the classroom,

the idea occurred that it might be app.-opriat to organize the papers

presented in tht seminar series and those submitted at large from the
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faculty into an anthology on teaching at C.S.U. As usual, the response

was encouraging. So the editors became editors.

That more than a dozen faculty responded so promptly to a general

invitation to submit papers about their experiences in or thoughts on

teaching is indicative of the sources of I.T.G.'s success. That is,

faculty are anxious to devote energies to the teaching enterprise in a

professional manner -- with as much rigor and according to the same

ground rules as research demands. They are willing to document and

evaluate their work in the classroom, to distill their data and thoughts

and to submit the results to the critical review of colleagues.

Until I.T.G. was created there were precious few opportunities

at C.S.U. for even casual exchanges among instructors about teaching.

Some faculty wondered whether they were along in conzentrating on teach-

ing. The chances to communicate to a wider audience were even more

limited. Most professional journals provide scant space and incentives

for articles on teaching. A few disciplines either have or are develop-

ing journals specifically geared to teaching; they are important. But

their audiences by definition are limited to the profession. Little in

the way of transdisciplinary dialogue is stimulated. There are one or

two transdisciplinary journals; but at least one of them is both new

and international in appeal. The chances for publication are slim.

While there are some in-house new,slettets on teaching at various univer-

sities, their appeal is provincia-2 and their space is tight. In short,

academe has never really organized itself to provide the outlets neces-

sary for the systematic development, documentation and communication of
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the teaching transaction. Given this situation, universities have been

reluctant to reward teaching rather than research.

To a limited degree, the seminar series provided one vehicle for

the presentation'of ideas in a systematic way. The six papers prepared

for the series last year have been included here. The editors also

entertained the modest hope that the arthology might widen the oppor-

tunities 'for other faculty to document their efforts. Fourteen papers

were volunteered as a result of our invitation last Spring. The last

three papers partially document the events of I.T.G.'s first conference

on faculty development last May, the special theme of which was evalu-

ating teaching.

The third chapter deserves specia. mention. It was not clear at

first that tae papers of the resource people to the conference from

outside the University ought to be included in this publication. As our

thinking advanced, however, it 6ecame clear that the issue of evaluating

-- as sensitive as it is -- ,must. be confronted. Considr .tions of effect-

ive instruction are haphazard at best unless they include something about

documenting effectiveness. Excellence in teaching can and must be demon-

strated. It is not simply an intangible quality that some have and others

may never acquire. Still, the salient characteristic of the third chapter

is its concentration on the "politics" of evaluation. The chapter does

not constitute a "how-to-do-it" manual. Perhaps, before faculties as a

whole are able to consider serious, consequential evaluation procedures,

they have to process the delicate questions about what evaluation means at

the gut level. In that sense, the papers in the last chapter are extremely

valuable.
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As the papers for the first two sections or chapters came in,

three patterns emerged. First, it became obvious that nearly all the

contributors view teaching systematically. They regard particular

techniques as part of whole cloth. Classroom instruction is not a

haven for failed academic researchers; rather it is the testing ground

for men and women who take seriously the notion that teaching still

forms the central mission of public higher education. While some of

the papers are based more firmly on first-hand impression and specula-

tive reflection than on hard data, each is constructed with a view

toward coming to complete terms with the challenges of teaching. As

first statements of conclusions or positions, the collection is remark-

able for its solidity.

The second pattern was not surprising bu, still gratifying. The

papers represent most discipline areas -- business administrations, edu-

cation, law and, in the Arts and Sciences, the three major subdivisions.

As has happened so frequently in various I.T.G. meetings, teachers find

that colleagues in disciplines quite removed from their own in content

have a great deal pertinent to contribute in. method. At a time when

crossdisciplinary studies and cooperation seem to run into so many snarls

in fact, oerhaps frank exchanges about mutual teaching problems provide a

good basis for breaking down imagined barriers between content areas.

Finally, the material that came in almost organized itself in ways

that illuminated one or another aspect of teaching. The editors had to

do very lit'Ae in the way of forcing thi:; or that paper into a strange

category. The first four papers in the anthology neatly formed a coherent

chapter about teaching as a general activity in the University. The
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intellectual tensions that enliven this first section were unintended

and altogether organic. The second chapter is less neat and coherent

perhaps but it has a cohesive quality. All its papers are concerned

with the practical. How can we maximize learning in practice? What

are the most appropriate learning environments and conditions for a

particular body of students and a special body of information? How

can we test out our results to know whether we have succeeded? Again,

the editors found taht the material worked or fitted well by itself.

Each paper stands on its own merits, yet related thematically to one

or another.

Teaching as the central mission is or should be what public

institutions of higher learning are all about. This anthology on teach-

ing stands as testament to the widespread and serious commitment to

instructional excellence at The Cleveland State University.
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PART ONE

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS IN THE LARGE

Inevitably, discussions of teaching at the University level take up

philosophies of education. Differing approaches revolve around innovaticn,

effectiveness, and learning. Each concept is vigorously debated. What

is innovative teaching? Must teaching be innovative to be effective?

Should we concentrate on teaching or on learning strategies? And each

question and attendant controversy calls forth a veritable host of troub..e-

some sub-issues. The continuing problem is that sub-issues become prin-

cipal foci. The trees obscure the forest.

The first section of this anthology on teaching at Cleveland State

University addresses itself to the broad-gauged consideration of teaching.

Each essay in this section attempts to take the measure of the entire

forest or at least to describe the major types of flora which compose it.

The four authors--Professor Carlton Qualey of History, Professor

Lee Gibbs of Religious Studies, Professor David Santoro of Education, an,1

Professor Dale Brethower of Psychologyhave a common commitment. They

seek instructional excellence. Perhaps effectiveness is the more apt noin.

Surely instructional innovation, as a goal in and of itself, is not the

objective of any of them. Beyond this mutual agreement, the four divide

into two distinct schools of response to the problem.

Qualey and Gibbs stand as representative tJpes. Like most faculty

concerned with the quality of the educational experience, their approach

is intuitive. Their convictions about the essential conditions for effe:-

tiv:, teaching have matured through long, first-hand experience in the

classroom. For them, the focus is the teacher. What, they ask, are his

responsibilities? What can he or she do to insure quality and meaning

for students? While the answers Qualey and Gibbs advance are not explic-
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itly or directly based on research into formal learning theory, they are

insightful and provocative. Together, the first two essays set a tone

appropriate to the seriousness of the issue.

Professor Qualey, clearly, is sceptical of innovation. Indeed, the

dicta he delivers at the end of his first paragraph raise the question

whether the teacher can do anything at all with or for students whose

skills and intrinsic motivations are not as well honed as those of the

nation's very best undergraduates. This note, however, is merely a cau-

tion. Qualey's main concern has a more positive point to it. He calls

all university teachers to very high standards of performance. Those

who do not pass close inspection as good classroom teachers must not

receive tenure. Qualey is unforgiving in his low regard for gimmickry

and for teachers who are not researchers. His stance is based firmly on

the conviction, however, that most, if not all, students recognize and

respond to tough intellectual standards, and that innovation, loosely

used as a cover for ineptitude, must not be condoned. He does not re-

ject innovation. He insists only that it serve excellence. These

challenges are well taken. They recall for us the verities which.Qualey's

forty years of teaching experience have confirmed. Those truths must

inform today's interest in innovative techniques.

Professor Gibt identifies unreservedly with innovative trends in

contemporary teaching. Teaching he argues, must have an immediacy if it

is to be effective. Teaching must relate directly to a generation of

students who question the basic tenets and modus operandi of the academy:

the lecture mode, historicism, value-free inquiry and the separation

between thought and. action. Gibbs wonders whether the traditionally

trained Ph.D. can possibly meet this challenge from the contemporary or
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sensuous student. The instructor is already strung-out as a result of

severe struggles within the pro2ession between academic Left and Right, be-

tween advocates of tradition and of experientialism, of research and of

teaching. If he relies solely on his limited training in teaching, he must

fail. In order to save the "wounded enterprise" of the university, the

instructor must move to new conceptions of liberal education, of knowledge

and truth and of the student as a total being. He will, as a result, aben-

don traditional classroom modes in favor of stIctured innovation. One nay

ask whether the student type, which Gibbs describes, inhabits to any sigri-

ficant extent the public and especially the urban commuting university. It

is probably true, nevertheless, that most faculty, regardless of institu -

tional affiliation, have felt and responded to the hot breath of the coun-

terculture student. Gibbs's challenge to us is to respond creatively anc:.

generously to new student expectations; like Qualey, he asks that we make

the classroom a center for real intellectual communication.

Professors Santoro and Brethower consider the problem of education

from a different perspective. Both are trained students of learning theory;

both are researchers into the learning process, as well as classroom practi-

tioners. Consequently, and significantly, they emphasize learning rathe-

than teaching as the critical focus for attention and the final measure of

instructional effectiveness. And, although their perspective is as broad

as that of Qualey and Gibbs, Santoro and Brethower introduce a more sanguine

note about the possibilities for improving learning. Indeed, both would

object strenuously to the implication housed in Qualey's piece that there

are good teachers and bad teachers and little can be done to transform tie

latter into successful practitioners. Tf we concentrate on student leari-

ing, they argue, each of us can take steps in his own classroom to in-
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crease learning in measurable ways. In the process, of course, one becomes

a batter teacher. R'ther than implore, however, Santoro and Brethower pre-

scribe concrete tactics and strategies which instructors can apply in the

classroom.

Santoro separates the problem of instructional effectiveness into forr

manageable sub-problems: What is learning? How can we assess it? What

can be done to promote it? How can we measure it? Traditionally, lie

argue's, the principal models of education--the mental-discipline, the ex-

perimentalist and the mental-hygiene models--either have confustA the

issues or have been unable to answer any one of them satisfactorily. The

reason for this failure is that each model takes the student as the termi-

nal object or the end product of the educational process. What we must do

instead is to recognize that skill acquisition (the "functional ability to

perform a specific task") is the goal of education. This is the "legiti-

mate behavioral phenomenon of classroom learning." Once we accept that,

Santoro concludes, we can construct "a comprehensive, logical and inte-

grated model of educational practice for describing, asses:;ing and treating

basic learning phenomena." This model provides for the social factors

which impinge on rates of skill acquisition and it allows indi'Tidual in-

structors to arrange the classroom environments, including their own

role(s) in it, to maximize learning for each student. The implications

of Santoro's theoretical statement are many. The most significant of

them may be that, if teaching is an art, it must have some very precise

operational features in order to be successful as well as aesthetic.

Professor Brethower reinforces Santoro's argument. His paper, plus

the critique and commentary that were Pngzn.iered when he delivered it to

an Innovative Teaching Group Seminar a year ago, suggests that the body c,f
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research on learning is already complete and precise enough that, were in-

structors to utilize its precepts in their own teaching, they would work a

"revolution" in higher education. Brethower provides, as minimum organi::a-

tion for the event, a six-step schema that every instructor, regardless of

discipline, can adopt to stimulate measurable learning: (1) State instruc-

tional objectives clearly, (2) devise testing instruments which are gear..ld

to those objectives, (3) devise study material that encourages students to

perform tasks directly relevant to those objectives, (4) employ classroom

methods which maximize student participation in approximations to the final

objectives, (5) provide examples and non-examples of ways which the obje:-

tives are and are not met, (6) design mechanisms so that students obtain

frequent and immediate feedback about their progress. Each of these pre-

cepts is based on valid experimental research. In short, Brethower, like -

Sritoro, calls for the systematic examination and reorganization of instruc-

tional methodology by each teacher in order to foster learning, the prin-

cipal object and basic rationale of higher education.

It may well be that the differences in emphasis amcng the four au-

thors in this section between teaching and learning is more 7-2parent thz,a

real. Both Qualey and Gibbs demand that instructors respond to and sti-

mulate their students in intellectually respectable and valid ways. They

call for excellence. Santoro and Brethower argue that such energy can

be channeled in measurably effective ways. They give precise definition

to standards of excellence.
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INNOVATION?

Carlton C. Qualey*

has the feeling on listening to purportedly innovative ideas and

experiments that "this is where I came in The ideas and experiments are

much the same as those attempted in generations past, expecia17.-7 in the

1930s. After thirty-six and more years of teaching history in both experi-

mental and conservative institutions of higher learning, I have concluded

that two ideas have been especial:1y useful. One was given me by a president

under whom Iwas privileged to serve: "We hire faculty for our best students."

The other is an old concept: "A university is where university work is

done."

These two ideas do not exclude innovation, but they do involve high

standards of performance by faculty and students, expecially by the

instructor. The matter of standards is always troublesome. Granted that

there are no absolutes, it is nevertheless possible to insist that in

each of the university disciplin2s certain levels of mastery and under-

standing must be maintained. The higher levels, the more distinguished

the university. It will be said that standards are relative; that one

must take into account the background of the students. To this it can b(:

replied that if the students cannot meet the standards they should not

be in the university. Actually, no matter what the quality of background

of the students, I have found that students deeply resent lowering of

standards to fit their supposed poorer preparation. They want quality,

and woe to the instructor who does not recognize this fact. No amount

of classroom entertainment or fraternization can cover up lack of

genuine scholarly standards.

*Visiting Professor of History during the year of 1971-1972 at Clev,?.land
State University.
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Students very quickly find out whether or not an instructor really

knows his subject. They sense it by his security in fielding questions

and by his finger-tip knowledge of bibliography. They find out by check-

ing out what the instructor says. If the instructor is merely repeating

the textbook, the students will stop attending. They further test the

instructor by the kind and quality of his examinations. Through secondary

schools most students have been accu,_4tomed to objective examinations.

They kno what it takes to achieve grades. It is a kind of gamesmanship,

and rarely has much connection with genuine learning. When students

encounter essay questions or problem-solving test situations, they are

challenged. The good ones will come through. Again, however, it depends

on the nature of the questions asked or the problems to be solved. And

again it is the instructor's quality in making out the examination that comes

out. It is extremely difficult to make out good examinations. The possi-

bilities of misunderstanding are endless. But the examination can be one

of the best instructional devices available if it is not used punitively.

The students quickly sense the instructor's intent, and they are good

judges of fairness.

Once the instructor has survived the first weeks of testing by the

students, a condition of trust should develop. This trust is essential and

must be established before a proper learning situation can be created.

When the element of trust is there, communication, without reserve, can

be expected to develop between the instructor and his students.

One vital element in communication between an instructor and his

students is the intangible quality of genuine scholarly enthusiasm. I dc

not beleive that one can be an effective teacher unless one is also engaged

in productive scholarship. The students in any class, soon find out if ar
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irctructor is only one jump ahead of them and is merely rehashing secondary

material. They become excited when an instructor can, in effect, create

his subject in the classroom. Communication involves, of course, command

of language, felicity of phrasing, a degree of wit, and ability LAD sdy

the same thing in varying ways until comprehension is established. Effect-

iveness of communication is measured by responses, either in the form of

questions and discussion or in essay examinations. Ideally a class shoulc

be small enough for full communication to take place. However, even in a

large class or lecture, communication can be established if the components

described above have been secured. I have been in large lecture groups iii

which the tensions of excited communication have been high. I have also

seen small groups that were ..,ead as could be.

Unfortunately there are men and women who should not teach. Industrl-

ousness has brought them through 9,raduate school; recommendations have

brought them to university appoinments; and the protection of classroom

sanctity has prevented their discovery by busy chairmen or deans. Only

when they are notorously bad has their ineptitude been brought to light

before tenure is conferred. Then there is that bane of all colleges and

universities, the person who regards teaching as the price paid for

research facilities. Most unfortunate are those who can neither teach

well nor produce anything worth publishing. The really able teachers in

any department are usually few in number. They are not necessarily those

with huge classes which often indicate either a "pipe" course or a required

one. The really good teachers can be detected by the number of able Studc:.1::;

who seek out their courses.

Much ink is being spilled these days in the matter of tenure. The

American Association of University Professors has traditionally maintaincd
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that tenure is essential to academic freedom, that is, freedom from un-

reasonable interference with research and instruction. Probably a college

instructor is no more sacrosanct than members of other professions. On

the other hand, tenure does give som security, and this is perhaps

necessary to unworried endeavor. If one takes the latter line of thinkin;,

tenure can be a constructive device. The catch is that the instructor's

endeavor shall be of sufficient quality to warrant prcl.ection. o really

satisfactory arrangement has been proposed. Permanent tenure from the

time of early service seems to be going out of favor. Contract tenure

seems somehow mechanical and is open to abuse. Student evaluation has

yet to be proved reliable, except perhaps in single courses. One comes back

to the principles first stated. After a preliminary period of perhaps three

years, it should be clear to a vigilant department head or departmental com-

mittee on tenure whether or not an individual is worthy of probationary tenure,

say of five years. Final determination of continuous tenure would then be

made. Within these eight years there would be opportunity for interim

evaluations if needed, thus giving ample time during -In instructors market-

able age for search for a position elsewhere. In any ca...z2, innovation or

none, mediocrities need not be retained.

The use of gadgetry in the classroom has always been controversial,

but some is undoubtedly useful. Audio-visual aids are available, computer

aids are now commonplace, demonstrations are an,old standby, field trips

are appealing, and exercises of infinite variety are possible. However,

such things can become mere entertainment or a means of using up required

instructional time. One always comes back to the problem of basic under-

standing and of intellectual excitement.

Then there are the variations of organization of a classroom of students:

committee of the whole; panels of five or six; teams taking portions of
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subject matter; self-evaluation (an extremely hazardous device); research

papers, etc. I doubt that there is any program that has not_ been tried

somewhere. I know I have tried a great variety of them. Eventually on

comes to certain ways of doing things in the classroom that work for one's

self. One comes by this knowledge painfully and after a good deal of ex-

perience. The able instructor will come to it fairly quickly and will

continue to experiment. The mediocre will not succeed in any of the

experiments.

Innovation in the hands of a truly promising instructor can be very

beneficial. The lesson should be obvious. The emphasis must be on recru_t-

ment of able scholar-teachers, on making conditions for them that will

promote their efforts, and on rewarding them with tenure and promotion.

Tenure should not be given unless earned. The rule is a very tough one,

and it makes the life of a department chairman at time a bed of thorns.

But how else can a university do university work and achieve excellence?
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THE SENSUOUS STUDENT AND THE STRUNG-OUT PROFESSOR

Lee W. Gibbs *

Living and working in a university, perhaps the most disturbed insti-

tution in a s'ciety showing all the signs of acute cultural crisis, is not

very comfortable. Yet, as with every other aspect of the present cultural

situation, this one is full of great danger and great possibility. Ti: may

be helpful to point out some of the basic tensions and conflicts which some

of us with brief tenure in these institutions feel, having so lately left

the ranks of students and having learned of faculty unrest.

In writing this paper on innovative teaching, I have tried to steer a

course between abstract generalities 1:hat only repeat what others have al-

ready said and concrete personal observations which will not interest or

help others. The paper is divided into three najor sectio12; the first two

are analytic and diagnostic, while the thir(1 practical and constructive.

The first section is an analysis of the nature and implications of the

current student protest against a tradition-bound academic institution.

Section two sets forth three areas of tension and conflict precipitated

for the sensitive and dedicated teacher by student pressure for educational

reform. The third section suggests three methodological presuppositions

which may be used to legitimate innovative teaching and tc 6u1.2.d bridges

between conflicting inter_ts of students and facult7 .%.n.clmbers.

I.

Many intelligent and sensitive students who have been caught up in

their own cultural revolution have now been protesting for several years

* Assistant Professor of Religious Studies at Cleveland State University.
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against what they believe to be the bankruptcy and immorality of the preE-ent

educational t,ystem. They are in rebellion against an educational system

which they perceive to be intent on making them conformists to an outdated

social order. The contemporary student challenge to tradition-bound aca-

demic institutions includes the following intimately related but distin-

guishable constituents: (1) a critique of the excruciatingly boring and

relatively ineffective lecture method as the primary mode of teacher-student

communication in an age determined by electric media; (2) an anti-histor_cal

bias which is oriented away from the past toward the possibilities of th(!

future and especially to the meaning of what is happening at the present

moment; (3) an attack against the detached, objective stance which is nu-7-

tured by the whole intellectual style of supposedly value-free universit.Les;

and (4) a commitment to the unity of thought and action.

Critique of the Lecture Method

The present generation of students is not inclined to accept anythilg

without question. Nevertheless, lectures still dominate the typical class-

room as the primary mode of teacher-student communication. This instructional

technique emphasizes almost entirely the rational, conceptual, and verbal

level of communication at the expense of all others. The lecture symbolizes

the old top-down, hierarchical structure of teacher authority and student

dependence. The professor-lecturer, rigorously trained to be an abstract

intellectual, tends to regard and treat himself and his students as detached

minds without bodies. Students raised on the "cool" participational knowledge

of television and other electric media are no longer stimulated or satisfied

with the "hot" knowledge of the traditional classroom lecture. Especially

in the present atmosphere of social crisis and urgency, students care little
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for generalizations spoon-fed to them for purely abstract reasons. They

demand to see concretely and humanly why they are important.

The rigid asceticism, sublimation, and repression of bodily energy ;.nd

emotional drives required on the part of the normal student as he endure:

the ordeal of passively sitting through a lecture which bores him to tears

is relieved only by the final ringing of the bell. Radical students are

now raising the question about whether or not the price of such sublimat_on

and repression is too high. They are asking for new curricula and new peda-

gogical techniques which will move the emphasis in the classroom from col-

ceptual alitractions to concrete 1-..man beings with their concrete bodies

and repressed desires and feelinv. The student criticism of dehumanizilg,

disembodied abstractions is part of a general romantic protc-st. against "the

fallacy of misplaced concrc:teness", a protest on behalf of the living body

as a whole. Students are now insisting upon the recognition that there is

an undeniable sensuous, ecstatic, Dionysian element implicit in every human

body, in all human cognition, and in all the events cognized by human beings.

Students are demanding an educational process which will not only change

their thinking and behavior but also their sensing and feeling--that is to

say, their bodies and their awareness of their bodies.

The Anti-Historical Bias

The spiritual revolution which is taking place among today's youth is

marked by a decisive contempt for the past. Whereas the traditional univer-

sity has regarded itself as a treasure house and transmitter of human

wisdom carefully accumulated and preserved from the collective experience

of the human race, student radicals have acquired an active prejudice and

out-right hostility toward the past. Some extremists actually advocate

deposing all their professors and locking up all the libraries--all in the
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interest of gaining a truly relevant education unblurred and unhindered by

history. Not long ago, while speaking with one of my more radical studrts,

asked him where he planned to find the purified wisdom he was seeking.

The student responded: "We of the younger generation will get it from ore

another. And each of us will contribute his share from here"--and he

patted his heart.

This attempt to flee or escape from the oppressive responoibility of

the historical past appears in at least two different modes. The first

derogates both past and present for the sake of the future. Here the pant

is opposed mainly because knowledge of the past is believed to prevent con-

temporary men from expecting or creating a new future. The second opposes

the past becaLs' I= believes that bondage to the past prevents contemporary

men from enjoying the present and seeking for the meaning of what is happen-

ing at the present moment. But in either mode, the human past is viewed as

an obstacle to human fulfilment--a barrier to be demolished.

The Attack Against Objective, Value-Free Universities

The current student generation is well aware that modern civilization

faces the severest political, moral, and ecological emergency in its history.

Students raise their voices in protest against what they feel to be the

inhuman, insensitive attitude of modern science in both its theoretical and

applied fields. The objective, detached outlook, nurtured by the whole

intellectual style of supposedly value-free universities, mercilessly elimi-

nates enjoyment from man's relation to nature and promotes an aggressive,

dominating attitude toward reality. For these students, the Viet Nam War

symbolized in America what seems most dangerous to the worldrits high

level of science and technology and low level of wisdom and moral discern-
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ment. The war is for them the most highly rationalized and detached war

ever fought and yet the most savage. It demonstrates how reason and

civility can cover technological enterprises laden with destructive, demonic

implications. Yet, in spite of the complicity of most universities in per-

petrating the detached, objective outlook of modern science and tec"-inology,

many students have not completely given up on the universities and -.ire still

seeking to find In them a haven where they can freely think and speak about

ultimate questions, moral values, quality of life, the meaning of human

suffering and hope.

Commitment to the Unity of Thought and Action

One final observation will help to illumine the present conflict of

students with the universities. The separation between thought and action,

which university life enforces, seems to the students illegitimate. Faculty

members are professionals in the realm of thought. They move on occasion

from thought to action and back to thought again. Students, on the other

hand, customarily see their goal as action. They move on occasion from

act to thought to act again. Thus, while faculty enthusiastically promotE

programs of continuing education in which those working in the field are

brought back from action to thinking, students keep pushing for more atten-

tion to the kind of thinking that issues in action. They are impatient

with the fact that a university is a place where thought issues only in

further thought, talk in further talk, answers in further answers. They

are convinced that awareness grows only through conscious, accurate action.

II.

The student pressure for academic reform and innovation places the

sensitive and dedicated teacher in a very embarrassing and painful position.
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The young doctoral candidate gets his Ph.D. and goes out to teach. Then

comes the shock--courses to prepare and worst of all, students. He quie:ly

discovers how untrained to teach and how incredibly ill prepared he is for

the tasks now facing him. The young teacher quickly finds himself caugh:

up in three areas of conflict where the opposing sides continually bid for

a kind of total allegiance to one side or the other. These three confli:ts

arise between two kinds of ....ti-intellectualism, between tradition and et-

perience, and between research and teaching.

Anti-Intellectualism of the Right and the Left

The anti-intellectualism of the academic right is the province mainly

of university faculties. They consider that authentic knowledge and truth

are exhaustively manifest in the accepted and well defined academic fields.

Anything outside the fields of high competence represented by a given

faculty could not possibly qualify as serious academic study. Any who

challenge the system are ipso facto judged to be anti-intellectual.

The anti-intellectualism of the academic right has been undergirded

by the unnatural divorce it imposes between personal experience (subjec-

tivity) and rational analysis (objectivity). The "myth of objectivity"

holds that there is but one way of gaining access to reality, namely, tc

cultivate a state of consciousness cleansed of all subjective distortior

and all personal involvement. Only what derives from this objective

state of consciousness qualifies as knowledge.

The exclusiveness of this view of knowledge as the ruling dogma of the

university has been especially damaging to the humanities, and hence to

the healthy tension that should exist between the value questions inherent

in these subjects and the supposedly value-free pursuit of objective

knowledge. This myth has not only narrowed the scope of legitimate queE-
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tions to be raised but also hl= tended to support as inviolate those meth-

ods, disciplines, and subjects which the student finds entrenched and im-

posed when he arrives.

The second kind of anti-intellectualism is found among many of the

more activist students, who use various rationalizations to avoid learnirg

how to think well and clearly, and/or to avoid thinking about anything tlat

does not appear personally relevant upon the day of arrival upon campus.

The attack on objectivity tends to become an extreme and unjustified attack

on all research and all intellect. Intellect alone is not going to save

the world or civilization, but neither will be worth much without it.

The sensitive professor is torn between what is construed as intellec-

tual rigor on the one hand and a reformed educational system characterized

by contemporary relevance and good human relations on the other.

Tradition versus Experience

Most universities are characterized by the programmatic refusal to

encourage unity between the storehouse of traditional material and the fresh

data of present experience. The university and its faculty tend to compart-

mentalize these, aided by the notion of objectivity discussed above. Tha

student is asked to lay aside the imperious questions and impulses of hi;

experience and to enter the classroom with his mind a blank slate so that

he may absorb as much of the academic apparatus and tradition as possible.

He is also expected to learn to achieve detachment and objectivity. Wise

and cynical students have observed that this means learning to depersonalize

and detach oneself from his own favorite problems, predilections, and

prejudices only so that he may subject himself to those of his professors.

Once intdde the classroom door, he cedes to the professor the right not

only to provide guidance toward the right answers, but even to decide which

are the right questions.
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University faculty tend to be a bookish lot. They tend to equate rule-

vent data with literary texts, and competence with bibliographical prowess.

This confining of the definition of relevant data to printed books and

articles (especially foreign language ones) tends to make a fetish out

the current state of scholarship, leaving aside the question of the rela-

tion of the current state of scholarship to the hurrian situation.

The sensitive professor is torn between the questi'Dns and answers

being dealt with in the classroom and those actually being struggled wit'l

in the world outside.

Research versus Teaching

Although the question of research is now well worn, it still merits

further consideration. First-rate universities insist upon maintaining a

vital relationship between research and teaching. But these two activities

now imply an in-depth conflict when translated from abstract doctrine tc

practice in the real world. The conflict can be seen by looking at the two

competing constituencies to which the faculty member must answer--consti-

tuencies which have very different expectations and criteria of acceptability.

The two constituencies are the professional scholarly societies and the

students. The situation is further complicated by the fact that both ccn-

stituencies call for unqualified loyalty and represent values to which the

teacher is firmly committed. It is not only an external conflict for

allocation of his time but also a contest within himself.

On the one side, the professional society is the scholarly peer group

of like-minded and similarly trained practitioners of each academic fie:d.

By means of such an Establishment, standards are indeed maintained through

meetings and publications, and "the present state of research" on each

issue can be authoritatively identified. All discourse at these meetings
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(as in reputable journals and books) takes place on a single level of

awareness in a circle of scholars who accept each other's presuppositions

and standards and characteristically refrain from challenging the basic

assumptions upon which all are operating. The leaders of the professional

society are the leaders in the field, being the same people who advise the

most prestigious academic institutions and the most reputable publishing

houses and journals as to worthy candidates for h'.ring and worthy manu-

scripts for publication. This mandarin system undeniably maintains high

standards of technical excellence, but it also reenforces an exceedingly

high degree of intellectual conformity.

On the other side, there are the students who demand good teaching

and a genuine concern for themselves as individuals. They expect facult:'

to take the time to discuss outside of the classroom their intellectual

and personal interests and problems. The young teacher usually finds th.tt

he has been better trained in his graduate program for producing scholarly

articles in order to gain tenure, move upward, and become one of the top

establishment people than in handling the daily grind of teaching and

counseling students.

The professor finds himself torn between the evaluation of his pro-

fessional peer group, which evaluates his performance on the quantity ani

quality of his research and publication, and the evaluation of students,

who think most of their professors are lousy because they spend much of

their time doing research and publishing rather than teaching. When the

ofessor finds out that university administrators are listening carefully

to both colleague and student evaluation for the purpose of making hirirg

and firing and/or promotion and tenure decisions, there should be little

wonder that he tends to be seriously threatened by any kind of evaluation-

colleague, student, or administrative.
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The teacher finds it most uncomfortable to be caught in the middle of

the tensions and conflicts presently inherent in his profession. The seen-

ingly implacable demands from opposing sides in these various conflicts

give rise to feelings of schizophrenia. He yearns for the calmness of

spirit and absence of distraction needed for fruitful intellectual work,

but he also aches for the world that needs changing. Combat weary, he is

tempted to seek escape by settling into one camp or another, to settle

down in a fixed position and quit hearing the others, to stay out of the

crossfire as much as possible.

Yet it is of vital importance that this temptation of choosing in an

either/or fashion be resisted. The possibility of healing the wounded

enterprise of contemporary education in the universities demands that the

conflict-situc.7tion in which the teacher finds himself must be suffered

through and somehow resolved on a higher plane than most have been able to

reach. Meanwhile, it remains to keep open--within the bounds of reason,

conscience, and sanity--to all sides of a schizoid situation. The remain-

ing part of this paper attempts to promote a partial healing of the educa-

tional process by suggesting three methodological presuppositions which

may be used to legitimate innovative teaching and to build bridges between

conflicting interests of students and faculty members. All of these

presuppositions imply less authoritarian modes of structuring and teachirg

classes and a decisive movement toward self and peer-group learning and

evaluation.

The three presuppositions which can be used in an innovative teachirg

program are as follows: (1) a broader conception of the nature and purpcse

of liberal education; (2) a broader conception of knowledge and truth; and
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(3) a broader understanding of the student in his totality as a psycho-

somatic organism.

A Broader Conception c ,iberal Education

All of the problems of pedagogy relating to educational courses and

programs ultimately rest on a broader decision concerning the nature and

purpose of a liberal education. As a tentative, working definition, let

me propose the following: a liberal education is an initiation both inc L

the specific subject matter of thre, traditional academic disciplines and

into the mysteries of human existence. This recognition of the part

played by education emphasizes the fact that cognitive reality--which is

only one human good among others--may be monstrously destructive unless it

exists in the context of moral and aesthetic sensibilities. The purpose

of a liberal education is to help the student learn how to continue to

learn as the main purpose of life. If learning is conceived of as creative

change in the student's thinking and behavior, education in this broadenec

sense can become an exhilarating, lifelong pursuit. To go on learning anc

sharing knowledge with others may well be considered a purpose worthy of

mankind.

An essential part of the change in the thinking and behavior of the

student induced by education is the formation of increasingly free agents

who can make morally responSible decisions between alternative courses of

action. Implicit in the very idea of freedom is an inward commitment to

truth. The student preparing for freedom must throw away the crutches of

dependence on teachers and course outlines. The authority of the teacher

must diminish proportionately as the student matures in the exercise of his

freedom.
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The view of the nature and purpose of a liberal education makes active

student participation indispensible in the process both of planning and

running their classes. Especially in higher-level undergraduate and in

graduate courses, more and more classes should be largely selftaught by

the students--both in terms of self-instruction and of participative

education in peer groups. Students maturing in the exercise of their frEe-

dom also have an increasing right to be evaluated by their peers and by

themselves.

When the primary responsibility of thought and action is thrown on

the student, the teacher consciously risks manipulation and abuse of his

trust. The student with his new-found freedom finds himself the victim or

a divided or ambivalent will. He genuinely desires to have the freedom

to choose the subject matter he investigates, and to have a greater role in

determining how to study it. But freedom implies responsibility and in-

volvement, and this means time, effort, and devotion to the subject matter.

The student is, therefore, divided against himself. He genuinely desires

freedom in the educational prccess, but he also hates what this freedom

implies and will make up any plausible excuse to avoid it.

Nevertheless, the teacher must himself be free and secure enough to

take the risk of promoting the active participation of students in planning

and running classes. He must continue to act hopefully upon the unverified

premise that "there is good in every student." He may not get very far in

his efforts, but he will more than likely find that his every effort is sub-

stantially rewarded.

A Broader Conception of Knowledge and Truth

There needs to be an attack on the popular positivism or scientism and

the philosophical rationalism which claim that scientific knowledge and
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logical conceptualization are the only truths that now exist or ever shou:d

have existed. This argument should not by any means be construed either

as an attack against science and its technological application or as a

revolt against human rationality as such. There must be a new, broader, end

more !.aimane conception of knowledge and truth which will embrace the sen-

sitivity of students for the present moment, the..r concern for moral values,

and their commitment to the unity of thought and action.

Without denigrating or allowing the activist student to denigrate th!

human past and the accumulated wisdom of the race, there is a need for th!

university to devote more of its attention to the present and the future

than it ever has before. Given the present mind-boggling rate of techno-

logical change with all of its social and cultural consequences, and

given the staggering knowledge-explosion which is now upon us, the modern

educator and the student have much to learn together and from each other.

There are in fact, many present realities of which professors are ignorant

and with which the students are in immediate contact in their daily lives.

Furthermore, because of the uncertain future into which they are sending

their students, teachers must be concerned with equipping them with a

functional learning that can adapt itself to new situations and problems.

Teachers must help their students to think in a manner that will allow

them to discover their own answers to questions rather than encouraging

them to accept ready-made answers. One of the best ways to promote this

is for the teacher to master the Socratic method of asking the right

questions at the proper time and place in such a way that students are

helped to express what they have already experienced but cannot quite

bring to consciousness and articulate.
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Thus, recognizing that education has formerly been too much oriented

toward the past, the innovative teacher must be capable of achieving and

propagating an openness of mind to new breakthroughs and a general readiness

for originality and spontaneity- for example, in the creation and develop-

ment of new methods and tools for research and analysis of elusive contem-

porary and future movements, events, and trends. Such an openness of mind

requires not only moral courage but mental and physical stamina as well.

For in studying present or future trends, the usual bibliographical sources

are scanty at best and often non-existent. One is on one's own to scrounge

around for materials, interview people, watch television, read newspapers,

keep track of movies, listen to popular rock albums, and remain current with

ephemeral pop-culture items which are seldom if ever bought or saved by

libraries.

A Br3ader Understanding of the Studant as a Psychosomatic Organism

Finally, innovative teaching will be expedited and much of the dessica-

tion of our universities and our culture can be overcome if the student

both thought of and treated in his totality as a psychosomatic organism

who has a body, unconscious drives, aesthetic sensibilities, and moral

sensitivity, as well as the capacity to think and talk. Any educational

process which reduces nature, discovery, and learning to a dull affair- -

scentless, colorless, merely the hurrying-through of a certain body of

endless, meaningless material--is lethal. It is as immoral to bore a

student as it is to abuse him physically.

The lecture method, while still useful for limited purposes, must in-

evitably give way to a whole new battery of teaching techniques, ranging

from role playing and playing games to interactive, computer-mediated

classes and the immersion of students in "contrived experiences." Experi-
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ential programming methods, utilizing a multi-media approach and drawn fror

recreation, entertainment, and industry, will more and more be supplanting

the familiar and usually brain-draining lecture. Educators have always

known that learning and life itself are maximal where play and work coincice.

The innovative teacher must try to create the kind of learning environment

where this situation may either happen or be recovered. Then learning may

once again become delightful, serious fun.
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RATIONALE FOR BUILDING A TAXONOMY OF CLASSROOM LEARNING SKILLS

David A. Santoro*

There is increasing evidence today that educational practice has been

weighed in the balance and found wanting. Some of the factors which have

contributed to this judgment are: (1) the failure of educators and theo-

rists to determiLL what are the lawful and relevant determinants to learr.-

ing in a university setting, (2) the weaknesses of traditional psycho-

diagnostic methods in providlag adequate assessment of relevant behavioral

phenomena, (3) our earlier inability to provide a repertory of prescrip-

tive interventions designed to effect a strategy for coping with learnin';

problems, and (4) our failure to develop relevant criteria of effective

human behavior and the means wherewith to assess our approximations to

these criteria. In briefer terms, our teaching practice has been limited

by an inadequate conception of What is school learning? How can Nae assess

it? What can be done about promoting it? and How can we determine whetler

we have been successful or not?

The purposes of this paper are three-fold. The first is to discuss

the development of educational practices within the context of the above

central questions as they relate to the development of educational models.

The second is to compare some specific approaches to educational practice

within the context of these same questions, and the third is to provide an

overall rationale for building a taxonomy of classroom learning skills.

Nearly all great philosophers, dictators, social reformers and ex-

ponents of revolutionary change have concurred in their conviction that the

educational system of a people is a primary control mechanism for the de-

*Assistant Professor of Special Education at Cleveland State University.
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velopment of specific skills and attitudes as well as behaviors on the part

of children. As a result, education has been viewed as a primary mechanisn

for cultural transmission.

The problem of What constitutes school learning has then been related

directly to the pervasive and pivotal issues which confront society at any

given time. The application of these philosophical or methodological idea:

is strictly limited by the potential of teachers and administrators to

initiate change in the fabric of society. Because philosophical and method-

ological ideas can be more easily expressed than implemented, the process

slow and sometimes halting.

What Constitutes Learning?

The question of what constitutes learning has been answered by three

different models within the history of American education. Most of these

models still remain in some modified vigor or form within the universities.

These the models may be identified as: (1) the mental-discipline model,

(2) the philosophy of experimentalism identified with John Dewey, and (3)

the mental-hygiene approach basically derived from psychoanalytic and medial

models of personality adjustment. To a large' extent, these conflicting models

of teaching and learning have variously conceived of the teacher as a content-

oriented purveyor of knowledge (mental-discipline model), a guide for the

progressive evolution of self-discovery experiences (experimentalism), or as

a kind of junior psychotherapist (mental-hygiene approach). They have viewed

the students, implicitly or explicitly, as terminal objects to be programired

with knowledge, as mechanisms for exploring the environment or as individuals

whose mental and physical health are essentially jeopardized by the aversive

environment of civilization.
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Few of these approaches remain in pure form in the university system

today. And yet teachers do believe in their role as a cognitive purveyor

of knowledge (mental discipline), most believe that self-discovery and

problem-solving are important social skills to be learned in education

(experimentalism), and nearly all acknowledge that personal adjustment and

stability are related to adequate learning (mental hygiene).

As each of these systems pervaded universities defining learning and

the teaching process in differential ways, so the second question of How

can we assess learning was answered diffcrently by each of these approaches.

Classical humanistic learning assessed learning primarily in terms of cog-

nitive growth and development joined to verbal abilities. This can be

readily seen in terms of the assessment devices used. Oral examinations,

essay eNaminations, the ability to think on one's feet and defend ideas

were all considered methods of evaluating the product of education.

Theses, dissertations, term papers, and passing of extensive examinations

also provide indices. But for the most part, these approaches were sub-

jectively evaluated by the master teacher, the oral committee or colleagues.

In the philosophy of experimentalism, much more emphasis was placed

on a process-orientation involving problem-solving skills primarily identi-

fied with social goals. However, since this can be less readily assessed than

the methods used by classical humanistic approach, and because of the con-

fluence of social philosophy with experimentalism in the thinking of Dewey

and others, a need was felt for objective evaluation. This neec was filled

through group-testing procedures. Thus, group testing as an objective

method of comparing individuals in relation to group norms was considere

to be a more important method of evaluation characterized by the wellkncwn

biases of experimentalism in philosophy.
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Within the mental-hygiene approach, the methods became once again mere

individualistic with the development of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment

procedures incorporated within the frame of reference of education. The

teacher as a therapist was more concerned with providing a wholesome en-

vironment for the dev,:tlopment of well-adjusted children, than in either of

the other major approaches.

Certainly, the goals of the approaches and the processes used to evalu-

ate educational change were then related to curriculum objectives. CurrI%-

culum objectives should focus on the answer to the question, "What can be

done?" The approach of classical humanism was primarily one of systemat.c

organization providing implicitly or explicitly the undergirding framework

or scaffolding (as Ausubel in recent times has referred to it) for cogni-

tive concept formation. Thus, knowledge could be divided into specific

areas with sub-areas and specialities. These sub-areas could then be

studied, memorized, learned in a variety of techniques. The approach of

experimentalism focused on the teaching unit with social goals and demo-

cratic values providing much of the curriculum emplqsis. Firally, the

mental-hygiene approach was much less precise in terms of curriculum,

drawing primarily from the other areas but specifying certain kinds of

game such as socio-drama as curriculum v, hicles,

Since each of these particular models did have a philosophical base

for its approach which could be identified as: (1) classical realism,

(2) experimental pragmatism, and (3) positivistic relativism, they did

more or less efficiently prescribe the parameters of the learning process,

the methods of attack, tha goals for the process, and the curriculum

vehicle to be used. In addition, however, they did attempt to formulate

an effective criterion of the educational process. They sought to evalu-
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ate their efficiency against criteria such as the mental-disciplined human-

ist, the truly democratic man, or the well-adjusted personality. Since

these ideas are only constructs, any attempt at the assessment of measured

progress toward these goals was bound to suffer from a lack of specificity.

Moreover, each of these ideological constructs was applied to the specific

power structures of the school, and the interactive effect of all three

models was applied differentially within the specific system.

It is apparent that education has been forced to cope with a variety

of models of learning. Operationally or functionally, this has tended to

mean that the teacher has been orientated in a curriculum program somehow

designed to accomplish a job in the universities wherein the primary

phenomena dealt with are variously interpreted, the methods used to cope

with these phenomena subjectively related to the shifting phenomena, and

the criteria of effectiveness for the most part not ascertained.

Although the existing educational models and practices have been

effective in varying degrees, the real efficacy of the teacher has been

hampered: (1) by a variety of conflicting models of education based on

confused notions as to the primary phenomena of learning involved, as well

as the goals, methods, and criteria of evaluation derived from several

different disciplines and philosophical bases; (2) by inadequately concep-

tualized criteria for evaluating results of practice both within and

between these several approaches; (3) by differential training programs

which have attempted to meet, compromise with or otherwise synthesize

disparate elements ani foci into unified training objectives; and (4) by

an inadequate philosophical base as well as a weak scientific Methodololy.

In addition to these problems, the well-known recent emphases on disadvan-

taged children and the crash programs of the federal government (very often
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hastily implemented on the basis of suddenly available funding), inade-

quately conceptualized theoretical or evaluative bases, and limited per-

sonnel, have forced educators to operate generally as people who subjec-

tively try to fit various tools and methods from their repertory to the

tentative and expedient goals of the school in a pragmatic or eclectic

manner.

Social Learning Model: Characteristics

If education is to provide a series of services to the university ccm-

munity in a comprehensive manner, it is imperative that somehow a logical

model be developed. It is the assumption of the writer that at least a

semiscientific model can be developed utilizing the principles of logic

and E;cience to serve as guidelines.

The logical requirements of a comprehensive model for teacher tTain-

ing are five-fold: (1) the phenomena of the model should, in part; be

empirically observable, definable and classifiable, (2) the interpreta-

tion of the phenomena should be non-eclectic, i.e., describable in termin-

ology corresponding as accurately as possible to the simplistic empirica:.

fact, (3) the ordering of the phenomena should be logically consistent

and parsimonious yielding adequate discriminatory judgments, (4) the model

should possess power functions for assessment and evaluation of differen-

tial phenomena within the model, and (5) the model should be philoso-

phically sound and compatible with the scientific approach. These logi-

cal requirements will now be discussed in fuller detail as they apply to

a social learning model of educational practice.

It is the contention of the writer that social learning theory pro-

vides, in part, a comprehensive, logical and scientific basis for educa-

tional practice. Specifically, social learning theory: (1) provides a
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comprehensive philosophically based and scientifically viable framework for

describing, analyzing, and treating the phenomena involved, (2) is suscep-

tible to scientific investigation, through the determination of adequate

methods of assessment and evaluation of phenomena, together with a coherEnt

testable set of treatment strategies, (3) provides the educator with a role

consonant with the nature of the phenomena he works with, and (4) IrovidEs

a rationale and methodology adequate for determining criteria of efficieLt

operation, i.e., success or failure. In short, social learning theory pro-

vides a comprehensive, logical and integrated mode] of educational practLce

for describing, assessing, and treating basic learning phenomena.

Social learning theory can be considered as a body of scientific

knowledge derived from studies of culture, the environmental press,

acquisition, social psychology, and behavioral learning and psychotherap ".

The Empirical Phenomena of School Learning

One of the first tasks of any scientific endeavor is to define the

basic phenomena which will serve as the separate focus for investigation.

By way of consideration, one may look at either global constructs which "lave

been used to refer to learning, or very specific concepts. Examples of :he

former are learning as an art wher.4n learning was considered a product pf

personality, ego development, motivation, mental discipline, or problem-

solving. These global constructs represent humanistic constructs, interven-

ing variables, or an array cf complex skills. In short, they would appear

to be the products of learning rather than the descriptive characteristizs

of learning itself. In the same way, the intensive animal studies of learn-

ing with identification of the stimulus-response model appear to be clear

rechx,tionism to an overly simplistic and atomistic term. Thus, one rlefini-

tion of the phenomena involved is apparently too global for precision in
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distinction and classification and the other approach is too minute. It is

important that we should be able to determine the beauties of a sunset over

the mountains and trees, and it is also important that we be able to zero

in on the nature of a leaf in a particular tree. This may be called per-

spective. But in classroom learning if we are to deal readily with phenonena

that can be mrnipulated and controlled, we must find an intermediate posi-

tion which is sufficiently specific to allow for definition, but not so

minute that it cannot be utilized meaningfully.

Such a construct can be found in the notion of skill. An empirical

evaluation of the nature of classroom learning, plus the evaluation of a

considerable amount of research literature in the specific areas of human

learning and environmental "press", would appear to support the definition

here that the skill concept defined as a functional abilit to erform a

specific task is the legitimate behavioral phenomenon of classroom learnig.

Recent research and writing in education has suggested rather obliquely

that the teaching-learning situation is moving toward the enhancement of

task-oriented learning (Bower, 1964; Bordon, 1964; Bordon and Bennett, 1967).

Moreover, the specific research of Gagne in the description of conditions

of learning (1965), the cognitive emphasis of Ausubel (1965) and Bruner

(1966), and the considerable research studies of the behavioral learning

group found in Bijou and Baer (1961), Patterson (1967), Ferster (1962),

Williams ;1959), Lazarus (1965), Bandura and Walters (1963) and Hewett (1968)

have provided the research background supportive of this definition of class-

room learning phenomena.

Each of these researchers in their own way has helped to provide a

research background which would support the notion of skill acquisition as

the legitimate focus of the educational enterprise. For example, Gagne
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(1970) has provided a sequential learning model which takes into considera-

tion the step-by-step process of learning through signal and stimulus-

response learning to chaining, verbal association and subsequent multiple

discrimination and generalization. Taylor (1962) and Berlyne (1960) have

identified the fact that different sensory modalities are involved in

learning. Ausubel (1965) and Bruner (1966) have suggested that a different

type of learning is necessary for cognl'Ave association, concept formation

and receptor learning. Ausubel particularly has emphasized the need for

what he calls advanced organizers or the cognitive scaffolding which allows

for the systematic expansion of verbal concepts. The behavior modification

school, which has involved the experimental manipulation of children's

behavior and specialized studies with hyperactive, autistic, tantrum-behavior

and phobic children, though generally limited to experimental units outside

the schools, has provided considerable research evidence regarding the

efficacy of such techniques (Grossberg l)64). Bandura and Walters (1963),

though not again specifically addressing themselves to the classroom

setting and drawing heavily on social psychology, have indicated the

st.:ength of such social learning techniques as imitation, vicarious experi-

encing, modeling, and shaping of behavior. Skinner (1968) has also sug-

gested that teachers could obtain far greater results if they could define

the kinds of behaviors they wish to obtain. Hewett (1968), in the appli-

cation of much of this research and working in the specific context of

educationally-handicapped children, has developed what he calls ',:he engineered

classroom in which the educational task-orientation learning system is bro-

ken down Into seven stages or steps. These he conceives to be attention,

response, order, exploration, social-skill acquisition, mastery, and

achievement. He has found thai- children can be sequentially programmed
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through these stages, and that in point of'fact it is extremely important

that children learn the earlier stages before they proceed to the more

advanced ones.

These research studies clearly. point out that the concept of skill

is a legitimate base for building a taxonomy of classroom learning.

The second area of research findings focuses on the question of

learning contingencies. Given structural intactness, how can learning be

augmented, corrected, controlled and enhanced? Research from the area of

measurement of the environmental "press" provides another key to skill-

acquisition rate. Measurement of the environmental "press" has stemmed

from an effort to determine more adequate predictors and criteria of.

effective collegiate behavior. The concept developed from the research

studies of Pace and Stern (1958), Thi.stlethwaite (1960), Holland (1959),

and Astin (1965). This concept has related to the measurement of the

means whereby the environment shapes and molds the behavior of the

individuals who live within it. In a series of studies (Barclay, 1966)

the writer has systematically explored the nature of environmental "press'

in the secondary and elementary curriculum. The studies by the writer

have provided evidence that peer ratings and teacher thrust constitute

the two majcr criterion sources of effective human behavior in the

classroom. These studies corroborate the research of others such as

Backman and Secord (1962), Backman and Pierce (1963), and Patterson

(1967).

Thus, it would appear that any attempt to assess social behavior in

the classroom must take into consideration the cultural criteria of

effective behavior which are set and sustained by the peer group and the

teacher, sometimes in conjunction with each other and more often in some

opposition to each other.
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What all of this research leads to is a definition of classroom

learning in terms of differential rate of skill acquisition within a soda

context. The following statements may summarize -7hat appears to emerge

as the fundamental framework for describing classroom learning. This

framework takes into consideration both the fundamental set of behavioral

responses issued by the subjects of learning (skill acquisition) and the

methods whereby such responses are augmented, controlled and developed.

1. Learning may be characterized in the classroom as differential
skill acquisition, subject to structural and environmental
contingencies.

2. There is a hictarchy of skill acquisition extending from
simple to complex manifestations.

3. Learning skills may be tentatively classified within the
major categories of perceptual-motor skills, social skills,
and cognitive concept-formation skills.

4. The rate of skill acquisition in the individual may be
considered a dependent variable related functionally to
structural endowment and environmental programming as
independent variables.

5. Constructs such as attitudes, emotional states, affects
and motivation are by-products of both interpersonal and
environmental shaping and are related specifically to habits
of skills acquired.

6. Classroom learning is task- oriented and systematically shaped
by two major criterion sources (i.e., peers and teachers) who
act as de facto agents of the cultural transmission.

This approach to classroom learning then is characterized by the view

of classroom learning phenomena as: (1) a series of taskiriented skillE,

(2) requiring differen,..Lal programming in relationship to structural

limitations and goal-setting of criteria, (3) shaped and influenced by

immediate criterion sources effective behavior identified as primary

ch2nge of influence agents in the learning process, i.e., peers, teachers

and curriculum materials.
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RECENT RESEARCH IN ?EARNING BEHAVIOR:
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR COLLEGE TEACHING

Dale M. Brethower*

Research on Teaching

A recent review of research on college teaching has the intriguing

title The Teaching-Learning Paradox. The paradox, as I understand it,

is that on the one hand we are sure that teaching method, class size,

and teaching style are important but on the other hand the research eviderce

fails to show that such things have much influence on how much students

learn. Differences in teaching don't seem to produce differer es in

learning. For example, a major conclusion of the review is that the

research on class size offers no clear support for the belief in the

superiority of small classes.

To put this review in perspective, let me talk about a paper one might

write called "The Rain Dance-Rain Paradox". The findings in the paper might

be that variations in details of the dance, while passionately believed

the dancers to be crucial, would tend not to correlate with variations in

rainfall. There would be some promising findings in the paper. For

example, there would be consistent differences in rainfall in different

areas and surely at least some of the differences should be attributable

to differences in the rain dances. It might be embarrassing to discover

that in areas of heaviest rainfall there seems to be the least raindancin4.

but that could be explained by indicating that the features of the rain

dance were well represented in the day to day behavior of the population.

With such community support no special dancing is required.

The similarities between the rain dance-rain paradox and the

teaching-learning paradox are perhap:, superficial. As a professional

*Assistant Professor of Psychology aU The Cleveland State University
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teacher I certainly like to think they are; however some parallels cause

nagging doubts. For example, just as there is the most rain dancing where

there is the least rain, the most "teaching" occurs in special aducai:ion

classes and remedial classes which are also locales of minimal learning.

And, as a graduate student, I often learned most when not interrupted by

the graduate faculty.

Of course, I'm not suggesting that learning is as uninfluenced by

teaching as rain is by rain dancing. I am willing to argue that a .ct of

our teaching behavior is superstition, but wbgt I am really assertin3 is

that much of the research on teaching deals with aspects of teaching loosely

related to crucial aspects of the learning process. Consequently, the valie

of the research is very much reduced and the results are very difficult to

interpret.

The task of interpreCng the research on teaching is similar to the

task a chemist would have in reading a book reporting extensive research

on some set of chemical reactions but which, inexplicably, neglected to

mention an important variable, for example, temperature. The chemist

could read the experiments, make some plausible guesses about what certain

of the temperatures must have been, interpret data in light of those guesses,

modify his guesses, and tease quite a bit of information out of the studies.

The studies could be valuable without being well done or w reported;

if interpreted carefully by someone who knew chemistry.

As someone who knows something about research mc hodology and about

the learning process, let me offer some interpretations of research and

college-level teaching.

My first point is relevant to the conclusion of The Teaching-Learning

Paradox review by Dubin and Taveggia: the evidence fails to support the

superiority of small classes over large classes. Assuming the validity of
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the conclusion, what does it mean? Exactly what it says and nothing more.

The evidence does not show that large classes are as good as small

classes. The several research studies test three hypotheses: (1) The

Null Hypothesis that there is no difference in effectiveness between large

and small classes, (2) Alternate hypothesis A, that small classes are

superior to large classes and (3) Alternate hypothesis B, that large classes

are superior to small classes.

Some studies reject the null hypothesis and show small classes to be

superior; other studies show large classes to be superior. The bulk of

the studies fail to show differences.

The statistical techniques employed can show differences but they

cannot prove equality. We o.annot prove the null hypothesis. All we can

do is say that our measurement procedure was not precise enough to detect

any differences that might exist. The research does not prove the superiority

of small classes; however, it would be a serious logical error to conclude

that it shows large classes to be as good as small classes. We can restate

and amplify the DubiL and Taveggia conclusion:

(1) Some small classes are superior to some large classes.

(2) Some large classes are superior to some small classes.

0) Class size alone does not determine quality.

A second major point regarding the Dubin-Taveggia review is made by

McKeachie in a review of research on college teaching published in 1971.

"The Dubin and Taveggia review deals only with the effects of teaching oa

course examinations. The results presented in this (McKeachiers) paper

substantially support their conclusion that so far as performance on course

examinations is concerned, there is no strong basis for preferring one

teaching method over another. When one asks, however, whether knowledge

(1) is remembered after the final examination, (2) can be applied to new
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problems, or (3) is related to attitudes and motives, we find that class

size and teaching method do make a difference. "Analysis of research sug-

vsts that the importance of size depends upon educational goals. In gen-

eral, large classes are simply not as effective as small classes for re-

tention, critical thinking, and attitude change."

McKeachie suggests that, in any course with multiple objectives, each

objective should be stated and different methods be used at different

times. He's not arguing for variety in methods merely for the sake of

variety or to alleviate boredom. He's recommending careful matching of

specific methods to specific objectives. But he does this at the end of

the review, suggesting that it can be done in the future when we know more.

Not everything is left for the future, however. McKeachie offers some very

usaful suggestions, supported by research, which we can use to begin or tD

further our efforts to match methods to objectves. I would heartily

recommend the review to anyone who is serious about doing a competent job

of college-level teaching. It will offer some ideas for improvements and

help to confirm the wisdom of some of the attempts already made. And,

perhaps you will find one or two of the studies intriguing enough to dig

out and read in the original.

Research on Learning

Let me turn now to research on the learning process and examine impli-

cations it has for teaching. How much do we know about the learning process?

It is fashionable for psychologists, when faced with such a question, to say

something like this: "The scientific study of learning is really quite rew.

We have learned a lot, of course, but mucb of the work has been done stucying

rather simplc, kinds of learning. Wnen it comes right down to it, we do rot

know very much that would be of practical use to teachers, particularly et

the college level." I personally believe that any psychologist who makeE
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such statements is speaking the truth. However there is a grammatical error

in the last sentence. When the psychologist says "We do nIt know very much..."

he is using first person plural where he should use firs: ',erson singular.

If a psychologist -- even an eminent researcher in the fifld of human lea/n-

ing -- says "I do not know very much..." then I feel it good of him to

confess his ignorance but I do not recognize his authority to speak for ME.

In all humility, I number myself among the hundreds of psychologists and

educators who know quite a lot about the learning process that is of very

practical utility.

In fact, I would assert that we know enough to revolutionize education

if the knowledge were applied to the improvement of education. What, then,

is that knowledge? And is it well-documented with solid empirical evidence

or is it a collection of opinion statements that psychologists argue aboul:

among themselves?

These criteria were used in selecting the parts of research on learn.ng

to describe today: (1) The test of time Each set of findings appeared 7irst

in the literature prior to 1929; (2) The test of continued investigatiol -

Each set of findings has been replicated, further investigated, and supported

by more recent research:. (3) The test of relevance - Each set of finding;

can be related to specific instructional procedures; (4) The test of complete-

ness - Taken together the findings can support a rather comprehensive set

of guidelines for college-level teaching.

The first of six conclusions from the research literature states

"As soon as learning stops, forgetting begins." One might ask "How soon

is 'as soon as'?" and "What do you mean by forgetting?" By forgetting I

mean falling off in the measure of learned performance, e.g. performance on

a test. By "as soon as" I mean by the time the experimenter plots the first

point on his retention curve. First points have been plotted within minLtes,
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within hours, within days, within weeks, and within months after the mastery

test. The generalization holds across the range of times (Woodworth and

Schlossberg, 1956).

The second part of the conclusion regarding retention is that "If

amount learned is defined as the difference between pre-test and post-test

scores, the amount forgotten is approximately equal to the amount learned

unless the material is rev!ewed during the post-test retention-test interval."

In other words, the student rhetorical question "The more you study the more

you know, the more you know the more you can forget, the more you can forget

the more you do forget, the more you forget the less you know. So why study""

has some merit. One forgets most of what one learns. The amount forgotten

is approximately equal to the amount learned.

But what is meant by "approximately equal"? In a variety of laboratory

studies, using a variety of material learned, and a variety of retention

measures it is uncommon for retention to remain as high as 50% for very long

and quite common for it to drop below 20%. And, in all of the retention

curves, the last point plotted is the lowest, indicating that retention is

still dropping.

Most of the laboratory studies assume a zero as the pre-test score,

which means that the data presented, fif anythin6, over-estimate retention.

Retention data on college-level courses is very rare and is ordinarily not

collected in such a way that makes more than the wildest guesses possible

about how much is retained. Even so, to estimate that students retain 50% of

what .they learn in a course for more than a few months requires Itic.re optimism

(or possibly mare ignorance) than I have been able to muster. Clearly, the

burden of proof is on the professor who claims his students retain large

portions of what they learn in his course.

The second of the six conclusions from research on learning is this:
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Transfer of training (i.e. the ability to use what is learned later on or

in a different setting) is a function of similarf.ty between training condi-

tions and transfer c6aditions. Large differences in setting, response

requirements, and/or ircentiveb result in little transfer.

There are several variants of transfer-of-training studies all revolving

around the general question, "If training occur'; under one set of conditions,

does the learned performance transfer to other Lz.e.ts of conditions?" Early

research made the answer very clear: Not much transfer occurs.

To substantiate the point that little transfer occurs all that's really

necessary to do is point out -- as several researchers have -- that retention

studies can be considered as special cases of transfer of training studies.

Lack of retention is one instance of a failure of transfer of training. Mary

other instances could be cited. So clear were the findings that transfer dces

not just happen, and so clear were the findings that retention is minimal,

that much of the research has dealt with what is essentially a teaching

probl(ml, i.e. how can one increase retention and transfer?

the answer to that question appears to be summarized by one simple guice-

line: Simulate transfer conditions during training and eliminate the time

interval by timely teaching or by continued review or practice.

Please do not be misled by my use of the historical term "training". 2n

this context the word "learning" could be substituted for the word "training".

The third conclusion from research on learning is that the learning

skills of students are major determinants of how much is learned. There an!

wide variations in learning skills and abilities; however, students can acquire

learning skills which enable them to perform well above their predicted abilities.

Students' learning skills are the skills they use in learning: How thy

study as well as how much they can get themselves to study or how much their

teacher can coerce, con, cr kindle the desire in them to study.
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It is quite obvious that how one studies influences how much he learns.

For example Gates (1917) did a very simple experiment in which some students

learned material by repeated readings of material, whereas other groups

spent 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, and 4/5 of the study time reciting the material. The

result was clear: The more time spent in recitation the more they learned.

That the skills students use influence how much they learn is probably

"intuitively obvious" to most teachers who have thought about it. It is not

as obvious that students can be taught skills that enable them to learn more

efficiently. Nor is it obvious that the acquisition of such skills can

enable them to perform above their predicted abilities.

The conclusion that the learning skills used by students are major

determinants of how much they learn rests on a solid foundat:ion of researei,

but in adding the conclusion that students can acquire learning skills which

enable them to perform above their predicted abilities, I am venturing into

an area where people can reasonably question the adequacy of the evidence.

Rohwer (1971) reviews some rather substantial supporting evidence. However,

the evidence which. convinced me was data collected in part to evaluate the

effectiveness of reading improvement -- learning skills classes at the University

of Michigan. Smith and Wood (1959) report data showing that students completing

the classes out-performed comparable students in terms of grade-point

averages and ability to remain in school. Unpublished evaluation data

(Brethower, 1970-71) for the years 1969-70 and 1970-71 also showed higher

grade-point averages among students who completed the course. One group

of students, designated as high-risk on the bases of SAT scores, had higher

grades than would he predicted from their SAT scores. During 1970-71,

in fact, the grade-point average distribution for the high-risk group was

skewed slightly in the direction that would be predicted for a high-potential

group.
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The fourth conclusion from research is that a major determinant of what

is learned (as opposed to how much) is the assessment procedure employed.

Students instructed in what they are to learn and in how they are to be tested

perform better than students not so instructed. Watson (1960) must be given

credit for this conclusion. He pointed out that assessment procedures

influence what students learn. The point is almost too obvious to be researched.

The fifth conclusion from research is that knowledge of results facilitates

learning. As Bilodeau (1966) points out in a rather extensive review, knowledge

of results has been shown to facilitate learning of an extremely wide variety

of things from simple motor tasks to complex verbal knowledge. Not only doEs

it facilitate learning but also it has been shown that learned performance

tends to deteriorate in the absence of knowledge of results.

The sixth conclusion, that many concrete examples are necessary for

concept formation, is a finding replicated in almost every concept-formation

experiment ever performed (Razik, 1971). Attempts to teach concepts without:

examples are likely to end in failure, or in the subjects constructing the

necessary examples, or in subjects who learn verbalizations about concepts

but when confronted with examples demonstrate that they have not really learned

the concepts.

To conclude that it is possible both examples and non-examples

are essential for concept formation--and that is my conclusion--is to

venture onto shaky ground. But the basic parts of the six stated conclusiots

are very well founded anc are adequate to support the six guidelines for

instructional design which follow.

The first guideline is quite straight forward. "Objectives should be

clearly stated; students should be told in 1st,,ful ways what they are to learn."

This guideline follows directly from the fourth conclusion from research,

namely that instructing students in what they are to learn improves their
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performance. The guideline also helps make it possible for students to

adjust their study techniques in accordance with instructional objectives.

For example, if students are told that they are to learn how to sort out key

points from trivia and trivia from subordinate points they can direct

their efforts in that direction rather than wasting effort memorizing trivia.

Psy.H.ng out the prof, searching for the structure of the subject matter;

and learning specific concepts are separable objectives which require different

sets of study behaviors.

The first guideline says that objectives should be communicated to

students; the second says "Testing-evaluation procedures should be used which

assess attainment of the objectives." To quote Watson (1960) "If there is

a discrepancy between the real objectives and the tests used to measure

achievement, the latter becomes the main influence upon choice of subject

matter and method." In other words, if your objectives speak in lofty

terms about "understanding basic concepts" and "developing critical thinking"

but you test ability to write down or recognize facts the students will

learn to do the latter.

Your assessment or testing procedures must involve measurir,2, the

actual performance specified by the objectives. If they do oot, then the

assessment procedures must be validated in order to be meaningful. Otherwise

the procedures will not only fail as measuring devices but they will also

actually detract from your objectives. If the testing procedures are

adequate, on the other hand, they will facilitate achievement of objectives.

The third guideline states "study procedures should be specified

which encourage students to engage in study behaviors appropriate to the

material taught." Since what students learn and how much they learn depend

so much on their study techniques it follows that this should be an important

area of concern to the instructor. I am operating under the assumption, of
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course, that one of the instructor's goals is to maximize attainment of

course objectives for as large a percentage of students as possible.

The guideline is difficult to follow, primarily, it seems to me,

because most instruction students have had encourages rote memorization.

Not by design surely, but by failure to follow the first two guidelines

regarding objectives and assessment procedures. It is difficult to get

students to break out of a study style that has paid off for them in the past.

But if the instructor has gone beyond rote memorization in his own grasp of

the material, surely he could offer some assistance to students in this

extremely important area.

The fourth guideline states that "different instructional methods

should be used for different objectives". In genci.:11, the method of choice

is one in which student participation is maximized and in which students

engage in clearly specified approximations to the behavior specified by the

objectives. This follows directly from conclusions regarding transfer of

training, the importance of study procedures, and to a lesser extent the

importance of knowledge of results.

The fifth guideline'states "instructional materials should include

-,.xamples and nonexamples of all the major concepts to be taught in

'. course." The reason for the guideline is simple: If it is not followed

the concepts will not be learned, except by students who have already

experienced the missing examples or who construct them or who find them in

other materials or in other sections of the course.

The guideline calls for both examples and nonexamples which is

perfectly safe since examples of one concept can usually function as non

examples of related concepts.

The st.th guideline states "courses should be designed so that students
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can obtain frequent and immediate feedback on their attempts to learn.

Feedback should be available while they are studyftz " This follows from the

fact that feedback (knowledge of results) facilitates learning and the

presumption that the proper function of studying is to learn.

The six conclusions are not the only well founded conclusions from the

research on learning. Nor are the six guidelines for instruction the only

clearly supported guidelines. But these are enough, I think, to provide both

guidance and challenge to us in improving our courses. As our instruction

comes closer to following the guidelines we will be able to see, that it is

better. If all our instrucfn followed all the guidelines, education would

be revolutionized. And if our wisdom were great enough so that our instructional

objectives were good, it would be a revolution for the better.
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STRATEGIES AND TACTICS IN PRACTICE

It is one thing to speak in generalities about how teaching can or

cannot be improved. It is another to begin to trade classroom experiences,

to talk with other colleagues about how this or that instructional tactic:

did or did r.ot work in pro:tiee. Both parts of the polylogue about teaching

are valuable to be sure. Who, for example, would deny the importance of

defining the parameters of instructional excellence? Such definitions

establish our commonality as teachers, whatever our discipline. Still,

from the individual faculty member's perspective, talking in specifics is

often more useful. The more ideas we exchange, the more we become aware

that we face the same problems, and can respond appropriately in similar

ways. In fact, there exists an entire catalogue of valid techniques from

which we may choose.

The fifteen papers in this section speak in specifics about curricular

and course design and instructional techniques. Collectively, they go a

considerable distance in establishing a useful catalogue of tactics and

strategies. That so many discipline areas are represented here is an en-

couraging demonstration that the catalogue is open to all of us, regard-

less of the degree to which content dictates technique. More important,

however, is the way in which each technique is presented. As one, the

authors think in terms of system. That is to say, not that each is a

"systems" man or woman necessarily, but that each has thought carefully

about how content and pedagogy fit together into a coherent unit. The

implication is that the catalogue of techniques is not an automatic do-it-

yourself kit. It suggests possibilities only. As with a retail catalogue,

one consciously chooses this or that item because it is an appropriate

means to a particular predetermined end. The work of selecting appropriate
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instructional techniques is hard. It demands fully aE much concentration,

hard headed analysis and systematic trial and error a! does scholarly

research.

In presenting the articles in this section, the -'ditors deemed it use-

' ful to group them into three sub-sections to highlight different aspects of

pedagogy. To a certain extent, the groupings are arbitrary. That is, an

article might reasonably have fit into either of the other two categories.

The intent was not to set limits on the usefulness of any article but merely

to suggest possibilities of analysis for the reader.

The first sub-section contains three pieces. Each focuses on revamping

curricular design at the introductory levels of instruction; each represents

a single stage of curricular development and of awareness of the consequent

implications for pedagogy, especially in what are normally considered "skill"

courses.

Professor Bruce Beatie, Chairman of the Department of Modern Languages,

has written a prospLus on the future of language instruction. He wrestles

with a hoary monster having to teach foreign language skills to students

who are beyond the age when learning another set of linguistic symbols comes

naturally. Were he to construct a linguistic utopia, Beatie would have all

children born to bilingual parents, skilled in both languages by age six,

and formally trained in second and third languages from kindergarten throLgh

college. As a realist, he deals in short-run practicalities. He suggest:.

that content be reparceled so that about 20 percent of it be oriented to

the linguistic place and cultural setting of a language and 80 percent be

devoted to skill acquisition. As Beatie breaks down each category into

specific taxonomies of learning, he demonstrates that curricular revision

requires systematic reconsideration of teaching techniques. Each part
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of the language curriculum, from the cognitive through the four basic per-

formance skills, requires a coherent instructional design to faciA.tate

student learning.

Professor William Chisholm,. English, collaborated with the Chairman

of the Department, Louis Milic, in rewriting the freshman English curriculum

at Cleveland State. He also has supervised the implementation of the pro-

gram since its inception two years ago. His article constitutes an important

theoretical defense of the new curriculum, which in many ways constitutes an

innovation more sweeping even than most "innovative" teachers undertake.

That is, Chisholm and Milic have worked a revolution in content. They have

founded their work on two premises about students and their language. On

the one hand, they argue, students come to this or any university knowing

"just about all they are ever going to know of the English language." On

the ther hand, they insist, students' knowledge about the language is

abysmally limited, even perverse in its distortions. On this distinction

between what students know of and what they know about English, Chisholm

and Milic define a "stifategy for learning". Students, Chisholm writes,

are "led to make analytical statements about the form of the sentences they

speak" and "to examine rationally and critically the opinions they have

about their language." The achievable goal of this process is that students

will develop a means to decide how sentences may be used to achieve clarity

and wit.

To the extent that the revolution in content has already taken place

the freshman English program is further advanced at Gii.-1\,eland State than

is the introductory foreign-language instruction. In another sense, howerer,

Professor Beatie has ;one beyond Chisholm and Milic in defining the conse-

quences for teaching inherent in curriculum reorganization. Professor Ch:.sholm's
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silence about teaching is the subject of a response by Professor Ferris

Anthony, Education, to Professor Chisholm's paper.* The new English

curriculum, Professor Anthony admits, successfully answers the questions

"what may be taught?" and "what should be taught?". But he doubts whether

it actually defines a strategy for learning from the students' perspective.

The curriculum, he suggests, does not automatically define what students

need tc know to master content. Nor does it identify with any precision

the teaching strategies which lead students to make certifiably rational

statements, and to examine their opinions, about their language. In short,

the implications of curricular revision for the.teaching-learning transaction

are broad. In his paper, at least, Professor Chisholm has not dealt with

them.

By way of contrast, the third article in this sub-section, by Professor

Richard Black of Mathematics, defines an operational model for the conscioas

union of curricular redesign and instructional technique. Step by step,

Professor Black plots the evolution of an instructional system from what he

calls the "one-room school" model which makes little provision for different

rates and styles of learning to the "educational-park" system which caters

to all such variations among students. Faced in 1968 with the need to

structure an introductory course primarily for business administration

students, Black and his colleagues, Professors Leonard Bruening and Joseph

Egar, decided that the key to effectiveness in communicating the revised

content to large numbers of students (many of whom were liberal arts majors)

was to base instruction on perceived patterns of student learning behaviors.

The result has been a fascinating interplay between the instructors' commit-

ment to content and structure and their nearly complete willingness to

*Professor Chisholm delivered his paper to an I.T.G. Seminar on Teaching Lt

Cleveland State University in April, 1972. Professor Anthony was a respondent

on the program.
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adapt the system to the learning behaviors they observed. The lesson here

is not that the structure Black, et al. have built is' fit or all courses,

but rather it is that systematic attention to the structurr! and results of

teaching and learning is the essential guide to instructi,-lal effectiveness

for more than the few exceptional students in any class.

Directly following Professor Black's essay is a response to it made

by Professor Frank Lozier, another of his colleagues in the Math Department.

Lozier has taught the same sequence of courses in a more traditional manner.

The questions he raises are important both because they get at real problems

and because they serve to remind us that men with markedly different

methodologies have strikingly similar concerns.

The next eight articles form a distinct unit in that they contain

descriptions of specific instructional methods already in the classroom.

Together, these articles define a modest central spectrum of identifiably

effective approaches to teaching. With but one or two exceptions, every

approach detailed in this chapter would fit somewhere along the spectrum.

The two lead articles (one by Professor Sam Lane and the other by

Professor Kenneth Simpson, both of the Psychology Department, and his

assistant, Mary Ruth Shaw) establish the effective outer points on the

spectrum of teaching modes. The positions they take are neither extreme

nor are they polar with respect to one another. Still, each emphasizes a

different dimension of learning. Professor Lane stresses the cognitive

domain; he is most comfortable applying aspects of more traditional

learning theory. Professor Simpson and Ms. Shaw focus on the affective

or social domain of learning. They seek to expand the scope of learning

to include aspects of studelit's lives typically not regarded as central

to education. It is not at all uncommon for the proponents of one emphasis
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to view the proponents of the other in the least favorable 'light, even to

see them as "Prussians" or "charlatans" respectively. One cf the more

interesting lessons of this sub-section is that the cognitive and the affective

c2n and ought to be viewed as complimentary rather than ant:thetical dimen-

sions of learning.

Professor Lane explores a problem common to every instinctor: how is

it that you get the student, naive and/or unsophisticated in your content

area, to a level of knowledgeability that you feel comfortable certifying?

Lane argues, in part, that traditionally oriented teaching does not provide

a satisfactory and reliable answer. A regimen of notetaking (on lectures

and on readings) and bi- or tri-term testing reinforces student tendencies

to develop information storage and retrieval skills exclusively. In addition

it does little to motivate consistent intellectual effort and virtually

ignores one of the essential components of the learning process-- immediatE:

feedback about the validity of a student response. Professor Lane argues

that it is possibly to develop a greater battery o5 cognitive skills, to

overcome the motivational "problem" and to operationalize the feedback

principle for maximum effect. His "Continuous Feedba,A Method" relies on a

basic maxim of learning theory. That is, the effective teacher "shapes"

learning through forcing the student to make a series of successively

close approximations to the correct and sophisticated responses the teacher

has defined as course objectives. The demands placed on both student and

teacher are heavy. The.former must prepare consistently So that he

can respond appropriately at any time to the instructor's questions about

the material under review. The teacher not only must be master of the

content, he must develop at operable schema of approximations to content

sophistication against which he can measure any student response to any

question. There are few teaching skills that demand so active and intelligent
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an involvement by both student and instructor. But, with learning each

student as the objective, is there any more effective approach? Prolessor

Lane is too modest to make any sweeping generalizations in response

that question. He has described a system, at any rate, which sug&ct:s that

it would be difficult indeed to find more effective courses.

Professor Simpson and Ms. Shaw argue that the problem with educ.1:-ion

generally is that, in emphasizing the cognitive exclusively, it prepares

the student's head for life but not his emotional or social being. In a

society already advanced in its capacity to alienate its members, this is

disastrous. What they want is to work "personal growth" courses into the

curriculum as an integral compoent of the student's educational experience.

Let him learn that life is composed at least equally of interactions with

. abstract things (one's task of the moment) and of interactions with other

beings. Professor Simpson and Ms. Shaw build a systematic rationale for

this approach based on the course in personal growth the former has designed.

There can be no doubt that cognitive as well as experiential learning is as

essential a goal as experiential learning. Honestly and directly, Professor

Simpson and his associate face the thorny and fundamental issues of how

learning in encounter-group courses is to be measured. Indeed, each com-

ponent of the course, from the statement of instructional objectives to

evaluate techniques, is meticulously designed and subjected to the controls

of continuing research input and feedback. More, then, than many inter-

personal relations courses, Professor Simpson's retains real and meaningfil

co- nections with traditional academic concerns.

Professor Howard Oleck describes an instructional method which has

strong affinities to that suggested by Professor Lane. The "adversary method,"

an extension of the time-tested preference among law teachers for the cas-,,
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study, depends upon maximizing student response rates for its success.

To learn, students must become actively involved in arranging content.

Professor Oleck takes special care to structure assignments so that stu-

dents learn to search for and deal with the core of the legal problems

posed. Like learning theorists, he argues that "effective method" is a

necessary ingredient for effective teaching, e,.tn for teachers who thrive

on classroom dynamics. He asserts that the adversary method is effective,

if properly designed, and that it can be adopted successfully in other

disciplines as wide-ranging as history, literature and military science.

The emphasis, clearly, is cognitive. The method works by fusing the case

study, independent but structured student examination of issues and role-

playing recitations into a coherent and monitored whole.

Closer also to Professor Lane's emphasis than to !?rofessor Simpson's

is Professor Marina Kurkov's description of the goals of a highly experi-

mental approach to introductory language training.

She describes a method which certainly is unusual. It is doubtful

whether many instructors can think immediately of a use for a technique

which relies on creating conditions of relaxed awareness. The cynical

among us might even object that student behavior In many classes already

appears suspiciously consistent with sucii conditions. Learning does not

seem enhanced thereby. However, Ms. Kurkov focuses on an important psycho-

logical problem: reducing anxiety and stimulating mental receptivity. She

is appropriately circumspect in spelling out the theoretical basis for

"Suggestology" and especially in defining rigorously the conditions under

which the method is employed. For one thing, it is used for precisely

defined purposes in a language sr ills course. It does not supplant other

essential techniques such as recitvjon. And, though it may be novel in
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this country, it has had an extended history of elaboration in Bulgaria.

The data Ms. Kurkov has culled in support of the superiority of the

technique over more traditional methods are more encouraging than conclusive,

but they command our attention. Perhaps the most relevant point here is

that Ms. Kurkov does not confuse ends and means. She employs "suggestology"

because she believes that it is a psychologically valid and effective way

to accomplish the instructional objective which is cognitive mastery of

specified content. In this respect, her article is appropriately placed

near the end of the instructional spectrum taken by Professor Lane.

Firmly entrenched on L2ne's side rf the spectrum is Dean jack Soules.

Like Lane, Oleck and Kurkov Soules is c:-.:ncerned with maximizing cognitive

skill development. What dibtinguishes Dan Soules' article is its concen

tration on the practical. Explicitly disavowing any intent to deliver

'a sermonette on good teaching", he addresses six minor instructional

problems, the sort which perplex all of us at one time or another and which,

taken together, can add up to an immense drag on instruction if left

unresolved. Soules is a physicist, so one or two of his suggestions may

not appear feasible outside the physical or natural sciences. Yet, if we

substitute structured assignments for "laboratory experiments", all his

instructional tactics can be adapted to most courses. In particular, the

spirit which informs each technique is convertible currency. Soules

challenges us to develop meaningful course objectives, to relate certifi

cation of student performance to those objectives, to provide experiences

which stimulate skill development, to involve as many students as actively

as possible in performance situations even in large classes, and to set

up meaningful feedback and reward structures. Better yet, he demonstrates

that each step is possible.
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We move toward the center of our instructional spectrum with the

next two papers, one by Professor Susan Gorsky and the other by Professor

Alberta Turner, both of the English Department. Both instructors have

rethought the traditional pedagogy in terms of enhancing the probability

that students will be motivated by emphasizing that they have the capa-

bility of making meaningful, inductive statements about content. Far too

many courses, they imply, are designed with the student consumer as only a

peripheral consideration. If one adopts a student consumer orientation,

as Gorsky and Turner do, the emphasis subtly shifts from a concern with

teacher as authority to a concern with the creation of a learning experience

which gets students to tap their own creative energies. How many courses

never get off the ground either because too little attention is paid to

insuring that students make initial involving and committing responses or,

worse still, because we fail to recognize that many students believe that

they cannot contribute anything of value in intellectual matters?

Professor Gorsky has wrought an intriguing rationale for the inductive

approach to literary criticism. She has adopted a standard, rigorous

critical methodology -- formalism to continuing classroom polylogue

about the contemporary novel. The method is one in which "passive attention

(or non-attention)" is replaced by direct involvement by students in their

own learning experience. What Ms. Gorsky does not say is that the class

or peer group forms an especially stimulating affective environment for the

intensive, on-the-spot examination of difficult texts. Issues remain. For

example, was the success of the course a function of its small size?

Ms. Gorsky does not provide en answer here but she raises and honestly

addresses other questions -- about coverage of material, about use of

authorities, about the value of other critical perspectives. The impression
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overall is that she has designed a model course from which we can learn

a great deal about the effective marriage of the cognitive ana the affective.

Professor Turner's approach bases its premise more explicitly than

Ms. Gorsky's on utilizing affective techniques. She begins by assuming

that "the ability to write a poem is as universal as the ability to use

any other form of verbal communication" and that "it can be taught -- in a

classroom." Her secrets are revealed through three of her by-words --

"self- teaching ", the "inductive" and "affective communication" or the use

of verbal patterns "to surprise, disturb, and so energize" the writer.

Writing poetry is an intensely personal skill. Therefore, Ms. Turner has

constructed a series of free association exercises -- games, if you will

-- which get students to discover the patterning of their inner thoughts.

Like poets do. And, as a master of poetry and its formal'study herself,

she uses these exercises to illustrate such critical poetic usages as

concreteness, rhythm, spacig, non-repetitive repetition, allusion, opposites,

metaphor and ambiguity. The sources of poetry are emotional. Her course

accepts this reality and turns it into instructional method. She suggests

that, on a limited basis, pushing students to respond effectively to formal

content in other disciplines may earn institutional dividends such as the

establishment of relevancy, the overcoming of reticence when confronted by

complex issues.

The last article in this sub-section is, in one respect, closer to

the emphasis of Professor Simpson and Ms. Shaw than are any of the others.

Professor Lance Buhl, History, has discarded traditional instructional

methods in designag if:trodactory imerican History courses. His article

traces, step by step, the process by whi._1 he came to this decision and
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then, drawing on a. number of instructional traditions, how he restructured

his approach. The problem, as he perceived it, was that his courses

typically had affected only a :small minority of his students. Committed to

the notion that the classroom formed the chief testing grcind for the values

of public higher education, Buhl sought a method that promised to ensure

active learning by the great majority of students. Abandoned were the

lecture mode (more central perhaps to history teaching tl n to any other

discipline), the notion of teacher as sole authority, enforced student

passivity and vagueness of goals. In their place, Buhl substituted peer-

group discussions around specific tasks and case studies, the notion that

students were the principal purveyors of historical meaning, structured

and numerous student responses and very explicit behavioral objectives.

The specific affinity between Buhl's approach and that of Simpson and Shaw

is that the former sees in the successful small permanent peer group an

intellectual home or security blanket within which students 'night venture

some educated guesses about the meaning of historical situations At little

personal risk of seeming "wrong". The more public test of the validi_y

of these ideas remains the ability of students to resolve a historical

problem in a way that is literate, logical and plausible.

The response of Professor Carl Semmelroth, Psychology, to Buhl's

paper is a fitting way to close this part of the chapter. Semmelroth

underscores two fundamental considerations. First, he argues that the

key to instructional success, (i.e., stimulating student learning) is for

the instructor, already the master of content, to set up an integrated

series of "do-able" tasks. Through such tasks students can attain specified

levels of content mastery. In this resnect, Semmelroth concluds, Buhl's

approach apparently has succeeded. Even more important, however, is the
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milieu in which effective teaching is attempted. Instructors who utilize

the clear lessons of learning theory must be rewarded. Otherwise,

Semmelroth suggests, effective instruction is likely to remain a sometime

thing.

The last four articles in this chapter outline particular "tcchnologie3"

of instructional analysis. Undoubtedly, one or more of the authors would

deny strenuously that they are not at all concerned with gadgetry or

machines -- that is true. "Technologies" is used here, not to imply

mechanistics, but only to dencte that the author(s) of each article has

examined or presented a technique or procedure for carrying out an

analytic operation in teaching. (This is a definition close to one used

in Webstef's New World Dictionary.) Each of the articles defines a highly

informative model for one or another mode of analyzing the instructional

process.

Profess,rs Robert McNaughton and Richard McArdle, of Education, for

example, give practical emphasis to all that we hear these days about

behavioral objectives. The authors collaborated on developing a course,

curriculug and methods, that would meet (a) .a number of needs for students,

(b) criticisms by faculty in the University and staff in secondary schools,

and (c) goals defined by the instructors. Their project was ambitious.

The means they chose met their expectations.

The specific merit of Profs. MacNaughton's and McArdle's article is

that it demonstrates, through particular example, how a course can be

systematically constructed from the statement of objectives to the elaborL-

tion of specific skill tasks for meeting each objective and, then, through

evaluation of student performance and course components. For those of us

in Arts and Sciences, it is tempting to dismiss the relevance of the
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approach adopted by MacNaughton and McArdle. After all, we might argue,

theirs is a practicum as much as it is a content-oriented course. The

examples upon which they elaborate, fortunately, are proof of the cognitive

rigor they prescribe. The authors have gone far in dismantling myths

about the supposed resistance of course substance to systematic translation

as belavioral objectives. The translation does not destroy the integrity

of content. It enhances the effect:Ive learning of substaree.

Professor Phillip Emerson, Psychology, follows another instructional

road, one that is becoming heavily emphasized in contemporary education --

computer- assisted instruction. But, unlike so many who find the computer

a useful tool in teaching, Emerson avoids both massive machines and equalli

massive rhetoric about the wonders of the technology. On the contrary, he

suggests that one can build a very flexible software system, using the

relatively simple SNOBOL language, for use with smallish computers. With

great precision, Emerson charts a strategy for employing the system in sucl

a way that the basic principles of learning theory are carried out for

each student. He concludes that the system he describes "trades a little

intuition to gain much freedom for the course author to simulate the real-

time decision process of a sensitive tutor." Those of us drawn to the

instructional possihilities of the computer will appreciate the care with

which Emerson progresses through his system.

Professor Ray Schultz, Business, starts with the point made in the

criticism of higher education, that it is a "technologically nonprogressive

industry". That is, innovations, capital accumulation (defined as the

"congealed labor" of the professor) and economies of large scale are rare --

so, there are not significant increases in output per professorial hour
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of work. This all may sound a bit much to those who feel that teaching

stands apart from mean market conditions. Implicitly, Schultz responds

that such qualms are born of profound naivete about the mechanisms through

which higher edcation is funded. Any examination of the rules in this

State amply provides grounds for Schultz's approach. Explicitly, he works

to demcnstrate that it is possible to meaure statistically what is

effective and produtive use of professorial time (or capital) in a course

he has taught. Not by coincidence, a definition of that also serves as a

definition of effective instruction, that is, teaching which maximizes

student learning. Instead of describing an instructional system which

depends on large enrollments and reduced student-teacher contacts, as

sceptics of the approach might expect, SchUltz argues that the teacher

can be used in many more useful ways, one-to-one, even in large courses,

by abandoning lecture and maximizing use of other instructional tools.

In short, he demonstrates that the techniques of economic analysis do not:

rob teaching of its essential human quality. His is a fascinating piece.

The last article by Professor Ella McKee, Modern Languages, is a

carefully documented evaluation of courses in Beginning German taught

through programmed materials. The evaluation is excellent in a number of

ways. For one thing, it was rigorously constructed so that biases would

be minimizera. For another, it was just as rigorously applied. Even

students who dropped the course were polled. Significantly, Ms. McKee

assumed that student input was a necessary condition of meaningful evalua-

tion of instructional method, in order to increase the range and number of

data. Perhaps more important, As. McKee was prepared to ask the hard

questions, to face the least: supportive data honestly and to derive from

the data appropriately circumspect conclusions and recommendations. In

other words, Ms. McKee has constructed an exemplary model of the way in
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which the conscientious teacher subjects her work to close, systematic

scrutiny for improvement. Each class -- each student -- deserves no less.
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THE STRUCTURING OF INTRODUCTORY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS:
A THEORY AND A PROPOSAL

Bruce A. Beetle*

It is an axiomatic assumption of this paper that language' learning at

the college level is influenced by a set of conditions radical y different

from those under which most college-level learning and teachir , takes place.

The theoretical aspect of this paper is an attempt to define 3 accurately

as possible the parameters and conditions, under which collegc -level language

learning takes place; the proposal is for a structuring of the language-

learning (and, of course, t-2aching!) s.ij-,mation which will, within those

defined conditions and limitations, lead to the best possible learning at tte

least possible cost. The proposal attempts to ignore insofar as possible

both "the way things always have been done," and the nature of available

learning materials. These are, in fact, relevant parameters as well, but

they seem to me less inevitable than those described at length below.

Definition of Pa':ameters

The limiting conditions affecting .Language learning am] language teach:mg

at the college level seem to fit into five categories: attitudes, curricular

situation, the phenomenology of language learning, the administrative and

fiscal structure of the university, and "goals" (both personal and pedagogi,:al

at a variety of levels). In practice, these categories interact constantly;

for descriptive purposes, however, it is necessary to isolate and discuss erich

category in turn.

General American Attitudes

This sub-category is synthesized most succinctly by Henry Higgins'

plaint at the beginning of My Fair Lady: "Why can't the English teach their

*Professor of Modern Languages, The Cleven3 State University
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children how to speak?" The English-speaking peoples have traditionally,

at least since the sixteenth century, paid less attention to language as a

phenomenon, to their own language, and to other peoples' language than has

any other linguistic group within the Western world. Whether this is due

to geographic insularity, to politico-economic,,dominance, or to some combi-

nai:ion of reasons is anyone's guess. The fact is nonetheless obvious, and

the United States has not only inherited, but indeed intensified the "Anglo-

Saxon attitudes" of the mother country. This linguistic xenophobia,

paralleled in history only by that of the ancient Greeks (whose word "barbarian"

means basically "people whose language sounds like a dog's barking -- 'bar - bar' "),

became virtually an American policy of acculturation as part of the "melting;

pot" concept dominant since the last half of the last century.

Changes in American Attitudes

At this point, in the middle of the twentieth century, it seems as

if those attitudes are undergoing some fundamental changes. On a national

level, the changes are doubtless related to the increasing internationality

of world society, and the increasing international involvement of American

business; low student air fares to Europe, and the EURA1LPASS are carrying

this change down to the level of young people. On a local level, the

ethnic movement and the trend toward "small-group identification within a

pluralistic society. On the individual level, especially among the

younger people, the change is associated with "Consciousness III", with a

new openness toward polycultural influences; A parallel can be made, and

should be exploited, between mind-expanding drugs and mind-expanding languages.

These changes, however, are happening with all the slowness of all major

cultural changes, and have not gone far enough at this point to be considered

a ruling parameter. They are, however, relevant to the question of goals.
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Specific Student Attitudes

The attitudes toward foreign languages on the part of the average

college student are, of course, a reflection of the general nati,nal attitudes,

but they are affected as well by aspects of curricular structure, and have

effects in their turn upon the phenomenology of language-learning.

Curricular Situation

The fact itself that extensive introductory language programs exist

at all at the college level is a function of attitudes, and not of peda-

gogical realities. In the admittedly "elitist" American curricular structune

prevalent fl the nineteenth century (an imitation of European, especially

German models), most introductory language-learning took place at the elemen:ary

and high school levels. At the college level, languages were taught primarily

as philology, as subject matter rather than performance skills.

With the populist revolution, however, attitudes began to affect the

priorities that determined curricular structure. Language study began to

be considered a luxury rather than a necessity, and the "buck" was passed

from the elementary schools to the high schools, and from there to the colleges

(college language requirements per se did not begin to be articulated tormally

until the late 1920's) The reductio ad absurdum of this whole historical

process is the existence of foreign language requirements at the Ph.D level --

the requirement of what amounts to elementary-level learning at a time when

the student is ready for, and involved in, advanced specialized study.

The historical change which began around 1900 seems to be continuing.

The changes in American attitudes described above may shift its direction,

or may even reverse it, but we must for the moment live with its consequences.

Where introductory language-learning should be in the total curriculum is

a function of the phenomenology of language-learning, and will be discussed

below.
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The Phenomenology of Language-Learning

The principal parameter here is the primacy of the spoken language.

A child learns his mother tongue inductively, and very rapidly, in a process

of habituation not essentially different from all the other habit-patterns

a child develop; in order to "deal with," function in, and interact with

the world around him. Language-learning differs from other forms of habituation-

learning primarily in the degree of symbolit,1 or symbolization involved.

The written language is essentially a metalanguage, or language-about-language

imposed on the primary spoken language. It can try to impose logic on the

spoken language (traditional Latin-based grammars), or it may try simply to

describe or represent the spoken language.

Neither the spoken nor the written language can be considered primarily

as a tool (as are the languages of mathematics, professional jargons, or

computer languages). Benjamin Lee Whorf goes so far as to suggest that language

is perhaps the determinant of all thought and perception, and hence prior tc

thought. Though his extreme view has been criticized, it is by now an accected

linguistic axiom that language (and by that I mean "the mother tongue") is

at least one of the principal determinants of thought-patterns and modes of

perception.

The ease with which a child learns these crucial habit-patterns is one

of our crucial parameters. There seem to be four basic abilities involved:

aural orientation, imitative ability, inductive ability (the ability to use

analogy), and openness to the new. All of these abilities, for the average

individual, decrease with age. The decrease is probably not a function of

aging itself, but of patterning in the learning process; the more an individual

perceives order in the phenomenal world, the more his behavior is deLcrmined

by learned patterns rather that by real phenomena.
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Learning a Second or Foreign Language

For a pre-school child, the learning of a second language is nearly

as easy as the learning of his mother tongue, under the right circumstances.

Research in bilingual families and bilingual cultures shows that the bilingual

child begins to speak both languages as soon as does the monolingual child does

his mother tongue. He is significantly slower than the monolingual child

in developing reading ability, but then catches up rapidly. By age 6-8,

the bilingual child is usually as competent in both languages as the mono-

lingual child is in one, with no apparent loss in other areas of learning.

Indeed, the bilingual child will tend to learn in later education both faster

and more easily than the monolingual child.

The right circumstances, however, are essential. The child must have

not only bilingual parents, but a bilingual peer-gisup. The latter is the

more important. If it is lacking, the child may learn passive skills in

a second language, but will often refuse categorically to learn, or at least

to practice, the active skills. This is, in a different way, a problem of

attitudes again.

The college student, on the other hand, has spent 12 ycars unlearning

precisely those abilities which make language-learning easy, and has often

developed an attitudinal set which may, in some few cases, literally cause

a so-called "mental block" against the learning of a second language. The

problem is complicated by the fact that, on the one hand, the four basic

language-learning abilities are not lost in lock-step (some students, for

example, may maintain a high degree of aural orientation at the same time

that they lose imitative ability to an unusual degree); on the other hand,

the development of other sorts of abilities happens differently for different

individuals. These facts have two important consequences as far as college-

level language-learning is concerned: (a) The rate of effective language-
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learning varies so widely from Individual to individual that the normal five-

quarter (or six-quarter, or four-semester) learning sequence is a compromise

that literally fits almost no student. Some can learn in two or three

quarters what others may take eight to ten quarters to learn: (b) Students

have widely differing learning abilities with respect to the so-called

"four skills" of reading, listening, writing and speaking . Sete can learn

to speak very easily, but have great difficulty learning to write grammatical.y.

Others can learn to read easily, but may have great difficulty in understanding

the spoken language. This means that, in addition to the general problems of

second-language learning, there are specific problems associated with each

of the four skills. However, since these will have to be mentioned again

when discussing specific aspects of my proposal, I shall postpone these

highly specialized parameters to that point.

Administrative and Fiscal Structure of the University

Since these differ from institution to institution, and since many of

the parameters in this area arouse various sorts of emotional reactions, I

shall simply list them in outline form:

1. Organizational parameters-

(a) Types of classroom space available,

(b) Other facilities available (language laboratory, etc.),

(c) Time-structure (block-scheduling system, etc.),

(d) Term-structure (quarter system, etc.).

2. Curricular parameters-

(a) Prerequisites (in terms both of entrance requireMents and of
course-to-course progression),

(b) Balance (major requirements, area requirements, desire for
electives),

(c) Credits (how to balance lab credits against lecture credits,
performance-skill credits against subject-matter credits),
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(d) Goals (see below),

3. Fiscal parameters-

(a) Introductory language courses generally have the lowest level
of support within the budgetary structure, which means that

(b) Introductory language courses generally must enroll somewhere
around 30 students in order that the departmental budget may
break even; but

(c) Any introductory language class of the usual type (balanced
four-skills approach) loses about 4% to 5% in effectiveness
for every enrollee over 20; in other words, a class of 30
students is about 50% less effective than one with 20 students.

Whether defined or undefined, explicit or implicit, "goals" exist

within the university at a variety of levels, and they often seem, if not

mutually contradictory, then at least less than coherently interdigitated.

Goals of Language Teachers

Our department went through the exercise, nearly a year ago, of attempt-

ing to reach a consensus as to our own internal pedagogical goals, and the

results of these deliberations are available in our essay "On Languages,

Language-Learning, and the Language Requirement." Briefly sumi.arized, they

are as follows: development of performance skills in a second language to

the point where the forgetting-curve is approximately equal to that obtaining

in other college-level courses; an integration of skills-learning with

changes in attitudes, and with knowledge about the phenomenon of language

itself and the culture carried by the foreign language leained and in an

ideal academic universe, this should be fully integrated with other parts of

the "liberal education" curriculum -- this last, however, being a goal which

we alone can implement, only to a limited degree.

Goals of Other Disciplines, of the College, and the University

This is an area within which even angels, o say nothing of the individLal

faculty member, fear to tread. At the Clevelan: State University and elsewhere,

curriculum committees are presently discussing either this problem itself, or
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else structural problems which depend implicitly upon goal-definitions.

It is sad to obser,ye how frequently structural changes are made, often of a

radical nature, without prior consideration of the different systems of educational

goals affected. This might be an area where the methodology of systems

analysis could be applied with profit.

Goals of the Individual Student

At the Cleveland State University, the average student seems to have

principally use-directed goals. He sees his degree as a "union card", and

his usual question with respect to any piece of the curriculum is: "What

can I do with it?" This view seems often in direct conflict with the tradi-

tional goals of the "liberal education", at least as I perceive them.

A Proposal for Restructuring Introductory Language Programs

In attempting to translate the parameters described above into a

program which is both efficient and effective, I need to restate in somewhat

more detail the specific goals on an introductory language program. They

fall into two categories which differ in approach.

In terms of performance skills, which amounts to perhaps 80% of the

total time spent in introductor- language 2rograms: the program should

develop minimal internalized proficiency in reading, understanding, speaking

and writing a language beyond the student';; mother tongue. (These four as-

pects, the traditional "four skills", represent a behavioral sub-division.

A more descriptive categorization might define the performanc goals as:

"minimal internalized command of the phonetics, the grammar, the lexicon,

compositional skill and conversational skill in the fcreign language." This

sub-division, however, tends to confuse real performance skills with subject-

matters and with analytical categories.)

In terms of subject-matter, the program should develop the student's

awareness of traditional attitudes, his knowledge of language as a phenomenon
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and of the interrelationships of existing languages, and thereby develop an

formed self-critical attitude toward his native language. Furthermore, the

program should impart both knowledge and, where possible, direct experience

of the culture (literature, customs, history, etc.) carried by the foreign

language being learned.

I shall discuss the implementation of these goals first in terms of

learning miJdes, and then in terms of organizational structure. The separation

is, of course, artificial.

Learning Modes

The subject-matter goals can most efficiently, and perhaps even most

effectively, be implemented through a combination of large lecture and

small-group discussion. In most current introductory language programs,

these: goals are met through random, off-hand excurses by instructors. The

best learning mode would involve four steps: (1) coherent organization of

the material (a syllabus), and (2) extensive readings, underlined by (3) large-

scale lectures, further reinforced by (4) small-group discussions. The

question is where does this material belong within the rrogram? That which

now comes to the student through random comments can, of course, be pulled

out of the language-skill sessions and organized into ingle-term course.

Such a course could be placed at the beginning of an introductory language

program, but may not be fully effective there for two reasons: the general

linguistic material needs concrete examples from more than one language in

order to be internalized, while the target-language material cannot be taugtt

effectively until students have some basic knowledge of the target language

itself. It could be placed at the end of an introductory language sequence.

but one loses thereby the crucial perspective on the whole skills-learning

process which this subject - matter provides. The best mode is, therefore,

probably to present the subject-matter throughout the skill-learning sequence,

on the basis of weekly or bi-weekly lectures. The general linguistic mater.al
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should be presented roughly in parallel to the first three quarters (first year)

of the skills-sequence, and the target-language material parallel to the last

two quarters.

This learning mode has several advantages over what happens currently ir

introductory language classes: (1) The is a core of systematically-presented

subject-matter running throughout the performance-skill-learning sequence,

making possible (2) a basic syllabus for all first -year language courses, and

separate target-language syllabi for all sections of a single second-year

language; (3) performance-skill clas-,.,s c.an both use constantly the knowledge

and insights derived from concurrent lectures,, and can serve as the small-

group discussion section for the lecture materials; (4) the best possible we

is made of those faculty members who are charismatic lecturers; (5) the

approach is adaptable.! to possible videotaping; and (6) it is highly efficient

both in use of faculty and in scheduling, since the general linguistic lectures

can be offered at one time to all first-year students, irrespective of language,

and the target-culture lectures at one time to students in all sections of a

given language.

The performance skills cannot properly be isolated from one another.

Not only are they mutually interactive in practice, but our surveys of student

interest in various aspects of language-learning suggests that most students

wish to learn all four skills simultaneously. However, not only do the four

skills differ in terms of effective learning modes, but also, and very widel,

in terms of rates of learning. An effective program, therefore, must attempt

a partial isolation.

Reading Skills

These skills are the easiest to learn, and for most students can be

learned rapidly. If texts are carefully graded, and are associated with much
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visual material, reading can be begun with a minimal grasp of grammar.

A totally programmed reading course is not only feasible, but already exists

for several languages. Especially at the beginning levels, development

of reading skill scarcely requires contact with are instructor. It does

require, however, a reasonable high degree of self-discipline and motivation

on the student's part. As skill develops, interest in fascussion of the

readings develops, and that requires an instructor. Discussion itself,

however, is not directly related to development of reading skill.

We should, therefore, set up for each language a prop_om of reading -

skip goals outside of any classroom situation. A given level of prof!.cienc:

can be defined, for example, as "-- pages of a given level of difficulty,

read within -- minutes and with demonstrated comprehension." Tc sLould be

remembered that reading is a skill which can be tested ob-:ectiv,-2.1y, using

machine-gradable tests

The advantages of this mode are that: (1) it makes maximum use of the

self-testing potential, and (2) offers the student virtually unlimited

self-pacing, as well as, at somewhat more advanced levels, (3) considerable

individualization in terms of materials read; (4) it makes little use

of expensive faculty time. Its principal problem is that relatively few

appropriate learning materials, especially fOr the beginning levels, are

available.

Listening Skills

Understanding the.spoken language is, like reading, a set of passive

skills, and hence is also adaptable to a programmed approach; the effective-

ness of a programmed approach to listening skills, however, drops off much

sooner that: that of one for reading. Nonetheless, a listening program can

be developed, p.icallel, to that for reading, where a given level of proficien,:y

can be defined as "having listened to -- hours of material of a given level
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of difficulty, with demonstrated comprehension." Listening skill, too, can

be t ted objectively, using machine-gradable tests.

The advantages and problems are the same as those defined for the

reading skills. Here we encounter, however, the additional problem that

there is a radical difference between the experience of foreign-language

spoken materials in a listening-booth through earphones, and the live ex-

perience of either simply listening to a person speak (lecture), or listen-

ing to a conversation. In the live situation, body language, gesture, ex-

pression, dialect, intonation, ellipsis, broken sentences, simultaneously

increase and decrease the problems of understanding the spoken language.

This transference problem, however, it, in a sense automatically taken

care of by the fact that, while listening can be learned on a self-study

basis without really learning another skill (as can reading), the sEeaking

skills cannot be learned without simultaneous development of listening skills.

Hence the approaches described below (under "Speaking Skills") provide to

some extead the "living-experience" component of the listening skills.

Writing Skills

Writing, in contrast to reading and listening, involves a set of active

skills, and has two basic prerequisites: a minimal grasp of grammatical,

--
structures, and command of a minimal lexicon. Development of writing

skills requires extensive writing practice, with constant corrective feed-

back. It is therefore much more difficult to develop a self-paced programmed

approach to writing. Ben grammar itself (as a body of knowledge, not as

a generative skill) and a lexicon can be learned through programmed materials

both can also be ].earned inductively through development of reading and

listening skills. But since writing is a generative skill, generating not

only an infinity of possible sentences, but a mega-infinity of possible paragraphs
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and longer communications, there is no way of setting up a self - tasting procedure

much beyond the beginning level. (Not even direct translation against given

models works here, for obvious reasons and the act of translation is in ahy

cast a violation of some basic principles of language learning.)

Hence an instructor is a necessity within a writing program, mainly

functioning as corrector and guide in writing practice. The level of pro-

ficiency which such an instructor must possess, however, is much lower than

that necessary, for example, to teach speaking skills. The writing done by

students at the first- or second-quarter levels, for example, can easily be

corrected by students (good students, at least) who are on the fourth- or

fifth-quarter levels (for whom it amounts to useful reading practice; the

writing done toward the end of the introductory language sequence can easily

be corrected by upper-level language majors (for whom it's not only reading

practice, 'but an introduction to language pedagogy as well). The most effective

mode of learning writing skills is therefore a tutorial situation, supplemerted

by constant correction of writing practice (for which student-corrector

contact is not necessary).

Speaking Skills

These are the slowest of skills to develop, because they are active,

generative performance skills bound by time. Response must be made instant:y.

There is not time for reflection and consideration that is available in wri.:ing,

the other active set of skills. Furthelmore, modes of analytical-deductive

learning are almost totally irrelevant here. Like the writing skills, speaking

can be developed only through practice, but here the practice is much more

clearly a process of habituation, the development of stimulus-response hab:::

patterns that can function without conscious reflection.

Furthermore, while the listening skills, as was mentioned before, can

be developed in relative isolation from the other skills, the speaking skills
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cannot be developed without simultaneous development at least of the listening

skills. Speaking proficiency is doubtless helped by increasing proficiency _n

reading and writing, but these skills are not absolutely necessary to speaking,

as the Berlitz method shows. Laboratory practice tapes are helpful, especially

in developing listening skills, and can give essential practice in generatin;

isolated sentences as well as very limited practice in stimulus-response patterns.

However, no practice in free speaking is possible without the conversational

classroom situation. Hence this is the only one of the four skills where tha

classroom teacher in the accepted sense is truly essential. The term "classroom

situation" includes, in this context, t'ao different modes: (a) tutorial:

conversational practice carried on in a completely free person-to-person

way, without any obvious structuring (though, of course, some structuring is

implicit in the study materials, and the tutor must mentally pre-structure

what he wishes to accomplish in a given session). The upper limit of group

size in this mode is 4-6 students. (b) class: once a group goes beyond 4-6

students, real "free" conversation becomes impossible, and a much more

overtly-structured learning situation is essential. Choral repetition and

pattern practice supplement here a limited amount of free conversational

practice. In the "class" situation, group dynamics suggest a lower limit of

effectiveness may be around 10 students; the upper limit is clearly 18-20

students. (It should be remembered, as noted earlier that effectil.e-

ness in a conversationally-oriented foreign language class drops about 5%

for each student enrolled above the limit of 20.)

Class practice in developing speaking skills can be handled effectivel:,

only by a trained teacher with a high degree of fluency. Tutorial groups c.ln

probably be handled by good language students whose level of proficiency is

about three to five quarters ahead of the students they are tutoring. That

is, fourth-quarter students can probably tutor first-quarter students,
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advanced majors can tutor fourth- or fifth-quarter students, and so on.

It should be remembered that, thus f:r, no objective methods of testing

conversational skills have been developed.

Organizational S,Iructurr:

The principal problems in this area are: s('duling, progression, and

evaluation (all of which can be loosely classified as "sequencing" problems),

and "completion" (definition of the stage or level a' which internalization

of the foreign language has reached the point where the forgetting curve will

be roughly equivalent to that of other college-level courses. The only area

of the four skills where sequence is essential is in developing speaking

skills: beginning students cannot function conversationally in classes or

tutorial groups witL students whose proficiency is substantially higher. Ii

any conversationally-oriented group or class, relative homogeneity is essential

Nearly the same thing is true of listening skills, insofar as the classroom

situation is concerned.

Conversation-oriented sequences must therefore be tied to achieved

proficiency, not to attendance; in them, letter-grading is inappropriate

for a variety of reasons, and Pass/Fail a viable alternative.

Out-of-class reading, listening and writing programs can be internally

sequenced, with the syllabus-determined sequerice of self-study materials

and the progressive tests determining the progression.

Subject-matter learning is sequenced not by developing proficiency, bit

by the inherent logic of the body of knowledge to be learned. This area i

as adaptable to ordinary testing methods (including objective, machine

gradable tests) and the letter-grading system as i.:., any body of subject-

matter taught at the university.

"Completion" means, as noted, achieying a level of performance-skill

proficiency that has been internalized to the point where the focgetting-
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curve approximates that of other college-level courses. It also implies

completion of the subject-matter sequence. Subject-matter completion is

easy to document, but for the performance-skills it iE necessary to set

up a complex set of interrelated tests and evaluations, so that, for example,

someone who develops a very high level of reading skill may use that to

balance a low level of speaking ability.

I propose therefore that an arbitrary ten levels of proficiency in each

of the four performance-skill areas, such that the tenth level in each

cafe means full ability to handle that skill in a course on any subject-mattar

taught in the language being learned. Tenth-level proficiency in all four

skill -areas would assure the ability to attend a university in the country

of the target lAnguage. This means that level ten is substantially higher

in each separate skill-area than the performance achieved by most students

at the end of the usual introductory language sequence.

The student would then earn one point (one credit) for each level of

skill achieved in each skill-area. "Completion" would mean accumulation of

20 points in any combination of skills: for example, tenth-level skill

in both reading and listening, or fifth-level skill in all four skills, or

any combination that adds up to 20.

On the basis of the assumptions stated above, I propose that the intro-

ductory language progra7: be organized as follows. Each heading represents

one or more listings in the college catalog and schedule of courses.

(1) General Linguistics. For beginning students and others interested.

2 credits; no prerequisites. 20 class-sessions of lectures, plus readings

and tests. Lectures biweekiy, except for the first week of the quarter;

the sessions scheduled over three quarters, beginning a new sequence each

Fall and Winter quarter. Same lectures for students in all languages.
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Maximum lecture-section size: 150-200. The subject-matter should be inter-

digitated as far as possible with that of the basic English composition

course, and should refer ahead to other Linguistics courses offered at the

university.

(2) Target Language and its Culture. For st-lents with some ex-

perience in the target language. 3 credits; prere ite is combineC

proficiency-level score of about 10. 25 class-s, of lectures, with

readings and tests. Lectures weekly except for tho first week of the quarte";

the sessions scheduled over two quarters, beginning a new sequence each Fall

and Winter quarter. Separate sections for students in each target language.

Maximum lecture-section size: 100.

(3) Reading Clinic. Discussion and problem-solving sessions scheduled

weekly, available to students on an open basis some 24 hours each week; a

faculty member responsible for supervision and some 12 hours of attendance,

the remainder to be handled by advanced majors and graduate students.

Student register for 1 credit each quarter that they 1,1._sh to use the service;

of the clinic. Additional credit will be granted in a given quarter if the

student advances more than a single proficiency-level in reading. Registration

allows the student to take tests and have them corrected and scored, as well

as to take advantage of discussion-sessions and tutorial help.

(4) Writing Clinic. Its structure is identical to that of the

Reading Clinic.

(5) Listening and Oral Practice Program. Sequences of listening and

pattern-practice materials to be available in the Language Laboratory, open

some 55 hours weekly; lab attendants will whenever possible be language majors

who can assist students working in the lab. Students register for one credit

each quarter that they need to use the Laboratory; registration entitles

them also to take listening-proficiency tests, have them corrected and scorcd.
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Credit will be granted on the same basis as in the Reading and Writing Clinics.

(6) Conversation Classes. These will be graded classes roughly parallel

to those in the usual introductory language sequence. These conversational

classes will use a standard introductory text, but no writing or reading

practice will take class time; students needing work in these areas will be

directed to the appropriate clinic. Students will register for 2 credits at

each class-level. They may be granted anywhere from 1-4 credits depending upon

their advance in proficiency. There will be three to five contact hours

weekly: three sessions in classes taught by regular faculty members, with an

upper limit of 20 students. One or two additional sessions will be in

tutorial groups with no more than five students, taught by advanced under-

graduates or graduate students. Progression from class to class in the sequence

will be determined by the combined proficiency-level score a student has

achieved by the end of a quarter.

For example:

Spanish I. No prerequisites. A student will normally achieve speakim..-

proficiency levels 1, 2, or 3.

Spanish II. Prerequisite: a combined level-score of 6 (for example,

2 from Spanish I, 2 from the Listening Program, and 1 each from

the Reading and Writing Clinics). A student will normally achieve

sbeaking-proficiency levels 3, 4. or 5; his total proficiency-

}
score at the end should approach 10.

Spanish III. Prerequisite: a combined level-score of 12. Achievemen:::

speaking-proficiency levels 5, 6, or 7; his total should approach

4 18. (In other words, at this point a student should be near

"completion" as defined above.)

Spanish IV. Prerequisite: a combined level-score of 18. Achievement:

speaking-proficiency levels 7, 8, or 9; total should approach 26.

Spanish V. Prerequisite: combined level-score of 24. Achievement:
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speaking profic.iency levels 9 or 10; total should approach 34.

It should be remembered that the crucial element in the organizational

structure proposed here is the isolation of subject-matters and the various

skills and the development of learning modes separately appropriate to

each which aim at maximizing both learning and efficiency. I hold no brief

for details of the structure proposed; many variations upon the basic

pattern are possible, and I am sure that some possible variations.would

be an improvement over the ones suggested here.

Conclusions

The introductory language program which I have proposed offers a

number of concrete advantages over the programs usually offered at the college

level. From the student's point of view, it means that the behavioral

objectives of the various aspects of the language program are clearly dis-

tinguished from one another, so that the student may choose to emphasize

those objectives which interest him. The relative isolation of skills

also makes it easier to identify a student's special problems, so that,

if he is getting into difficulty, feedback will come before the problem

becomes dangerous. Both the high degree of individualization and:the

relative lack of grade-pressure in the performance-skill programs will

eliminate many of the psychological hindrances to language learning which

are apparent in many current introductory language programs; and finally,

because of its clear articulation of the subject-matter component in rela-

tion to performance skills, it should lead to a significant change of

attitude toward languages and language learning. From the department's

point of view, it assures that our goals will be met; especially important,

it assures that whatever proficiency in language skills is achieved will be

real, internalized proficiency; and it allows much more freedom and

flexibility to the individual faculty member. From the university's

point of view, the proposed program is much less expensive than the
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usual introductory language program, because it makes most effective use and,

efficient use of both human and technical resources available.

The proposal doubtless conceals many problems, some of which I am

aware of. For example, the transition from a standard program to one such

as is proposed here will surely be an administrative nightmare; I am convinced,

however, that the operation of such a program will be no more difficult

than that of a more usual sort of program. Secondly, the proposed program

is designed with heavily-enrolled languages in mind; it may be difficult or

even impossible to implement for languages where, for example, initial

enrollment in a learning-sequence is 30 or less. Finally, there May well

be special needs arising for special courses (for instance, an intensive

reading course may be necessary as a supplement to the Reading\Clinic). Th(t

flexibility and economy inherent in the program, however, should make it
\

easier to meet such special needs when they arise.

'a
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LANGUAGE IN THE MIND:
A STRATEGY FOR LEARNING

William Chisholm*

I would like to begin at the beginning, with philosophy, the foremost of

man's delights. (So far as I can see, the only thing the fellow who designed

the Tower did right was to put the philosophers on the top floor.) Philosopl-wrs

typically ask these two questions no matter how they formulate them: What does

a man know? How does he know it? Teachers may well ask these same questions.

and then set about. to follow them logically to a set of consequent questions:

. What may be taught? 2. Why should it be taught? 3. How may it be taught?

It is with these three questions and the answers that they have provoked that the

freshman English program at CSU has evolved. The answer to "What does a man

know of his language?" will take up half of this discussion. Answers to the

subsequent questions "What may be taught, Why and How?" will form the second

half. A teacher must a.-3.k himself what his students know. Without asking

this question and getting some kind of answer, what can the basis of any

instruction be? Some parts of the answers suggest, I believe, that our progrim

of instruction in freshman Znglish is innovative in petty ways. We might say

"My students know x. At the end of my instruction they will know x + y.

Since there is only x, y, z (z being open-ended), I can confidently leave "z"

to the next fellow." This formulation is silly in many ways. Nevertheless,

there is something to be learned from a. As far as the English program is

concerned, the situation is this: First, the question: What do our students

know? Answer: Just about all they are ever going to know of the English

language. They have been in this condition for more than one-half of their

lives. They each have acquired in their heads what many have called "a

linguistic device". This explanatory device is such that the rules of Englisl.

* Professor of English, The Cleveland State University
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structure are used to solve any and all linguistic problems; that is, the

students are fully capable of speaking well-formed English sentences. In

order to do this, they must be in possession of an adequate grammar (= explana-

tory device) of English. Obviously, this grammar of English is not a raper-

back that they carry in their tote bags or "lip pockets. It is knowledge.

is a competence (in the neutral, philosophical sense of the term) that I have

named a device. It is as if there were a magic box embedded in the brain.

The input to the box from birth is impression, cognition, thought, and especially

vocal, social data. The output is utterance and understanding. Linguistic com-

petence is a device, then, in the sense that we use it to generate sentence;;.

By definition no one knows what goes on in black boxes, but some thing:; are

known about what the grammars in our brains are like. On the basis of a random

and degenerate linguistic experience, every human being proposes, rejects,

proposes again, and modifies explanations of the native language. The brain

constructs a theory that adequately explains what sentences are and what the

rules are for matching streams of vocal sounds with meanings. Innately

endowed to do this work, all humans succeed in becoming the foremost grammarians

in the world.

It will be of some help to consider more specifically what I have been

describing generally and theoretically. Consider this sentence: "Sundance

rests on his haunches, staring back down the way they've come." That's

a perfectly ordinary sentence. It had no existence before the moment that

the scenarist of the popular movie "thought it up" as he tried to describe some-

thing he wanted in his movie for himself, his director, and his actors. It had

no existence except as a potential enumeration of the black box. Here are some

facts about the sentence: (1) There are exactly two ways that the 12 words of the

sentence may be arranged from a possible number of arrangements of over 200 million.
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(2) There is exactly one circumstance out of an infinite number of circum-

stances that could provoke the sentence. (3) The sentence carries a comple::ity

of meaning that is not difficult in any way for a speaker of English to unde.-

stand. (4) The sentence is technically unambiguous. (5) It follows the

rules of English grammar to the hilt. (6) The sentence (if spoken) consist;

of 50 human speech sounds, none of which has ever happened before. (7) The

slightest mistake in speaking the sentence would be noticed by any of us:

"Sundance rests on his haunches staring back down the way they've gum."

The 48th variable does not belong in the set. If the mistake is a special one

of this sort: "Sundance hests on his raunches staring back down the way

they've come." then, despite the fact that neither "to hest" nor "a raunch"

exists in English, the noise in the channel may be successfully translated.

That stream of noise would have communicated something it didn't say. (Con-

sidering the amount of noise in the typical channel that our students usually

find themselves in, it's a wonder that the race has not retreated to non-

verbal communication).

These facts are remarkable. The speaker of the sentence located one of

two ways that his words could be arranged. He had over 200 million choices.

He found a stream of vocal sounds that carried a meaning for which there could

be only one occasion. He communicated a meaning, really meanings, that

neither he nor his listeners had the slightest trouble contemplating. Most

importantly, he expressed his meanings by consulting wholly abstract lingui:;tic

rules and unerringly following them. I leave to you to consider the implications

of the remaining mind boggles -- that the actual sounds he chose (50 of they)

(I'm thlnking, of course, of his saying this sentence not of his writing it

down) happened for the first and last: time when he spoke.

If you aid I did not have language in our heads and yet we could still

somehow communicate with one another, and if one of us proposed to the others

that we set about to invent a human language, the rest of us would have no ay
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even to begin to think about what the nature of the proposal was, let along co

anything about inventing a natural language. Comparing the complexity of the

problem of lobbing a package to Jupiter with the complexity of any human

language is like comparing a photon with the universe. The "Sundance" sentence,

then, is a small miracle. But there is nothing more commonplace than a sentence.

Thinking merely of the observations I made about it, from among very many

observations that may be made, equally intriguing, there can be no denying

its complexity. More pertinently there can be no denying the miraculous

complexity of any sentence any of our students write. Here's one:

"A mother telling her three-year-old son not to go outside the yard will not

use the same tone or words that she would use if it were her husband she

spoke to." Here's another: "Mono-syllable (sic) words and short sentences

are easy for children to understand." (There are rough edges on both of the ;e

sentences but we needn't be distracted by them). With these as with all

sentences, it is more than a jiggling of a verbal kaleidoscope that we encouiter.

Nor are sentences formed by shaking words out of a hopper. Think of it this

way: Suppose that that second student sentence had been "It is easy for

children to understand short sentences," instead of "Short sentences are

easy for children to understand*", or suppose it had been For children to inder-

stand short sentences is easy", or "Children understand short sentences

easily." Would the same meaning have happened four ijmes, or would four

different meanings have happened. The answer, of course, is that the different

sentences would have carried the-same meaning. We know this to be true, and

so do our students. The only satisfactory way to explain how it is that our

students know this is to say that they know English grammar.

It is not possible to give a very satisfactory description of a competence

*I'm using abbreviated versions to avoid complicating the discussion.
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like this because there is no time. We need eleven weeks to begin to do it with

the freshmen. But let me try in a minute or two to sketch the principles. Inci-

dentally, the kind of grammatical exercise I am about to lead you through is a

good example of the kind that our students face_

If we start with a meaning like that which is expressed in A: "Children

are easy to understand,*" we can notice that that meaning is captured again

in an entirely different grammatical structure, B: "It is easy to understand

children." If we now take C: "Children are eager to understand," and try to

express that meaning again in the structure using "it", we get D: It is eager

to understand children." Something has gone wrong somewhere. Although the

grammatical relationship between A and B appears to be precisely the same as

that between C and D, those grammatical relationships can NOT be the same. And

we know they are not. If they were, then the A is to B as C is to D would work

out. The grammatical structure of the first sentence in each paired set:

Children are easy to understan7.
Children are eager to unders' ,d.

merely appears to be the same. But the fact is, in grammatical terms, tl:at the

subject of "to understand" in "Children are easy to understand" does not even

occur in the sentence. The person or persons who do the understanding are not

mentioned.

In the other sentence, "Children are eager to understand", the subject of

"to understand" is "the children". Children are eager to understand.

This partial grammatical analysis merely explains what a small fraction

of our grammatical knowledge actually is. In this case, as in many others, a

knowledge of English grammar is such that it provides understandings of sentences

partly on the basis of what is not in them.

*We are now dealing with a meaning that is quite different from the one that was
expressed in the previous 3 sentences.
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(The first week of October, the first week of January, and the th:',:d weak

of March have provided our students with a shock from which we hope they will

never recover. When you confront a student with his mind, you melt his brEins.)

I hope the point of this is clear. We had two sentences with exactly the same

structure, yet we understood them in entirely different ways. As many of you

may know, this fact more than any other has been responsible for the revolution

in grammatical studies in the past generation. This revolution has spilled over

into our classrooms. Not the noise and confusion of it, but the C.allenges and

the insights of it.

So we are near an answer to the imperative question: Name scm.ething

students know? Answer: Students -- all of them -- know as much English as

anyone. They know exactly how to form the sentences that they wish tc speak

and to decode sentences that others wish them to hear. That is the answer to

the question: "What do our students know of the English language?"

We ask these two questions next: "What can we teach them?" "How can we

make use of what they already know?"

The answer to the first question is: "Precious little" -- not because there

are not vital things to teach, but because we feel it is more important for them

to learn than to be taught. (It is here that we make use of what they already

know.) We get students to induce knowledge about English from their knowledge

of it. What I mean in familiar terms, is that our technique is inductive. It

is inductive because there is a necessary answer to that second question about

what use we can make of their present knowledge. The students are led to make

analytical statements about the form of the sentences that they speak. The

question, "What can we induce our students to know?" is more apt, then, than,

"What can we teach them?" They learn to "do" grammar. In this way, they add

y to x -- knowledge about language to knowledge of language. This is extremely
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important. There are two kinds of linguistic knowledge: knowledge of language,

and knowledge about language. Nothing whatever is learned when one learns to

say that interrogative sentences ask questions or that verbs express action.

But something of consequence is learned when an explanatory analysis of questions

or verbs is undertaken. By means of such an analysis, !ae explains something

about the structure of the language. And it is this that we are after: an ex-

planation of the structure and the form of the native language.

Our students' knowledg' of English is immense, as I hope I have made clear;

their knowledge about English is pitifully small. Frankly, it is non-existent.

If it were merely that their ignorance was profound, it would not be so bad.

But the situation is much worse. They know thousands of things about the English

language and almost everything they know is wrong. They believe that writing

has something to do with language, that Chaucer wrote in Old English and so did

S.T. Coleridge. (I have been afraid to ask about T.S. Eliot). They think that

there are five vowels in English (and sometimes "y"). They believe that they do

not speak a dialect. They derive Eng.:ish from Latin. They think four-letter

words are slang. They not only believe that "interrogative sentences are sentences

that ask questions" they believe it is virtuous to know such nonsense. They

will willingly swear that ve7-bs express action, even the verb "to die". (Well,

I said they know thousands of untruths about English. I will not list them all!)

The point is this. The part of their brains that does not contain the know-

ledge of English that I described a few moments ago is jammed with ignorance

and misinformation about the language.

Under such circumstances as these, we would be criminally negligent if we

did not encourage our students to examine rationally and critically the opinio.:s

they have about their language. More importantly, since the English language

is our subject, and since, happily, there exists an authentic body of knowledge
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about it, what could our reasons possibly be for not passing on this knowledge?

The reasons for teaching it are richer than this, however. Our students

learn a good deal in our program about the linguistic knowledge that their

minds possess. The consequence of this is that they learn a good deal about

their minds. There can be no greater education than that (and so I slip back

into philosophy).

So, we teach the raw knowledge by getting students to induce the same

insights that modern grammatical studies provide about English structure. We

do not teach linguistics. We do teach the main facts about the history of

English structure, and also the social and regional dialects. We consider these

two topics to be of considerable importance. One of the astounding facts about

PhDs in English is that many of them have never studied systematically either

of these topics. So, we are plugging a gap but it is not for this reason that

we do so. We teach such material because any education in language is un-

thinkable that skips fundamentals like these and not because many PhDs are

ignorant of some crucial facts about English. Historians do not teach American

History because it is their specialty. They teach it because a man who does

not possess it is ignorant -- so it is with us. But it is no easy matter to

teach linguistic history or dialects.

Part of the difficulty is that our students come equipped with bins full

of ignorance and misinformation. Most of them who have thought about the

matter at all, have decided that Old English is an "uk-uk" language roughly

comparable in degree of complexity to any American Indian language. After all,

with only a hundred or so words in the vocabulary pool, and nothing much to

talk about, what do you expect? Some of our students get away from us still

believing that the highly synthetic nature of OE structure is somehow inherently

inferior to the analytical systein of Modern English. Worse, many think that

validviewo on this subject are worthless. Such views have nothing to do with

what they call education. They want something that they vaguely describe as
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the aecessary tools and skills to get a job, even education majors do: Little

do they know that when they get their first jobs at East Tech or JFK or Parma

High the students there, and their parents, will demand the same "skills."

Then, they will wonder what these skills really are and why everyone is so

agitated about them.

They will learn that all those hours, weeks, months, and years spent

driving those so-called "skills" into their students' heads are wasted. No one

has ever demonstrated the slightest hint of a positive correlation between such

instruction and the acquisition of writing or reading skills. Until such

as someone notices that you can not learn to run before you learn to walk --

and we believe that we have correctly noticed this -- that you can not have

knowledge of writing before you have knowledge about language, we will do

nothing but waste money and time. Trying to get one without the other is like

trying to build the University Tower without tools.

Having acquired knowledge about the form, history and dialects of English

and having learned something of what their minds are like, the freshman English

students in the second quarter of our program of studies take up the matter of

English use. Although there is no sure relationship of effect between the

learning that goes on in the first quarter and that of the second, it is on the

basis of an understanding of form that the topic of language use is studied.

This is one of the suppositions at the heart ci our pedagogy. We are con-

fident that knowledge about the English language precedes informed use.

It may truly be observed that the adult population in our society is the

ready victim of sloganeers and propagandists. In simple language, we vote for

liars and we buy objects for which only advertising has provided a need. In the

Fall of 1970, Bella Abzug announced that "A Woman's Place is in the House"

(capital H). I would hate to think that l_ne lady got elected because she knew

more about how to use the language than her constituents. But I know better.

That is how she got elected.
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Although the English Departmert does not see its role as protector of the

innocent, we do feel that the rhetorical and compositional facts of English

use are to be taught. Otherwise, we risk sending our students out into a cruel

world where peDple on Pensylvania or Madison avenues know more about how to

use the English language than they do.

Let me say it straight out. We 1-now how to teach writing and reading

skills - true skills. Half of the job gets done in the first term. The

other half begins this way: with a decent respect for English words, more

specifically, with instruction on how to open a dictionary. The well-made

dictionary is the repository of essential facts about English words. A person

cannot crack the code of a dictionary without special training. This

instruction we provide. If we did not, our students would continue to think

of it as a spelling book. The difference between "The hydrogen dioxide

inundated the subterranean chamber" and "The water flooded the basement" is

the difference between the hardware and the software of the English wordstock.

All matters of diction and tone are describable in quite simple terms based on

the gross distinctions exhibited by these two sentences. In the first term,

students learn to handle a generally abstract explanation of the phonological,

the morphological, the syntactic, and the semantic forms of English sentences.

In the second, they begin by learning how to study and use words. Then, en

route to the hard-won satisfaction of successful composition, they study the

broad principles of rhetoric, including the effects that certain orderings of

sentence elements can have; the usefulness of paraphrase, the power of syntactic

substitution, the utility of expansion and modification, the structure of

metaphor, and so on. They study the dozen or so rhetorical devices that manifest

themselves (one or the other) in every paragraph or stanza of consequence that

has ever been written.

But we do not fool ourselves. None of this necessarily leads to the

writing of plain English. The trouble is that good writing is not so much a
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skill as it is an art. In fact, it is not really writing skills that we try

to develop. It is that which precedes writing skills, the principles of

language use.

Each of us faces a cataract of linguistic events in our daily lives.

friends commune with us or communicate with us; our enemies howl at us;

newspapers and magazines seize our eyes; signs blink at us; TV images massage

us; even our minds rattle away. In such a circumstance, the well-equipped

college student is the one who has some clear understanding of the form and

the utility of linguistic material. Knowledge of the form that the principal

linguistic objects in the world have (sentences), and possession of a means

to decide how these objects may be used to achieve clarity and wit, are valuable

goals for any instruction. They are our goals, and things seem to be working

well.

One final word -- In a routine discussion of the innovative aspects of

our instruction, the following topics could very well be mentioned: videotape

instruction; the writing laboratory; staff: training. But these things seem to

us to be more obvious than innovative. Who can doubt that there are some

aspects of our subject that are better handled on videotapes. It is better to

show people from various parts of the country speaking their regional dialects

than it is for the instructor to describe regional d-ialects. Linguistic

behavior in its natural state is best observed through thc window of the TV

screen. Second, since we have decided that writing is a special problem, we

have devised special means to treat it. This special means is the Writing

Lab. There, intensive instruction on writing is provided on an individual

and small-group basis. Finally, the staff in the writing lab, and more

importantly, the instructional staff, are well-trained specialists in their

fields. Teaching the primary materials of the course of instruction is not left
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to general experts with an MA in English, but rather to those who are hired

on the basis o their training in grammar and rhetoric. In 1(',,lition, since

the inception of the program, staff seminars have been conductd on a

regular bi-monthly basis. The efforts here, of course, are to enlarge upon

the competence that the instructors have, to organize a cohei.ent program, and,

in particular, to test the philosophy and the materials of th course. "What's

working?" we ask when we meet. "What isn't working?" "Miv?" ".:That can be

done about it?"

None of us pretends to have found final answers to any of the. import.,.,nt

questions: "What does a man know?" "How does he know it?" "1.That may he taught?"

"Why and how should it be taught?" But these are question!--, tht. ;:von't

been put seriously to an English curriculum in 700 years. Our I:wers are

broad in that we have large hopes, narrow in that we stick to cur subject.

It is easy to collect the freshman class in groups of twenty i\ or thirty

and then sit around and rap with them about relevance and black rhetoric and

multimedia and The Great Gatsby, sending everybody home ovum: two v:eeks to

write a theme on the theme of The Great Gatsby. But that's not a pia

That's a ploy.

Our students like all students are in a world domin li]n.unge.

Our plan is to truly equip them to deal with their linu:tic
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LANGUAGE IN THE NIND:
A RESPONSE

Ferris Anthony*

Bill Chisholm was kind enough to provide me with an ad;ance copy of

the paper which he just presented to von, and also a copy of the text currently

in use in the freshman English program. T spent some interesting and enjoyable

hours with both documents and, after reviewing these materials, I have formulated

some critical comments and questions which I wish to share. Please note that

I use the term "critical" in the original Creek sense of the word, and in that

sense it does not mean negative.

At any rate, it seems to me that Professors Chisholm and Mine and the

other members of the English Department are to he applauded for developing

this freshman program. All of us, no matter what course we teach, if we ver

require our students to write compositions, are usually disturbed by th>

general quality of their writing. And it has, therefore, become commonplace

to remark, "Why doesn't the English Department teach students how to write?"

or some variation on this same theme.

Further investigation into this writing problem reveals that the traditional

approach to English, i.e., the typical. freshman 101 serifs, was .concerned with

grammar and rhetorical skills. In short, it dealt with usage, which somehow

was supposed to contribute to writing skills. It has taken us many years to

realize that a study of usage, especially over a 13 -'ear period, has little

effect upon a student's ability to write. So, I say again, the English

Department is to be applauded for a progressive step forward.

Second,and more to the immediate point, I find little to disagree with

in Dr. Chisholm's paper. He builds a strong case for a study about English

and the work of linguistic scholars in this century has certainly given us

*Associate Professor, Department, of il(Tucation Specialists, Cleveland State
University
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evidence that we do indeed know the rules of the English language by four

or five years of age. In theory, then, the idea of studying about the language

seems valid. However, given that a study about language is valid in itself,

there are still some unanswered questions about the application of this concept

in the freshman English program.

First, on a philosophical level, I would like to add several questions

to those already posed by Dr. Chisholm. Besides asking "What may be taught?",

"What should be taught?", and "How may it be taught?", I add, "What does the

student need to know?" and "What are the ultimate goals of our instruction?"

These questions, of course, are closely related to Dr. Chisholm's, but in this

form they force us, I think, to examine ultimate goals more closely and to

define specific objectives more clearly.

Dr. Chisholm's answers to the questions he raises focus on the subject

matter itself. I am suggesting that we also need to focus on the student

and the ultimate outcome of our teaching and the student's learning.

Second, on a more pragmatic level, I must still raise the question of

writing. I agree with Dr. Chisholm that writing is an art, but an art, by

definition, must be practiced it requires doing. And given the notion

that the principles of language must precede the development of writing

skills, the question remains "How much research do we have to show that

a study about language improves writing skills?"

Is there any conclusive evidence that a study of transformational

grammar -- in lieu of other grammars -- will lead to improved writing?

Is it possible that students may perceive transformational grammar, which is

a complex study, as merely a substitution of one set of rules for another?

And is it also possible that the f:Lrst hurdle which we must overcome in

helping students to imp...rove their writing is o eradicate their fear of rules?

Third, and closely related to this last point, it strikes me th t the
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text material might be rearranged to capitalize on student interests. The

first 20 lessons of Section One focus exclusively on the form and structure

of modern English. Yet it seems to me that students are more likely to get

excited -- or motivated f we begin with a study of propaganda, regional

or social dialects, or ever histiry of the English language.

The program, as currently pla'rned, may also be more detailed end

complex than is necessary for the average student; and I wonder if in its

present form it might be more appropriate for the English major. What I am

asking in a roundabout: way -- is whether this approach to language study

is the only approach appropriate for all students. I find it difficult

to defend the concept of 3 single approach to teaching anything in an age of

individualized instruction and in an age when many instructors are paying

more than lip service to the concept of individual differences.

I am also suggesting that, instead of requiring all freshmen to take

this series of courses, alternative courses (including courses which deal

with the art of writing) he offered for credit. The student, therefore,

might be required to take two out of three or three out of four courses,

including various sections of the current program. Some consideration might

also he given to the idea of offering the program at a sophomore or upper-

division level, since there may not be any necessity to limit it to the freshman

year. In short, is it more appropriate at advanced levels?

While I am on the subject of alternative approaches, let me raise a

question about the writing lab. As I understand it, the writing lab is

currently thought of as an auxilliary activity and, in fact, it seems to

be viewed as a good and necessary remedial function. However, I am still

unclear about the exact nature of the writing lab and about how closely it

articulates with the entire program. And T am suggesting that it might be

appropriate for all students.
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This leads me to another consideration; namely, the entire question of

evaluation. How has the total program, including the writing lab, been

evaluated? Have students, department members, and e1,2n other dcpartments

been involved in program evaluation? Has the program met or is it meeting

its originally stated goals, and what are those goals?

Finally, there is a question which is tied up in the concept of Black

English. Realizing the current definitional controversy in this area -- i.e.,

whether Black English is, in fact, a unique language, or whether it is merely

a dialect of standard English -- I approach this question somewhat gingerly.

There does not seem to be enough evidence at this point to refute or to support

either position. Howe,*-L, if we assume for the moment that Black English

is a unique language, then then2. comes a question about the validity, propriety,

and relevancy of linguistic study for Black students based upon standard

English. If, on the other hand, we proceed on the assumption that Black

English is merely a dialect of standard English, ve may wake up several years

from now and find out that we have proceeded on a false set of assumptions.

I am not sure how we should handle this, but it seems to me to be a critical

problem.

Let me conclude by re-emphasizing that the current program has much to

recommend it. In making these comments and in raising these questions, I am

conscious of my own limitations in this area, but I hope that in raising

honest questions about the teaching-learning process, we can all come to

improve the teaching function of this university.
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CREATING AN ALTERNATIVE LEARNING-ENVIORMLENT IN

INTRODUCTORY :11,THEIvIATICS

Richard H. Black*

The title of this paper may be misleading when it refers to the

"creating of a learning environment", alternat:1/2e or red_ ar, in

introductory mathematics. A more accurate (and more modest) descrip-

ttr--) would be "creating an alternative immediate learning environ-

ment", where "immediate" includes all the things that are usually

consared controllable (or creatable) by the instructor (lectures,

discussions, reading assignments, tests, etc.) in contrast to the

background or "non-immediate" learning environment: the other activi-

ties and influences acting on the student (and also on the instructor),

both on and off campus.

I suspect that the relative effect on learning (however reasured)

of the non-immediate environment is greater than instructors will

usually acknowledge. Or do we acknowledFe only its negative affects,

which can be used to explain the failure of some students in our

class? In any case, I won't consider the possibility of changing, the

non-immediate learning environment as in the scope cf this paper.

I will not deal with cluster coLleges, remedial "how-to-study" programs,

or even the subjects other than mathematics that our students should

or should not be simultaneously taking. However, you may detect, in

the description to follow of our alternative immediate learning envir-

onment, an implied recognition and accommodation to some features

the larger environment. Of course, we have all always done this, if

*Associate Professor of Mathematics, Cleveland State University.
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only in a trivial sense: e.g. at CSU we try to use some version

of the English language to convey information, at Tokyo U. we'd

presumably try Japanese.

Let me try to describe the regular or conventional learning

environment in Introductory Mathematics at CSU. Specifically, I

refer to the sequence of three courses called Mathematical Concepts

I, II, III; numbered M 135, 136, 137. They have existed since 1968

as service courses for both Business College majors and Social Science

majors of the Arts and Science College. That a sequence of math

courses aimed at this combined group of students is common college

practice seems to be indicated by the many new textboo.s on the market

with titles such as "Mathematics for Business and the Social Sciences"

or "Mathematics for Management and Behavral Sciences". I do not

think there was ever any intention that these courses would also

serve other categories of students, yet they are occasionally taken

by engineering and physical science majors (for what I consider to be

strange reasons) and also by humanities majors (for the not-so-strange

reason that their science distribution requirements can be satisfied

by this "lesser-evil" mathematics, rather than, say, physics, chem-

istry, or a regular calculus course. There has recently been a pro-

posal in the Math Department to establish a separate "humanities"

course for such students). The enrollment in the first quarter, i -i135,

has been about 50% Business and 505 Arts and Sciences. The percent

of A & S students declines in the second quarter, and the third quar-

ter is almost entirely Business students. If the present trends con-

. tinue, there will soon be 1000 day-division students taking one of

these courses each auarter.



The subject matter content of these courses can be broadly described

as an introductory treatment of

(1) sets, relations, and functions (the "new math"),
(2) linear systems; including vectors, matrices, and linear

programming.
(3) probability and statistics,
(4) exponential growth; for which, depending on the textbook used,

the exclusive example might be money, i.e., compound interest.
(5) differential and integral calculus.

I know that to be in good form "instructional technology-wise" I must

include in my course description not only content but also the "behavioral

objectives". I do not think I am being unfair to the math faculty when I

state that, if asked to give the 6dhaviorl objectives of a course, we would

answer (after the phrase is explained to us) that the student. should "know

the material", and for the type of math course we are discussing here the

evidence that he "knows the material" is the ability to pass a test consist-

ing of problems that can be solved if one "knov,s the material". This may

seem primitive to those familiar with more sophisticated and precise state-

ments of behavioral objectives. I think there is room for improvement. For

example, we might think more about the exact circumstances and roles in which

our students will later use mathematics. But some writers on 1-ehavioral

objectives, I have noticed, will grant that in math the objecti.vc:s

are implicit in the material, perhaps even explicit, if, as is true

with math textbooks, the introduction of each new concept is followed by

exercise problems for the student; problems that can be solved using the

new concept.

The features of the conventional learning environment so far des-

cribed (content and behavioral ohjt:tives) have not been changed in our

alternative environment. We use the same test, and the same type of test

questions. Even if we were inclined to make a change (and we really
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have not been so inclined) there is a practical reason not to. Some

students switch from alternative section to conventional section, or

vice versa, as they progress through the three-quarter sequence. We

think jt desirable that they can easily make such switches.

I will now complete my description of the conventional learning

environment by giving the features that have been changed in our alter-

native environment. The students are enrolled in sections of 30 to

120 (Yes, 120 is now-a-days conventional!). If the section size is

closer to 120 than to 30, it is considered to be 2/3 of the instruc-

tor's load, and he or she may then also have a grading assistant. The

class meets the standard four times each week, the time divided into

formal lecture, further exposition of examples in the textbook, the

working by the instructor of exercises from the textbook that had

previously been assigned as homework, short tests, hour tesi;s, "post-

mortems" on returned tests. Some interaction of students with in-

structors also takes place during the instructor's office hours. The

percent of time devoted to each of these activities varies with the

instructor; so do the standards for final grade assignment. There is

no common departmental final exam, although occasionally two instruc-

tors whose sections are in the same time block will collaborate on a

test.

Rather than follow my now-mapleted description of the conventional

environment with a similar treatment of our presert winter 1972 model

alternative environment, I will give an abridged history of the develcp-

ment of the alternative since 1969. Thank God, no one kept a detailed

log or diary! The development was certainly not a case of proceeding
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from original axioms and postulates through rules of inference to a

logical conclusion. It was more a case of tentative conjectures, ex-

perimentalism, pragmatism, "tuning up the engine", and quite a bit of

serendipity and opportun!.sm. If I am obliged to state some dominant

principle that guided us, the best I can think of is one I call "Pave

the Footpaths", after a letter-to-the-editor that appeared some years

ago in the student newspaper of another campus. That campus had. some

new buildings (like CSU), and big expanses of grass between them

(unlike CSU). A controversy developed about placement of connecting

sidewalks. The letter suggested waiting until student had worn foot-

paths in the grass anc' then paving them.

In spring 1969, Jo Egar, Len Bruening, and myself were each asked

to take a section of 120 students in Math 135 for the coming Fall Quar-

ter, to be followed by similarly sized sections of 136 and 137 in

Winter and Sring. At that time sections of 120 were not yet called

conventional; so "Van" Van Voorhis, then Math Department Chairman, sug-

gested we might try some innovations. I was then already making some

experiments with my Math Concepts sections, and the three of us de-

cided to colla'horate, continuing in the same direction as I had started.

A change from the conventional ought to imply that the conventional

was somehow deficient. As I have already admitted, we ham no quarrel

with the conventional, behavioral objectives for our students: that by

the end of the term they should demonstrate by test that they "know the

material". But at that time, and even now, I thought that there were

two respects in which the conventional was deficient: (1) Our students

vary widely in their previous mathematics preparation and in the time

and effort they are willing or able to devote to the courses; yet the
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is essentially lock-step; (2) For the magnitude of

enrollment approaching 1000 per quarter, conven-

inefficient: a system of "one-room schools"

where there could be an "educational park". I choose this analogy

deliberately as one for which I would expect wide (but not unanimous)

agreement that increased magnitude made an improvement possible. I am

well aware that often (maybe even usually) it does not work out that

way. Now that college textbook publishers have a market perhaps 10

times greater than it was 25 years ago, are the books any better?

As to the direction which I said I had already started: I have

long held the idea that frequent tests are good for the student, and have

put the idea into practice when feasible. I do not remember why I

first started doing that, but I do recall meeting a math graduate stu-

dent who reminded me that I had been his instructor when he was taking

an algebra course as a freshman on probation--and he credited my every-

other-day quizzes with forcing him to learn and like mathematics. I

have just read Skinner's Beyond Freedom and Dignity, and this episode

as an example of a reinforcement (to me) that might also be a super-

stition.

Egar, Bruening and I adopted the frequent-test practice, along with

the practice, borrowed from programmed instri_ction, of :Letting the

students see the right answers immediately after completing a test. To

avoid the "lock-step deficiency" we set up a testing room, open 4 hours

every day, operated by a graduate assistant and 17ndergraduate student

proctors, to which the students of all three sections could come at any

time to take tests. The three instructors all contributed to a large

pool of test problems, so that problens for a particular concept existed
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in many versions, and also in three levels of difficulty called "A", "B"

and "C". Tests could be taken over if the student wanted either to try

a higher level of difficulty after successfully completing a lower level,

or to try over again the same or lower level if his first attempt was

unsuccessful. Each student, after checking his answer with the "right"

ones (which were sometimes unintentionally wrong) marked his self-score

on his test paper before turning it in. These self-scores were later

sample audited by the proctors and instructors, much like the IRS

checks our income tax returns.

Each of us had our own lecture section. Because no class time

was used for testing or discussing tests, we 1rere able to schedule one

of the four days each week as an optional review session for those having

difficulty keeping up.

The first quarter was considered successful, and the system has con-

tinued, except for summer quarters, ever since. There were difficulties

but they were always considered "technical", not an indication of some-

thing wrong with the basic concepts, and we would immediately start

planning how we would correct that technical difficulty next quarter.

I recall that at one of the ITG meetings last Fll someone cited the

quarter system as a handicap to innovation. I would claim our effort

as a counter-example; an innovation that was accelerated because of the

11-week cycle.

The technical aspects of the system involved decisions to be made

on such things as: how copies of the problems would be reproduced, what

size and shape for the student's work sheet, where records would be kept,

to what extent we should computerize the record-keeping, what hours for

testing and tutoring, what could we do to discourage procrastination in
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test-taking, what to do about the newly discovered cheating scheme.

The decisions were always subject to change after one quarter, and often

were changed. One firm bit of advice to anyone contemplating trying a

system such as ours: at least one of the instructional team, and

preferably all of them, must be willing and able to concern themselves

with the many seemingly trivial but nevertheless crucial details.

I will conclude by giving three interesting ways in which the

system has changed from 1969 to 1972, and some tasks remaining to be

done. First the changes: (1) We started with the concept of several

instructors, each with his own lecture section, sharing a testing

facility; somewhat like a group of doctors, each with their own patients,

sharing a laboratory. We have now altered the arrangement so that each

instructor is a "specialist" in one or more "mini-courses" and each

enrolled student takes all the mini-courses in some order during the

quarter. In the process we have lost the concepts of "my student",

"your student", "my instructor", "your instructor". We even encourage

the students to think of the members of the instructional team as

interchangeable parts. They can come to the office of any one of us

for any problems they may have.

(2) This change evolved from the initial arrangement by success-

ively applying the "Pave the Footpaths" principle. We started with

three hours per week of lecture-discussions and one hour per week of

review and "questions from the audience". This has been altered to

16 lecture hours per quarter (less than two per week) in a room that

may have a seating capacity equal to only half the enrollment, plus main-

tenance of a "help" room next to the testing room, open 6 hours every

day, in which graduate assistants, undergraduate assistants, and
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sometimes the professors, will discuss any material of the course at any

time with any students that come there. The discussion is "laboratory

style" with the assistants walking around the room to wherever students

are seated or standing.

Instead of talking to one of the assistants, some students prefer to

just look at material previously written on flip-chart sheets hanging on

the walls or to start an ad-hoc "peer-group discussion". The room is

open, incidently, to students in other math courses,

(3) We started with the test problems divided"into the A, B, and C

levels of difficulty, with the final letter grade determined by how many

of each level the student has successfullj done. We found that of the

students who got a final grade of B, more got it by accumulating a just-

sufficient partial set of A test grades than got it by accumulating a

larger just-sufficient set of B test grades. This and other results,

led us to two conjectures: (1) that a "Law of Minimum Effort" was

governing most students. They tend to obtain the grade they get in

whatever way requires the least effort. (2) that the "real levels of

difficulty concerned how many single-concept tests (of whatever supposed

difficulty) a student could pass during the quarter, and how many con-

cepts the student could handle simultaneously in a multiple-concept re-

view test. We abandoned the A, B, C test in favor of a three-stage hier-

archy of 16 single-concept pass-fail tests (one for each of the 16

lectures), 3 or 4 multi-concept review (or chapter) tests, and the final

examination. The requirements for final grades of C, B, and A are

cumulative, involving, respectively, only the single-concept tests,

single and multiple and final exam. The final exam is "by invitation

only" to the "candidates for an A".
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Now some tasks remaining to be done: (1) I feel that the live lec-

tures, the only vestigial lock-step feature of the system, should be

eliminated completely. The department has already purchased some com-

bined magnetic audio player-slide projector equipment with which we

hope, by next Fall Quarter, to have a "canned" version of each lecture

that would be available to students for individual or small -group study

at any time either through the CSU Library or our Help Room.

(2) If this alternative learning environment becomes stabilized in

its technical details and remains acceptable to the department, its

quarter-by-quarter operation should be deliberately made non-dependent

on particular personnel. My previous experience with a university com-

puter center makes me all too aware of the danger of commitment to a

complex system if there is not such non-dependence.

(3) An analysis of the system should be made as to its effect on

students compared to the effect of a conventional system. This would

include both terminal performance comparison and also attitudes Of

students toward both systems. We have done some comparison of final

grades, and we know from unsolicited comments that an instrument that

could record student attitudes toward our alternative system would have

its indicator needle go off both ends of the usual "strongly-disagree"

"strongly-agree" scale. But much more could be done. It would be

useful to know, for example, if the students who strongly disagree or

strongly agree could be predicted from other of their characteristics.

(4) Finally, the effect of such a system on the faculty should be

investigated. I gather that efforts similar to ours are proceeding on

many campuses. Some of the practitioners have predicted or advocated

drastic changes in the roll of teaching faculty as a result of such inno-
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vations. I see a chance for cause and effect to be reversed; a chance

for such innovations to be a result of a role that teaching faculty choose

for themselves from among several roles still possible.
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CREATING AN ALTERNATIVE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT IN INTRODUCTORY MATHEMATICS: A RESPONSE

Frank Lozier*

First, I'd like to expand on Dr. Black's remarks about the

behavioral objectives of math courses. He is perfectly correct in

saying that the behavior used as a basis for assigning grades is the

working of problems. However, it should be pointed out that there

are two kinds of problems which might be used for this purpose. One

is the "cookbook" problem, i.e., a problem essentially the same a

one the student has already worked or seen worked. The other is a

problem which may be completely unfamiliar to the student, but which

can be solved using only the material which has been presented in this

course. Now most of us fancy that we grade our students on the basis

of whether or not they understand the material presented in the course,

and would agree that the second kind of problem affords the best measure

of this understanding. In fact, however, most of us grade on the basis

of the first kind of problem. This discrepancy is easily explained

in terms of Dr. Black's most recent grading system. His single-concept

tests consist of problems of the first kind while his multi-concept

tests, which must be taken to earn a or A. consist of problems of

the second kind. Dr. Black's grade statistics show that nearly 707 of

his students receive a C or less. Therefore, one can conservatively

*Associate Professor of Mathematics, Cleveland State University
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estimate that if he used only multi-concept tests, more than half of

his students would fail. This situation is hot peculiar to Dr. Black's

system. To put the matter bluntly, most students in beginning math

courses do not really understand the material, and we accommodate our

grading practices to this reality. Now, I for one, would applaud anyone

who devises an "alternative learning environment" which alters this

reality; such, however, is not Dr. Black's objective.

In addition to the terminal behavioral objective discussed above,

I suspect that most of us have other behavioral objectives in mind when

we teach. Math instructors differ much dre in the latter than in the

former. One may, for example, attempt to exert some control cer the

students' objectives. In this respect, instructors vary considerably.

Some try to force students to learn. Others merely try to provide the

best possible opportunity for learning. Still others sympathize totally

with the students' desire to get a grade. Furthermore, instructors

who worry about whether or not students learn vary considerably in the

extent to which they try to control how students learn. In math courses

in which the basic objective is the working of pattern-type problems,

students generally learn by attempting to work problems, comparing their

solutions with the correct solutions, and doing this over and over again

until they are able to work the .problems correctly. Math instructors

vary in the extent to which they try to force students into this mold.

Some assign homework and collect and grade it. Others assign homework

and provide the correct solutions only after the students have had a

chance to try to solve the problems themselves. Still others pass out



sets of solutions to a selected list'of problems at the beginning of the

quarter and let the students do with them what they will.

It seems to me that the very structure of Dr. Black's -system reveals

a commitment to force the students to learn and to control 1-ow they do it.

He gives a large number of short tests, admittedly for the purpose of

forcing students to learn. Also, although he wishes to allow students

to decide when they are ready to take exams, his system has built-in

constraints to prevent them from waiting until the end of the quarter

to take all their exams. Finally, he permits students to retake tests

until they pass them, thus building the conventional learning model

into the exam system itself. My prejudices, on the other hand, are at

the other end of the spectrum. I try to structure my courses in such

a way as to maximize the opportunity for learning but to exert no control

over it; when time permits I pass out sets of detailed problem solutions

which the students may use as they think hest. Thus, it must be

apparent that the difference in our educational philosophies puts me

considerably out of sympathy with Dr. Black's system. Of course, so

long as we both run our own courses, this is purely a matter of personal

preference. But, if at some time the math department should decide to

adopt a system for the servicing of all students in some sequence, such

as basic math, then it would have to decide, ar; a matter of policy, how

its limited resources of time and money should be expended.

Finally, I would like to comment noon Dr. Black's claim that his

system nearly eliminates the lock-step .T-Icrent in conventional courses.

Lock-step means, I presume, that all students do the same thing at the
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same time. From Dr. Black's remarks, I infer that he is thinking primarily

about the "same-time" lock-step I confess to reservations about whether

he has really eliminated it In the fist place, while Dr. Black's

system allows students consic:erable freedom in deciding when to take

=r1 , this appears to me to be a freedom to choose where to do tasks

that in a conventional system one is not required do at all. To put

it another way, I would find it much less oppressive to take a few exams

at scheduled times, than to take 20 exams at times of my choosing.

Furthermore, Dr. Black is still bound by the quarter system. Good

students could complete the requirements of Dr. Black's system in less

than a quarter, but what are they going to do with the rest of the

quarter? Poor students, on the other hand, must still completL the

'requirements by the end of the quarter; how many such students c.8n

profit by working at a slower pace at the beginning of the yvirter and

then working at a necessarily accelerated pace during the rest of the

quarter? However, one must grant that, if the administration ever makes

it possible for us to award credits other than at the end of each

quarter and then only in amounts contracted for at the beginning of the

quarter, Dr. Black would be prepared to take advantage of this freedom

as none of the rest of us are.

Dr. Black says little about the "same- thing' lock-step. But the

feature of his system which is most attractive to me is that it does in

fact, reduce this kind of lock-step. In designing exams for a conventional

course, one can use only simple problems, in which case one gives A's

primarily for outstanding accuracy in arithmetic and algebra, or one can
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use only difficult problems, in which case one grades all students on the

basis of how close they can come to solving A-level problems. Even an exam

consisting of problems of varying levels of difficulty has much the same

effect as an exam consisting of all difficult problems, because it is

iupossible to convince poor students that they should concentrate on

the easy problems; all students study for and attempt to do the hard

problems, which for many of them is a waste of time. Black's system,

while giving B's and A's only for the working of more difficult problems,

allows C-students to earn their C's by concentrating on problems they

are capable of doing. I suspect that poor students learn more under

such a system than under one which encourages them to concentrate on

problems they are not capable of doing.
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THE CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK METHOD OF TEACHING

Sam H. Lane *+

The purpose of the present paper is to present a teaching technique,

the "Continuous Feedback Method", and its rationale. This paper is a

first statement of some developing ideas which should be considered as

guidelines rather than a complete and proven model or theory. The

technique is designed to approach several objectives that are difficult

to achieve. The primary objective of the method is for students to

increase general skills requisite to efficient coverage, integration

and synthesis of written material. A corollary to the primary objective

is that those students who increase their skills only at a minimal level

still will have learned the content of th..! course as well as a student

who has been exposed to the material in a more traditional manner. The

primary objective probably does not differ a great deal from the primary

objective that most teachers would set for their courses; but the

Continuous Feedback Method does prescribe a somewhat different formula

for its attainment.

The skills involved in the primary objective are strengthenr:d through

a shaping procedure in which the initial responses are simple approximations

to the later, more complex responses. This gradual evolution of more

accurate and complex responses follows certain principles of learning.

There are three critical aspects of the shaping procedure: response

production, the consequences of the response, and the time between the

response and its consequences. The efficiency of the shaping procedure

* Grateful appreciation is extended to Dr. Robert F. House and Dr. Lance
Buhl for their thoughtful ideas and suggestions concerning the manuscript.

+ Assistant Professor of Psychology, Cleveland State University.
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is increased by arranging for many responses, minimizing the time between

a response and its consequence, reliably reinforcing those intermediate

responses that are closer approximations to the desired response, and

omitting reinforcements (or, in fact, punishing) for intermediate responses

that are not closf2- to the desired response.

These aspects of the shaping procedure are germane to the general

problem of getting students tr learn in a classroom situation. In most

courses taught in a traditional manner (especially in large classes), the

rate of response production is equal to the number of quizzes and papers

assigned in the cf;urse. In such a case, both the low rate of response

production and the substantial delay in the receipt of the consequence

by the student have a debilitating effect on learning. A "response", in

terms or a student listening to a lecture and taking notes, is assumed

to be qualitatively different from the response made when information is

requested for immediate evaluation by the professor; neither does it

have the same effect on subsequent behavior. In the former case, the

process of information storage is primarily involved whereas the latter

case involves information storage, retrieval, organization, production,

and reorganization based on feedback.

The first step in increasing the efficiency of the shaping procedure

described earlier to increase the rate of response production. The

major difficulty with increasing the rate of response in most courses is

that a student's motivational level is usually a function of his inter-

action with the grading system. In other words, most students have been

conditioned to do things because they are going to get a grade for it.
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Therefore, at least initially, their rate of response production will be

a direct function of the probability that their grade will be affected by

what they do.

Using the Continuous Feedback Method both the rate of response

production and the motivational level are kept at a level appreciably

higher than it would be using most other approaches. The students are

told that there will be no written tests and no papers. Their grade

will be assigned solely on the professor's cumulative evaluation of their

daytoday performance, thus a high level of class attendance is required.

Class time is spent discussing and answering questions about the material.

Thus, during any one class, each student makes one, if not several,

responses that he knows will go toward his overall evaluation. The high

rate of response productio is accompanied by the immediate application

of a consequence relevant to that response. Since he does not know in

advance exactly for which material he is going to be he'll accountable,

he must "know" the entire assignment.

To some extent, what has been described thus far is similar to the

"case method" frequently used in law schools. The Continuous Feedback

Method, however, is designed primarily for use in classes with an

enrollment of 30 or less. The case method is generally used in large

classes so the rate of response production is rather low, even though

somewhat similar motivational factors are present and the time between

the response and its consequence is minimal. Another difference is that

the Continuous Feedback Method is based on the notion that attaining

integration involves a complex shaping procedure: initially responses
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are only simple approximations to ,the more complex desired behavior.

The initial unsophisticated and later maturer responses are qualitatively

only minimally different using the case method.

From my experience, I have identified roughly three sequential

phas s that most students go through in the shaping procedure. The first

phase consists of two complementary components: establishing a high level

of response production and developing personal strategies for recalling

specific aspects of written material. A high level of response production

is shaped by positively reinforcing daily class preparation and mildly

punishing a lack of it. Class time is spent shaving the recall of rather

specific and detailed pieces of information. This is the first approxi-

mation to the more complex responses involved in efficient coverage,

integration and synthesis.

At first, the students are somewhat confused. They feel that "they

have. to memorize everything in the book". This feelins, coupled with

the necessity for daily class preparation, leads most students to design

personal strategies for remembering what they have read. Some class

time is spent in going over aspects of remembering and forgetting and

discussing possible strLi.:gies Students encouraged to share

personally successful strategies with the class.

The second phase toward realizing the primary objective of efficient

coverage, integration and synthesis involves identifying and assimilating

relationships between various bits of specific information. Retention

is not such a great prob any more, even though it still requires a

considerable amount of practice. In this phase, it is not sufficient
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merely to recall specific pieces of information as was initially the

case. Positive reinforcement is received only for using the specific

information to identify relationships. Substantial communication among

class members is encouraged at this point in order to allow the students

to practice in a more relaxed perspective. These discussions usually

foster a substantial amount of student-to-student shaping. In addition,

they provide a diversion from the question-and-answer format.

At this point students find that material can be discussed cogently

in the class group because they are sure that the material has been read

by everyone in the class. The efficiency of the discussions is enhanced

by emphasizing the distinction between clarification and evaluation of

what he said.

In the third phase, the class discussions and questions are designed

to shape the student's involvement with larger "chunks" of information,

optimally relating the material in a chapter as a whole to previous

material. Also, the student is encouraged to respond to questions with

full answers involving examples that not only directly o-Aswer the

questions but also show that he has a relatively complete understanding

of the issues involved. A demonstration of these things is indicative

that the student has achieved the prix. ry Objective of the method.

The shaping procedure described above will not ;cork unless some

attention is devoted to group maintenance. In particular, the level of

anxiety for individuals as well as the over-all level of tension must be

monitored closely. At a high level, individual response production is

reduced and there is a general air of inhibition induced by anxiety.
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There are several aspects of the design of the class which are addressed

to this point. Throughout the first weeks an instructor should emphasize

the proper perspective for the course is that of a game of information

and that any punitive feedback should not be perceived as personal but

should be considered as part of the instruction. To some extent, this

idea is made more credible as students see that everyone in the class

receives such feedback from time to time.

An effort is made to keep the class atmosphere as casual and informal

as possible without confusing this casualness with attitudes toward the

material. On the first day of class a simple child's exercise called

"the name game" is played to acquaint the students with one another

and to provide a vehicle for the professor to know everyone's name in the

class very quickly. In this game the first person will say his name

(first name only) followed by the second person repeating the first person's

name and then saying his own. This goes on around the room until the

last person calls everyone in the room by name and than says his own

name. Usually this is followed by a hue and cry for the professor to do

likewise, which perhaps surprisingly, is easier than it may sound, even

for the worst "name-forgetter".

The professor must be attentive to the progress of individual

students. If a student perceives himself as doing poorly he will sometime

withdraw and become isolated. Trls indicates that one or more of the

shaping parameters have not been effective. Usually the problem is that

the distance between the approximating responses is too great. Withholding

a positive reinforcement or administering a mild punishment to the
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response eventually results in response inhibition. In most cases a

personal conference with the student which sets up some individual

shaping schedules solves the problem. A personal conference is also

appropriate when the shaping procedure precipitates an extraordinary

amount of aggressiveness in a student and he fights too much. The

students have to believe that the professor is not "out to get them".

As noted earlier, the students are told on the first day that their

grade will be based solely on the subjective evaluation by the professor

of their day-to-day performance. They are also told that if they do

high quality work from day to day they will receive a grade of "A"

(on an A, B, C, D, F grading system). If they just keep up they will

receive a grade of "B" and if they don't they will get a grade of "C"

or lower. Students, whose pattern of attendance and preparation suggest

that they are not keeping up, usually drop the course of their own

volition. In those cases when a student appears to be on the borderline

between "C" and "D" work, he is counseled to that effect approximately

two-thirds of the way through the course, thus giving him ample opportunity

to bring his grade up.

The greatest cause of negative arousal on the part of the student

is receiving a grade that is contrary to his expectations. This probability

is reduced by the day-to-day feedback that the student obtains. Over the

course of the quarter, the professor's standards become explicit, thus

reducing one source of potential confusion. Also, there appears to be

a subtle shift from responses controlled by the extrinsic motivation of

a grade to responses controlled by a combination of intrinsic motivation
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and extrinsic motivation related to a social norm established by a close

peer group of an individual "doing well", regardless of the grade he

receives. Several other precautionary steps are taken. Half-way through

the course a written statement is given to each student appraising him of

his progress thus far and the grade he would receive were it the end of

the course. Also, at the end of the course, each student anonymously

gives each other student the grade he thinks the student would receive.

This provides additional information to the professor regarding the

general expectancies of the class of overall and individual performance.

With such a subjective grading system, there is always the possibility

that a student will feel that he has been treated unjustly. The ratings

by his class members can serve to validate the professor's assignment

of grade. As an additional step to prevent this from occurring, the

students are told on the last day of class that if they disagree with

their posted grade that anytime within a 3-day period after it is posted,

they may take a comprehensive written examination to demonstrate their

level of competency. It is explained that if they really have been

keeping up (in the case of an argument for a "B") or keeping up and

doing high quality work (in the case of an argument for an "A") they

should be able to reflect that level of ability on the exam with little

need for much advance preparation. Thus far, no one has asked.

The strategy by which a professor makes decisions about the assignment

of grades in such a system is an individual matter. I have found it

useful to define initially the "A" category by the best student in the

class and keep adding students until the differences between the most
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recently added student and the best student are too great to warrant the

classification.

The effectiveness of the Continuous Feedback Method can be evaluated

from several different standpoints. Generally positive student reaction,

as indexed by both formal course evaluation forms and informal essays,

may be sum.led up as follows: (1) this was the first course they had had

in which they had to prepare each day and they found the experience both

demanding and stimulating; (2) they had to work harder in t'lis course

than in other courses; (3) it was one of the few courses in which they

felt that the professor was interacting with them personally; and (4)

they felt that they learned more with this method than with a more

traditional method. Negative reactions generally have taken the form of

ci'c_ticisms of aspects of the shaping procedure which were particularly

crude during that particular quarter but were modified based on the

feedback, or reactions reflecting consequences of not monitoring the

level of individual anxiety and group tension. Valid objective data

regarding the "amount" that a student learns in any course are always

difficult to obtain. With the Continuous Feedback Method the most

encouraging data would show that students coming out of this course did

better in later courses than a matched sample who had not had the course.

Thus far, obtaining such data has not been feasible. It can be argued,

however, that an individual is learning more, both in terms of skills

and content, in a situation in which he is making many motivated responses

and obtaining differential feedback than in a situation in which he Is

making few motivated responses and obtaining limited feedback.
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I have used the method in courses ranging from the sophomore through

graduate levels of training and I have found that students from the

junior level on seem to be able to derive the greatest benefit from it.

The method seems to be appropriate for most areas of content. The

technique makes rather strong demands upon the teacher as well as the

students. He must be relatively rip" for each class and be very attentive

to the day-to-day dynamics of the group. He must be prepared to be

flexible and adjust the technique to his own particular style

interacting with students. In return, I think that he will find himself

experiencing an exhilarating pedagogical experience:
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THIRD FORCE EDUCATION: A COURSE IN PERSONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

C. Kenneth Simpson *
Mary Ruth Shaw +

It has been said that we live in a 'sick society' and that terms

such as the psychopathology of the average, normal neurosis, and philo-

sophical neurosis can be applied to a large segment of the population.

Most of us are only too familiar with the myriad problems which besiege

us, threatening directly and indirectly from all sides. Daily the mass

media present vivid accounts of war, crime, pollution, and many other

societal problems. We are less aware, however, of the psychological

effects which these have on all of us. Modern man has been described by

some of the most eminent psychologists and psychotherapists of our time

as dehumanized, alienated, insecure, anxious, lonely, conforming, and

not very happy. The picture, to be sure, is depressing.

Theoretically, the powerful and established educational institution

could have a tremendous influence on the solution of many of these problems.

Unfortunately, however, the ills of society also appear throughout most of

education. The story is summed up succinctly by Abraham Maslow (1968b)

who assPrtd, "Our conventional education looks mighty sick", but it is

told in disheartening detail in books such as Silberman's Crisis in the

Classroom: The Remaking of American Education, Taylor's Students Without

Teachers: The Crisis in the University, Goodman's Compulsory Mis-Education

* Assistant Professor of Psychology, Cleveland State University

+ Undergraduate Student, Department of Psychology, Cleveland State University
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and The Community of Scholars, and Leonard's Education and Ecstasy, to

mention just a few.

In an atmosphere which is too often impersonal, threatening, and

growth-inhibiting, our country's valuable young resources are exposed to

a fragmented education which is frequently irrelevant and meaningless to

them. In an educational setting which promotes values such as success,

competition and consumption, our students are being molded in assembly-

line fashion to be well-disciplined robots who defer appropriately to

authority and conform voicelessly to the establishment. In classes which

focus almost exclusively upon inter?.ctual-cognitive development, our

students acquire the abilities to memorize and recall so that only a

part of the individual, his head, is prepared for only a part of his

life, his job, or career, while his personal-social-emotional development

is woefully neglected.

The recent development of third force education (Goble, 1971), in

conjunction with humanistic psychology, the human potential movement, and

laboratory training, represents one very important step towards improving

the current educational situation. By providing a new philosophy, a new

psychology, and a new methodology, these areas c..fer solutions to many of

the problems we have just described. They provide the atmosphere and the

ingredients necessary for an effective, well-founded education which meets

the needs of the individual and contemporary society. Moreover, they

procid.c the opportunity for Cle individual to develop psychologically so

he can actualize more of his unused potential and lead a happier, more

meaningful life.
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Third force proponents point out that education can he "ecstasy"

when relevant and meaningful materials arouse curiosity to high levels

of excitement, when the student is free to learn in the more ideal

atmosphere of trust, affection, and mutual respect, and when he is an

integral part of a learning community facilitated by an authentic

teacher. That same education can accentuate individual expression,

expanded awareness, the dignity of man, and fulfillment of individual

potential. It can facilitate human interaction by emphasizing values

such as cooperation, deep encounter, and brotherly love. By stressing

personal-social-emotional development, it can help him learn some of the

most important things in life--how to love, feel, sense, be spontaneous,

be happy, develop his identity, relate to 1:is fellow man, and live life

more fully.

To reach these objectives, third force education strongly emphasizes

training in several specific areas: personal growth, interpersonal

relations, group dynamics, and organizational development. Thus, Egan

(1970, p. 13) comments, "Human relations training is perhaps the most

important kind of learning but it is the most neglected, Perhaps it is

presumed that such learning occurs naturally outside of the classroom.

Most often, it does not; therefore, the majority of persons reach adult-

hood without being self-actualized in an interpersonal area." The

importance of such learning is also stressed by Peterman (1972) who suggests

that we build interpersonal skills trAning pro,-rams into our educational

system.

Currently these training programs and courses are beginning to
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appear as part of a new ideology which is attempting to promote

psychological growth directly through educational courses (Alschuler, 1969).

Clark (1971) observes that the techniques of the human-growth potential

movement have begun to appear in schools all over the country. In

particular, there has been a remarg.able increase in intensive small groups

on our college campuses (Shaevit-_; and Barr, 1972).

An integral part of many training programs and courses is the

laboratory training group, a powerful and effective methodology (Buhler

and Allen, 1972) which is ideally suited to the goals of third force

education. Rogers (1970) has called the encounter group, one of many

different kinds of laboratory training groups, the most potent social

invention of the century. It is suggested by Shenard (1970) that personal

growth labs can function as a resocializing institution to unlock our

mechanistic culture and help build a better society. Morris et. al.

(197D, p. 192) assert that the T-group "fairly explodes with antidotes

for what ails higher education,' and Thomas (1964) makes the point that

the group experience can facilitate the growth of the individual towards

self-actualization.

Utilizing the encounter group methodology we have designed during

the past year a course entitled "Personal Growth and T)evelopment," the

primary objective of which is the personal-social-emotional growth of the

student. Our purpose here is to describe the anatomy of this course in

order to provide general information to some readers and more specific

information to others who have already developed or T.7ho may he

developing a similar course of their own. ':!e shall also suggest several
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applications of this methodology to other educational situations.

The Personal Growth and Development Course

We might preview our later discussion by presenting a capsule

summary of the course:

Psychology 467, Personal Growth and Development, is a course which

focuses upon the interpersonal and intrapersonal growth of the student.

This growth is based on experiential learning derived from participation

in an encounter group which is enhanced -..onsiderably by extensive

cognitive learning. The encounter groups meet in weekly fo..r-hour

evening sessions and for two three-day weekends during tie. quarter.

Didactic sessions, both lectures and discussions, are scheduled during

regular class time twice a week. Input to the professor is required

through individual reaction papers, to group sessions, application

assignments, task group assignments, and periodic questionnaires. Within

this format, students have every opportunity to fully know and under-

stand Their experiences, the result of which is greater learning, longer

retention, and more effective transfer of the general principles to

everyday life situations.

The encounter group methodology

An encounter group is a small group of individuals (usually 8 to

18) who meet with one or two "leaders." Utilizing basic processes of

self-disclosure, feedback, and expression of feelings, members of the

group interact personally in the here and now to learn experientially.

The groups are usually unstructured: there are no predetermined goals,

no pre-programmed direction, and no leadership in the traditional sense.
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Rather, the group members provide the data and resources for learning as

they come to assume responsibility for themselves and the group as a

whole. In the context of a psychologically safe environment, various

personal and interpersonal issues arise from which each person can grow

as he explores himself, makes decisions about desired changes, and

subsequently experiments with new behavior.

Principles of program design

The design of the course is based on a number of important principles

which are beginning to appear throughout the rapidly increasing literature

in the field of laboratory training. Extracted mostly from research

studies, theorLtical articles, and papers which criticize laboratory

training, these principles provide major themes which appear repeatedly

in the different facets of course design. Some of these have general

application to mos, laboratory training programs; others are specific to

this course, representing idiosyncratic preferences rather than indispen-

sable requirements.

Briefly, and succinctly stated, they are as follows: (1) The

program is conducted by qualified leaders. (2) Applicantr, are carefully

screened before being admitted to the course. (3) A psychologically

safe environment is evolved as the context in which -:!rsonal growth

occurs. (4) As far as is possible, the methods u. .cl are supported by

knowledge, theory, and research in the field. () The experiential

learning is supplemented and greatly enbanceC .)-y a considerable amount

of cognitive learning. (6) Learning and personal growth are heavily

stressed. (7) There is a strong emphasis on transfer of learning to
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everyday life situations. (3) An optimal, but minimal, amount of

structure is utilized to facilitate group development and maximize

personal learning. (9) Exercises are employed in an appropriate

manner. (10) The program is long enough to enable students to acquire

a substantial amount of learning and to work through any issues which

arise. (11) The program has built-in methods of obtaining feedback

from students about the course as a whole, specific aspects of the course,

and the leaders. (12) The course is associated with an on-going

research program.

Course objectives

As in most laboratory training programs, the range of objectives and

personal growth goals in this course is extremely broad and includes many

different facets of human experiencing. Generally, however, we can divide

these into twc categories, interpersonal growth goals and intrapersonal

growth goals. Interpersonal growth refers to thos,2 learnings which are

concerned with interpersonal relations and which are derived primarily

from interaction with others. Intraperqonal growth refers to those

learnings which focus on the individual himself and which are acquired

predominantly by his working alone on himself.

One set of interpersonal growth goals can be found in the work of

Egan (1970) who provides an excellent description of what we call

"specific behavioral skills:" listening, self-disclosing, expressing

feelings, giving and receiving feedback, giving and receiving confron-

tation, and giving support. Another set of interpersonal goals consists

of those which are pursued in most laboratory training groups: learning
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about 7'!-oup dynamics and group processes; developing sensitivity to

others; learning to function effectively as a group member; learning

about personal communication problems; learning how to communicate

clearly; developing deeper, more meaningful relationships with others;

relating to authority figures; relating to the opposite sex; learning

to enjoy people and social interaction more; developing acceptance of

others, empathetic understanding, and "brotherly like;' and acquiring

knowledge about people in general.

The major intrapersonal growth goals are based on Maslow's (1963a,

1970, 1971) conceptualizations of mental health, human motivation and

psychological growth. They include the general process of self-

actualization and more specifically the many characteristics of the self-

actualized person. Overlapping somewhat with these are other goals which

are stressed in many laboratory training groups: developing self-

awareness, self-insight; acquiring greater self-knowledge (about facades,

defenses, personal problems, weaknesses, strengths, goals, values, and

potential); developing self-confidence, self-esteem, and self-love;

developing a stronger sense of identity; becoming more aware of one's

real self; developing greater authenticity; developing sensitivity to

oneself (senses, body, feelings, thoughts); and iesrning to experience,

recognize, label, and express feelings.

These different sets of personal growth goals are presented

explicitly to the student in several ways: in the detailed course

description which he reads before applying for admission, in the Laboratory

Training and Personal Growth Manual, and in the pre-questionnaire which
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he fills out at the beginning of the course. Thus, the student is well

informed about the nature of the program prior to registering and aware

of the potential range of goals which he might pursue later when the course

begins. Through this kind of structure and goal visibility, wasteful

and inefficient design is eliminated, thereby facilitating the learning

process (Egan, 1970).

However, unlike the goals in traditional academic classrooms, the

goals in a laboratory training group are not the same for all students

nor are various educational activities pre-programmed to work towards these

goals. Each individual has the responsibility of freely choosing according

to his own needs and interests the goals he would like to pursue. More-

over, most group sessions are not pre-planned: what occurs is determined

by the particular collection of unique individuals who compose the group

and the free-flowing dynamics of human interaction.

Leadership style

The leadership style employed by the trainer strongly influences the

quality of the experience for tha participant. In what is probably the

best series of studies available on encounter groups today, Lieberman

(1972) demonstrates quite clearly the differential effectiveness of

various trainer styles. Some produce a high degree of learning and

growth, some result in very little learning, and others may be associated

with negative outcomes and psychological casualties. Since these styles

vary tremendously from person to person, both between and within training

methodologies, it is important to present, in any program description,

information on the particular style used.
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In these groups the trainer functions in four ways. As a leader-

member whose job it is to serve the group, he "guides' the: group when

necessary to facilitate group development and personal growth. "tore

specifically, this function is that of a social engineer. As a valuable

group resource, he draws from his wealth of knowledge, experience, and

skill to provide the group, hoth voluntarily and upon request, with

information, insight, and interpretation. As a model, he provides one

example of an array of different behaviors whi.fa group members ray wish

to develop. As a member of the group, he is nn individual who shares

himself personally with others (although there are certaia limitations

to this).

The four dimensions of leader behavior presented in the Lieberman

study provide another useful way to describe the leadership style. On

the basis of trainer self-report, reports of other trainers and co-

trainers, and participant ratings, the leadership style can be described

as moderate on the emotional stimulation dimension, high in caring, high

in meaning attribution, and moderate in executive functions. This

profile describes the Type B leader, the Provider, who, Lieberman states,

is "by far the most effectiv' in producing positive changes while

minimizing the number of participants who had negative outcomes" (1972,

p. 160).

Screening arocedures

Reports of casualties and negative outcomes have increased ,.long with

the increase in Lhe number of laboratory training groups conducted.

Examination of the literature in this area, however, reveals that the
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incidence of pathology is low when sponsors are reputable, competent

organizations and the leaders are trained (Reddy, 1972). Since most

laboratory training groups are intended for "normal" people with "normal"

problems and not as quick or inexpensive therapy, it is desirable to

utilize a screening process to deselect individuals who might be

casualties or who might not otherwise benefit from the experience (Yalom

and Lieberman, 1971).

Every student interested in taking the course is required to go

through the screening procedures and obtain written permission before

registering. To be reasonably well-informed about laboratory training

groups in general and this course in particular, each student is asked

to read a detailed course description and several short articles on

groups. If he then wishes to be considered for the course, he is asked

to fill out a two part application form. The first part is composed

of short answer essay questions which inquire about his knowledge of

encounter groups, expectations, personal goals, and previous psychiatric

and medical history. A second questionnaire is designed to collect

information about his environment,, attitudes about himself and others,

and behavior in interaction with others. When the questionnaire is

returned and examined, the student is scheduled for a thirty-minute

group interview during which time his behavior in a new group situation

is observed. The final selection and deselection processes are based

on a number of criteria which are lust beginning to appear in the

literature (Lakin, 1972; Reddy, 1.972).

Group comosition
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From the twenty-four students admitted to the course, two groups

of twelve persons, six males and six females, are formed. Within the

limits of this sampling from a college population and in accord with what

is thought to be a desirable group composition strategy, the groupF are

heterogeneously composed. Each group has a trainer (the professor)

and either a co-trainer or student co-trainer. The co-trainers are

students.who have completed an intensive training program entitled

Psychology 310-Leadership of Laboratory Training Groups. The student

co-trainers are individuals who are participating in the training program

and working with the course as a part of that training.

Course requirements

Experiential learnin.E.- the encounter group sessions

The major part of the course consists of participation in an

encounter group which meets regularly throughout the quarter. In the

schedule of group sessions which we have used most recently, students

attend a four-hour evening session each week, a three-day weekend

scheduled for the fourth week of the quarter, and a four-day weekend

scheduled for the eighth week, thus totally approximately eighty hours

in encounter group sessions. All evening sessions are conducted at

the university in the group dynamics room where they are videotaped for

the purposes of research, feedback to stuient cotrainers, and viewing

by group members. The weekend sessions are held awa)- from school in cabins

which are rented at reasonable rates in nearby state parks.

Cognitive learning

In contrast with many other laboratory training programs which place
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an almost exclusive emphs or. experiencing, feeling, and sensing,

this program strongly emphasizes the cognitive, as well as the experiential,

aspect of learning. One of the most important determinants of learning

outcome (Lieberman, 1972), the cognitive factor enables the student to

know and to understand what he has erpc.: d. By developing the

ability to relate psychological knowledge to ,is experience and state

behavioral principles, he can learn faster, retain longer, and later

transfer these principles more ef_fectively to everyday life situations.

To attain these goals, we have designed the cognitive factor into the

course in the following ways.

Reading materials

The course uses Egan's (1970) book Encounter: Group Processes for

Interpersonal Growth, Stein's (1972) Effective Personalitx: A humanistic

Approach, and the Laboratoa Trainin7 and Personal Growth !anual written

by the professor. These present information which is directly related

to the participant's experience in the groups on a wide variety of topics

such as self-disclosure, feedback, confrontation, the learning process,

and group development. Chapters are assigned whenever possible so that

the information is immediately relevant to the students. For example,

chapters on the goals of laboratory training groups are assigned at the

beginning of the quarter and a chapter on transfer is read just after the

first weekend session when the first transfer problems arise.

Lectures and discussions

In addition to the encounter group sessions the class meets twice

a week for lectures and discussions. The primary nurpose of this
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arrangement is to supplement the reading materials by presenting

information which is not covered in the hooks. A number of these

classes are devoted to task group discussions of group development and

the transfer process, two important arer.s of the course.

Written assianments

To facilitate the student's understanding and further thinking

about his experience, we ask him to write a "reaction paper" after every

session. This consists of a structured questionnaire which focuses on

the most important aspects of the learning experience. He is asked:

'(1) to describe the group events of the evening; _4) to give an account

of his own participation in the group; (3) to state clearly and succinctly

what he learned; (4) to indicate the most significant events of the

session and their meaning to him; (5) to discuss any problems he is having;

(6) to state his own goals for the coming sessions, weeks, or months:

(7) to describe his plan of action for attaining those goals; and (8)

to indicate how he will transfer his learnings to everyday life.

"Application assignments" are specifically designed to give the

student a task in which he has tc relate psychological knowledge and

information directly to the group or himself. Done either individually

or in a task group, these assignments focus on the topics of societal

problems, group development, individual development in the group, the

real self, and transfer. For example, on the vitally important transfer

issue, students are asked to discuss the transfer process, different

transfer situations, and the difficulties associated with it, and then to

make suggestions for facilitatin transfer. These they share with the
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rest of the class in seminar presentations.

At the end of the quarter, each student is asked to write a twenty-

five to thirty-five page "personal-growth paper" in which he gives a

detailed account of the evolution of his personal growth throughout the

course: In essence, this assignment is a longer version of the

individual reaction papers and covers the areas listed above.

Group develooent

The group development process ran be divided into two stages. In

the initial stage, which lasts about the first half of the quarter, the

encounter group methodology is used to work towards the goals of group

development and interpersonal growth. During this period learnings center

mostly on the individual-within-the-group and group process. The second

stage begins when the group has developed to the point where it functions

effectively as a personal growth group, that is, a group whose major

task is to facilitate the personal growth of its members. At this time,

the interpersonal orientation is replaced by an emphasis on the individual

and his intrapersonal growth. Since the groups develop in a manner quite

similar to the account given .by Rogers (1967) , it seems unnecessary to

present a description here.

Assessment ofpersonal growth

The problem of what, when and how to measuro outcome an extremely

difficult one in the area of laboratory training as it is in education and

therapy (Lieberman et al., 1972). To begin with, the encounter group

methodology and process are incredibly complex &IQ to the wide range of

potential goals, the intricate web of countless interactions, and the
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subjective nature of the experience. Secondly, good standardized

measures of personal growth have not been deveioped yet, and pre-existing

measures such as personality tests are not appropriate to the measurement

task. Thirdly, the phenomenal nature of reports from participants,

members of their social networks, and even group leaders invites criticism

on several counts. However, in spite of these problems and others, this

challenging task must be confronted.

To assess personal growth at the end of the course, we utilize

information obtained through written assignments, observations, discussions,

interviews, and questionnaires. The self-report is a very important

source of information about the student and, therefore, is weighted

quite heavily in the evaluation proce3s. However, since questions about

the validity Jf self-reperts can he raised, the information from them is

checked rather carefully against information provided by the leaders,

non-participant observers, and other group members in an elfort to

increase accuracy.

The student's final grade for the course is based on two equally-

weighted parts: cognitive learning, as represented by scores on the

various written assignments, and exneriential learning, as represented

by personal growth derived from participation in the encounter groups.

For the cognitive learning grade each reaction paper is given a weight

of two, each application assignment is given a weight of three, and the

personal-growth paper is given a weight of twenty. After the lowest

reaction paper score is dropped, the remaining scores are averaged.

The experiential learning grade is based on the total amount of
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personal growth which a student displays during the quarter. Here we

employ an extremely flexible definition of personal growth. This growth

can be in any area of psychological development. It can be derived from

any of a wide variety of sources beyond mere participation in the

encounter group sessions (from interaction with one particular person

in the class, from interaction with someone outside of the class, or from

working alone). It can occur at any time during the quarter and in any

place. The only requirement is that the student prestit to the

professor, in one way or another, the information about his personal

growth.

The information gatherd from these different sources is then

compared to the growth of other students intlie course, the growth of

students who participated in previous groups, and the professor's

subjective estimation of the amount of growth possible given the nature

of the experience as it evolved during the quarter and knowledge of

the specific individual. After of this is considered carefully, the

final experiential learning grade is assigned. In an evaluation session

held at the end of the course, all of the collected information and the

grades are presented to the entire group for comment and discussion.

Students' personal Growth

Examination of information gathered from the many sources conside7,ed

above suggests that most of the students profitted markedly by taking the

course. Several fairly typical examples of students' personal growth are

presented below in the form of excerpts from their personal growth

papers.
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My participation in Psychology 467 has been the catalyst of the

most significant and valuable experiences of my life---the development of

my identity as an individual and as a woman. I am learning to be what

I am and not what I think others want me to be.

Who am I? I am a beautiful, unique woman cognizant of many new

dimensions of her "real self"---positive as well as negative points,

strengths as well as weaknesses, with real beliefs as well as direction.

I am beginning to realize my potential and how to effectively channel

it. I am learning to be "me" and accept responsibility for myself. I

never really experienced "me" before because I felt I wasn't as worth-

while as I wanted to be. To avoid facing myself and risking rejection

I managed to develop superficial relationships with myself and others

via my defenses. The environment of trust and security provided by the

encounter group experience gave me the jolt I needed to break down the

defenses that were blocking my growth. I have developed more honesty

and have confidence in m:self. The inner security and warmth I have

from self-acceptance has made me aware of what other people can give

to me, and more imrprtantly what I have to give others.

This positive support will enable me to continue to grow because

my energy comes from within myself. Being intrinsically motivated is

important because I have a long way to go to achieve my goals.

Through the experiences of the last three months I have become much

more firmly established in mysel':7. The beginnings of things such as

confidence, self-love, self-acceptance, honesty, emotionality, sensitivity,

empathy, and peacefulness which came into being this quarter have taken
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shape aid form, solidifying into the congruent unity of my real self. I

have come to feel strong and confident in my knowledge of myself, both

positive and negative, and in my ability to express my feelings, needs,

and values. I have found that I can look at myself objectively, seeing

my faults and defenses and still accept and love myself. In doing this,

I can give much more of myself to others. Also, as I have become more

aware of myself, I have more fully realized ways in which I want and

need to be interdependent with others while, at the same time, I am

beginning to feel mere free and independent, complete and whole in myself.

The levels of my sensory and emotional awareness have increased

considerably. I am more sensitive to myself, to others, and to the world.

I can now more fully appreciate nature and all the simple pleasures of

my senses that I seldom noticed previously. This makes life invigorating

and more exciting. Through my sensitivity to others, whole new channels

of communication have been opened up to me.

I see my development in essentially three stages. Stage I was

self-acceptance, acceptance of the group and appreciation of the fact

that the members truly were concerned about my growth. Stage II

involved going into myself and rediscovering who I am witho'it my facades

and defenses. Stage III followed, during which I have taken the insights

continually provided by my Stage II activities and by interaction with

the group and have transferred them to the outside world in terms of

new behaviors. This is where the strength of the course lies for me.

My next step in personal grcwth was accepting people as individuals

and understanding problems as they related to them rather than internalizing
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everything in terms of me. I found that I was being terifically shallow

in all my relationships because I never really trier to understand or

to reach out to others on their own terms. I was so into myself and

my problems that I wasn't as sensitive, supportive or understanding as

I believed I was. I realized that, fearing rejection, I had acted in a

manner that brought about rejection. I began to really listen to others

in the group and perceive what each member said as it related to him.

I am coming to have a great deal more trust in my own values and

feelings, greater awareness of my psycholoical strength and independence,

greater self-esteem and confidence, and deeper understanding of myself,

my needs and motivations. In general, I feel more accurately aware of

reality---the external reality of situations and relationships and the

internal reality of myself.

Course evaluations

In order to evaluate the course and obtain information which might

be helpful in improving its design, we ask that students answer anony-

mously a questionnaire at the end of each quarter. The first part of

the questionnaire is composed of twenty-eight rating scales which focus

on specific aspects of the course. The second part is a leader evaluation

form which students complete for the trainer and the student co-trainers.

Also, as a part of their personal growth papers, we ask the students

to write out a summary of the entire course and what it means to them.

To give the reader information about student response, we briefly

present here the results obtained from the students who enrolled in the

course the first time it was offered. Students found the course extremely
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relevant and indicated that it penetrated deeply into themselves. They

rated as extremely important both the course and the learning obtained

from it. Personal involvement was high with most studefIts spending a

large percentage of their total academic time during the quarter on

this course. In the words of one student, "The course was demanding.

Anywht.r.: from 65% to 75% of my time these last few months was spent

in various class activities or related thought. :lowever, when I

consider the payoff, the significance to my life, this was little time

and ,effort to spend for so much profit.'

iot only did they indicate that they were highly motivated to grow

personally, but, in fact, they did grow a great deal from both the

experiential and the cognitive parts of the course. !lost felt that they

had developed a personal-growth orientation of considerable strength.

The mainrity reported that the course significantly increased their

enthusiasm towards many different aspects of their lives. Furthermore,

they were highly motivated to transfer their learnings to everyday life.

The response to the cognitive part of .he course was also quite

positive. Students reported that they learned a great deal cognitively

and that this very much increased the value of the encounter group

experience. Moreover, they felt that the course stimulated their

thinking in many different respects. In spite of the fact that there

were no exams, they stated that they learned the cognitive materials

better than in other courses and -"gr:Qt-Pd that the policy of no

examinations be continued.

In summary, then the students' overall evaluation of the course was
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highly positive. They gave it a "grade" of 94, considered it to be

better than 84% of their other courses, and stated that they would

recommend it to other students. Surprisingly few criticisms and

suggestions for improvement were offered. Perhaps, the common positive

response to the course can be captured in the words of one student who

wrote, "If I were to think of life as a journey, then surely this course

was the first real step of that journey for me. In every way it was

the most worthwhile and the most meaningful period of my life, and

hopefully, it will become more important as time goes on. I have never

learned so much in such a short time, and never before has learning

been of such great importance as the learning that took place in this

course."

Applications

Training programs, laboratory training techniques, and courses

such as the one we have just described have a wide range of applications

throughout our educational system and especially in our universities.

On the college level, schools such as the new University of Redlands

have utilized group techniques to facilitate the development of the college

community and as an integral part of the college design (Greening, 1971).

On the departmental level, Boston College, as one example, made

considerable use of the T-group in the evolution of a new graduate program

in community social psychology; other departments employ group techniques

in the interest of more effective intra-departmental communication.

University counseling centers and psychological clinics offer various kinds

of groups to the student body (Morris et al., 1970). Organizations such
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as student governments, fraternities, and sororities, and human relations

groups, to name just a few, take advantage of the methodology to improve

their particular organization. Some departments require their majors

to enroll in certain courses or participate in certain training programs.

Finally, there are courses in most universities to which students flock

by the dozens.

Beyond these applications there are several others which we might

explore here briefly. Training programs might he offered as a part of

a large number of courses (social psychology, personality, humanistic

psychology, etc.,) to work towards certain objectives which are more

effectively reached through the experiential learning proCess than by

cognitive learning alone or to facilitate students' learning and application

of the cognitive content of the course (13,iles, 1970). For example, we

have offered Growth labs, a shorter laboratory training program ranging

from sixteen to fifty hours in groups, as one of many grade options

in six different psychology courses over the last four years. Student

response to these groups. is almost always enthusiastic and many feel that

they are the most important part of the course.

Application of these techniques, however, is not restricted to

use in psychology courses; they can be used as an educational tool in

just about any class. As an introduction to a course, the group experience

enables students to get acquainted with each other and the professor

and to become psychologically involved. Perhaps even more important,

it helps to establish a more ideal learning atmosphere in the classroom

community. Task groups develop more rapidly and function more productively
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if attention is paid to process concerns through the use of various

group techniques. In particular, certain structured exercises work

especially well in this restricted context.

We have also found that discussion groups can be facilitated so

that they take on certain encounter group characteristics. After several

meetings the students begin to interact more personally within the

group and self-disclose at deeper levels. Gradually, they become more

open to self-examination and more receptive to feedback from the group.

The content of the discussion group then becomes much more meaningful

and relevant as the individual applies it to himself. In addition, most

students seem to enjoy the feeling of belonging to the cohesive group

which develops.

Beyond these applications, we believe that courses such as this one

and other related courses (Interpersonal 7elations, Croup Dynamics, etc.)

should become a standard part of the college curriculum. With their

emphaSis on personal-social-emotional development they provide the

badly needed opportunity for individuals to come to know themselves

better, to develop psychologically, and to develop a host of communication

skills. In doing so, they fill the void which currently exists in this

area of a student's education and thus make more likely the education of

the "whole" human being.

Final comment

This description of third force education and the small sample we

have provided are optimistic to be sure. T..7e should not lose track of

the criticisms which this field must confront and answer as it develops,
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but we cannot help being hopeful about the contributions it can make to

our troubled society. As Greening (1971, p. 102) writes, "Still, if we

are to reverse the endless saga of man's inhumanity to man, I believe

that few social inventions can equal encounter groups as a method for

enabling people to learn from their differences and discover or create

their unity. When future books on existential and humanistic psychology

are written, I predict such groups will be seen even more clearly as a

major way in which man makes his own human nature.'

The picture can be a happy one.
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THE "ADVERSARY METHOD" OF TEACHING

Howard L. Oleck*

For twenty-five years I have used a method of teaching in law and

other classes, which is my own "invention" and which I call "The Adversary

Method". While this method was intended originally only for classes in

law schools, I have used it with most satisfactory results in teaching

other subjects (history, literature, military science and tactics) and

other categories of students as well (such as undergraduate classes, and

in continuing (adult) education courses).

The effectiveness of this method has won almost unanimous acclaim

by students, who often describe it both informally and in formal evaluation

surveys as the best and most interestin: method they have ever seen. The

method (probably as much as my own quality a^ a teacher) has won regular,

year after year, evaluation by students and faculty and inspecting

educators as a teaching technique second to none. This may sound immodest,

but it is simple fact; no brag. I need only refer you to the records.

Parenthetically, I add that few great teachers have been demurely

modest persons, while many poor ones have cloaked their inadequacies in

the mantle of meek modesty. In fact there are few good teachers who are

not also born ham actors like me. Indeed, the hest teachers almost always

are blazing "personalities", whose charisma, wit, charm and "bite" make

their scholarship and ability seem far greater than they actually may be.

*Distinguished Professor of Law, Cleveland State University
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Method really is a secondary matter to the best (born) teachers. But

effective method can greatly assist even a born teacher; while it may save

even an untalented plodder from failure.

Emulation of my method has been surprisingly rare, despite the fact

that so many people have seen and praised it. y belief is that most people,

quite erroneously, think that it is my scintillating personal teaching

ability that makes the method work so well -- which, of course, means

that most others (even fine teachers) avoid the method lest they look

weak by comparison. In fact, quite a number of professors have told me

just that. But the irony is that the method per se goes very far towards

making success for those bold enough to try it

Among the professors who now do use thc2 method at least occasionally,

are such top flight law professors as James K. Weeks of Syracuse

University, Marcus Schoenfeld of Villanova University, James E. Brown of

University of Missouri at Kansas City, Justin C. Smith of University of

California, Hastings, and others. At Cleveland State University College

of Law some professors very occasionally do use the method, but none (as

far as I know) has truly adopted it as his or her main method.

Twice now I have written up the Adversary Method (1, 2). I have

lectured on the subject at the invitation of faculty and students at Case

Western Reserve University (about 1962) and other law schools, and to the

League of Ohio Law Schools (about 1959). All in vain. Few teachers have

had the courage and self-confidence to take advantage of the great

advance in educational me:.liodology which is the Adversary 'Method.

How the Method Works
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Seriously, the Adversary gethod is a natural expression of the case

method of law teaching. In the bargain, it employs a number of other

educat.onal devices. Its chief drawback is that it demands from the

instructor perhaps more work than any other method of law teaching. That

small defect, I suspect, may he fatal to its wide adoption. It seeks to

follow the normal practices of the case-hardened lawyer.

The instructor calls student Smith to he counsel for the plaintiff

in the case, and student Jones to he counsel for the defendant. Both

counsel stand, facing the class, with whatever notes and hooks they wish

to use. They are to be advocates In the true sense of the term. By

their contest, they are to winnow nut the truth of a case.

The instructor then states the facts of the case. It is the

instructor's task to reduce the complex story of a case report to terse

essentials. All facts are simplified and stated in the present tense.

It is assumed that the facts are familiar to the students, i.'it even if

the students have not read the case, they quickly can grasp the 51tuation.

The first question is then put: What does Smith's party want?

Then, what is Jones' man after? These are factual questions based on

probable motives and normal humEn desires.

Next, the plaintiff must decide what kind of legal action he will

bring, and for what kind of relief. The defendant's legal objectives also

must be indicated. They must select the legal tools to achieve the

objectives desired by thair clients, as lawyers must do.

Now, the plaintiff must state his theory of action and outline his

petition, succinctly, and in siwple though formal terms. A certain
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within which to couch the complaint. Complex procedural issues are

avoided.

The defendant answers, by demurrer (stating the grounds therefor),

by confession and avoidance (stating his grounds), or occasionally by

denial (which merely postpones his duty to employ law rather than facts

as his defensive argument).

As each step progresses, the instructor guides and clarifies the

students' statements and presentations. ofter, the student's statements

are rephrased in order to make them more readily understandable and to

improve their form.

Digressions, such as motions to rake more definite - d certain, or

brief examinations before trial, rarely are necessary or desirable. The

quality of the casebook emnloycd obviates the need for much such

explanatory maneuvering. :[uch depends on t1 simplification of facts

done by the instructor. In spite of all these seeming procedural problems,

there is, in fact, hardly any trouble with practice or procedure, even

in first-year courses. The students' knowledge gained in an Introduction

to Law Course seems to be adequate for the purposes of the adversary

method. Only in the first three or four sessions need these procedural

matters be carefully explained and corrected. Rudiments of procedure

suffice. Yet, the inevitable need to interrelate substantive and

adjective law becomes quickly apparent. Very soon, the students lra r. tc

use the simple procedural forms for stating their arguments. They

quickly become accustomed to thinkin7. in terms of both substantive and
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and procedural aspects of a case.

Both sides having stated their cases in general terms, we then move

to specific arguments. Thus, in a negligence case, the plaintiff cites

the elements of negligence and then shows how his facts provide die

elements, one by one. The defense then attacks the defective or missing

eleLlents, just as specifically. Or the defense indicates affirmative

defenses. Issue is joined. Arguments are developed, with Gtron:; emphasis

on syllogistic reasoning and presentation. Intuitive and emotional

reasoning are sharply discouraged.

The two "attorneys" are allowed to expand upon their chief points

for a few minutes. Then, the instructor renders the decision, summing

up the pertinent reasoning and law. Throughout the process, the other

students are encouraged to interject ouestions and pertinent comments.

The entire class participates in each case.

Finally, both "counsel" are requested to express their personal

opinions as to the validity of the decision, the principles and law

applied, the possible dissenting opinions, end the legal philosophy

that underlies this and other such cases. Others who wish to comment or

ask questions are also free to do so. When all goes well, as it usually

does, the discussion grows warm and must finally be cut off by the

instructor in order to take anot$,Ier case.

The Instructor's View of the clthod

In preparing to use the adversary method, the chief task of the

instructor is to brief the cases in terms of "P' for plaintiff and "D"

for defendant. Complex fact situations in the renorts must be boiled
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down'to a simple series of statements of what happened. Written briefs

are almost indispensable to the instructor, for each case.

St.udy assignments include text material to be read first, then the

cases and also commentary-type material such as Restatements, law review

notes, and the like. The student must have a fair general idea of the law

involved if he is to analyze the case well. In a sense, the cases often

are illus':rative material rather than raw material. Yet, by reversing

the assignment method occasionally (e,g., assigning cases only), the

student is trained to extract the law from the cases. Both approaches

are used, not merely one of them. The modern "cases and materials" case-

books lend themselves beautifully to this metnod-which, after all is

the case method carried to its logical conclusion.

At the beginning of the semester, the instructor explains the

method to the class. It is pointed out that this is a fine opportunity

for. each student to act like a lawyer at every session, or to make a

blithering ass of himself. The chance to think on his feet appeals to

almost every student, as does the chance to approximate the actual

fuaction of a lawyer in practice. All th:'.s makes for an interested class,

with everyone participating at every session. Very often, in this method,

the instructor feels that electric sense of communication that is the

chief reward of a teacher's lice.

Time after time, in every class without exception, I have been told

by many students that they enjoy the adversary method. Very often. students

have said, "This is the best method of instruction t17.at I have ever seen."

I repeat this with no sense of false modesty. What the student thinks
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of the instructors and of the methods of instruction seem to me to he

vitally important. I do not hold with those instructors who say that

the student does not know what is good for him.

This method enables the instructor to cover four to six cases, or

more, quite thoroughly in an average two-hour session. By starting the

session with a short summary lecture on the law to be treated before

takig the cases, the cases are made easier. Sometimes the order is

reversed; the cases are taken first, and then the session is ended with

a short lecture-summary of the law.

Occasionally, the procedure is varied. A student is called on to

state the facts, and then discussion is conducted in the method usual in

most law school classes. This prevents students from coasting on the

instructor's work. Yet, the adversary method itself quickly reveals

the student ::ho is unprepared. Natural intelligence and general knowledge

may enable a student to perform weakly when unprepared, but not to

perform well.

Socratic questioning by the instructor is applied often, but not

invariably. From the instructo-r's viewpoint, the adversary method is

eminently flexible and endlessly challenging to him as well as the students.

Subtects in Which the Method is Used

I began to experiment with the adversary method in 19/, owing to

dissatisfaction with the dullness of student presentations of cases.

Student interest was manifested at once. Since 1948, and in both day and

evening law school classes, T have employed this method regularly with

consistently satisfying results. The subjects in which it has been used
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range across the entire curriculum. Specifically, the, subjects have

included Torts, Corporations, Non-Profit Organizations, Creditors' Rights,

Equity, Real Property, Bankruptcy, Corporate Reorganization, Pusiness

Organizations, Bailments, and Carriers, and Suretyship. I have used the

adversary method at New York Law School and at Cleveland-Marshall Law

School.

Originally, it had seemed to me that perhaps the method might have

to be limited to naturalistic, equity-type courses, but now I am convinced

that it can be used with profit in almost every course in the law schools.

It is as interes.Ang and provocative in a formal statutory course such

as Bankruptcy or Corporations as in a common-law course such as Torts

or Real Propert_, or in Equity. It lends itself as well to purely

adjective subjects as to substantive law subjects. In brief, there seems

to be no course in which it cannot be used to good advantage. It seems

to impart interest to every course.

Analogous Methods

The problem method, used at same schools in the past few years, is

somewhat analogous to the adversary method. The problem method, however,

is based on written materials specially prepared for the purpose and is

a much more formal technique. Moreover, it seems to be limited in its

range of application, from the point of view of pedagogical utility. T:y

no means does this suggest any 6erogation of the problem method. It is

excellent, but is not the same thing as the adversary method at all.

Undoubtedly, there are others elsewhere who have used or are using

methods analogous to the adversary method. But no one is using a method
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closely similar in detail, as far as I have been able to ascertain.

Conclusion

This note is intended to report briefly the results of many years

of use of the adversary method in two law schools, in day and evening

classes, and also in summer sessions. The results have been uniformly

good. What began as an experiment, growing out of dissatisfaction with

the usual dry student presentations of cases, has crystalized into a

time-tested technique that has proved eminently satisfactory. In the

bargain, the method has invariably maintained the enthusiasm of the

students and kept t(! instructor keenly interested.

It is my considered opinion that the adversary method is no less

than the best method of law school tead)ing, th:It T over have used, seen,

or heard about. it demands much of tha instructor and of the students,

alike, but its rewards are great. I commend it to the attention of law

teachers, again. For law teachers who want their c]asses to have spirit,

direction, a sense of exploration, excellent (and visible) results, the

fire of contest that inspires the true advocate, and the timeliness of

living philosophy, I know of no better method.
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ACCELERATED LEARNING: AN EXPERIMENT IN 1';E APPLICATICN OF SUGGESTOPEDIA

Marina Kurkov*

I. Introduction

(1) The Suggestopedic Method

An experiment in teaching Beginning Russian was carried out at The

Cleveland State University in the Fall of 1971,+ testing the applicability

to an /11::lerioan curriculum of Lozanov's suggestopedic teaching method in

which suggestive hypermnesia is induced, in an ordinary state of wakeful-

ness, in the classroom (Lozanov, 1971).

(2) Students

The experimental section (Russian 121-2) consisted of fourteen stu-

dents, with nineteen students in the control section (Russian 121-1). The

arbitrary decision as to-which section would be experimental was made before

knowing anything about the enrollment. The nature of the experiment was

explained to both sections during the first session. The students were

offered a choice--to stay, change sections or make other adjustments.

In a community like Cleveland with many ethnic groups, classes are

composed of students who speak/hear languages other than English at home.

Some of these have studied the language at church school or at high school

level. Those too advanced for the b,-v;inninr, level are placed in a higher

level, determined by the MLA test at the te of admission,.

The students' records provided the following facts: in neither the

experimental nor the control groups were there any students who smoke or

heard Russian at home. However, L1.5% of the experimental and 50% of the

*Department of Modern Languages, Cle'.cland State University.

+Funds provided by the Research ';rant 01eveland State Uni%/ersity.
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control groups heard another Slavic language spoken at home. Of the

experimental group 42.85 had had some previous formal training in Russian,

while in the control group the corresponding percentage was 29.4%.

Exposure to another language at Lome or abroad (a Slavic language
especially) and the formal study of Russian are significant factors in
a student's progress, although difficult to measure and evaluate. All the
students from both groups had studied another language (with varied amount
of success for different lengths of time). Aptitude for languages was not
tested.

In order to determine whether a basic difference existed between the
control and experimental groups, the same 60-item test was administered
to the two groups when each arrived at a given point in the test. Had
their basic abilities or knowledge been significantly different the test
results would have reflected this. The tests, however, showed no signi-
ficant difference between the results of the two groups. When two second-
quarter Russian classes (taken from the mass-testing evaluation group of
1971) were tested at the end of twenty weeks, there was also, predictably,
no significant difference between their le7ols of performance.

(3) Textbooks

Both the control and the experimental groups used Clark's Russian for

Americans (Harper and Row, 1967). The book consists of twenty-eight lessons,

preceded by four introductory lessons. Thee present the alphat gradually,

with the dialogues transcribed phonetically. The dialogues are recapitu-

lated in Lessons 1-4 in the Cyrillic alphabet, while the gramnar sectisns

are expanded to include new material. The lessons contain grammatical

explanations, dialogues, exercises, reading material, exire3sion lists

(10-20 per lesson) and vocabulary lists of approximatL-ly fifty words per

lesson. Language tapes and workbooks are available.

(4) Schedules and Coals

The experimental class was scheduled to complete eighteen lessons

in addition to the introductory A-D units in ten weeks (forty 50-minute

sessions). The control group was to keep the pace set by previous
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Beginning Russian classes: nine lessons in addition to the intro-

ductory series.

Roughly stated, the goal of tht. -,xrerimental class was to cover

twice s.:z much material as the control section in the same amount of

time. An 'Lmportant concurrent goal of the experimental group was read-

ing abilLLy. An appraisal of the role of reading is given by Aronson

(1970):

In general, our first year courses emphasize either conversa-
tion or grammar (and usually achieve active command of grammar
rather than passive). Reading, Precisely because it is diffi-
cult, is often postponed to the second year course. It is all
too often forgotten that the pattern drills of our audio-lingual
courses and the grammar exercises of more traditional approaches
are of no value unless they have generating power: i.e., they
allow the student to generate (or decode) the greatest number
and widest variety of utterances. . . . the real foal of the
first. two years must be reading ability and all that that im-
plies, namely passive rather than active command of the grammar,
more attention to the goal of pass ive comprehension than tc that
of speaking, and the relegation of writing ability to a very low
position in the scale of desiderata.

Reading ability requires knowledge of vocabulary and the rudiments of

grammar. The experimental students( knew enough Framr= at the end of the

ten weeks to handle syntactic unit, Ithile their vocaulary corresponded

to that of a student at the end of twenty weeks of ztudy.

In addition to the vccabula.:.ies rnd expresol-i: from the tc :'t book,

the experimental group was given basic vocabulary lists (Josselson, 1953).

A reasonable goal seemed to be a t'-rtal o 695 words. Mary of these w:ds

overlapped with the textboo' vocabula,,r and were considered basic to students

entering second year (fourth quarter) Tussian. From Pushkin to Pasternak

(Josselson and Parker, 1963), a widely used second year reader offers the

following in the introduction:
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...sampling of the vocabulary of the selections used in this
reader, indicates that three-quarters of the words used belong
to Lists I and II of The Russian Word Count. The remaining
four lists account for about 15% of the vocabulary of the text,
while about 10% of the words of the selections do not appear
on the basic six lists.

It follows that after ten weeks of studying Russian, by suggestopedic

means the student could master more vocabulary than usual. This would

enable him to read Russian with a minimum of dictionary-thumbing frustra-

tion. Reading, in its turn, is an effective vocabulary builder.

(5) Tests and Standards

A. The MLA-Cooperative Foreign Language Test

The MLA-Cooperative Foreign Language Test was developed to test the

four basic language skills listening, reading, speaking and writing.

Two levels of the ,est are used: The L level, aimed at the first and

second year of secondary language and first year of college language, and

the M level, for the 3rd and 4th year of high school and 2nd year of

college level language. Each level is "barely appropriate" for the other,

being either too easy or too difficult. (For greater detail of the

statistical characteristics of these tests one is referred to the MLA

Cooperative Language Tests, Handbook and the Booklet of Norms.

B. Administered Tests

Upon completing the sixth lesson in the textbook, (each group at a

different time) the experimental cnd control groups were administered a

test containing 60 units: 30 tested listening ability cnd 30 reading abil-

ity. The goal here was to determine whether these two groups differed in

their general ability to deal with a given body of language material.

The experimental and control g-oup, were tested at the MA-level of

MLA of listening and reading testi= at the cAld of the tenth week of instruc-

tion. At this point the experimenral group 1-ad completed seventeen of the
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proposed eighteen lessons, while the control group had finished the nine

lessons as planned. The purrese of the testing was to determine whether

there was significant different between the scores of the two groups.

Both classes were periodically tested on short quizzes which ultimately

helped to determine the students' grades. No comparison was attempted at

this level.

C. MLA Series The Rationale for Selection

The MA level, appropriate to the second-year college level was used

rather than the LA level, appropriate for the first year. The reason for

this was the fact that Cleveland State students placed higher on the MLA

Russian language tests generally then the norms would led one to expect.

The need for such an adjustment had been foreseen by the developers of the

series: "Interpretations based on the local norms may differ significantly

from those based on the national norms."

If, contrary to expectation, the experimental group did not produce

scores high enough for comparison with the existing MLA scores administered

to more advanced students, a relevant correlation between the scores of

the control group and the experimental grour could still be made. Had

the LA level been used for testing the two groups, there would be no

possible upward corn-na..risn with the higher scores sin for Russian the LA

and MA scores are not convertible, and, as h'as been Pointed out above,

it is desirable to draw comparisons within local grnilps.

D. Omission of Writing ,r'nd Speaking T,,,sts

There were seven-11 reasons for the of the written and oral

tests. While speaking and writing skills were not neclected in teaching

the two groups, it seemed better to concentrate on the testing of listening

and reading comprehension, since the answers can be treated objectively.
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Also, in 2rder to use earlier testing data from Cleveland State, we were

limited to the above two tests.

E. Other Uses

It should be noted that the MLA scores were not used for evaluating

students except to determine the validity of the experimental teaching

mtthod. However, in the light of the statement made by the Cleveland State

Testing and Evaluating Committee, they could have been used. "Careful

analysis of all the data suggests that the degree of correlation between

MLA scores and class grades is very high, suggesting that, no matter what

the sceptics think, the MLA tests do reflect adequately what we teach."

(6) Grades and Credit

Both the experimental and the control groups drew one-quarter of

their grade from the midterm examination, one-quarter from the final

examination and one-half from the daily work -- quizzes, written assign-

ments, classroom recitation, laboratory progreLs, effort, attitude, etc.

The reason for placing greater value on daily work was to discourage

cramming for both groups and to assure "copying" of the vocabularies for

the experimental group.

Members of the control group, upon successfA] completion of the ten-

week course, gained 4 hours of credit. Those in the experimental group,

having passed their midterm examination (which was equivalent to the control

group's final examination), obtained credit and grades for ten weeks of

Russian. The subsequent five weeks gave them an additional four hours of

credit. The average grade for the control group was 2.5 (C) and for the

experimental group (for the total 3f 8 hours) a 3.0 (B).
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II. Classroom Procedures

(1) The Control Section: Russian 121-1

With the control group the teaching method was eclectic. Before the

students had mastered the alphabet, the emphasis was on aural-oral works

on classroom repetition anet the outside use of tapes. Exercises in the

laboratory manual were periodically checked, although attendance was

outside of classroom hou7:s and not mandatory.

Grammar was assign- =d to be read but was explained in class only as

the need arose. The luDur was mostly devoted to exercises and drills,

and later in the quarter, reading and elementary conversation.

Both classes were aware of the existence of the other. From begin-

ning to end the control group could be characterized as a typical

Beginning Russian class.

(2) The Experimental Section: Russian 121-2

The experimental group met in a faculty conference room which con-

tained conference-type tables, padded chairs and a blackboard. There were

no outside windows and distraction was minimal since the conference room

was surrounded by offices rather than classrooms.

The students were told initially that in their experimental section

a modified version of Lozanov's method would be employed. It was called

"accelerated learning" in order to avoid any undesirable connotations

which "suggestopedia" might have.

The class was informed that this method was successfully used in

Bulgaria, East Germany, Russia and India. The method, it was explained,

did not involve hypnosis or sleep learning and was obviously not "total

immersion". It entailed their relaxing while listening to a taped concert,

during which the instructor would read language materials. They were to

listen to the music, not the instructor.
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In preparation for the passive, concert session chey would need

to copy vocabulary lists from Russian to English and vice versa.

The active part of the hour included reading, reciting dialogues,

clarifying grammatical problems and taking quizzes. A modification of

the method, justified by the brevity of the active session, lay in th e

ase o a native ::peal:.er in place of the tapes. The instructor tind an

assistant were available for one hour a week to practice pronunciation

with the students. It was essentially the same arrangement that the

control group had in the sense that attendance vas not mandatory. An

advantage lay in having pronunciation instantly corrected.

This variable would be expected to have most influence on the pro-

nunciation of students, and although students from both g:7oul;F made

tapes in the course of their study, the laboratoL-y versus native-speaker

element was not studied.

No special training in relaxation was given to the students, other

than the recommendation that deep, rhythmic breathing would facilitate

relaxation. Some cradled their heads in their arms; others slid into

semi-prone position in their chairs. Most kept their eyes closed during

the passive session, during which lights were dimmed.

Initially, the passive sessions were brief: the dialogue would be

read from English to Russian and from Russian to English. Then relaxa-

tion would be interrupted and students asked to repeat phrases after

the instructor. Subsequently, as the students learned the alphabet and

could prepare for the passive sessions by copying the vocabularies, the

passive sessions were extended up to 30-35 minutes, with a 15-20 minute

aLtive session. Students expressed their preference for longer passive
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sessions, noting that the relaxed state became deeper during a pro-

longed passive session.

The vocabulary quizzes, while consuming much of the active session,

were given for each lesson. The majority of these quizzes were Russian

word or phrase lists for which the student would supply the English

equivalent. While the quizzes were graded in terms of percentage correct,

this was net a part of the daily grade. Diligence in copying was

graded.

Students could view their quizzes, but were not encourag. to do

so. Instead, they were told their percentage and were each given a

list of words which they should review (words they had missed).

The grammar section in each lesson was assigned as outside reading.

They were asked to check the appendix in order to see the segment of

grammar being studied as a part of the total scheme. Problems and

questions were dealt with during the active session.

The experimental group appeared to be less lively than the control

group -- perhaps due to the passive session, the more sedate surroundings,

or the earlier hour. (The experimental group met at 9:00 a.m.; the

control at 11:0C a.m.) The student-instructor rapport was not as well

developed as with the control section, due possibly to the lesse

active-contact time.

III. Evaluation

(1) Comparative Data

Below, reference is made to four classes: the two Beginning Russian

classes (the experimental and the control groups, Russian 121-2 and

Russian 122-1, respectively) and fifth and sixth quarter Russian classes
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(Russian 125 and Russian 201), which were selected for comparison

because they were of the same local groups as the above, and because

the MLA test rata were already available.

When the MLA examination scores for these four groups were processed

by computer, it was shown that there was a significant difference

between the scores of the experimental and control groups at the end

of ten weeks of study. There was a significant difference between the

achievements of the control group and the experimental group (at ten

weeks) and fifth and sixth quarter Russian classes (at fiftieth and

sixtieth weak.).

The results of the 60-item test, similarly processed showed no

significant difference between the scores of the control and expe Lmen-

t-1 groups. This would seem to indicate that there was no basic dif-

ference in the learning capabilities of the two groups.

Students from the experimental group having receied credit for

Russian 121 and Russian 122 (8 hours) at the end of ten weeks, continued

their study by merging with a class which had achieved its third quarter

status by regular means. This merged 12'1 class, consisting of experi-

mental and regular groups, proceeded to study Russian by intensive reading,

supplementing this with language iInalysis exercises. wriLten compositions

and toward the end of the quarter, oral reports. The 123 program was

somewhat ambitious in that a second - -year reader was used. More than half

was covered, although one third of the 7,00 is considered sufficient for

a ten-week session, beginning with the 124

The suggestopedic method was not practiced, although sane of the

experimental group students inquired about continuing vocabuiry study by
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means of suggestopedic tapes. This was not done, although one student

persisted in "copying" vocabularies.

The overall grade comparison of the experimental and regular com-

ponents of Russian 123 seem to-point to an integration of the two

groups, in as far as grades were concerned. Initially, there was social

polarization between these two segments. Toward tne end of the course,

however, the groups were well integrated.

(2) Conclusion

In evaluating the suggestopedic method, Lozanov (1971) writes:

"The suggestopedic memorization session is decidedly a new element

in the process of education. Its goal is to assure memorization of the

program presented, which, due to the suggestopedic conditions, is signi-

ficantly greater than the usual for the capability of human memory.

With some experiments the material which is presented for memorization

may attain fantastic proportiOns."

In this experimental application of suggestology, the first ever

at an American university, the results were favorable; the accomplishment

of twenty weeks' work in ten weeks was considered encouraging, although

one cannot with certainty isolate the responsible variables. The experi-

mental students were shown to assimilate well into a group which had

studied by regular means, The grades of the experimental group in

Russian 123 were satisfactory. In 1211, while no longer under direct

observation, each experimental student was seen to perform according to

his own interest and capacity. The early learning spurt during suggesto-

pedic training, was followed by mor ,,tnvdrci devel.Jpment.

It is to be hoped thaL ,:urther of suggestology in America

would seek to broaden ceneral knowledge in is area lather than repeat
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what has already been ,9emonstrated in Bulgaria. Regarding application of

the method, it should be stressed that for practical application, an

internship is not only recommended, but Essential.

(3) Comments

It is interesting to consider some of the theoretical aspects of

the suggestopedic method and to exa'nine the m ns and degree of their

incorporation into the teaching experiment at Cleveland State University.

Authority

Authority plays an important--if not decisive--role in obtaining

good results with suggestopedia. According to Lozanov (1971), it

is "one of the basic elements in suggestopedic methodology". In a

way, two other key elements "infantilization" and "intonation"

depend on authority.

Taking into consideration that the average American student

does not stand in awe of his teacher as much (if at all) as his

European counterpart, the effectiveness of suggestopedia might

appear to be in doubt. However, there are many forms of authority

which would seem to dispel that doubt Lozanov lists the

authority of personality, dogma, faith, common sense (logic),

experience, a good artisan, teac17.cr, doctor, :arent, the majority,

the collective.

The instructor's self-evaluation in terms of authority

(medium minus to low plus)--based on the attitude of "let us learn"

rather than "let me teach you"--was probably compensated for by

the authority of the institution where the experiment was con-

ducted; the authority of the instructor's belief in success: of the
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project; the authority of the majority (none of the original stu-

dents switched to the control group when given the chance to do so).

Equally important and quite apparent was the authority of experience

which was demonstrated in the quiz scores.

B. Infantilization

Lozanov's concept of infantilization is not Freudian, as he

points out, nor does it entail regression, being a selective

process in which the malleable qualities of early childhood, such

as trust, serenity and acceptance predominate. Normal intellectual

activity is not impaired.

When the means for achieving this are suggested, it is not

difficult to see "infantilization" developing in the experimental

class: Pseudopassivity (i.e, relaxation), a serene atmosphere

generated by the dim lights, music; role playin (as in acting out

dialogues); and the inevitable name change (even if the Russian

equivalent is not given, an American name pronounced with a

Russian accent is different.)

C. Intonation

The role of intonation in suggestopedia appears to be subsid-

iary, a means for conveying a stroczd of signals to the student.

Thus, a declarative tone" `quiet tone, fu2i (::1' significance",

"a powerful, sure, hard, final toLe"--all are used to establish

authority. And although Lozanov examines the part played by into-

nation in great detail (including intonograms) he finally deemed

it to be unnecessary.
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D. Rhythm

Experiments with rhythm have shown that with suggestopedia,

a ten-second interval between utterances gives a statistically

significant positive result. This rules out the contention that

simple repetition is responsible for the result (with 1-second,

and 5-second intervals it proved insignificant)., In the experi-

mental class at Cleveland State, it was not possible to have

the 10-second pause, due to the brevity of the session.

E. Concert Pseudopassivity

Concert pseudopassivity is defined by Lozariov as the deep

relaxation which occurs during the passive session. It is bene-

ficial but only insol'ar as it leads to a suggestible state.

Calm and trust prevail, and no intellectual effort is made to

recall or analyze. Thus,. the anti-suggestive barriers are over-

come and various mechanisms discussed above are activated.

Not having measure the degree and quality of relaxation

experienced by students during the passive session by recording

the bioelectric activity of the brain, is only the student's

own assessment of the quality and degree of his relaxation. Of

the polled group, 41.5% "sometimes relaxed", while 24.9% always

relaxed, with an 8.3% concentrating on the instructor.

F. General Remarks

It would appear, judging from the student evaluation, that,

on the whole, they were in favor of the method, although many

felt that they needed to spend more time than usual in outside

preparation, such as vocabulary copying and reading Grammar.
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The assignments, from the instructor's point of view were the

same length as other Beginning Russian assignments.

Approximately one-half of the students thought that they

could have accomplished as much without this method, while one-

third thought they could not. More than one-half estimated that

they could have done as well if no grades were involved, while

the one-third assumed that it was better to have the incentive

of grades.

Over one-half of the experimental group were satisfied

with their accomplishments, 8.6% were dissatisfied, while the

remainder had specific recom'fiendations instead--such as:

went too fast", "Most relaxing class", "I should have copied

more consistently", "We should have spent less time on easy

lessons, more on the hard", "Longer passive sessions".
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NECESSITY FOR DEFINING OBJECTIVES IN COURSE DESIGN

Jack A. Soules*

You have all gathered here today to hear a discussion of educational

objectives in course desigl,. I owe you an apology. At the time this

talk was scheduled, that seemed like a proper topic for early March. In

fact, however, this audience has enjoyed several presentations on that

subject, all of which were better than anything I could hope to do. So,

with the permission of your program chairman, I have prepared my remarks

today on a related but somewhat different topic. I am going to depart

from general principles and avoid offering a sermonette on good teaching.

Instead, I am going to describe some small examples of clever teaching

that have been successful for me. They are obviously selected; out of

the dozens of things I've tried--most of which weren't very successful-

I've chosen a handful that gave me a great deal of satisfaction and a

strong feeling of success. Besides, my students liked these tricks and

methods and responded favorably to them. which may be why I enjoyed them

too. So let's change the title of this talk to: Examples of some ways

to make ordinary teaching a little better.

In selecting my examples, I have chosen six problems which have

always troubled me in my own teaching:

1. How to relate the classroom discussion firmly to the course

objectives in a way that students can see the connection.

2. How to examine a large class of students (about 150) on objective

material without spending 3 months marking the papers.

*Dean, Arts and Sciences, Cleveland State University
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3. How to base the final grade on the level of skill at the end of

the course. That is, how to avoid averaging grades earned in the second

week of the course with those earned on the final exam.

4. How to give students an opportunity to do laboratory experiments

for themselves at low cost and without cookbook recipes that destroy the

whole spirit of experimentation.

5. How to build students' skills at responding to essay exam

questions. How to make the objectives of such questions clear to students.

6. How to provide prompt feedback on exam questions so that exams

result in learning as well as testina.

The rest of these remarks will simply describe some tactical approaches

to these six problems.

Problem 1. How to relate the classroom discussion firmly to the course
objectives in a way that students can see the connection.

Ever since I began teaching physics I have prepared carefully what

the class was to cover that day. Usually I carried a sheaf of notes to

class to make sure that I omitted nothing, from remembering 'to announce

the assignment to remembering the tricky 3teps in a complicated derivation.

In short, I strove for a wellchoreographed performance. Gradually, I

was able to turn my students more and more to texts where they could read

what I would otherwise have said, thus leaving classt:ime free for students

to talk and ask questions while I listened and answered. All well and

good. My students stayed awake and were', clearly, learning. However,

after ten days of this they were frequently unsure of what they had 'learned-

and so was I, C1::ssroom discussion tends to wander over the subject
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like a butterfly in a daisy field. It needs tying together.

I have used two devices. For one: two students, selected at random

or sequentially, have been assigned to take class notes for the day. The

notes are recorded in two spiral notebooks and signed by the authors. I

then review the notes at the end of class in conference with the students,

correcting errors, filling in omissions and generally patching things up.

Students are not good note takers and they need the tutoring for its own

sake. The notebooks are a valuable review and study tool for the whole

class, particularly for those who are inevitably absent from time to

time.

My second device is to draw from the notes a set of "study

questions" which, focus explicitly on the topics of the preceeding day.

The study questions are handed out at the start of each class, covering

the topics of the previous class. They may he trivial or subtle, ranging

from definitions, vocabulary, or simple problems to examples of

examination questions. In my view the study questions ought to include

at least two life-size exam questions each cloy. fly the end of a quarter

the student will have in hand about 60 or 70 exam questions, a half-dozen

of which will appear on his final exam. If the instructor is faithful

and hard-working in providing study questions, he can promise that the

final exam will be drawn entirely tom study questions already presented.

The student no longer has to guess ho he will be testod.

Problem 2. An easily graded objective exam.

Physics tests are heavily weighted with definitions and numerical

problems or exercises. Most physics instructors score these_ problems
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carefully, giving part credit for a problem which is well begun but goes

astray on a decimal point, a calculation error, etc. Such marking is

tedious avid almost impossible in large classes.

In my work I attempted to restore some semblance of dignity to the

multiple-choice test. After all, in spite of its flaws it is widely used

in the GRE, various intelligence tests, license exams, etc. I turned to

the computer for help -- partly so that my stude'ats could use optical scan

mark-sense answer sheets. First I enlarged th , answer field from 5

to 9 choices. The optical scan equipment will record as many as three

marks per column so that students tiere informed of that fact: No question

requires more than three marks. Next I designed questions that required

complex answers, for example, a and g is correct, a and g with c is half

correct, h with anything is wrong, etc. There are 129 possible answers

to such a question. Actually, it was necessary to consider no more than

about 40 combinations for any given question. The rest of the 129

possible responses were equivalent one or another of these 40. I

have some examples of questions with me.

Problem 3. How to develop an achievement based final grade.

When the computer is introduced into the teaching game, it provides

other useful services as well as paper grading. For example, every

student's score on every tz2st question is recorded. Since this data was

available, I made the following policy:

1. There will ht three hour exams of 40 questions each.

2. The final exam will contain 80 questions.

3. The final grade will be based on the final exam only; no
averaging of grades.
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4. Of the 80 final exam questions, 60 questions will be drawn from
the hour exams, twenty from each. The 20 most frequently missed
questions will be selected.

5. If you receive a score of x on a certain hour exam question, you
will receive a score no less than x/2 on the final for that
question.

6. The actual questions may be disguised with different numbers,
different word order, etc. but will be the same questions.

The results were encouraging. Students studied material they were

weak on. I believe the objectivity of the whole process helped some

students to improve their exam performance over what it would have been

in the conventional form. Certainly the system was popular. It was

praised by students as fair and not "tricky." Soma students were

apprehensive about having so much of their course grade pivot on the

final exam. After all, averaging grades lets the student take out

"insurance" early in the course. I did lots of counseling with students

who had scored 80-90% on the hour exams who realized they could still

fail the course. They didn't fail, of course.

Problem 4. How to provide economical, effective lab experiments.

Most scientists agree that laboratory work, manipulating the real

objects to see real effects, is the heart of science. Yet in practice,

our laboratories are expensive, cumbersome and ineffeccive agents for

"behavioral change." For years I have, been interested and involved with

the search for solutions to the lab problem One solution which has

been effective (and fun for me) is what T call the "lap experiment."

A lap experment is one which can be performed by the student at his desk

or at home with modest, perhaps homehuilt equipment. To be effective,

the "lap experiment" must actually reveal the I-hysics. When I began to
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teach large classes f 100 or more students, the need for such experiments

became crucial. I now have a handful of good ones, not enough for a

whole course but from time to time I get an inspiration for a new one.

When I moved to CSU, for example, I was for the first time on a campus

with high rise elevators. My most recent "lap experiment" is to ride the

elevator on a bathroom scale recording and analyzing the readings. Try

it!

For today, I have brought a picture which is the heart of a "lap

experiment" to illustrate the basic law of mechanics. It goes like this:

I rig a ,:ameraand strobe light over an air table as a classroom

demonstraaon. Two pucks are permitted to collide and the open-shutter

camera records a series of dots as he strobe light blinks. The dots

are formed by light reflected from a pin in the center of each puck.

Polaroid film lets the class see the data at once. Ve take several

pictures and generally "mess around" with the apparatus. At the end

of the class hour each student receives one of the' prints (I have

about a dozen) to take home and analyze; that is, he is to select

coordinate axes and construct graphical representations of the velocity

and acceleration of each puck as a function of time. Since the axes

are arbitrary there are an infinity of ways to perform the analysis.

The physics just "pops out" as the accelerations are plotted. It's lots

of fun.

Problem 5. How to build students' skills on essay exams.

In spite of my earlier remarks, not all of physics can be treated as

a set of numerical, objective problems. Furthermore, if your students
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have strong verbal skills this should be built upon so that they can

express their mastery of physics in their own terms. Therefore, in

addition to multiple choice, computer graded exams, I also asked my

students to respond to essay questions. how to apply the principles

of behavioral conditioning to this method? Well, I decided that the

biggest flaw in the essay question is that it becomes a guessing game

with the instructor. So, in addition to providing a list of possible

questions to the students in advance, I also provided some answers. I

am sorry to say I failed to provide answers in advance but I did pol:t

them on my bulletin board. Now I am well aware that one of reafTd'as

for the essay question is the general ambiguity of knowledge, that for

many questions there isn't "one right answer." Fine. I posted two or

three (and I would put up 5 if I had had the patience) examples of Food

answers to my questions. Students who completed an exam could walk

straight out the door of the exam room and read instant examples of A

(and C -) answers to those questions. Ladies and gentlemen, that does

work: It results in obvious behavioral change, particularly in C students

with poor verbal skills. They quickly ]earn to do better. The benefits

to morale are also evident. Poor students in particular believe that

essay exams are a guessing game with the professor. When examples of

good and poor work are available, they do generalize from the examples

to in the art of th,, test. And 'The e-7a:oples are effective precisely

because poor students have been deniers acces to rood -,,amples in

past. They never wrote any or at least not (.sough to revcal a general

style or quality.
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Which brings me to my final problem: instant feedback of test

results. It is a relatively easy matter to post the correct answers to

a multiple choice exam on the wall outside the classroom. It is even

better to provide an annotated list which illustrates how to work out the

problems. It is also valuable and easy to post good answers to essay

questions. The important thing is prompt feedback which means that feed-

back in the form of correct answers must be available within minutes,

even seconds after the response is made. Parenthetically, we are putting

together a whole classroom wired electronically so that some of these

ideas can be tested. A series of pushbuttons on each tablet arm will

permit real time quizzing and instantaneous correction of answers as well

as, ultimately, computer recordings of the results.

A colleague of mine deserves credit for my final innovation. A senior

physicist with a brilliant, creative mind, he brought the ultimate in

technology to the classroom. His students write all their essay exam

questions using carbon paper. He keeps the original and they keep the

carbon so that comparison of exam responses with one another and with his

(posted) prototypes is possible. He reports observable improvement in

writing skills and accuracy of response to the questions. Besides, his

students like it
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AN INDUCTIVE APPROACH TO LEARNING LITERATURE

Susan Gorsky *

How often, in response to the instructor's lecture or an outspoken

student's comments, does the teacher of literature hear the skeptical

"Where did you get that idea from?" or the frustrated "I can't get any-

thia3 out of a poem (or a play or novel)?" Often enough, it seems to

make the most traditional instructor want better ways to lead a student

into understanding for himself what there is to literature.' One such

way is through formalism -- the close analysis of the structural elements

of a work of language art, an analysis grounded in the premise that form

and meaning are mutually interdependent and that, in fact, form creates

meaning.1 That formalism can be effective in a classroom discussion

of short poems is generally accepted. But the same analysts who

acknowledge this use of the technique are quick to add that formalism

cannot cope with long works, especially with the novel: lengthy books

of prose fiction are too unwieldy to be dealt with adequately by the

formalist's approach, and, these writers like to add, the novel relies

less on formal devices and more on ideas, social concerns, human

interaction.2 This summary of the case is far too negative, for two

1 More detailed definitions and critiques of the school -- as well as
examples of its application -- can be found in various handbooks of
literary criticism. For example, see Sheldon N. Grebstein, Perspectives
in Contemporary Criticism (New York, 1968), pp. 75-160.

2 For instance, see Grebstein, pp. 75-84.

* Assistant Professor of English, Cleveland State University.
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ree:ons. The most realistic, nineteenth century novel (the kind defined

as "the novel" by those antagonistic to formalism) is highly structured:

ideas and social interaction are limited and defined by formal elements

which cannot be ignored by the reader and which, in fact, he must care-

fully examine. Furthermore, a formalist approach in the classroom not

only succeeds with works larger than the lyric poem but also offers an

opportunity for inductive learning. The same students who, under the usual

classroom arrangement would be unable to present cultural and historical

backgrounds, to define genre, or to deal with literary tradition, can

participate actively when asked to confront the work in front of them.

Passive attention (or non-attention) to an analysis which may seem based

upon the automatic application of prefabricated generalizations is

replaced by direct involvement in their own learning experience. The

role of the instructor is then refocused to that of resource, guide, and

fellow student, and teacher and class join together in an experience

of mutual education.

To a degree, we in literature all recognize some such philosophy:

we may give introductory lectures on the period, on the genre, perhaps

on the author; we define terms and offer theses; then we turn to the

class and begin to ask the questions which we hope will lead the students

into the poem or novel, guiding the class in more or Mess preconceived

direction as it finds its way through the work--if it is actually

"finding its way" rather than being shown "the" path. Even when we

establish a more inductive approach, we eo not carry this option nearly

so far as we might, and thus we vitiate an opportunity for education in
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its original sense: the drawing-out of knowledge in the student. A

method which enables the student to draw from the work at hand all the

material within it, would allow him to discover for himself all that we

normally would try to "teach" him; t)-.e forms and concerns of the

particular work; 'the interests, ideas, and techniques of the author; the

generalizations about the time and culture which usually form the

central concerns of at least introductory lectures. At the level of the

individual work, formalism, through its close and objective analysis

of the work, provides a means for inductive learning. But a whole course,

too can proceed in this manner. A problem is posed or questions are

asked, and the students attempt to find solutions by examining a series

of works in close detail, using as little external information or values

as is possible.

A course designed on such a model would have in a preliminary lecture

only the establishing of the problem to be solved by the class and some

ground rules (to be determined with the help of the class, if possible).

It would then proceed through close inductive analysis of the individual

works--relying primarily though not exclusively on formalistic means-

both to deal with each play, poem, or novel, and to formulate solutions

to the defined problem. The class should not be asked to deal with a

question for which the instructor has a set answer or for which a definitive

answer is available. Thus, fruitful options could include the definition

of a period (What is Modernism?) or a genre (What is an Epic?), the

exploration of a theme (What has been the effect of various structures

of the drama or the novel?) or a critical method (What can sociocultural
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criticism offer to an analysis of nineteenth century drama?).* In coming

to grips with each work the class would also be grappling with the overall

problem posed in the course design, and might very well add to or move

away from this problem as new areas opened up.

In the Spring of 1972, a seminar with no preestablished content or

design provided the opportunity to put these precepts into practice to

a greater degree than ever before. The course was set up as an inductive

attempt to define the novel by looking at a series of eighteenth and

twentieth century works which threatened to burst the bounds of such

traditional concepts of the genre as used above (the "realistic", nine-

teenth century variety of novel). The key word in that brief description

is inductive; a variety of standard (and non-standard) definitions of

the novel were examined and found wanting, and the class was forced to wok

with--and constantly to evaluate--a series of tentative notions. With

one "novel," The Waves by Virginia Woolf, we chose to test a fully inductive

formalist analysis, following ground rules far more stringent and limiting

than those which would normally apply. Because of its unusual style

(passages of prose-poems in italics alternate with the self-contained

interior monologues of six speakers), this modern work seems to be one

which requires strict and absolute n::tention to form, but critics have

consistently sought to impose upon interpretptions neither derived from

nor fully consonant with its extreme and formal elements.

*Obviously, the precepts of the "psychological theories" or of sociocultural
criticism would need to be introduced. Howe:'-e. ':e.se too could be discovered

direCtly by the student from primary sources (which, for the sake of

efficiency, would be rthosen by the irstruntar). The approach to the

literature itself, can, of course, rc.main that of the "new critics."
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The class set up the following guidelines or rules: (1) no outside

references other than those needed to check allusions or definti:ions

within the text; (2) no references to the novelist, her life, opinions,

other vorks (fictive or otherwise); (3) no introduction of outside

material, such as historical, philosophical, or cultural precepts ahot

Modernism. The students (and teacher-student) agreed to keep notes of

points which they would have brought up in a different classroom torte -;t,

of questions which they would have asked or which once asked were not,

answered''satisfactorily, and of any losses they felt to arise from the

,g6und rules of our exploration.

Probably unaware that she was doing so, one student echoed a

traditional argument against formalism when she observed, on the day before

we began our discussion, that the novel was too long to allow for the kind

of full, word-by-word analysis accorded a poem. And, on the first day,

after spending some forty-five minutes on six sentences from the two -

hundred page work, we were in full agreement. But the impossibility of

total comprehensiveness is barely an argument against the approach, for

any analysis of a novel in a limited time will necessarily be incomplete,

and if formalism is as complete as traditional modes while enjoying

additional benefits, then its value cannot be challenged on those grounds.

Based on class response, an inductive use of formalism is successful.

If we had more time, we could in fact have dealt with more, but even

uithin the limitations present, the pp reach. led us. -ore accurately, more

sensitively, and more satisfactoril7 into the novel.

It would be impossible and inanpropriate to reproduce the class
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discussions here, but some samples and some generalizations.seem

necessary. On the first day, we isolated the topics to be covered:

verbal style, point of view, structure, the italicized sections, image

patterns, image sharing, character juxtaposition, "plot" (or what

substituted for it), internal geography, the missing hero. Our discussion

of verbal style, the first point, got us into the lengthy analysis of

the six line section mentioned above. After the first introductory

italicized section (the work of an omniscient narrator whose only other

function within the novel is to indicdte the speaker, by noting "said

Bernard," 'said Rhoda," and so on), each of the six narrators "utters"

one brief "speech in turn:

'"I see a ring," said Bernard, "hanging above me, It quivers
and hangs in a loop of light."

"I see a slab of pale yellow," said Susan, "spreading away
until it meets a purple stripe."

"I hear asound," said Rhoda, "cheep, chirp; cheep, chirp;
going up and down."

"I see a globe," said Neville, "hanging down in a drop against
enormos flanks of some

"1 see a crimson tassel," said Tinny, "twisted with gold
threads."

" "I hear something stamping," said Louis. "A great beast's
foot is Chained. It stamps,-and stamps,' and stamps."

The speakers are infants at this point; throughout the novel, we decided

(on the basis of the content of the individual monologues and the relation-

ships among them), their words ..:even l n pre-verbal level of thought made

verbal in order to establish thematic points,about human nature and human

'communication. IL these six lines Iss :ould isleLify (in retrospect)

images'which signal etc-. character ::1A7:7Jghuut Clle work (Jinny's rich fire

colors, Louis's chained beesc),. and thoe waich achieve speCial
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significance for the six as a group (the ring which eventually comes to

suggest a circle of human unity). The rhetorical parallelisms and sound

repetiti7,ns of these lines helped to suggest the impact which form has

in the work, and the nearly identical patterns of syntax and diction con-

tinued in the rest of the opening chapter provide the first indication

of a strange unity among the six speakers. Words and phrases such as

"purlieus," "reprieve from conversation," "stricture and rigidity," and

"oleaginous spots," used when the speakers are no more than six or

seven, suggested again that the utterances could not be regarded as speeches,

thoughts, or stream-of-consciousness.

From this beginning, we worked our way through the other topics,

adding new ones which arose from class discussion, From a study of

repeated images we were able to develop a sense of character identity, of

the speakers' ambivalent attitudes towards man, life, love, nature, and

death, of human interaction and communion at some cosmic level. From

sentence structure we recognized the similarity among the speakers.

From the dual structure of the book (the alternating italicized sections

and interior monologues) grew our sense of the significance and

limitations of perspective as well as our acknowledgement of the book's

assertion of the cyclic form of human and natural life. And slowly, by -

delving into one after another of tose technical questions, we were able

to build towards a consirleration of impact meanings: to recognize

and identify the questions ,hich thc. novel raises about the possibility

of knowing oneself or another, about '-17 significant limitations faced

by the individual--with his sin,ilc point of view and his single life,
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them and all men, and pre-eminently, about the limitations, problems, and

values of the novel as an art form.

One of the characters, Bernard, has a lot to say about this point,

asking, "Are there stories?" and suggestin!; that "life is not susceptible

perhaps to the treatment we give it. when we try to tell it." But he need

not have said this overtly, for, as we discovered, the novel says it through

form. And it is, we decided, superfluous (though interesting) to turn to

A Writer's Diary and see Virginia Woolf saving it again. It is

interesting to contemplate a relationship between 3ernard and Virginia

Woolf, to note that in Bernard' quores about nrt nre reflected the

doubts and fears of IIrs. Woolf o.nd her contemporaries, and in his

perseverance, their own faith in experimentation. It is of historical

and cultural significance that the novel shares with those of its period- -

and with the non-literary output of the early twentieth century--a

questioning of basic humanistic values. And,so on.

We did lose some of this (Clough we could make it up at the end,

thanks to the notes we n11 too?::. T,>i we p.ained far outweighed

the loss, and in the normal classreo71 se-ing, su.ch n dogmatically one-

sided approach would not be necessa-...v. 711_ :!7curacy and insie,ht afforded

by formalism w(suld 13f- MI From other approaches:

history, philosophy, p-sychy, irid the like.

But even with the salf-f.mpc.se,j %ne7ience was positive.

Our analysis was accurate: we avod,,:i .H:ls and a superimposition of

critical precepts or personal preconentiens ahout the work. Tt leas
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sensitive: we came to grips with the book in its own terms and with full

appreciation of its strengths and weaknesses. And it was satisfying, in

part because we were able to combine the basics of several areas- -

aesthetics, literature, language and literary criticism--into an unusually

comprehensive analysis of a large work. Finally, it was exciting.

Class discussions frequently ran over the assigned periods, one student

became sufficiently involved to consider adapting the novel into a play,

and students in evaluative comments indicated generous approval of the

experiment. Specifically, students appreciated. the "discipline" which

was enforced through the emphasis upon objectivity and concreteness

(absolutely no unprovable thecri:Ang was acceptable), and noted the

"added dimension" given the course E' a variation or approach. Further

values were seen in the introduction of "new critical tools" to the class,

and in the unusually vivid demonstration of the strengths and weaknesses

of a major critical school. In view of these features, one student

recommended that a series of such experiments, involving various modes

of criticism, be adopted in a future course'.

This class was an unusual one: eight students (plus frequent

guests), all of whom were involved and interested in the subject. How-

ever, judging by the increase in class response, by the students'

enthusiastic, intensive work, and by their comments, the method is

successful. And, in a class in which students are skeptical and

uninterested, the appn)ach offers ae.ded vallles. Through the application

of formalism, the questions and complaints with which this paper opened

are answered: the student can r.ee "*.qherc...hat idea" came from, and
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should no longer be unable "to get anything cut of" the poem, play, or

novel. He should be able to see how a work of art (and not just a short

lyric poem) is put together, and how it uses various techniques to achieve

impact and to involve its reader (or listener) intellectually and

emotionally. The most disaffected student (assuming that he is not

uninterested in all mental activity) still stancis to ge something from

th1,7 nethod, for he can learn a means of inductive analysis which may be

vc1.,e,b;:. in fields other than literature. While formalism per se is not

transfl,rable, the inductive method (borrowed from scientific research)

can be to the understanding of an event or period in history,

a social phenomenon, or a philosophical question, as well as to a play,

or 1,nem, or rovel. Working out from within, paying close attention to

the elements of the problem or the work under consideration, discovering

for himself what the questions are and how they can be solved: all of this

involves the student directly, challenging him with a problem which he

can solve for himself and yet which is, in fact, a challenge, and

allowing him to participate in--and in some ways determine the quality

ofhis own learning experience.
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TEACHING ONESELF TO WRITE A POEM

A. Turner *

At the risk of angering both poets and pedagogues, I begin by

;suming that the ability to write a poem is as universal as the ability

to use any other form of verbal communication, and that like any other

form of verbal communication, it can be taught--in a classroom. It can,

of course, be self-taught outside a classroom. But I share with my

colleagues the belief that classroom technique can increase the speed of

self-teaching if it remains inductive. The following course in poetry

writing is planned to facilitate the self-teaching process by a series

of sequentially arranged exercises in which the beginning poet is lured

away from the habits of expository verbal communication--the essentially

deductive methods of thesis statement, expanded by definition, analysis,

example, comparison, etc., according to the rules of classical rhetoric.

Instead, he is encouraged to use the method of affective communication--

the essentially inductive method of combining words by free association,

then examining them in order to discover what they have said and the

principles by which they have achieved their affective force.

The recognition of a need to wean beginning poets from the habits of

expository to those of affective verbal ::3:7:7anication is based on the premise

that the function of man's intellect is to pattern his diverse perceptions

of experience; that he uses these patternings either (1) to regularize

experience and so protect himself cr (2) to surprise, disturb, and so

energize himself. In verbal communication, this means that he uses words

in their regularizing function to fulfill expectation: to write laws,

* Associate Professor of English, Cleveland State University
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contracts, business letters, interoffice memos, news and research reports,

textbooks. He uses words in their energizing function to write plays,

novels, jokes, short stories, poetry. And he combines the two uses in

advertising, editorials, reviews, sermons -- wherever feeling needs to be

disguised as reason or reason needs the support of feeling. The poetry

of the Renaissance was taught as such a combination. Poetry was conceived

as rhetoric in the service of logic, as an extension of persuasion. This

concept is still held by a large segment of the population. But the

practice of mid-twentieth century poets continually denies that the poet's

feeling should be expressed in the socially acceptable forms of reason or

rationalization. The function of poetry today, as he sees it--and writes

it--is to shock.

To create this sense of shock in a reader is extr,-.:mely hard if a poet's

verbal reactions to feeling (at least all '_hose he is willing to see on

paper) are conditioned wholly by classroom analysis of what other poets have

put on paper. Even the most assiduous study of Ginsberg's "Howl" puts

poet-as-reader at one remove (if rot more) from the direct experience which

produced "Howl." lie cannot himself ':owl unless his own toes has been

stubbed. But he has probably never howled on paper when his own toe has

been stubbed. The point of this sequence is to make him howl en paper

before he is even aware that he is hoyling, and only then to learn to control

his cadences.

The introductory exercise of the sequence, therefore, stresses the

value of free association. Single .;:r:Is are used, since single words

associate more freely wl_th z.ach other than. W;;17.1j already embedded in
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sentences. Concrete words are used, since abstract words convey little

=acting unless abstracted from the experience represented by comtrete

words.

The remaining exercises are grouped (Part I) under literal meanings

of words and (Part II) ncn-literal meanings of words, on the assumption

that a direct sensory perception precedes the substitution of that

perception by a non-sensory perception: i.e. the word cat for the animal

cat before the word cat for the feline persona it. traits of a gossipy

neighbor.

Though .I realize that isolating poetic principles and teaching them

in sequence is artificially neat compared to the complex process of

writing a poem and virtually impossible in the sense in which scientists

isolate and sequence principles in the laboratory, I believe those

principles can at least be pointed to and talked about one at a time. The

student will be performing the whole process every time he does any of

the exercises, but he will become aware of what he is doing only gradually

and in small enough steps to acquire control--the power to revise his

random jottings in order to realize whatever pattern he sees suggested

in their initial mass.

SEQUENCE OF EXERCISES:

Part I": Literal meanings of words

A. The value of concreteness

B. The value 05 rhythm.

C. The. value of spacing.

Part II: Non-literal meanings of words
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A. Repetition that does not repeat.

1. The value of all!Ision.

2. The value of opposites.

B. Metaphor

1. Not the same, but recogmt.zably similar.

2. Absurd, but not quite.

C. The value (and risks) of ambiguity.

Depending on the age and literary sophistication of the class.

further details of technique can be introduced and reinforced in group

discussion of the students' own poems written in response to the exer

cises. The process of polishing them after they are put on paper will

be much the same as that now used in private and academic workshops all

over Lhe ountry.

The chief innovative function of the exercises is to start poems,

to surprise t.-! students into writing them, into discovering that they

have written them. What they learn by this method will have been in a

very real sense selftaught.

INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE: The Value of Free Association and the Importance
of Sequence

1. Ask students to eight things which they remove

from their pocketbooks (cr 'y. Lhe-order of their

removal, then to rearranz. C - list in the order of increasing

importance to the owner.

2. Have rhree or four of these lists written on the blackboard.*

* These will be poems, thoagh it is not neeeFsary to use the ::ord,
even inadvisable, if the cl,ss is a high school or freshman colle6e
class. just call th(,.-ai word
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3. Ask students other than the authors to explain what each list

shows about its author.

4. Copy on board the prose explanation of each "portrait."

5. Ask students how the explanatory equivalent differs from the

original list. (Hopefully, the comparison will evoke

observations that the poem is more compressed, more specific,

more fragmentary, more concrete, more emotionally intense. yet

quite as psychologically accurate as the prose equivalent. No

generalizations about poetry, however, need to be made at this

time. The same observations will he made and need to be made

again as the result of other exercises. Generalization tends to

become dogma at this stage and should come as the result of all

the writing exercises, at the end of the unit.)

Example:

Original list: List in order of increasing importance:

lipstick lipstick
Kleenex Kleenex
4 keys Wrigley wrapper
postcard from Spain 10c
10 cents dentist appt.
Wrigley wrapper library card
dentist appt. postcard
library card Spain

KEYS!

Typical reactions ,thich can iJc. ^r _::d fret :. college upperclassmen

to a comparison of the two lists:

"She wants out."

"She moves from trivial, everyday things to romantic escape."
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"The position of keys in the first list suggests locking in; in the

second list it suggests unlocking, letting out."

"The poem moves from minor everyday restraints like putting on a

public face to major ones like paying library fines and having your body

jerked open by a dentist; then it turns away from all that."

"The capitals on Wrigley and Kleenex are gone, cents anr!

appointment are just abbreviations in the second list, Lut KEYS is all

capitals."

"See how the words at the end start spacing out as if reaching

toward Spain."

At this point you can elicit the remark from students that each

list has drawn a portrait of its author, and you will be able to show

the technical value of sequence in producing each portrait. Repeatedly,

you will find that the person who wrote the poem did not realize what he

had said about himself until the other members of the class had pointed

it out to him. He could, therefore, not have written the poem by the

method of thesis: amplification.

Other free association exercises which can supplement or be

substituted for the above:

1. Ask students to write down the first six words which occur to

them after the instructor has clapped his hands (or yawned or

thrown something in the wastebasi,.et. or--). For example, I clap;

the students write:
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Student A. Student B. Student C. Student D.

up out hi good
bright scatter come you can do it
red shots happy more
now hit me hot yes-
do no firecrackers push
go there bang fun

Ask students what unity (feeling, mood, attitude, pattern

of any kind) they find in their sequences. Ask if a sequence

can be rearranged in an order that will make its unifying

factor more evident. Ask how the rearrangement has made the

unifying factor more evident (compare with other rearrangements

which do not reveal the unifying factor so well).

2. Have students take turns drawing six words at random from a deck

of cards, each of which bears a concrete word, with several

universal connotations. For example, black, white, red, green,

blue, sea, sky, graqri, rain, wets dust, fur, hot, warm, cold,

dry, fish, mouse, deer, dos, whale. Have each student arrange

the six words in a sequence of increasing importance to him.

Have several of the lists put on the board. Let students note

what each sequence reveals about its author. Let instructor

take advantage of this opportunity to show how the different

ordering of words has suggested the different attitude, concern,

or personality trait of the author.

Suggested homework assignment (to follow any of the above exercises in

free association and sequence):

Ask students to visit a person's room (bedroor, study, playroom,
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garage, kitchen). Ask each to write down the first ten things in the

room which strike his eye, in the order in which they strike it. By con-

templating the close up list, he should decide what characteristic of the

owner it reveals. Ask him then to rearrange the list in such a way that

this characteristic is emphasized. When the results of the assignment

are passed around or projected on the board, the class will try to

determine what characteristic or complex of characteristics the lists are

arranged to reveal. Both success and failure in making these characteristics

evident can become the basis for constructive criticism.

The principle which can be drawn from the free-association and

sequence exercises, preferably by members of the class, is that the

associations of the human mind are never really random, that feeling

(attitude) imposes a pattern on any material presented to it from outside

or dredged up from the subconscious, that we discover whzt we mean

before deciding what we mean.

PART II:* NON-LITERAL 'MEANINGS OF WORDS

Exercise A: Repetition That Doesn't Repeat

l. The value of allusion:

a. Write on board a typical newspaper want ad:

Good home wanted for expensil beagle
bitch: good watchdog, never strays,
protects children, keen no::. pedigree,
all shots. Available at once.

Because of the limited space in the I.T,G. anthology, I shall
not detail here all nine of the exercises which comprise the
rest of the sequence, but shall give three to illustrate the
method. The rest will be furnished '1.1 request.
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Substitute the word mother-in-law for beagle bitch. Ask why the

ad in its first form was not funny (familiar, expected), why

funny in its second form (unexpected, yet apt. It fits a bitchy

mother-in-law). Ask what would be the relative effectiveness

of an ad reading:

Please, somebody, take my mother-in-law off my hands.
She ncrer leaves the house, nags the children, meddles
in my business, talks endlessly about her family
pedigree, and is impervious to all hints to leave.

(It would be less effective because the author has just stated

the familiar complaints in a familiar way. The familiar went ad

and the familiar complaint were more effective when used together,

i.e., the familiar in an unfamiliar dorm).

b. Write on board a typical lost-and-found ad:

Lost: one black patent leather purse containing
keys, a Halle's charge-a-plate and a change purse
with fifty cents. Call 534-7236. Reward.

Change it to:

Lost: one brown-haired head containing cents,
Saturday's horoscope, and three defi:litions of
a minor poem. Call 777-7777. Reward?

Is the author complimenting himself? What is he saying about

himself? How does the form help him say it?

Change it again to:

Lost: one rat cheese, containing Peter Rabbit,
three gallons of kerostic, and a nct. Call six,
call six, reword.

Is the author :.sre saying something about himself? Is his mood

serious or funny? How does the form help him say it?
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c. Have each member of class write three lost-and-found aids,

putting down at random the first things which come into their

heads. Have them choose one which seems to express a feeling

or attitude and modify it to heighten that feeling. Have three

or four written on the beard and ask class if they can tell

what feeling each expresses. If they can't or can tell only

artially, ask :lass to help author work it toward what he

thought he was expressing.

The general principle which can be drawn from this exercise is that

the expected form itself says by long and familiar association, much of

what the author would otherwise have to put into his poem. For instance,

the lost-and-found ad form says "I am aware of a loss, aware that losses

are usually abbreviated and made public with expectation of repair." All

that he adds to this familiar form is the implication, "But my loss is too

great for either accurate naming or external repair. I've lost me, and

I'm amused" (no. 2), or "I'm lost and I'm frantically groping" (no. 3).

d. Ask class to make a list of all the traffic signs they

can think of which contain the word no. Taken separately,

what does each mean? What is the purpose in posting them?

(Safety.) Have class make a list of five or more of them

which, together, will mean something different from what each

originally meant.

Example:

Random list: Lict in order of mounting frustration:

no stopping
no exit

no U turn

no '.'::oroughfare

no tol;.?..Lag

nc ,rasng
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no parking
no thoroughfare
no left
no right
no passing
na entrance

no U turn
no left
no right
no exit

List in order of increasing compulsion:

no exit
no thoroughfare
no passing
no U turn
no left
no right
no stopping

List of antitheses, in order of increasing ridiculousness:

no stopping
no passing

no left
no right

no entrance
no exit

no turn
no thoroughfare

no thoroughfare

Suggested homework assignment:

Turn a familiar formula into something else: a menu, a medical

questionnaire, a list of street names, an application for a driver's

license. Again, begin by randomizing your imaginary questions or names

of foods or names of streets, etc. Only the font will be familiar to

your readers. What you fill it with shou1,1 be your own unplanned,

spontaneous outpourings. After, and only after, they have poured onto

the paper, should you decide what you have said and arrange them in some

way to emphasize it.

Sample result of assignment:

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Is it white
Were there two?

Have you shells
Ar. :hey sharp?

Could you reach
Have you seen?

And still tell
Black from red?

In from out?
In? From out?

PART II: NON-LITERAL MEANINGS OF WORDS

Exercise B: Metaphor

1. Not the same but recognizably similar

a. Begin by asking, "Suppose you enter a room and find on the table

one empty paper cup, one sandwich wrapper, two coats (one male,

one female), two pairs of boots, twu piles of books. The light is

on and the door is open. (Write these details on the board.)

What would you think had happened?" (The response should be some-

thing to the effect that a boy or a girl had probably been

studying alone and had been joined by a boy or girl friend. They

have probably gone out to get ator.c. food. They will be back to

study together soon.) Add to the list already on the board: "two

full cups, two fresh sandwiches, bcy and girl, 'studying' together

soon."

b. *Ask class to suppose that c' poet makes the following substitutions:

for coats, books, food co ;1-Iga-a.:t3-.,g domestic comfort,

purpose, nourishment) he substitutes two sil' tents; for boots

(suggesting separateness, arrival, l'2parture, aggression, flight)
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he substitutes two dogs; for the fact that the boots are now off

duty, yet waiting in readiness, he substitutes sleeping dogs; for

the light of the room, he substitutes one moon; for the warmth of

the room, he substitutes one fire; for the attraction between the

boy and girl, he .substitutes one fire (in a second sense of the

word); for the open door, no substitution of the actual word will

be necessary, because its position in the sequence will now suggest

other meanings of door (the way, the opportunity, the attraction to

enter; sex); for the expected sequel, the poet rubstitutes one

silk tent soon.

Two silk tents
two sleeping dogs
one fire, one moon.

One fire, one door.

One silk soon.

Ask what emotional reaction the poet has had to the facts. (Romantic,

warm, comfortable). Ask what other possible reactions v..o the facts he has

deliberately excluded. (Indignation: these people are indulging themselves

instead of studying as they should. Or condescension: the tawdriness of

love in a cheap and hackneyed setting could have been emphasized.)

c. Ask class what substitutions could be made to emphasize (a) the

cheapness and banality of the Jove, (b) the shameful betrayal of

academic duty, (c) any other emotional reaction they may have to

the scene. Allow ten minutes to do this, then have at least three

put on the board for discussion.
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Suggested homework assignment:

Give students the bare facts of a scene which the instructor has

observed and which has moved him deeply (jut the bare statistics, not

his reaction to them) or give them the bare facts of a news story which

has him to recognizable anger, pity, fear, laughter, etc.; then ask

them to make substitutions of objects physically unrelated to the actual

incident, but evoking the same feeling, i.e. the same kinds of substitution

as dogs for boots, tents for domestic comfort. (The value of this assign-

ment should be to show the difficulties of private versus public connotation

and between fresh metaphor and cliche.)

2. Absurd, but not quite

a. Begin by telling class that the purpose of today's exercise is to

be as wildly, absurdly nonsensical as possible. Tell them to let

go and write down the first thing that comes into their heads in

response to the request, "Make me a crazy sandwich:"

Examples:

1. Clouds and violets salted with bees.
2. Glue and beetles, any bread.
3. Spam between thick gloves.
4. A day and a night;

another day, another night;
stars, dawn, a blue sea

5. Thick finger between teeth
6. Patsy, then Dick, father and mother

spread over,'
then Uncle Rich

7. Crunch an, crackle,
cream cheese.



b. Ask students to identify the sensation suggested by the parts

of each sandwich. For example, clouds and violets are delicate,

natural things; together they are associated with dreams, spring,

romance, sweetness; salt is tang, sharpness; bees suggest romance,

business, and sting. This first sandwich would suggest a complete

emotional meal, even if literally it could not be eaten. No. 4

is a Dagwood of many layers, starting with the ordinary routine

sequence of day and night (bread with nothing between), then

surprising with pleasure, hope, and finally clarity. The fact

that the top of the pile is sea, rather sky, suggests the meta-

physical possibility of clarity being also death. In No. 7

crunch and crackle suggest the crispness of the initial experience

of bLting into this sandwich. Cream cheese makes the heart of the

matter, the center of the experience, which is smooth, sticky,

bland.

The principle re-illustrated by this exercise is that nothing the

human mind conceives is total nonsense when analyzed by that or another

human mind. Every crazy image or combination of images represents at least

an attitude. In addition, each is, when looked at closely, a metaphor.

In each of these examples it is a metaphor not by rational choice, nor yet

by accident, but by the process of subconscious choice which makes a

person react to touching an unfamiliar substance before he knows whether

he has reason to react that way or not. An unsophisticated class will

be able to be just as wildly suggestive as a sophisticated class.

Suggested homework assianment:
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Draw me a crazy picture of God; stroke me a crazy fur; build me a

crazy house; draw me a crazy portrait of yourself. Be sure to make the

crazy thing first; next decide what it means, and only then tinker with

it to make it mean even more what it means.

CONCLUSION:

These exercises can take as much time as thrt instructor wishes or the

sophistication and interest of the class permit. They could be used one

each day for a week, repeated on consecutive days for a week, used one each

week, intersperse&with class sessions, which either take the form of work-

shops in which students react to each other's work or the form of critical

discussions which examine published poems. For example, Auden's "The

Unknown Citizen" can be used with the exercise on the value of allusion

for creating irony; Michael Benedict's "Divine Love" is a fine illustration

of a "crazy" picture of God. In other words, these exercises in

discovering what poems are made of by writing them can be as useful in

learning to read poetry as to write it. The chief difference between

using them in a literature course and in a writing course would be that

in the literature course one writing exercise and at least or..c s udent

writing assignment might precede a week of reading published poems; in a

writing course a week n writing and analysing student poems would include

a few published ones to be criticized at the same time and by the

same criteria as the student poems. The emphasis would be different,

but the method the same.

Nor does the method need to be limited to English courses. If free

association can successfully initiate poems, why, 3 asked myself, can't
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it initiate hypotheses in other fields. After all, isn't "having an

idea," any kind of an idea, similar to detecting the pattern of an

emerging poem in free-associative material? Here, of course. I'm

skating on very thin ice. I don's know other fields, so, for fear of

making a fool of myself, I shall only throw out a very few tentative

questions. In fact, sv,7,..! teachers may already have used free association

in their classes, more extensively than I. I have heard of artists

using it to begin pictures: a pen-A.1 doodle to suggest figures; an

inked string to make a pattern on the underside of a piece of paper

which is then turned over and "edited" or developed into a picture;

the grain of a block of wood to suggest a sculpture to be carved from

that wood. Though I have no experience in the field, I see no reason

why the same process could not he applied to the composition of music.

In fact, the cutting and splicing of tapes in making electronic music

is in a real sense an editing of free-associative sound to produce

controlled pattern.

In areas of non-affective communication, such as the social or

natural sciences, I can see free association as a useful device for

unclenching the mind in order to invite new hypotheses. Suppose, in

a class in psychology or sociology, one should show a large picture of

a strongly emotional face--a face which seems to he looking accusingly

at each student in the ~:lass. Suppose, then, one asks the group to

write down as fast as they can what they think that face would be saying

if it were speaking. A comparison of these lists could be used to

provoke discussion of the extent to which social and physical stereotypes

produce stereotyped responses, the extent to which individuals can be made
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to feel guilt, even though they're not guilty, or a discussion of the

nature of guilt and how it is created.

Or suppose in a class in economics or marketing or advertising, an

instructor asked the students to put down the first twenty-five words or

phrases which come to their minds when they hear the words meat, beans, ems

(one at a time, in three lists). From the singling out of corresponding and

contrasting details from the lists, the instructor could lead the students

to make such observations as "The association of beans with poverty has

obscured their economic and dietary value;" "The fried egg is all that

people think of when one says eggs." These and similar remarks would

provoke such hypotheses as, "Social Prejudice gets in the way of satisfying

real economic and nutritional needs." Such a hypothesis could then be

tested by individual student-initiated field projects.

I repeat: these exercises are not a complete course. They do not teach

all a poet needs to know about meter, structure, phonetic intensives, tone,

irony, etc. They are not designed to fill a whole quarter or semester. They

only pry up the lid of the poetic process. They teach the student that if he

begins with his own verbal free association, watches for emerging pattern in

these (i.e. sequence, repetition and the interruption of repetition, expectation

and the frustration of expectation), he will find that he has written the rough

drafts of poems. With time, patience, and ample discussion guided by an instruc-

tor alert to take advantage* of both successful and unsuccessful poems to illus-

trate poetic principles, the initial free-associative lists with which the student

* I recommend that the instructor who teaches these exercises do each of the
assignments which he asks the class to do and submit his own efforts to
the class for criticism along with theirs. He will thus give credence to
the idea that poems are discovered before they are composed and that the
process of discovery is much the same for the amature and for the profession-
al. His students will also find that the raw material from which they
quarry their poems is much the sam_ as that from which he quarries his own,
and in no way inferior.
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started will begin to sharpen and to shape, and after working through the

exercises he will have enough understanding of what has happened in the

initial, unconscious steps of writing his poems to become a more controlled

craftsman in the final stages of polishing them. Even if he never becomes

a professional, he should have enough understanding of what goes into the

making of a poem to read professional poetry as poetry, instead of as

expository prose.

In conclusion, free association is induction at its earliest stage.

It produces the material to be identified, compared and finally generalized

about. It is not anti-intellectual. It does invalidate all of current

classroom practice, but if it is used as the first step, it motivates the

student by making him discover for himself the principles which, if

lectured to him, might leave him with the feeling that he is unworthy

or incapable of discovering them himself. That Is an attitude which a

beginning poet cannot afford to have. I like to think it's one which the

beginning economist or psychologist or philosopher or biologist can't

afford to have either.
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O r TEACHING IN THE UNIVERSITY: AN HISTORIAN'S RECONSIDERATION

Lance C. Buhl *

The function of the Arts and Sciences in higher education has always

.been to graduate men and women who are intellectually resourceful and in-

de-)endent. And, in a highly bureaucratic, technologically sophisticated,

=ss industrial society -- one which places increasingly severe strains on

the proposition that an enlightened'citizerry is both viable and necessary --

the burden on the Arts and Sciences has become heavier by far. The challenge

is not to produce more highly specialized bureaucrats or technicians, except

pcxhaps in the public or human services, but to educate more resourceful

people, people who are skilled in problem-solving of a general sort and

4

wilo, above all, have developed skills appropriate to understanding and

affirming the best of our cultural heritage.

I think these statements fairly approximate to a generalized definition

of the value and function of higher education. None of our particular

definitions is likely to vary greatly. Where we begin to differ, I suspect,

is in the estimation of what constitutes success in meeting the goal. How

do we measure the achievement of any one student? Are we satisfied that we

have acquitted our responsibility when we can say that ten percent of our

students have demonstrated a relatively nigh level of intellectual involve-

ment and capability? Twenty percent? Forty?- Seventy? And, of course, we

would quarrel even more about where it it: that success ought to be measured.

During or just after any course, any sequence of them, an entire curriculum?

My position is, first, that it is absolutely essential that each of us

reaffirm, course by course, the commitment of Arts and.Sciences to produce

intellectually resourceful graduates. Second, we cannot be satisfied that we

Assistant Professor of History and Assistant Dean, College of Arts and
Sciences, Cleveland state University.
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have succeeded when only a minority of our students, 'the saving remnant' of

the intellectually motivated and talented, meet the standard. We must avoid

the temptation to discount the intellectual potential of the majority. It is

a potential, I will admit, that is not often tapped. I believe it exists.

Finally, the testing ground for each of us in public higher education is the

classroom itself. It is the day by day development of our courses that is,

far more than most of us care to admit, the crucible for success of failure

in the university's overall mission. On pedagogy, on teaching, then, rests

a tremendous and critical burden.

Over the past three quarters, in surveys of American history since 1865,

I have adopted a method that seeks to maximize the involvement of the majority

of students.

It incorporates a redefined role for the instructor. Mile continuing

to serve as a certifier of performance, he has become simply one of a

number of potentially equally valuable and valid resources for the student.

The method reduces the place of the formal lecture. Only about twenty-

five percent of classtime is given over to it. The primary reliance for

the discovery and transmission of meaning in history is placed on student

peer groups. Structurally, the class is randomly divided into groups of

five. Nearly. three quarters of time in class is devoted to group discussions

of historical situations and the resolution of historical problems.

Mastery of course content this quarter is demonstrated through five

objective unit tests of twenty questions each and a final essay-examination

coveting all five units. The five unit tests are qualifying exams; they do

not count for grade. However, a student must pass each with a score of 14 or

better in order to get a grade for the course. Immediate feedback for rein-

forcement's sake is provided by going over the answers after the score sheets
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have been turned in.

To prepare for these unit exams, individual students and their groups

direct their efforts to answering five required sets of study exercises.

These, too, are ungraded. Each exercise consists of about fifteen questions

which demand a considered judgement of men, movements or events in American

history. The questions are geared to a single text. It is the student's

and his group's responsibility to gut the text -- take from it only what

they need -- in order to develop short, but plausible justifications for

their answers. ,Together these exercises, then, form a kind of learning

_laboratory, not self-pacing to be sure, but geared to developing for each

student a working orientation in American history.

Each set of questions is developed around the broad topic area in which

five case studies have been constructed. The case studies -- on the election

of 1868, on the Pullman Strike of 1894, on Bull Moose politics in 1912, on

the elections of 1938 and on the J. Robert Oppenheimer case -- define the

student's confrontation with history. For each study, each group is directed

to play a particular role -- citizen groun, blue ribbon commission on labor

unrest, dejected party workers, presideftt4aL advisors, congressional aides.

The task is to come to some determination aipout the particular issue specified

and to write a short, formal report arguing the group's case in defense of the

decision. While secondary sources are recommended znd placed on reserve,

compilations of selected primary sources f the heart of investigative work

in the course.

A student's grade is based, not only upon ids own study and research, but

also upon his work as par:: of the t: which he is aSsigned._ In fact, half

the grade is the average me.',:k for t'r,:t Troup ?,-1-rjects. Another thirty

percent is the mark awardcd by the gro-) .r- contri-)7)f!ons to its work. Only

twenty of the ,rade derives from 'T-2 score on the final examination,
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Each student in a group is responsible for editing and otherwise coordinating

one of the five group projects. A group that receives an average grade of

C or less for the five projects may assign only one A and one B in evaluating

its members. Otherwise, groups may award grades as they will, so long as

they justify each award assigned.

Finally, as a source of feedback to me and as a goad to write creatively

and freely, each student must maintain a personal log or daybook of the course.

An entry is required for each day in class. The logs are ungraded.

Now, historians and others in the humanities and social sciences will

recognize much that is not new or extraordinary in this description. Yet,

it is fair to say that, in the combination of parts, I have worked out a

learning environment which is quite different from the traditional mode in

which I passed my formal education and of which, until last year, I had been

a consistent practitioner.

At the risk of slighting what has been a rich tradition, let me specify

what appear to me the essential features of the teaching method I abandoned.

The undergraduate and graduate schools I attended, to a considerable extent,

depend on the familiar recipe of instructor as authority, lecture as dominant

mode of intellectual communication in the Liassroom, and the reading and

research of relatively highly motivated students as the key to academic

success.

It always seemed, too, that each course was assumed to be comprehensive,

at least within the boundaries of its formal catalog description. In terms

of student behavior, this meant that each individual was responsible for

digesting all the material assigned, including the lectures, and must prepare

to be tested somewhat randomly as to information coverer.l.
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Three questions seem worth pursuing to some depth. First why abandon

a teaching method I mastered as a student and employed as a university edu-

cator? Second, how does one come to adopt a system in which pedagogical

staples like lecture, discussion, coercion, grading, etc. are drastically

rearranged? Third, how, has the method worked? More precisely, has it

worked any bet':er than the traditional one?

The short answer to the first question is simply that the traditional

pedagogy did not seem suited to fulfilling the purposes for Art- and

Sciences that I formulated at the outset of this paper. The long of it

is that I had begun to suspect, long before I became concerned about the

function of public higher education in general, that my own courses were

not very effective. That is, they were failing to meet two standards

both of which relate to the experience with history I was and am committed

to stimulating in my students.

First, I expect that most, if not all, my students will discover

something of the excitement in history -- in the recurring confrontations

between man and his physical, social and moral environments -- that led me

toward a career in the field. I went at lcast seventy-five percent to

leave my course with a conviction that there is something of value in

studying history. More hopefully, I want each course to serve as a spring-

board for stimulating further inquiry into the subject by students after

they leave our hallowed halls.

Second, I insist that every student in each of my courses be confronted

with a demanding intellectual challenge. Stated another way, I am committed

to maintaining standards of intellectual rigor appropriate to the level of

course taught. How can any student experience the excitement of history

unless he is confronted with its relentless complexities? He eannot. My
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minimum professional obligation is to ensure that each course meets

acceptable standards of difficulty. In this way alone can students develop

the conceptual tools requisite to a continuing appreciation of history and

of its dilemmas.

Measured against these standards, my courses were not successful. I

venture the very optimistic guess that they Lad never reached -- excited --

more than thirty percent of the students. Moreover, those students who had

recognized and responded to a tough intellectual challenge constituted, if

anything, an even smaller minority, because a number of those who had been

excited by history had come by way of the illusion that the discipline was

easy. By and large, the successful students had learned quite early how to

play the academic game: first discover how to keep alert enough in class to

take notes that correspond to the lecturer's signals about what he regards

as critical; then, point toward examinations by using those signals for the

limited purpose_o_f_ reading secondary sources accodingly. The key is to

figure out the instructor and, then, to develop some facility with the jargon

of the discipline.

The failure lay in the fact that so few of even these students had

ever been forced to work through a difficult historical problem relying on

their own mental resources. So, while their basic intelligence and shrewd-

ness wets certified, they remained in a more meaningful sense quite untested.

If this were the case for the more suc:essful students, what then of the

bulk of them? I had to conclude that at least two-thirds -- probably mere --

of the student: had either not been capable of responding to an intellectual

challenge or had not found one worth me _ing.

Initially, I opted for the first j.nterpretation. It seemed plausible.

Conversations with ,-)11eagues through the years about inability to awaken
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students seemed always to conclude that the task was impossible. Indeed,

the pervasive assumgticn underlying the older pedagogy is that most students

are not capable of, or are not sufficiently motivated in, or will not take

the time for, accompliFning serious academic work.

There are some direct and disturbing consequences of this assumptio:I.

Because it explains typical experiences so well, there is of course little

reason to tamper with teaching. Or, if anything is to be altered, the pri-

mary purpose in Arts and Sciences is to attract sufficient numbers of

students in introductory courses in order to expand programs at the upper

levels. Get them to enroll, provide a sufficiently entertaining and non-

demanding experience to keep them there and water grading standards just

enough to ward off a bad reputation. Besides, is not the true function of

introductory courses from the department's view to discourage the unmotivated

or unworthy from declaring a major in the field?

The most disturbing thing about this congenial interpretation of

student disabilities was that I had never really considered or tested the

other possibility. Could it be that the majority of students did not

recognize a challenge they wanted to meet? For the first time in my academic

career, I wondered whether the claim of certain scientists that anyone of

ordinary intelligence could understand something of science might not apply

to history also. This claim is born in part of a conviction that, unless

the average citizen understand science or at least some of its implications,

hope for a rational public politics is minimal. I hold an analogous opinion

of the importance of history. I decided, therefore, to test the proposition

that there might be a way to tap and enliven intellectual resources that had,

heretofore, been well hidden.

How did I come to rearrange the pieces of teaching method? The answer

has three parts. First, I had to put aside all the traditional tools and
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start from scratch. Second, I rethought objectives, about history, about

courses, about student behavior. Third, I looked for a useable past.

The obvious thing to put aside in the traditional method was the

lecture. It certainly is fashionable to do so. But why? A reconsideration

on my own terms was called for. The result was that I concluded that the

lecture as dominant mode for the conveyance of fact and of meaning is

inefficient and, more disastrous still, It is largely ineffective. Most

lectures I had as a student or delivered as a teacher were given over to

conveying fact. It is patent that there are far more efficient means for

relaying raw data to students. A mere repetition of the most important

of them is a poor reinforcer and runs the risk of distorting history by

reducing it to simplicities. Far too few lectures were effective in the

sense that they defined a significant intellectual problem and resolved it

insofar as the most pertinent facts admit of a solution. Few, in other

words, transmit at a respectable level of intellectual difficulty the best

of our cultural heritage from the perspective of the lecturer's discipline.

Finally, even when lecturing is consistently exceptional in intellectual

output, the question remains whether devoting ninety-five percent of class-

room time to lecturing is an educationally effective use of that time.

Even when the lecture is integrating, does it force the student to a personal

confrontation with history's unlimited possibilities? My artiment here, as

I hope to make clear a li..1e later, is not with the lecture as such. Rather,

it is with its perversion In content and in place in the American public

university.

nzIce having eliminated the lecture as predominant mode, the rest of

the structure of my older courses fell of their own weight. The experience

was painful and beNildering. But, what was most disorienting was considering
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the alternatives. There seemed to be only two. The one, the notion

that mass public education and quality in introductory courses at least

were incompatible, I had already rejected as depressing conjecture. The

other equally insistent suggestion of a public sort was that the answer

lay in doing away with structure altogether. Create a decent human

environment; forget about standards and content; let the student effectively

establish his own terms of quality. That answer was no more trAerable than

the first. For me, openness of style and relaxation of standards must not

be compatible. Nor is the elimination of external motivation -- coercion,

if you will -- acceptable. If the issue is only between learning as

miserable work and learning as fun or, to put it In the current jargon,

between the cognitive and the affective, content and process, I will

abandon the latter without qualm. Fortunately, as student behavior in my

courses over the last two quarters has indicated, the issue was neither

so dramatic nor so necessary as that.

The only way out of my dilemma was a fundamental reconsideration of

what any course in history could possibly hope to achieve. What is teaching

history all about? More important still, what can we expect of our students?

And, how can we communicate our expectations to them in a way that promotes

a confrontation with history that is both challenging and exciting?

When I began thinking through those questions the pieces of a new

approach bean to fit into place. The keystone was the realization that

no course in history was or could be comprehensive. o insist that a

working comprehension of the skeletal narrative of any :Aice of history is

the goal almost inevitably distorts the instructor's presentation and the

student's perception of what history consists of. Moreover, it renders

practically hopeless the task of getting the student to make judgements
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about the significance of and relationship:2 between disparate facts on

his owr. At best then, the typical survey course reinforces the student's

belief that history is somehow mysterious, knowable only to those more

worthy intellectually than he. The implication of my reconsideration

is not that narrative or the development of factual knowledge has to be

abandoned, only that it can no longer serve as the goal of the course.

That goal, instead, becomes developing skills for analyzing historical

problems. And the student has to be provided with an opportunity to use

and so, to refine, those skills.

It also struck me that it is only fair to remind students that

American history was no more relevant to them, ultimately, than courses

about the history of exotic places and ancient times. In other words,

my course, like any other, is concerned with man as a problem solver in,

essentially, a timeless moral context. Neither the student nor the teacher

should expect the course to do more than suggest a few of the ways in

which problems, having some sort of public dimension, raised themselves

for a given group of men at a given time and how men went about resolving

or failing to resolve them. Relevance, in other words, is only a matter

of personal identification. The student's task, at whatever level of

intellectual sophistication, is to discover that identification.

Having defined a more modest task for my course in terms of material

to be covered in depth, yet having placed on the course a much greater

burden in terms of transmitting meaning, I was free to take a new look at

the older method. Clearly, that tradition offered much that was useful for

restructuring pedagogy.

Take, for instance, the lecture. For the first time, I was free to

see its potential for the classroom. Thinking about the role of the
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lecturer in the great universities, 7; discovered two conditions for

employing it in public education, especially at the introductory level.

First, the good lecture does not attempt to convey-fact. It is interpreta-

tive and integrative rather than narrative. As such, it is an excellent

way to illustrate the process by r:;(hich the historian. confronts history.

Like the historian's other professional work, the lecture is a form of

argument -- thematic in raising important problems and in resolving them.

And, it communicates an intellectual attitude which actively honors the

rational in man and affirms his claim to a worthwhile culture.

The second condition is a recognition that in the great "Alropean and

American universities the lecture is simply one of a number of resources

for students. In those institutions, the classroom or lecture-hall is

more incidental than central in the student's formal education. He is

free to take advantage of the best lecturers; he will not be damaged much

by the worst. Few examinations that I know of in those settings are geared

to what lecturers say or, more precisely, to how they say it.

On these terms, I found that I could use the lecture less frequently

but more effectively in the course. Each of the ten lectures I or guest

lecturers presented were now freed of the burden of sounding like a text-

book chapter. Instead, they could be developed as a serious confrontation

with a single or related set of historical problems and at a level appropriate

to the course taught. The students, for their part, were freed from the

demoralizing responsibility of taking accurate notes on all that was said.

They were free, if they chose, to become engaged with the lecturer in

confronting history. At heart, then, the lecture became for me simply

another resource for the student. And, he would take advantage of it only

because he saw in it something of value. Stated another way, the expertise
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of the instructor must be demonstrated, not presumed.

Next I reconsidered the traditional seminar. It suggested the value

of an open exchange of opinions and information among a limited number of

students. Here was a testing ground for ideas. Further, the seminar

suggested that the student was a critical resource for discussion itself.

He is motivated to study sources outside the seminar because of what is

basically peer-group pressure and his corresponding desire to contribute

something to the group. At least within the peer group itself, a rough

kind of equality exists. That is, the difference in sophistication and

erudition between the brighter and less bright students is probably only

marginal. Finally, by placing a premium on group projects, I hoped to

enforce cooperative, if critical, rather than extreme anxiety-ridden

relations among the members of each mini-seminar.

Reconsidered in this way, a modified seminar form seemed ideally

suited to forcing students continually to articulate their opinions

about the history or historical problems they have studied. And, modi-

fying the seminar a bit more by reducing my role within each group to

ex officio status, one of the most severe educational handicaps facing

many students in public higher education might also be overcome. ,

-
or the

first time, they would face equals, not supposed and intimidati-; authority,

in a discussion situation. Perhaps they would find that their own ideas

had merit after all. More hopefully, they would discover that their whole

ego did not ride on an idea that was less tenable than someone else's. In

short, they might realize that the merit of ideas was not a function of

personality but of learned, analytical and argumentative tools. And, to

the extent that inequalities of talent do exist, it might be that some

students would teach others and, in turn, reinforce their own educational
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experience.

Having defined new roles for the lecture and the seminar, and for

students, I still needed a technique to make the thing go. What were

students to do and how was I to evaluate what they accomplished?

Two other methods with equally venerable and useful histories provided

the answer. The case study method has been used with tremendous success

in professional schools and, certainly, has a secure place in the pedagcz-

,ical bag of historians. There is good reason for this success. The case

study specifies a problem in detail, forces the student to play the role

of decision-maker in a public way, forces him, moreover, to grapple with

the problem on its own terms and through primary sources. Secondary

sources, including the expertise of the instructor, may be utilized; at

best, however, they suggest only possibilities or other modes of analysis.

I opted for using the case study -- indeed a number of them in order to

dip into various periods of American history and, thus, highlight particu-

larly thorny and perSistent problems endem5.c to our society.

The key to evaluating student perfor,r, was suggested when I took a

look at the lab, a scientist's equivaIsrt fcl- the cas study. Science

teachers have insisted, to the bewilderment of many in the humanities and

social sciences, that it is absolutely necessary that students conduct

experiments, that they dissect, combine. No.=e, vc,:.;.L in some way the

subject under investigation. In other worcis, the assumption underlying

the lab -- like the case study -- is some to knowledge as

they strip away mispe:cepLions ard ge'r. ...7"oa'_: is knowable by working

directly with the substa7cc of the disc.plinT in :A systematic way. The

lab director specifier: -:et'., of -- the behavior
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which will lead the student to results that approximate reality. In the

process, of course, the student develops rudimentary analytical techniques.

The student's success in the lab can be evaluated rather easily in terms

of the number of experiments he has conducted successfully and perceptively.

The analog for an evaluative technique in history occurred to me.

The student's success in the course is a function of his ability to suggest

a solution to a problem in history which is literate (written with due

regard for the rules of grammar), logical (conclusions follow from premises)

and plausible (both premises and conclusions fit the facts). These three

ideas, then, form a grading standard, one that, if it is not entirely purged

of personal interpretation,does at least approximate objectivity. Moreover

it is realistic. The student's task, in short, is to convince.

Is the approach I have adopted valid? And, is it more effective in

taping the intellectual resources of students and of more of them than

the method I abandoned? The answers to these questions draw on a variety

of sources: word from the undergraduate librarian on the uncommonly high

use of reserved material, personal impressions, verbal testimony of students

and a complete record of course documents, including a lengthy course

evaluation form.

The general impression from all of this evidence is that the greater

majority of students have found their confrontations with history challeng-

ing, exciting and worthwhile. At least seventy-five percent of the

thirty-three members in the first class and so far somewhat over sixty

percent of the forty-six students this quarter have worked at a consistently

high level of involvement and attainment.
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With rare exceptions, the students began the course with an

indifference toward or even a fear of history, the product of banal,

boring or otherwise bad experience with the subject in the past. For

them, to be excited by history was a personal revelation. And, not once

does the evidence suggest that the work was easy or that the demands

placed on them in terms of quantity or quality were soft. Often the

point is made in a log entry, sometimes in despair or condemnation, more

often in a kind of glad astonishment, that never has the student worked

so hard in a course.

A typical example of the work students have been willing to do was

the response of last quarter's class to the study exercises and fact

skill exam. Both were packed into the first two weeks of the course rather

than broken down into units. In other words, beginning with the first day

of class and for five days running, students received a set of questions

to work out overnight and to come to some resolution about in their groups

the next day. At the end of that time an objective examination of some

one hundred and ten questions was administered. Proficiency was demonstrated

with a score of 70 ov better. The personal logs covering this week or so

present an amazingly consistent picture: of forty-six students, at least

ninety per cent of them worked more than two and a half to three hours a

night digging through the text. Only two students failed to attain a

qualifying score of seventy on an exam of moderate difficulty. Out of

110 points, seven students got marks in the '90's, twenty-seven in the '80's,

ten in the '70's and two in the '60's. Few believed they could possibly

"gut" a 500 page textbook; yet, the results of the examination seem to

indicate that they did a fair j b of doing just that.
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Even more encouraging is the effective use of their groups nearly all

the students have made both this and past quarters. Few indeed coasted on

the work of others. Only four or five of the twenty-five groups so far

have been unable to operate effectively on a consistent basis. Most students

have found that the groups were a useful device for trading and testing

ideas, seeing whether their answers were plausible. Quite a cumber discovered

that when they found some questions particularly resistant, other group

membets had resolved them convincingly and vice versa. From my perspective,

the sight and sound of students in an introductory course engaging one

another in debate about the fine points of history warmed the soul and

vindicated my faith in them.

The experience with the case studies has been interesting and

instructive. Work in class has usually been hard and conscientious. But

a kind of cyclical pattern in enthusiasm and involvement established itself

in the first quarter and has been consistent over the la*t two quarters, in

spite of variations in course design. Great excitement and interaction

characterizes the work of the groups for about three weeks. Then, a

tendency towarl drawing back and letting others pick up slack sets in,

replaced finally by renewed enthusiasm toward the. end. As a counter measure

I have taken to setting aside a class period which is devoted to open

discussion for the course and my hopes for it and for the students. The

practice has a good effect, especially in reminding students about the

objectives of a course in which they have the lion's share of the birden

for discovery.

Disappointment in the level of_work exhibited ina-number of Case

study papers last quarter, repeated again this term; led me to adopt a

strategy quite in keeping with learning theory and, in fact, with common
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graduate school practice. Interestingly, the finished products of the

first quarter's class. with few exceptions, met my published standards for

the grade of B consistiltly so from the second paper on. Yet, last

quarter and this, many of the papers have not been that solid. Why the

first class of randomly selected freshmen should have turnld in better

papers than last quarter's sophomores and junior class or this quarter's

freshman class is a bit of a mystery. At any rate, I began to turn back,

with literary and substantive criticisms, papers I considered below honors

level. This quarter, I made it clear in the syllabus that papers could be

resubmitted as many times as a student wished without penalty. The last

grade the paper received would be recorded.

The result has been salutory. Papers have been worked up from the

mediocre to the exceptional. Students have learned something about

fashioning a public idea -- literately, logically and plausibly. Knowing

that they need not fail, they have been resourceful, energetic and often

imaginative in defining, analyzing and resolving historical problems.

ks I look back over student reactions and behavior; so far, a number

of still random impressions stand out. For one, the relief that mine

would not be a lecture course was nearly universal. (This was typically

expressed before I had presented my first lecture.) Closely allied to

this feeling was the opinion, expressed in a non-coercive situation, that

the case studies were much more valuable as a way of understanding the

timelessness of man's decision-making dilemmas than the standard lecture

and secondary source approach.

It is also my impression that nearly all of these students can express

themselves in writing fairly That is, given the informal guidelines

for the personal logs, sLudents communicate effectively and, for the most

part, with surprising grammatical facility. They use the vocabulary and
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phraseology they are comfortable with. They are direct. Most of the

time, they write in straightforward declarative sentences. The challenge

I have is to figure out a transfer technique. That is, I must get them

to resist the temptation to resort to an unfamiliar jargon and a highly

stylized phraseology when it comes to writing formal papers. If the

group papers are any measure, my constant reminders to them on this point

may have some effect.

Another impression is not nearly so random. It is, in fact, a

conviction. The objectives sought in the course must be made perfectly

clear to the student at the outset. If possible, something of tL

instructor's personal orientation toward material and pedagngy ought also

to be spelled out. In other words, the student has a right to know

precisely what is expected of him, how he will know if he is or is not

doing well and how he can improve his performance. The evaluation forms

filled out by the first class are unanimous in their appreciation of the

specificity with which my forty-page syllabus states objectives, course

organization, grading standard, and schedule and, further, states something

of my own approach to history and its values. The syllabus does not tell

them that the course is a breeze. Quite the contrary. The students all

realize that they will work hard. What they do believe is that the course

offers them an interesting opportunity to look at some aspects of history,

to use their own intelligence and to succeed. The syllabus is my contract

to them. On that basis, they'll sign up and work like hell.

Finally, let me try to anticipate possible points of critical inquiry.

Isn't my course only really catering to the current demand for the affective?

Surely the affective plays a role in my classroom. But its utility can
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easily be overlooked. What the group method does foremost is to establish

a behavioral reward system that is patently lacking in the passive lecture

mode. It simply will not do to argue that students, by and large, lack

motivation. Students are shrewder than we know. They conserve e-ergy in

order to expend it on what they regard as rewarding experiences. Because

we do not, in public instit,,cions, have the run of highly selected students

who are convinced already that the most rewarding experiences are those of

the mind, we have a far greater responsibility than Harvard professors for

example to create exciting classroom environments. So far, my students

have seen in the group approach, after some initial scepticism, not a

chance to hide again, but to work through some potentially interesting

problems with others of similar skills.

What is it then that I can certify about the students? Are they

better people for having taken the course? I am not prepared, anymore

than you are, to say that about my students. That is beyond my professional

and personal competence. I only certify what I am able to observe in the

classroom and am given, in my professional capacity, to evaluate. In that

case, are the students better students as a result of the course? Do they

know more about American history because they took my course rather than

another? Frankness compels me to admit that I really don't know whether,

six months or a year after the course, my students will retain any more

of the facts of histocy than any other group of students. I would not be

at all surprised, however, if they retained a fuller grasp of the factual

setting of the five case studies. Still I do not regard that as much of a

test, if only because, as an historian, I retain for ready recall only what

I use year after year. However, to the extent that logs and evaluations are

reliable, it appears that most of my students have developed an appreciation

for history. And, I am persuaded that on the average my students will have
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learned and retained many more of the techniques for investigating,

analyzing and resolving historical problems than students trained in

other surveys. Seventy-five percent of them will come out of my course

with a fair start along the road of intelligent problem-solving. Now,

that t-f me is much more meaningful a measure of success.

Which brings me back to my personal teaching credo. Let me restate

it in the broadest possible terms, thus returning to my opening premises.

I think it is incumbent upon public higher education to provide educational

opportunities on a grand scale -- as grand indeed as is necessary to man

this highly bureaucratized, technological society. Bring them in by the

score. Then, let us do something creative with their experience. Let us

introduce them to the excitement and challenges of the intellect. What is

incumbent upon us, in other words, is to ensure that the quality of public

higher education is not diluted. The easiest way to fail is to insist that

the task is impossible or that only if we get motivated students or only if

we get more money can we do anything. Do what? Reduce the student/teacher

ratio from 30 to 1 to 15 to 1? Forget it! We are nr,t about to enjoy that

luxury again. The point is that we are not a high priesthood, guarding the

sacred treasure of knowledge from the ravages of the uninitiated, but a

service profession whose aim it is to direct our students to '.he challenges

and rewards of intellectual experience.

We cannot afford the luxury of reaching only the motivated thirty

percent. For the most part, like students at the: private schools, they do

not really need us. Indeed, the Ivy League models are singularly inappro-

priate to our responsibility. That obligation is to stimulate, goad or

even trick the other seventy percent, who come to us already conditioned to

think they have nothing to contribute. To get to them means we must be
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willing to reexamine the nature of the classroom experience. It is, I

submit, our success or failure to awaken the intellects of this truly

hidden majority in our classrooms that will determine in a measure beyond

our calculation the possibility for a rational public politics in the

future.
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ON TEACHING IN THE UNIVERSITY: A RESPONSE

Carl Semmelroth *

Professor Buhl has raised a number of important and interesting issues

concerning the goals of a University education, the learning process, and the

implications of these things for the design of course instruction. In response

to his paper I will address myself to two aspects of what he has said, and

then, takin advantage of the prerogatives of a respondent, I will initiate

a small polemic of my own. First, I'd like to say a few things about why

I believe the design of the History course which be describes is an excellent

design. Second, I'll say why I think that he has done the right thing for

the wrong reasons. That is, although I like the course he designed, I don't

agree with what he says about it.

First then, why iE Professor Buhl's course design a good one? I propose

the following criteria for making that judgment. In order for a course to

be a good one, the instructor should know something, i.e., he should have

something to teach. Although this prerequisite is probably the most important

single requirement for effective formal education, it is often considered

frivolou; to talk about it seriously. The ::riteria of mastery of a subject

matter area for purposes of teaching in thzc area should be no less stringent

Shan those criteria used for hiring a researcher in that area. Also, just as

individuals vary in their degree of subject matter competence, different

disciplines and areas within disciplines vary with respect to how much is

known. Thus an instructor may fail to meet our first criterion for teaching

an effective course either because he is poorly trained in the subject matter,

or because the subject matter simply doesn't exist. In the present case, I

think we can safely assume that American HiStory since 1865 does exist, and

that Harvard University effectively implanted that subject matter into the

* Associate Professor, 1),..partment or Psychology, Cleveland State University
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repertoire of the instructor of History 112. I hesitate to give counter

examples the University for obvious reasons, but it doesn't seem to me to

make sense to create a formal institution of learning, at great expense, and

then offer courses in subject matter areas where the students are likely to

know as much as the instructor.

A second criterion for an effective course is to ask whether the students

are told in a helpful way what they are expected to learn, and how they are

expected to learn it. Jim Bouton in his book, "Ball Four", had some rather

succinct things to say about pitching coaches in major league baseball who's

major teaching technique is to say 'ate boy baby" when you threw strikes

and "you should never throw that pitch in that situation" when he threw

gopher balls. An exception was Johnny Sain who has a theory of pitching,

tells his pitchers what it is and helps them experiment with it. Well, I

would suggest that Professor Buhl is the Johnny Sain of History 112. Perhaps

he will not produce an Early Wynn or a Denny ".cLain, but I suspect that his

students find it a lot easier to learn history because he has told them what

to learn and given them "do-able" tasks to help them learn it. Giving students

"do-able" tasks from which they learn is probably the best way to describe

the so-called new educational technology, e.g, programmed instruction. As

Professor Buhl has demon$,Lcated in his history course, giving students

"do-able" tasks does not require a "teaching machine", nor must the tasks be

ridiculously simple. They must be merely "do-able".

Examples of tasks which are not "do-able" by students and from which it

is very difficult for them to learn are:' "To prepare for a mid-term on

Chapters 1-10 and everything in the first 5 weeks of lecture." or "To form

a group and design a psychological experiment." In short, it's just a lot

easier for students to learn something if we tell them as well as we can
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what they are expected to do in order to learn it.

Another criterion for a well designed course is: Are the students told

in a helpful way how their performance is to be evaluated? Professor Buhl

has designed a rather ingenious grading system 1.:L which students are "paid

off" for the quality of products to which they contribute but where that

pay-off is adjusted according to the quantity of their contribution to the

product. This grading scheme is one which I suspect does a good job of

informing the student about what is expected of him.

My reaction, then, to the course design which he has described is that

it is an excellent one because (1) it has a known subject matter, (2) the

instructor knows this subject matter, (3) the students are tdld in a helpful

way what they need to /earn, (4) the students are given "do-able" tasks

which help them learn, and (5) the students are told in a helpful way how

their performance is to be evaluated.

Now, my reaction to what he sa7s about his course and about higher

education in general. Professor Buhl has said that a meaningful measure of

the success of his course is tae number of students who leave the course having

been trained better in intelligent problem solving. This criterion for success

grows out of his statements of the value and function of higher education --

namely, "the challenge is .,. to educate more resourceful people, people who

are skilled in problem-solving of a general sort and who above all, have

have developed skills appropriate to understanding and affirming the best of

our cultural heritage."

I neither think that the goal of education is to train people in "a

general sort" of problem solving, nor do I think Professor Buhl's course does

this. Good education certainly does help people solve problems, but not

because it teaches them problem solving, but because it teaches them information
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and skills necessary to the solution of problems. The cultural heritage,

which Professor Buhl would like students to understand and affirm, consists

in large measure, of a recognition that knowledge is good, that it is worth-

while to learn. The reason it's good to know, rather than be ignorant, is

that knowledge enables us to solve problems that we could not otherwise solve

regardless of how clever we are or how good we are at "problem-solving" in

general. In short, I don't believe that Professor Buhl is teaching his

students resourcefulness; however, I do believe that he is teaching them

content which may very well be of use to them in the solution of problems

they will face.

Professor Buhl has a rather low opinion of lectures used to transmit

information and the instructor as an authority which I don't share. I don't

think there is anything intrinsic about lecturing, as a method of teaching,

which makt,s it a poor way to transmit information. I experienced a lot of

poor teaching, both lecturing and otherwise as a student just as he did, but

the lectures were poor because the instructor didn't bother-to tell us what

we were expected to learn from him, or what questions he was answering. I

also experienced good lecture courses, which did transmit information. In

fact, probably the best undergraduate instructor that I had taught statistics

by lecturing. Of course, he didn't teach statistics very long; they made

him an Assistant Dean.

As for the instructor as an authority, the term "authority" has several

definitions. One is "the right to control, command, of determine." Another

can be transmitted without authorities in the sense that they are "accepted

sources of information." Surely we cannot expect every student to research

again all physics and chemistry or, perhaps more to the print, historical

evenCs. Thus it would seem that the instructor should be an authority in the

sense that the student can depend onhim as a source of information.
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As for the instructor as an authority in the sense of having the right

to control, I suspect that Professor Buhl controls the behavior of the students

in his history course quite effectively. In fact he has told us that his

grading system and log book requirements were consciously designed to produce

particular student behaviors. Perhaps his objection, then, is to the instructor

as a punishing authority, in which case I agree. There are many problems with

the use of punishment as a method of regulating or controlling behavior aside

from jm.st ethical considerations. Its biggest problem is that the use of

punishment: makes avoidance behaviors reinforcing. Unfortunately, or fortunately,

depending on your point of view, the student has other ways to avoid punishment

in a course aside from the behavior of learning, for example, cheating, not

going to class, dropping the class or dropping out of school. But the solution

is not: to stop trying to control the students' learning, but rather to control

it better. One way of doing this is to design courses where the student can

be reinforced for learning rather than punished for not learning and I think

Professor Buhl ha done this.

And now my polemic. What is needed to impl:ove the quality of instruction

in the University is not so much the application of new methods of instruction

or innovative teaching. Rather we need innovative methods in the care and

feeding of instructors. I would maintain that the necessary ingredients of

good instruction are obvious to any professor who sits down and tries to

design a course. There is probably no professor at this University who

doesn't agree that it's more effective to tell students what: they are expected

to learn than it is to throw a lot of material at the students and then

reward the students who learned certain parts of the material and punish

those who didn't. And yet, many, if not most, of the courses which I exper-

ienced as an undergraduate, and I suspect many of the courses at this univer-

sity, were nothing more than a reading list and a set of exams. This doesn't
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mean that I didn't learn anything. But, we don't need most of the faculty

and most of the physical plant of the university in order to educate students

in this manner. All we need is the library and a set of exams over various

subject matter areas.

If it is true, as I have maintained, that the ingredients of good course

design are quite simple and in fact are: well known to all instructors, then

the question arises: Why aren't the courses uniformly much better?

I think there are several possible answers to this question. Let me

illustrate by giving you an only slightly apocryphal case history.

Mr. Jones, who was in the latter stages of his Ph.D. training, was

given a teaching fellowship which involved total responsibility for a course

in his area of interest. Because he intended to join the academy after

graduation, and make his living teaching, he was particularly excited about

this opportunity. . Jones had also given some thought to why he had been

less than satisfied with many of his university courses and was determined

to do better. He had learned to get good grades in school, and at the same

/earn something, however, it seemed to him that much of the effort required

to get good grades had very little'to do with learning. Much of it was spent

on outguessing his professors and fellow students. He had been around long

enough to suspect that one of the reasons why he had to guess what to study

and learn for exams was that many of his instructors didn't know what they

were going to put on the exams until t-.:::- hefore the exams. He was

determined to avoid this and other problems so that his students could devote

their energies entirely to learning course material rather than coursemanship.

He had some time during the summer to think about the design of his course

and a series of exam que!Itions covering the material he wanted the students

to learn. Come September, he opened his first class by handing out his
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carefully written syllabus containing course objectives and series of exam

questions and told his students that he was there to help them learn the

material. Things went well for the first week or so; the students were

attentive, they came to class, they asked relevant questions and Mr. Jones

really felt like a college professor. He gave the first exam and the results

were phenomenally good. Thirty7-five of his forty students had received 90%

or better. As the quarter went on he continued to get good exam papers but

he began to feel a little uncomfortable. First he began to worry about

grades. His tests just weren't discriminating very well among the students.

Furthermore, his students weren't acting very attentive in class. Their

questions were still relevant; that wasn't the problem. It was just that

they didr't look like they were paying attention and furthermore attendance

wasn't very good. In short, the students had stopped behaving toward him as

if he were a professor. The biggest problem he had was that he could see that

they were going much faster than he expected and he woulI have to add some more

material to the course. a decided to add,a require,/ Lem paper The day he

announced the paper and described the various options involved with it was

the best he'd had in several weeks. The students perked up, looked attentive,

several came up afterward and talked and he again felt like a professor. The

papers turned out to be quite uneven in quality ard his grading problem was

solved. Furthermore, he found that when he talked to other teaching fellows

about some of the lousy papers his students had written they seemed interested

and told him about some of their own experiences whereas earlier when he had

attempted to tell them about how well his class was doing, they didn't seem

much interested.

The following quarter Mr. Jones was given another course to teach. He

didn't have very much time to prepare for it, so he was forced to prepare

pretty much week by week. He still attempted to tell the students ahead of
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time what was going to be on the exams, but he found this to be a difficult

task week by week. He became increasingly reluctant to tell his students

what his hastily prepared questions were because the students seemed to be

looking for a rote answer to memorize and put on the exams. He therefore

adopted the technique of talking in general about what was to be on exams.

This seemed to work better and furthermore attendance and student interest

went up dramatically. Three years later Dr. Jones is an assistant professor

at a large mid-western university. He teaches principally by lecturing with

a required text, a mid-term and a final exam plus two short papers. He has

a student, a Mr. Smith, who is thinking about going to graduate school and

becoming a college professor because he is quite dissatisfied with the amount

of effort he must spend out-guessing his instructors and other students to

get good grades and he thinks he could do much better than Professor Jones.

My point is that the problem of improving instruction in the university

is not one of finding innovative teaching methods. The problem is to find

innovative methods of making the use of effective teaching methods desirable

and rewarding for ourselves so that we will use the methods already available.

In summary, although I don't agree with everything Professor Buhl has

said about the goals and methods of teaching, I do think that the History

course which he has designed takes into account very well the ingredients

needed for effective teaching. However, I suggest that the major challenge

is to make whatever changes are necessary so that the consequences to our-

selves for effective teaching methods are more desirable than the consequences

for the use of ineffective teaching methods. If we can do that, someone else

will not need to do it for us.
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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TEACHING SECONDARY UNDERGRADUATE METHODS

Robert H. MacNaughton *
Richard J. McArdle +

A new College of Education in a new university seems the proper place

for an innovative approach to the perennial problems that surround the pre-

service, secondary methods course offerings. The problems are legion. Some

of the more frequently articulated include: the criticism that theory is

separate from the real world of the seondary school; the criticism that

there is an instructional emphasis on unsupported generalization rather than

development of specific skills and competencies; alienation of liberal arts

faculty in course planning; and failure to adequately involve secondary

school teachers in planning for the related field experience portion of these

courses. With these in mind, and after numerous conferences among College of

Education faculty, liberal arts college chairmen and public school personnel,

a new course, Education EDS 300, Curriculum and Methods, was launched.

The new course brings together those concerned wi.th what to teach and

those concerned with how to teach, in an attempt to produce a better pre-

pared teacher. It tries to do this in part in the real atmosphere of the

public school classroom with the assistance of an experienced teacher.

The basic principles guiding the new course are as follows:

That preparation of teachers should be a tear effort involving
academic specialists, experts in classroom procedures, and
classroom teachers in the field.

That performance criteria for the methods students should be
established and that a systematic design be drawn to enable the
students to attain these criteria.

* Associate Professor, Secondary Education, Cleveland State University.

+ Professor and Chairman, Elementary and Secondary Education, North Florida
State University.
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In keeping with these principles, the following course objectives

were established to enable the prospective teacher:

1. To develop an appropriate concept of his discipline.

2. To select what should be taught in his area of specialization
and develop a rationale for this.

3. To select and state behaviorally appropriate instructional
objectives to give direction to his teaching.

4. To systematically plan procedures for carrying out his stated
objectives.

5. T1 practice various teaching strategies.

6. To develop and test out a theoretical base for maintaining
the learning environment.

7. To analyze the verbal and non-verbal aspects of the teaching
act in general and apply this analysis to his own teaching
behavior.

8. To identify and explain specific, recent ianovations in
education.

9. To practice implementing specific instructional objectives.

In osier to implement these objectives, each one was analyzed,

breaking it into "tasks" which the student needed to accomplish. For

each task, learning activities were identified which were needed to

provide the required skill, knowledge, etc., to accomplish the task.

Finally, a performance standard was chosen which would indicate that

the student had successfully completed the objectives.

The following is 8.n example of breaking an objective into tasks,

teaming activities, and performance standards.

Objective #3 - To select and state behaviorally appropriate
instructional objectives to give direction to
his teaching.
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e.

Items "A" through "E" illustrate the tasks to accomplish Objective

A. The learner must be able to distinguish between broad
educational objectives and instructional objectives.

B. The learner must be able to distinguish between instructional
objectives which are behaviorally stated and those that are
not.

C. The learner must be able to identify the domain of a given
objective as belonging to the lowest or higher than lowest
level of cognition.

D. The learner must be able to classify cognitive objectives as
belonging to the lowest or higher than lowest level of
cognition.

E. The learner must be able to write objectives in each of the
three domains and indicate the level of the cognitive
objectives.

Some learning activities for tasks A-E include:

Reading programmed text on behavioral objectives, viewing
film strips on behavioral objectives (optional), participating
in small and large group discussions, and conferring with
instructors.

The performance standard consists of a three-part written test in

which the student must identify a list of 20 objectives as behavioral or

not (minimal: 18 right); identify the primary domains of 10 objectives

(minimal: 9 right); identify level of 10 cognitive objectives, indicating

whether the objective is of the lowest level or higher than lowest

(minimal: 10 right).

Course Components and Scheduling

In order to achieve the objectives, the course is divided into

four basic components, two theory and two practice-centered. In one of

the theoretical components, students are grouped without regard to
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their area of academic concentration. This component'emphasizes the

pedagogical, such as stating objectives, planning lessons, analyzing

teaching, managing the classroom, etc.

The second theoretical component concentrates sn the student's

specialty and emphasizes content. A subject mattes: specialist from the

College of Education, a representative of the appropriate academic

department, or possibly both, usually conduct this component.

The two practice-centered components are divided between actual

field experience in selected schools and simulated laboratory experience

on campus. The field experience consists of regular, specified group

experiences, each with a specific performance objective developed

cooperatively between the University and representatives from the schools

involved.

Some examples of these field experience objectives are as follows.

The student will:

(1) describe the school community and indicate the impact on
the school program.

(2) identify a variety of teaching techniques and teacher
behaviors and observe as many examples of these as possible.

(3) identify and evaluate various means of attaining effective
classroom control and management routines.

(4) analyze and evaluate the role expectation of a teacher in a
classroom and in the toti-,1 school 1,creaucracy.

(5) practice establishing instructional objectives, assess the
readiness of learn)ars to attain these objectives, and plan
to teach a lesson tn an individual or group of learners
to attain these objectives.

The simulated laboratory experience consists of many activities,

such as micro-teaching, programming, simulation gaming, tutoring, etc.
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Various time arrangements have been triee for this course, but at

present students register for eight quarter hours of credit, blocking out

two hours every morning for the ten-week quarter. The ten weeks are

divided into blocks of time for each of the components. The theoretical

components are divided equally between pedagogical and content-oriented

methods. The practical components consist of two weeks of concentrated

experiences in a cooperative school and four weeks of simulated laboratory

experiences on campus.

Effects

Judged by the standard of the degree to which students who take

Curriculum and Methods can meet the performance criteria, the course

has been successful. A majority of the students can state objectives

behaviorally, can play systematically for their attainment, and can meet

the other performance standards. In addition, every student has an

opportunity to rate the course, and the tabulations over the quarter

are generally positive. The real issue, however, is the extent to which

the course objectives produce students who possess competencies which

will enable them, as secondary classroom teachers, to facilitate their

pupils' learning. On this much evidence is still out. However, the

results to date have led to a desire on the part of the faculty in the

Department of Secondary Education to further revise the undergraduate

professional curriculum. For the past year a committee has been studying

the problem with the resulting recommendations: to enlarge the time

block for the course by merging the Evaluation and Measurement course,

triple the field experience time, provide for various alternatives
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(programming, gaming, open classroom, etc.), and further individualize

instruction through development of learning packets.

Conclusion

The course has not been without its problems. Chief among them

has been the coordination of syllabi and continuously changing time and

space allotments. True coordination requires that faculty members

communicate within and across departmental and institutional lines. It

has not been easy, and placing the entire curriculum in such an arrangement

will certainly increase the problem. The faculty has, however, committed

itself to this direction; and it is not likely that it would be satisfied

to return to the old arrangements, even if at times it seems the simplest

thing,to do. Continuing favorable reports from student questionnaires,

as well as favorable reports on student teachers in the field, help to

support the conviction that we are moving in the right direction.
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A SYSTEM FOR PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONAL DIALOGUES ON A SMALL COMPUTER

Phillip L. Emerson *

A system is in operation whereby a teacher may compose a sequence

of lessons to be stored on computer tape and administered automatically

to a student via a teletype terminal. The system is highly flexible in

that the capacity for branching and cycling within a lesson sequence,

depending on the student's responses, is almost unlimited. Also, the

lesson author is provided with almost the full capacity of a powerful

text manipulation language, SNOBOL, for making transformations and tests

on the student's responses. An additioL:al important feature is that the

lesson author may provide a glossary of information which the system

then uses to answer cuestions that the student may ask during a lesson.

The system can accommodate variations in the style of lesson composition

to take the best advantage of the particular combination of memory size

and mass storage device.

INTRODUCTION

We describe here the main functions of a set of programs for writing

and automatically executing a sequence of dialogues or lessons. Such a

system could probably be implemented on many of the various models of

minicomputers (Sidowski, 1971) which are now available. However, some

form of mass storage device, interfaced to the computer, is an essential

part of the hardware system. The style of the lesson programming examples

;,.re tends to reflect our hardware configuration, which is an 8K PDP-9

with three DEC tape drives, but variations of style are discussed that

* Associate Professor of Psychology, Cleveland State University.
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would be appropriate for systems with more or less core memory, and

with other mass storage devices such as disk or drum.

The fundamentals of the course author language are explicated and

exemplified in order to convey a taste of its flexibility and simplicity.

It is founded on the SNOBOL language, and particularly on an early version

(Farber, et al., 1964). Although there are now later versions (Farber,

et al., 1966; Forte, 1967; Griswold, et al., 1968), the earlier one was

most feasible for a small computer.

ORGANIZATION OF A LESSON SEQUENCE

A course of instruction consists of a sequence of lessons which

are written into files on the mass storage device by means of the normal

alphanumeric source program input device, a teletype in our case. The

number of lessons in a course and the lengths of the lessons are variable

according to the subject matter and the' particular objectives of the

sequence. A lesson is divided into a sequence of sections, each section

consisting of a sequence of lines on a teletype. The length of a section

is the main stylistic variable whereby the best advantage may be taken of

the particular hardware system. During the execution of a sequence, a

single section resides in core memory at any given time. Thus, conditional

branching and cycling within a section may be done freely. Branching and

cycling between sections are also possible, but they involve searching

through the lesson file on the mass storage device, which may mean

significant delays in execution unless the device is a disk or a drum.

In addition to the lesson files, the course author may optionally provide

a glossary file containing terms, definitions, explanations, examples,
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and the like, to be used in response to questions from the student

during the execution of a lesson.

The Lesson File. The largest self -cont fined unit is a lesson

whose length is usually determined by constraints on the duration of a

student session, and convenient divisions of the subject matter.

The Glossary File Name. The first line in the lesson file contains

only the name of the glossary file to be used in answering questions.

TILL- name should be started at the left margin. If the author chooses

aot to provide a. glossary, this line is necessary anyway, and a dummy

name should be supplied.

Section Numbers. The sections in the lesson file are separated

by section numbers prefixed by the number sign, #, on the left margin.

The Sections should be numbered in increasing order, but not necessarily

consecutively. We usually start by using the sequence of section

numbers, #5, #10, #15, etc., so that gaps are left for the possible

insertion of new sections if the lesson is edited later. Nothing

else should appear on the same line with a section number. After the

last section in a lesson, an additional dummy section number should be

included as the last line in the file.

Section Lines. The executable part of the lesson consists of

the sequences of lines within sections. These lines are for the most

part statements in the SNOBOL language.

SNOBOL is a language for the storage, retrieval, and manipulation

of strings of alphanumeric characters. A SNOBOL statement consists of
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three parts: (1) A label, (2) a rule, (3) a goto. The rule is the

executable part whereby string manipulations ara performed and tests

are made. The goto provides a way of conditionally branching out of

the normal sequence of execution which is the sequence in which the

statement are written. The label of a statement acts as its address

which may be specified as the destination of a branch via the goto

of some ()the). statement.

In SNOBOL rules, strings of characters may be created, stored,

retrieved, manipulated, and tested. Storaj ;e and retrieval ordinar±ly

are performed by the use of string names. The other operations may

involve reference to strings by their names, or by the specification of

the literal contents of strings. Rules may be classified by the

operations performed, and there are three main kinds. They are: (1)

formation rules, (2) pattern matching rules, and (3) replacement rules.

The formation rule simply creates a strong with a specified name, giving

it specified contents.

An example is

X = '123'

This rule when executed forms a string named X with the contents, 123.

Apostrophes are used to specify the literal contents of a string. The

string named X will now contain 123 until some other rule is executed

giving X some different content3. Thus, a formation rule defines a

string name and also implicitly performs a storage operation. The contents

of X can be retrieved and examined later merely by mentioning the name
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X in a SNOBOL rule.

The pattern matching rule provides a way of examining the contents

of a named string, and making tests thereon. It formally resembles a

formation rule, but without the equals sign. An example is

X '23'

This rule causes the contents of X to be scanned for an occurrence of

the substring, 23. A pattern matching rule is said to succeed or fail

according to whether or not an occurrence of the specified pattern

was found on the scanned string. The above rule would succeed if X

were previously defined by the formation rule above, since the string,

'.1.23,ccncains the substring, 23. The success or failure of a pattern

matching rule can be used for conditional branching by means of the goto

of the statement as indicated below.

The replacement rule combines the pattern matching rule and the

formation rule to permit the scanning of a string for a specified

pattern and the substitution of something else for the pattern in the

second string, all in one operation. For example,

X '23' = '4'

causes the contents of the string named X to be scanned for an occurrence

of the substring, 23. If successful, the string, 4, would be substituted

for 23. For X initially having the contents, 123, the result of the

execution of this replacement rule would be that X would now have the

contents, 14.

These three kinds of rules provide a flexible and powerful basis

for all Rinds of string operations. Other features of SNOBOL significantly
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augment this power and flexibility, notably, string variables, arithmetic,

and indirect referencing (Farber, et al., 1964). However, we may

ptoceed to see how labels, rules and gotos are combined into statements.

The label is the first part of the statement, the rule the

second, and the goto the third. The label is some string of

alphanumeric characters. It should be typed starting at the left margin.

The label is optional if there is to be no transfer to the statement

from some statement other than the immediately preceding one. If a

statement has no label it should begin with a space or tab.

The label, rile, and goto are on the same line, separated by spaces

or tabs. The goto begins with a slash, and the remaining part takes a

form depending the desired conditions of branching. The unconditional

goto consists of a slash followed by a ,,,;et of parentheses enclosing

a specification of the label of the stalert to be executed next.

For example,

/(3) /(7) i(START)

are unconditional gotos. A conditional goto is similar, but' either the

symbol S or F occurs before the leading parenthesis to specify a

transfer only on success or failure, respectively, of the pattern match

in the rule of the statement. Both cases may be specified. For

example,

/F(3) /S(7) /F(7)S(START)

are conditional gotos. A simple application of these features is in

writing a statement to substitute spaces for hyphens on the string

named LINE.

SUBS LINE ' = ' /S(SUBS)
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The statement label is SUBS. The rule causes the contents of LINE to

be scanned for an occurrence of a hyphen. If one is found. a space

(specified by the space between the two apostrophes ro the right of the

equals sign) is substituted for it and the rule succeeds. In that

case, control transfers to the same statement tb be executed again.

This goes on until there are no more hyphens in the contents of LINE,

and control then passes to the next statement in the program. Lines

beginning with an asterisk are comments. They are ignored in

execution and are useful only for the humans who read the program

listing.

The course author language is based on SNOBOL but it has some

other features that are not part of SNOBOL. The input and output

commands, for example are not of the conventional SNOBOL kind. To

have "THE QUICK BROWN FOX" typed on the teletype, the course author

uses the special symbol, T:, in a rule in the following way

T: 'THE QUICK BROWN FOX'

To read a student's response from the keyboard into the special

string, R:, the special symbol, S:, is used in a statement as illustrated

in the examples below.

Aside from these differences, the other main one is that the

statement labels are restricted to numerical positive integers. A

transfer may be made via a goto to any numbered statement only in the

current section, but to any different section (to the first statement

in it) by using the number sign and section number in the goto. Also,

there are some special system routines that may be transferred to by
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placing their names in a goto. They will be illustrated below.

Most of the features are illustrated in the following short section

in a lesson

#40

T: 'WHEN DID BEKESY WIN A NOBEL PRIZE?'

1 S:

R: '?' " /S(ASK)

R: '1961' /F(3)

2 T: 'THAT IS CORRECT.' /(NEXT)

3 R: 'NINETEEN SIXTY ONE /S(2)

T: 'IN WHAT YEAR?' /(1)

#45

Putting NEXT into a goto as in line number 2 above, causes a

transfer to the next section which would be #45 in this case. Line nut6ber

1 causes a line to be read from the keyboard into the string, R:. The

line after line number 1 is a test of whether or not the response ends

with a question mark. If so, control is transferred to the system routine,

ASK, which looks in the glossary file for an entry term identical to the

part of the response preceding the question mark.
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This example does not illustrate particularly good programming

practice. It treats as correct any string containing "1961" or "nineteen

sixty one" as a substring, which clearly includes such response as "not

in 1961", etc. The tests on the response string can be made more exten-

sive to test for a number of likely paraphrases of the correct answer,

and to test for various incorrect answers with appropriate guidance

toward a correct answer. Some improvements are made in the following

revision of the section in the above example.

#40

TRY = '1'

T: 'WHEN DID BEKESY WIN A NOBEL PRIZE?'

1 S:

R: " /S(ASK)

2 R: ' = " /S(2)

3 R: ' = ' /S(3)

R: 'NOT' /F(4)

T: 'PLEASE ANSWER AS SIMPLY AS POSSIBLE.' /(1)

4 R: '1961' /F(5)

6 T: 'CORRECT!' / (NEXT)

5 R: 'NINETEEN SIXTY ONE' /S(6)

R: 'NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY ONE' /S(6)

R: 'NINETEEN HUNDRED SIXTY ONE' /S(6)

TRY '1' /F(8)
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T: 'IN WHAT YEAR?'

TRY = '2' /(1)

8 T: 'IN 1961 BEKESY WON THE NOBEL PRIZE'

T: 'IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE.' /(NEXT)

#45

Here the same question is asked, but lines 2 and 3 reduce the response

to a more standard form by substituting spaces for hyphens and single

spaces for multiple spaces. The line after 3 tests for negation, and

the student is asked to rephrase his answer if it contained the word,

"not". Lines 4, 5, and the three following 5 rest for five variants

of the correct answer. Then a test is made for whether or not the

present incorrect answer is the first or second one given. If it is

the first, the student is prompted, "in what year?" and given another

chance to answer. If he is wrong a second time, the transfer is to

line 8, where he is given the correct answer. Another improvement

could be made by changing the goto, /(NEXT), in line 6, to /(#50),

and then writing in section #45 the same question in a slightly different

form. Thus, #45 would be skipped if the student gave the correct

answer in #40. The tests for variant forms of the correct answer at

line 5 and the two following lines could be made more easily, essentially

in a single statement, by the use of string variables, a feature of

SNOBOL that we have not discussed here.
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The system reads a full section into core memory from the mass

storage devic, and then executes it. It then reads in another section,

overlaying the last, and Y.:ecutes it. The program lines of the preceding

section are lost when overlayed, but the c,atents of any strings defined

by the execution of the preceding section are not. Thus, in the last

example above, tin :.trings, TRY and R: would still have the contents

last given there in #40, after transfer to the next section. The string

preservation feature permits a m,re or less connected dialogue to extend

over several sections even though the amount of core memory available

limits the lengths of the sections. This feature, together with the

capability of branching out of the section sequence, is the basis of

a capacity for a tradeoff between core memory size and the speed of the

mass storage device, to maximize the efficiency of execution.

The Last Section in a Lesson. The last section may inform the

student that the lesson is ended, congratulate him for finishing, and

inform him as to the file name and general subject matter of the next

lesson. It may also suggest something for him to read before starting

the next lesson.

The Glossary File. The transfer to ASK, as seen in the gotos of

the examples above, actually causes a transfer to a system routine

which searches through the glossary file prov.ided by the author. The

same glossary might be used for a whole course of lessons, but an

interesting option is to use a different glossary for each lesson in a

sequence, where the successive glossaries become more refined or

technical. They might be made to correspond to a sequence of models of
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the student's cognitive structure of the subject matter as he progresses

through the lessons. For example, in a course on statistics starting

at an elementary level, the entry for "distribution" for an early lessen

might simply describe and give an example of a frequency distribution.

For a later lesson, the same term might be .the key to an entry which

classifies distribution as empirical frequency distributions and

theoretical probability distributions, defining several common forms,

of the latter.

The structure of the glossary file is as follows. It consists of

a sequence of entries, each consisting of one or more lines, with

successive entries separated by a line containing nothing but an

asterisk on the left margin. In general, an entry consists of a term

followed by a colon, followed by the body. The term is the lexical

key to the entry, i.e., the part that the system attempts to match

with the significant part of the student's query (the query term).

There are two kinds of entries, direct and indirect. Tt-?. indirect

entry is distinguished by the fact that the first part of its body is

the string, "SEE", which is then followed by the referent term which

is a term for some other entry called the "referent". An indirect

entry consists of only one line. The body of a direct entry may occupy

the remainder of the first line and usually several more lines of text

defining the term, giving examples, etc. The only strict requirement

on the order of the entries in the glossary file is that indirect entries

must precede their referents. This is necessary because the system searches

from beginning to end starting with a query term. When it encounters
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an indirect entry whose term matches the query term, it replaces the

query term with the referent term and continues the search, etc., until

either a direct entry term is matched or the end of the file is reached.

If a direct entry term is not matched, that whole entry is displayed

to the student. If not, an appropriate message is printed. In either

case, control is then passed back to the beginning of the section in

which the student's query occurred. A brief example of part of a glo3sary

file is as follows:

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: SEE D.,STRIBUTION

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION: SEE DISTRIBUTION

RELATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: SEE DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION: THREE KINDS OF DISTRIBUTIONS ARE: FREQUENCY, PROBABILITY,
AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ARE
EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS FORMED BY SETTING UP A SET OF MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
AND EXHAUSTIVE CATEGORIES ON SOME VARIABLE, AND THEN COUNTING THE NUMBER
OF OBSERVATIONS FROM SOME FINITE SAMPLE, FALLING WITHIN EACH OF THE
CATEGORIES. A RELATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION IS DERIVABLE FROM A
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION BY DIVIDING EACH CATEGORY FREQUENCY BY THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS ARE MUCH LIKE RELATIVE
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, BUT WITH EMPIRICAL RELATIVE FREQUENCIES REPLACED
BY PROBABILITIES DERIVED USUALLY FROM T1EORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT
THE RANDOM PROCESS. SEE PROBABILITY.

Here, there are three indirect entries ail referring to a sIngie

direct entry. Note that "SEE PROBABILITY" a: the end of the DISTRIBUTION

entry is merely a part of the text to be displayed, and does not functlon

as an indirect referc.nce, since the -SEE" dues not immediately follow tie

first colon on the first line of the entry. It merely su,gests to the

student that more relevant information might be obtained by a query about

probability. Presumably, the glossary file contains such an entry.
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Sirxe the glossary search depends on an exact characterwise match

of the contents of R: to an entry term, it may be wise to preprocess

the conterv.a. of R: a little before transferring to the system routine,

ASK. For example, it might help to substitute spaces for tabs, to

remove extra spaces, and to remove punct-uation such as periods and quotation

marks. Such operations are easily programmed in a few extra SNOBOL

statements. But even with this kind of editing, the format of the query

is quite restricted.

It is possible to carry the preprocessing to higher levels, removing

insignificant phrases such as "what is," "what are," and "what does

mean:" For extensive preprocessing of queries, the

lesson may contain a set of special sections for that purpose, which are

transferred to only when the student asks a question. However, it is-

rarely worthwhile to try to-carry the preprocessing to very high levels.

The linguistic competence of the student to edit and transform his

question usually is far greater than that provided by any small set of

computer instructions.

CONCLUSION

By now there are quite a few computer progrEzs and systems designed

specifically to facilitate the composition of lessons to be administered

by a computer. Zinn (1969) and Frye (1969) included about thirty different

ones in their comparative reviews. In some cases, they found little

basis for comparison, due to the heterogeneity of objectives. The present

system, regarded simply as an abstract coursewriter language, probably

does not really excel on any of the common criteria of comparison. Its
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main distinction is that it is designed for and is being used on a

computer without a great deal of core memory. With due credit for

this handicap it probably would compare favorably with most other

systems. The present system trades a little intuitiveness to gain

much freedom for the course auti:or to simrlate the real-time decision

process of a sensitive tutor. The "ugly" aspect is that the course

author must think at the level of character strings. but this level of

analysis may be natural for some instructional subjects such as computer

programming.
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THE ADMINISTRATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION: AN EXPERIMENTAL
APPROACH TO FINDING IMPROVED PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

S. Ray Schultz *

McConnell and Lamphear (1969), in reporting results of an experiment

in teaching principles of economics without lectures, conclude that the

substitution of capital for labor in such a situation can be done success-

fully. But they caution that this does not necessarily mean it should be

done. Their reason for caution is that the substitution as they view it

eliminates student-teacher contact.

There may be a way between the horns of the dilemma. McConnell and

Lamphear define pedagogical capital and classroom labor as complete oppo-

sites. Pedagogical capital, for them, includes only materials created

by someone other than the professor in charge of the course. Classroom

labor implies only the labor of the professor in charge, lecturing to

the students. Why not re-define pedagogical capital to include materials

that utilize the voice and/or picture of the professor in charge of the

course, such as cassette recordings and video tapes? Such capital would

represent the congealed labor of the professor. When pedagogical capital

is viewed in this way, it may he sensible to push very far in substituting

capital for labor.

Again, if capital is definel to include the professor's congealed

labor, then, in response to the caution raised by McConnell and Lamphear,

it should be asked, 'Lo we have any choice?"' This response is suggested

in light of the rapidly increasing; costs of,higher education, the current

*Associate Professor, General Administration, Cleveland State University
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recession, and the public's uneasiness with respect to the college

community.

Baumol (1967) has argued that the technological structure of education

is such that the quality of teaching, similar to the quality of the live

performance of a horn r. -artet, is judged on the basis of the number of

'ours used to produce the product (or service). He, :thus, argued that

education is a technologically nonprogressive industry. He declared that

within ,sducation, innovations, capital accumulation, and economies of

large scale generally do not occur and thus, there are not significant

increases in output per hour of work. Persons who have been studying

the costs of higher education are agreed that these costs have been

increasing very rapidly. This is prima facie evidence in support _c

Baumol's position. More directly yet, some writers (e.g. Ianni, 1964

and Martin, 1968) say that innovation has been occurring very slowly in

higher education. Lanni says the average time lag between the development

of a new finding in medicine and its application is two years; while the

time lag in education is often 30 years.- Yet, increasing costs of educa-

tion, plus an observed slow rate of innovation, do not persuade one to

agree. with Baumol's view of the technological structure of education.

A major reason why innovations have come slowly in higher education

is not the technological structure but rather the incentive system. To

innovate in teaching has not seemed worthwhile to faculty. They have been

receiving pay increases and promotions largely on the basis of research

publications; but experimentation with new ways of tea'.:hing is time-

consuming and competes directly with opportunities to publish research
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findings.

However, the tide could be turning now. One reason is that there

are now several journals that publish research findings based upon experi-

mentation in teaching. Also, there are now enough new technologists and

techniques available that there is much research to be done.

As it now seems reasonable to expect more educational research,

suggestions for guidelines seem in order. The remainder of this paper

is presented as one example of educational research designed to move in

the direction of improved production functions in higher education.

Experiment in Teaching Business Statistics (Fall 1969)

In the Fall of 1969, introductory business statistics was taught as

an experiment: (1) No formal lectures were given. (2) The textbook used

was programmed. (3) The center of activity was the statistics laboratory

room. There, students could participate in any one of several activities.

They could solve laboratory problems. They could discuss statistical

problems and concepts with one another, the lab assistant, or the professor

in charge of the course. The professor and his assistant were'present at

all lab sessions, and they deliberately tried to encourage discussions.

(4) Students could choose to listen to tape recordings on any one of six

major topics in introductory business statistics. These recordings were

accompanied by parallel written material. The student, to gain from this

procedure, had to listen to the tape recorder, while at the same tim6 look-

ing at the parallel written material and occasionally responding in writing

on the parallel written material before him. This was similar to a pro-

grammed technique, but with the student listening as well as seeing and

responding; but also he could be doing all this while in the midst of

several other students who might be doing the same, or might be working on
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lab problems or discussing them with one another, the assistant, or the

professor. (5) There was limited self-pacing, until after the first

quiz was given. Students were allowed to chco.5- the day for taking that

first quiz, provided they took it before a specified deadline date.

(6) The total environment was quite free and informal. Students were

encouraged to talk freely with one another and/or le lab assistant

and/or the professor, as they chose. Students were encouraged to move

about the la;:her spacious room, to sit whenever and wherever they chose,

and in fact to leave or enter the room as they chose. This objective

seemed to be accomplished. At several times during the quarter, students

who were not in the course entered, sat down, and talked together, appar-

ently without realizing that a class was in session.

Theoretical Framework and Model ?led in the Analysis

Most of the data used for analysis were obtained by administering

a questionnaire to all students in the course, after they completed the

final examination. The questionnaire was designed to provide the infor-

mation needed for estimation of the parameters of a linear multiple

regression model. Such a model could be written as follows:

X
1
= A + B

2
X
3

+ . . . + B X
P P

The letters, A, B2, B3, . . B designate parameters. The "B" values are

regression coefficients. In this particular model, X15 refers to number

of hours per week the student worked for income while he was in the course.

B15 should be interpreted as follows: Suppose B15 = -0.27. This would

mean that on the average, for each additional hour of work per week for

income while the student was in the course, his grade in the course
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declined by the amount, 0.27 of a point. The equation actually fitted to

the data obtained could be written as follows:

X
1
= a+b2 X

2
+ b3X3 .+ . +bP X

p'
where a is an estimate of

A, 1) is an estimate of B2, and so on. (The estimators, a, bl, b2, . .

b
P'

being based upon sample data are of course subject to sampling error.)

The grade in the course was the dependent variable. The independent

variables are broadly described by the following subsets: (1) background

of th. student, (2) the student's manner of operation while in the course,

and (3) the student's attitude toward the way in which the course was

conducted.

The subset of background variables is as follows: X2 is lack of fear

of mathematics; X3 is age of student; X4 is exposure to mathematics in

senior high school; X5 is exposure to mathematics in college. "Exposure"

implies oniy the number of courses taken, and does not include either the

level of soplaistication of the courses or the grade earned. X6 is number

of years spent studying foreign languages; X7 is number of years spent

studying music. Both X6 and X7 were included, on the assumption that the

more a student had worked with symbols, the more successful he would be in

learning statistics. X
14

is marital status (single, zero; married, one);

X
16

is total exposure to mathemat:_cs in senior high school and college

(merely the sum of X4 aad X5); X17 is number of college credit hours

completed before the student ente-:ed the course (regarded as a measure of

academic maturity); X19 is the verbal SAT score, X20 is the quantitative

SAT score.

The subset of variables designed to describe the student's manner of

operation while in the course is as follows: X8 is amnunt of discussion
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of statistics with the professor in charge of the course; X9 is amount of

discussion of statistics with the student assistant; X
10

is amount of

discussion of statistics with other students; X13 is a measure of how

early the first test was taken. A higher number implies "earlier". The

earliest date was represented by 15, and the latest, by one. X15 is hours

worked per week for income while taking the statistics course. "For income"

was specified, because then "hours worked" should represent an inflexible

constraint upon the student's time available for studying. Here, the

direction of relationship was hypothesized to be inverse. X
18

is number

of other students the respondent usually worked with on statistics while

in the course. This variable is similar to X10, but the method of

measurement is different.

The subset of variables designed to measure the student's attitude

toward the way the course was conducted is as follows: X11 is usefulness

of the taped prcsellt:::Itions; X12 is the student's evaluation of self-pacing.

The Findings

There were 118 students in the course, lnd a completed questionnaire

was obtained from each student. However, SAT scores were not available

for all these students, so the model was fitted for the 66 students for

whom the SAT scores were available, to avoid specification bias. The

model was also fitted for all 118 observations for comparison purposes,

and no significant differences in mean values were found. In the model

fitted to the 66 observations, wherever the standard error of a regression

coefficient was larger than the coefficient, that variable was eliminated

from the model. The coefficient of determination, then, was found to

equal 0.4546, which is significant at the 0.01 level.
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In Table 1, are shown the regression coefficient, standard error,

and computed "t" value for each variable retained in the model. In that

table, all signs shown are hypothesized, except the sign attached to X20,

the quantitative SAT score. From this result, ability in mathematics as

measured by the SAT. quantitative score is not directly related to success

in learning applied statistics. If there is a statistically significant

relationship, it is inverse. This result is not entirely unique. Paden

and Moyer (1969) found an inverse relation between the amount of mathematics

students took in college and how well they performed in economics. Further,

a report from both Harvard and the University of Michigan (1970) indicated

that those who had studied more mathematics did not perform in statThtics

as much better as might have been expected than their colleagues. But

now, are we to believe that the more ability a student has in mathematics,

as measured by the quantitative SAT score, the less success he will have in

learning applied statistics when taught in the manner de'scribed in this

article? Further light on this question may be shed by the simple correla-

tion coefficients for the full model. These are shown in Table 2.

Referring to Table 2, it appears that who had higher quanti-

tative FAT scores tended to have less fear.of mathematics than other students,

and had higher verbal SAT scores. Both these variables are significantly

and positively related to success in learning applied statistics. It may be

that ability in mathematics is important for learning statistics, but that

manipulative skill is not the critical component. The quantitative SAT

score (X20).is significantly and inversely related to X8 and X10, the

amount of discussion of statistics with the professor and with other students.

It may be that the style of learning of students with higher ability in
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mathematics 'is that they learn quite independently of the professor,

student assistant, and other students; and that they prefer to learn in

their own way and without hurrying, when the course is taught as described

in this article. It may even be that the way the experimental course was

operated, it tended to be biased against such students.

Variable X16, "total" exposure to mathematics, has a significant

relation to success in learning applied statistics, but in contrast to

X20, this reJation is positive. The relationship of X16 to other inde-

pendent variables is similar, to that of Xn, the quantitative SAT score.

For, example, students who had more "total" exposure to mathematics did

not report more discussion of statistics with the professor, lab assistant,

or other students. Yet, X16 and X20 are not correlated together, and so

these two variables might be taken as independent indicators that students

who feel they have some ability in mathematics prefer to work rather

independently and at their own pace in an applied statistics course.

This could be called a private style of learning.

Based on Table 2, the variable X9, amount of discussion of statistics

with the student assistant, has statistically significant positive correla-

tion with each of the following other variables: X8, amount of discussion

of statistics with the professor; X11, how early the first examination

was taken; X15, hours worked per week for income; X17, number of college

credit hours completed; and X18, number of other students worked with.

Regression coefficient b9 is significant at the 0.01 level. The style of

learning described here may be termed "socialized" (as opposed to private).

Variable X12, the student's evaluation of self-pacing has significant

positive zero-order correlation xeth each of the following other variables:
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X8, amount of discussion of statistics with the professor; X11, usefulness

of the tape recordings; and X13, how early the first examination was taken.

But X12 does not have significant correlation with either X9 or X10 (dis- °

cussion of statistics with the assistant and discussion with other, students).

Perhaps the style of learning here is "please the professor".

Lack of fear of mathematics (X2) has a direct relation to success in

learning applied statistics. But this also means that the format of the

course, stressing informality and openness, did not dissolve this fear and

its impact upon success in learning statistics. When this courge was

taught the next quarter by the same professor and assistant with a conven-

tional format including a conventional textbook, two hours cif lectures per

week and no self-pacing, the fear of mathematics was still found to have a

significant and inverse relation to success in learning statistics.

The variable, hours workedper week for income (X15), was found to be

significantly and inversely related to success in learnidg statistics (as

expected). From Table 2, it is clear that there is significant correlation

of X
15

with only one other independent variable, namely X9, amount of

discussion of statistics with the assistant. The suggesceo style of learning

here is "get the answer, don't worry about the process". When the same course

was taught the next quarter in a conventional manner, including two hours of

lecturing per week, X15 (hours worked per week for income) was not signifi-

cantly related to success in learning statistics. Perhaps in this case,

students working for income substituted the lectures for other, more time-

consuming activities, such as reading the textbook. These students may also

have the style, "get the answer, don't worry about the process".
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Policy Implications

On the basis of the experiment and the statistical findings reviewed

above, the following characteristics of a course in applied statistics for

students such as those found at Cleveland State University seem reasonable:

(1) Lectureless. (2) The textbook, if conventional, should be so clear

that :1-:tudents can resolve most questions themselves; or it should be pro-

grammed. (3) Cassette recordings and/or video tape recordings can be used,

with the professor in charge of the course making the presentations. This

feature is worth trying ,:again, partly because it helps make self-pacing

possible. (4) Laboratory problems would be assigned to students and would

be graded by the assistant. (5) Both the assistant and the professor would

be available at specified times and places, for students to talk with them.

(6) Advisory-group teaching. (7) The advisory groups could be self-pacing,

with each advisory group arranging with the professor how often it would meet

with him as a group. (8) It might be well to have an oral as well as a

written component to tie final examination.

A course taught as suggested above would be more efficient in use of

space trian it would to if taught in the conventional lectUre and lab manner.

The programmed textbook and cassette or video recordings eliminate the

argument for assembling of students in a lecture hall two to four hours per

week.

Personal, individualized and group discussions with the professor can

be provided for within the leboraory room. The assistant would be in

charge of the laboratory and would attend each hour it was open to the

students. His availability there would apparently be important especially

to the "socialized learning" and the "get the answer, don't worry about the

process" groups.
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The professor could be in the lab room on a regularly scheduled basis,

but perhaps only one hour per week for a class of say, 80 students. Of these

80, those from the "socialized learning" and the "please the professor" groups

presumably would be the ones interested in talking with the professor. On

this basis, efficiency in utilization of the professor'S time may be much

improved over the conventional approach. Out of a class of 30 students,

from the experiment, not all choose to talk with the professor at all;

which means, of course, that 80 students can be served by the professor

because they do not all desire his personal attention. But of course, they

are still influenced by him, through his organization of the course, choice

of textbook, video tapes and/or cassette recordings and choices of laboratory

problems for them to solve. If an eight-hour load is taken as the number of

contact hours, then at 80 students per "class", an eight-hour load would

imp7.y 640 students for one professor in one quarter.
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Table 1

Regression Coefficient, Stand. Error, and Computed "t"
Value for Each Independent Variable in
Success in Learning Statistics Model

Variable

,

Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Error

Computed
"t" Value

X2 = Lack of fear of mathematics 1.02247 0.44489 2.298255

X9 = Amount of discussion of sta-
tistics with assistant 1.4.1875 0.41301 3.43514S S

X
12

= Student's evaluation of self-
pacing 0.50171 0.40366 1.24291

X15 = Hours worked per week for
income -0.27347 0.07492 -3.649955S

X16 = "Total" exposure to
mathematics 0.34289 0.14286 2.40026SS

X19 = SAT score; Verbal 0.02098 0.01254 1.672865

X20 = CAT score: Quantitative -0.01986 0.01347 -1.47474

S = Significant at the: 0.05 level but not at the 0.01 level when a
one-tailed test is applied. Tabular "t" value is about 1.671
for a one-tailed test.

SS..' Significant at the 0.01 level whcn a one-tailed test is gpplied.
Tabular "t" value is about 2.390 for a one-tailed test at the
0.01 level.
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Table 2. Simple Correlation Coefficients of "Success in Learning Statistics" Model

Xi
X2

X3

X4
X5

X6
X7

Xg
X9
XI°

Lrck of Exposure

Grade Pear of Age to Math
in Mathe- of in High

Course matics Student School

X1 X2 X3 X4

1.000
S

-.1533-.0848
-.2112

-.0677.2510 .1545 .1745
-.08951.CV.".. .1434 -.1525 ,...0607

-.0194.303r
-,0898

1.000 -.2004 -.0546
1.000 ,1472

-.1095
-.0564
-.0294

SS

1.000

1.000
1.Q1112

Exposure Years of
to Math Foreign Years

in Language of Music
College Studied Lessons

X
5 X 6 X 7

Discuss-
Discuss- Discuss- ion with
ion with Lan with Other
Professor Assistant Students

X s X 9 X10

.294
-.0198

SS

.124268

.243g

-.101717631

-.11/9092

.0851-. -.0692

:02;77

-.2199
.0940

-.1435

.2228

.2396

.1608 ,.--.7.12.1g

S
.462gS1.000

1.000 .21317:

1.000

Table 2. Simple Corrldation Coefficients of "Success in Learning Statistics" Model

X
1

.I

X
..,3

'4

FS
x 6

X 7

Xg

X9

X10

11

X12

X 13

X
14

X
15

X17
xis

19
x%20

Hours Number Number

l'seful- Evaluat- How Early Worked "Total" of Coll- of Other

ness ion of First Exam Per Week Exposure ege Students Verbal Quantitative

of Self- wss Marital for to Credits Worked SAT SAT

Topes Pacing Taken Status Income Math Completed With Score Score

.0602 .2251 -.0253 -.3389
SS S S

.0222

.3268

-,20:4581

4.1222

-.0320

.2665

.2138 -..0903 -,J.,830

SS

.0275

.0864

.26P.?

-..0564

.1025.1986 -.0816 -.0733 .3311 .0729 XXX .385 IS

.0498 .0290 -.0316 .1347 .0064 XXX -.0513 -.2081 .... 4419

.0613.1371
.1586

-.0091
.0359 .2070

.0321
-.1409
.337gS -.0191

.2253 -.1118
XXX XXX .1125

.0451 .1437

.1,362 .0079 .1228 -.0365 .0224 -.0511 ::(0);:19

.269i .366gS .517P -.1147 -.0400 -.0113 .30335 .29485

.0930 .1778 .2461
S

-.0056 .2642
S

-.0769
S SS

S
.0705

.2600

SS

.3174

SS

.0867
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REPORT ON AN EXPERIMENT IN PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION IN BEGINNING GERMAN

Ella R. W. McKee * +

During the academic years 1970-1971 and 1971-1972 several sections

of beginning German have used programmed materials. In the first year

the material was divided into two quarters; in the second year the text-

book was supplemented with additional materials and was used over three

quarters. In addition, during the second year another sequence was begun

in the Winter quarter with a different instructor. In these three

sequences, 158 students were enrolled at the beginning of the ci,st

quarter; a total of 270 students registered in the seven courses offered

thus far. Presented here are data collected concerning the effectiveness

of the program, and some conclusions and recommendations are made.

DESCRIPTION

Common to all three sequences has been the programmed textbook

(Ruplin-Russell, Basic German, published by the New Century Division of

Appleton-Century-Crofts) and the accompanying tapes. The textbook is

printed by a special process so that the answers in the drills appear

when an Access Marker is used. Each unit has six frames of drill material;

for four frames the correct forms are in the textbook and are given on the

tapes. In each of these frames the tapes include one, two or three check

items not iTt the textbook. These help the student to determine the extent

of his mastery of the material. Two frames (three and six) are test

frames, for which the correct forms are not available. Also common to all

* Professor of German, Cleveland State University.

+ Aided by the Annie Webb Blanton Scholarship Fund of Delta Kappa Gamma
(Ohio Cha)ter)-
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sequences was the fact that the students in the programmed sections

were an average cross-section. In the first two sequences all students

registering for Beginning German in block fi :e were automatically in

programmed sections; in the third sequence it was block six. In the

first year, the students did not know in advance that this would be

the format. As a result, some of them dropped out the first day. Since

the first year we have used a different numbering system (111, 112, 113

for programmed sections instead of the regular 121, 122, and 123); conse-

quently, the initial drop-out was considerably lower.

Because of the exigencies of space, the external arrangements during

the two academic years were different. The only language laboratory

facilities available during 1970-1971 were Dial-Access, which did not

provide student control of the tape for frequent repetition, necessary

for programmed materials. Therefore, a special laboratory was set up

in Mather Hall with ten tape recorders, A work-study student was avail-

able for record keeping and for providing tapes and test materials. Some

of the time this student was a German major who was of real service in

answering questions. Since my office was also in Mather Hall, the students

found it easy to come for help whenever they had difficulty. All of them

availed themselves of this opportunity, so it became an important feature'

of the program. During 1971-1972, we used the new language laboratory

facilities in University Tower which provide indilH.dual booths with

cassette tape recorders in addition to the Dial-Access equipment. The

booths make the vocal repetition of material possible, and the cassettes

are easily duplicated so that students can also use them on their own

recorders. The present arrangement is much more economical; however, a

certain esprit de corps which developed last year in the special laboratory
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arrangement with ready access to the instructor has been missing this

year, and the availability of majors for help in the laboratory has

been reduced.

During the first year the only materials used were the textbook and

the accompanying tapes. For the second year, a manual was prepared

containing additional explanations, a vocabulary list for each unit, more

drills, and exercises for oral practice. This was supplemented with tapes.

In addition, a test was prepared for each unit and a composite test for

every three or four units. Answers for frames three and six in each unit

were available in the laboratory so these became study units instead of

testing units. These additions and changes were the direct outgrowth of

recommendations of stusnts who had completed the two-quarter sequence

in the first year. In a survey of this same group during the past Spring

quarter, the general reaction was that these changes were helpful. One

person, however, objected strenuously to the expansion of, the course to

three quarters.

During the first year, the class was arbitrarily divided into four

sections of equal size (eight to twelve students), each section meeting

once a week for conversation, drill, questions and answers. Because of

the small numbers, every student had an opportunity to participate in the

conversation, and there were opportunities for correction of pronunciation

and construction. Students could attend more than one session, if they

wished.

During the second year, the class periods were divided into three

groups. One of these, with optional attendance, was designated as a drill

session and was devoted to explanation of the current grammar, oral and
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written drill at the board, -questions and answers. The other two hours

were for oral practice. Students were expected to attend one of the oral

practice sessions for each unit, or a total of fourteen hours for each

quarter. They could also attend additional sessions, if they wished.

In both years, oral tests were an important part of the course.

During the first year these were tests recorded by students on tape. In

the second year, the students saw the instructor individually for the

oral tests. During each quarter, there were three or four of these tests

ranging from eight to fifteen minutes apiece.

The third sequence, begun in the Winter quarter of 1972, was taught

by Dr. Charlotte Koerner. She used the same materials: textbook, comer-
(

cial tapes, supplementary manual and tapes, unit and composite tests.

During the first quarter (after two weelcs) she divided the class into three

groups: Fast, Normal, and Slow, each group meeting once a week. There

was also a drill session once a week, which was optional for the fast and

normal groups and required for the slow group. Towards the end of the

quarter, the normal and slow groups merged so that these students were

meeting twice a week. In the second quarter, she used two student assist-

ants to provide extra drill and practice. The entire class met once a

week on a voluntary basis, and once a week for dialogs and general work

for which attendance was required.

EVALUATION

A. Efficiency

The total number of students taking programmed German in these seven

courses was 270; the actual number of individuals involved, without dupli-

cation, was 148.
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Our original plan was to have about eighty students in the programmed

sequence, but that hope did not materialize so we have no real basis for

asserting that one instructor could handle a triple student load effectively

with programming. However, we did average 38.5 students per section

compared to 24.4 students in the equivalent regular sections in those

quarters.

Theoretically, I think it is possible to increase the student load

per faculty member in the programmed section to eighty students: four

hours per week in class with twenty students each time, and about five

hours per week for individual oral testing which leaves about three hours

a week for grading papers, which would be adequate. Practically, however,

I am not convinced; one hour per week with twenty students is not really

enough time per student. The arrangement this year with one hour of drill

for each unit plus the oral sessions with twelve to fifteen students was

a much more satisfactory arrangement and it still reprAsents a consider-

ably higher student load per faculty member.

B. Student Reaction

The students who have had one, two three quarters of programmed German

have been strongly in favor of the method. Students in the first and

second sequences, whether they dropped out during a quarter, did not continue

in the sequence, or did complete a sequence, were asked to fill out detailed

questionnaires anonymously. We have quelled 121 students and have had 9b

questionnaires returned, or about 81% return.

The question, "If you know someone who was planning to take BegiAning

German, would you recommend the programmed course?" appeared on 56 question-

naires which were returned; of those 56, 49 checked Yes and only 7 checked No,

or a percentage in favo'r of programming of 87.6. The reasons given for their
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preference for the programmed course include statements such as these:

"I am glad I had an opportunity to participate in the programmed course."
"This course makes it easy to learn German."
"The students are in a much freer atmosphere ... and this ... will help

them learn better."
"I thought this was a good approach to learning a language. I wish it

would continue through fifth quarter German."
"Since this is the third time I started second quarter German and the

first I finished, I obviously like the course, mainly because
there is little pressure applied to learn, which is good."

"I feel the course is very worthwhile. It allows us more independent
study."

"You can work at your own speed."
"I like the fact that we could take the tests at our own rate."
"Its informal approach and the responsibility it offered, although I did

not live up to it."
"The smaller classes."
"The student has more of a say in pressuring himself."
"You have a good thing going."
"I think it's great."

It is apparent from this sampling that the greatest advantage which students

see in programming is its flexibility and the freedom to structure their work

individually. That characteristic was also listed as its chief disadvantage,

with students generally saying that it was too easy to procrastinate, that

they have to set their own standards for achievement and that they may set

these standards too low.

In spite of thd fact that students generally complain about compulsory

class attendance, about one-third of the respondents indicated that they

would prefer more class sessions. One student said that he had paid for

four hours of a teacher's time and he resented having been "gypped." On

the other hand, another student felt that the necessity for working in the

laboratory meant that he was expected to be in class twelve hours a week

instead of four!

Among the questionnaires returned are those from fifteen peop1:1 who

were in the 121 programmed course in the Fall of 1970, and who have now

completed all their work in German. The first question asked for a listing
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of grades in the five quarters. The seocnd question (responses in paren

theses) was "What was your feeling about your background in 121 and.122 as

you went to successive courses?" "I felt that my background in 121 and 122

was

1. superior to other people in my class."

2. on a par with other people in my class" (four students).

3. somewhat poorer than that of other people in my class" (six students).

4. seriously poorer than that of other people in my class" (four students).

Of the four students who checked the fourth answer, two had been very weak

students in the first two quarters, as shown by the grades listed in the

first question on the questionnaire, but they had survived because of the

slower pace which they could follow. The other two had done B work in the

programmed course and continued ath the B level in the later courses, but

they felt that they had difficulty because they were too accustomed to

listening to taped voices and, therefore, found it hard to adjust to free

conversation in a class situation.

Of the six who felt that they were somewhat poorer thin other students,

four had recetued a D in both 121 and 122, which would indicate that they

were almost sure to have problems. Two had received C in 121 act 122, but

they were both very much on the borderline.

All of the fifteen students in these groups felt that completing the

course in two quarters had resulted in considerable superficial learning.

It will be interesting to see how this year's students, who have had three

quarters in which to cover the same essential material, will fare in 124

and 125.

It is apparent that the subjective data indicated by the questionnaires

are not conclusive, although the trend .,gems to favor programming.
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C. Student Performance

1. Grades

The statistical data which I have collected are equally open to

several interpretations and can hardly be called concl,Asive.

Table I shows a comparison of percentages of grades achieved by

three groups of students: 1 students who began Beginning German in

the programmed section in the Fall of 1970; grades were tabulated for

those who continued in subsuquent courses; 2 students who began

Beginning German in the regular sections in the Fall of 1970; grades

were tabulated for these students who continued in subsequent courses;

3 - all students registered in 122, 123, 124, or 125 in equivalent

quarters.

On the basis of the percentages in Table I it is apparent that

the pattern of grades established in the first two quarters of the

programmed course remained relatively consistent throughout the other

quarters in regular sections.

In the programmed section we were dealing with an initial group

of sixty-four students taught by one instructor; it the regular sections

we had initially seventy-eight students taught Ly four instructors. In

the second quarter we had a continuing group of fifty-two students in

the programmed section, taught by one instructor, and thirty-five

continuing in regular cP0finns with twenty additional students (or a

total of fifty-five students) taught by three instructors. Keeping that

faculty-student ratio in mind, one sees that variations in percentages

of grades earned by students in programmed and in regular sections are of

minimal significance.
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Table I - Comparison of Grades Achieved by Students
Enrolled in Beginning German in Fall 1970

121 122 123 124 125

A - 1 6.2 % 5.7 % 7.4 % 12.5 % 16.6 %
2 10.2 % 14.2 % 14.3 % 20.0 % 14.2 %
3 12.7 % 11.4 % * *

B -.1 25.0 % 23.0 % 25.9 % 25.0 % 41.6 %
2 18.0 37.1 % 28.5 % 25.0 % 35.7 %
3 27.2 % 29.5 % *

C - 1 28.1 % 32.6 % 40.0 % 25.0 % 16.6 %
2 21.8 % 25.7 % 50.0 % 40.0 % 50.0 %
3 21.8 % 39.3 % * *

D - 1 15.6 % 13.4 % 18.5 % 18.7 % 16.6 %
2 10.2 7. 11.3 % 5.0 %

3 10.9 % 8.1 % * *

F - 1 6.2 % 5.7 % 3.5 % 6.2 %
2 14.1 % 2.8 % 5.0 %

3 3.6 % * *

W 1 18.7 % 19.2 % 7.4 % 12.5 % 8.3 %
2 24.3 % 8.5 % 3.5 Z 5.0 %

3 23.6 % 9.8 % * *

P - 1 8.3

** PHR 1 2.24 2.11 2.24 2.21 2.63
2 1.96 2.56 2.55 2.52 2.64
3 2.45 2.42 * *

(* - Because students who had completed 123 took their 124 and 125 courses
at such diver3e rates, it was impossible to find equivalent courses for
comparison purposes.)

(** The point hour"ratio is a composite figure for the entire class.)

One possible explanation for the higher point hour ratio for 122,

123, and 124 in the regular sections may be the higher rate of F's in 121:

6.1% for programmed and 15.4% for regular sections. It would seem that

weaker students made it through the five quarters of German with a

programmed background, which allows for self-pacing, although their grades



continued to be low in thk regular sections. In the regular sections of

121 such weaker students were eliminated with F's.

The pattern of grade percentages for the other two sequences of

programmed German in comparison to regular sections in the same quarters

is sufficiently similar to that of the fist year that it seems unnecessary

to include the detailed figures here. The point hour ratio for each of

the classes involved shows quite clearly the similarity in grade percent-

ages.

It is apparent that there have sometimes been wide differences

between grades achieved in programming and in the regular sections, but,

considering the whole pattern, there has been essential similarity, in

spite of the fact that the faculty-student ratio has been much higher

for program and that on the surface it appears that there was less

contact in class under programming.

2. Proficiency

Another measure for the effectiveness of the programmed approach

is the scores on the Modern Language Association test which is used as

a placement test for students entering college with high school German.

This test has been given our own students on several occasions in order

to establish and validate norms. Mr. Carl Finkbeiner in the Testing and

Counseling Office did a comparative study using the scores made by

students last year after two quarters of programmed work and this year

after three quarters of programmed work. I quote his report in its

entirety:

"A case may be strongly made that a distribution of scores
may be adequately described by its mean and standard of deviation
(an index of variability) without losing much essential information.
The t-test, which was used here, tests the hypothesis that the
various distributions, as described by the means and standard
deviations, overlap so much as to be indistinguishable.
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Table I

Listening
Mean S. D.

Reading
Mean S. D.

, Total
Mean S. D.

122 reg. 22.63 7.98 21.17 6.88 43.79 14.13
122 exp. 18.13 8.08 16.43 8.47 34.55 15.67
123 reg. 22.81 8.29 25.96 8.77 48.77 15.91
123 exp. 26.61 8.13 24.94 10.76 51.56 18.1.4

Total

Table II

Difference Significant
Grp. 1 vs. Grp. 2 Grp. 1 - Grp. 2 t Probability Difference
122 reg. 122 exp. 9.24 2.3705 .05 Yes
122 reg. 122 reg. -4.98 1.4178 .05 No
122 reg. 123 exp. -7.77 1.5603 .05 No
122 exp. 123 reg. -14.22 4.8701 .01 Yes
122 exp. 123 exp. -17.01 3.6437 .01 Yes
123 reg. 123 exp. -2.79 0.6746 .05 No

"The first '161e reports the means and standard deviations for
etch of the three M.L.A. scores that were obtained from the four
groups: 122 and 1211 regular class (122 rog. and 123 reg.) and 122
and 123 experimental class (122 exp. and 123 exp.). The total scores
for the four groups were then t-tested one against another with the
results reported in the second table. The two groups, being compared
are reported in the first two columns. The mean Total Score for
Group 2 was subtracted from the mean Total Score for Group 1 and
this difference is reported in the third column. The t-statistic
is reported in the fourth column and in the fifth column is the
level of significance of that statistic. The sixth column indicates
whether the between group differences reported in column 3 are
significant at a traditionally accepted level. Thus, for example,
122 reg. is 9.24 points higher than 122 exp. on the average and
this is a significant difference.

"I would like to point out a few things. First, no distinction
may be made between 122 reg. and 123 reg. There was, however, a
significant difference between 122 exp. and 123 exp., indicating
hopefully that there was an experiential difference between experi-
mental and regular German classes. Furthermore, there is no distin-
guishable difference between 123 reg. and 123 experimental which
would indicate that with regard to those things about German meas-
ured by the M.L.A. test, the experimental course seems finally to
have taught as much as the regular course does."

3. Withdrawals

In order to determine whether or not the programmed approach was a

significant factor for students who withdrew from the course, a question-

naire was sent to every student who withdrew from the course officially

or who simply dropped out. I includeJ those students, too, who receiver
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an NR at the end of a quarter and never removed the grade. The percentages

of these drop-outs for each quarter, together with those in regular

sections are as follows:

Table II - Withdrawals

Programmed Regular

121 Fall 1970 16.2 % 24.3 %
122 Winter 1971 19.2 % J.6 %
111 Fall 1971 13.7 % 20.0 %
112 Winter 1972 20.7 % 7.1 %
111 Winter 1972 3.7 %
113 Spring 1972 4.1 % 20.8 %
112 Spring 1972 41.1 % 14.7 %

Of the sixty-two students who withdrew or dropped out of the first and

second sequence, thirty-five answered the questionnaire, or 56,4 %.

Eleven indicated that they withdrew because they did not like programmed

study, or 31,0 %. Specific aspects which they disliked were:

"Wanted or needed more time in class."
"Did not have time or did not want to use lab."
"Too prone to procrastinate arld, therefore, fell far behind."
"The pace was too fast."

The other sixty-nine percent dropped the course because they dropped out

of school, because they were transferring to another college, because they

were changing majors and/or colleges, or because they were carrying too

heavy a load.

It seems apparent, therefore, that withdrawal from language classes

is not significantly related to the methodology in the class; in almost all

cases the percentage is similar in programmed classes and regular classes.

CONCLUSIONS

I asked Dr. Charlotte Koerner, who taught the third sequence in pro-

grammed German this year, to comment about her reactions. She wries the

following:

"From my experience of teaching the first two quarters (Ger 111
and 112) of Programmed German during Winter and Spring 1972, the
following observations seem most noteworthy:
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"1,. The approach as practiced in my classes works very well, if
it works at all. Students who take the programmed course because they
enjoy working by themselves and self-pacing are unanimous in their
preference of this method over other methods. However, students who
don't have this initial motivation tend to get further and further
behind. Therefore: it is absolutely essential to develop the best
direct reward situation possible in order to make the course profitable
for this latter group also.

"2. Because of the limited class contact time, oral performance
lags significantly behind that of students on the same level in regular
courses. Reading and writing, on the other hand, are surprisingly
successful. Considering the low oral skills, I was also astonished
at times how good the students' comprehension was.

"3. Small class size did not compensate for the limited class
contact time. At present, the greatest problem to me is the feedback
to keep the average student going.

"I had two assistants (German majors), one a native, the other an
American student whose own proficiency was on the level of 400-courses
in general but who is still making the common grammatical mistakes. Here
.in summary are their comments on the experience, freely translated from
German:

"Native In theory, the structtire of the course should be
effective and it basically is so in practice. There was no lack of
attempts to motivate the students. Both the teacher and the assist-
ants took great pains to provide opportunities for learning, improve-
ment, and rewards. However, many students lacked self-discipline,
talent, and, especially, true motivation to learn languages. Perhaps
more supervision and help in the lab and more contact hours would
bring better results.

"American - I considered the small size of each group a great
advantage for the students. It gave them much more drill time per
class hour. It also made a more relaxed atmosphere possible. On
the negative side, there was lack' of adequate preparation on the
part of the students resulting in wasted time when we drilled. There
was a certain amount of confusion when the procedure varied somewhat
from lesson to lesson. For a beginning language course, there was
not enough teacher-student contact. There was not enough pres-ure
on the students to keep up their performance between class meetings.
Because of the limited contact time, instructors don't get to know
their students.as well as in other courses."

After five quarters of experimenting with this approach, on the basis of

the statistical material presented here and my own subjective reactions, I would

draw these conclusions, some of whtch differ from those of Dr. Koerner and her

assistants:
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1. Programming is an option which should be available in German. It

offers one way to offset to a degree the expensive beginning courses required

by more conventional procedures.

2. Some students can do the work successfully without benefit of an

instructor, but most students profit from some contact with an instructor and

with other students.

3. Oral tests are effective. If they are conducted for testing purposes

only, a tape recording is valuable. If they are to be used for both teaching

and testing and for contact between instructor and student, the face-to-face

test is more meaningful. The difference in time expenditure for the instructor

is negligible. The tape recordings have the advantage of being available for

Tatar comparison and can be listened to at one's convenience instead of having

to schedule individual testing times with students. A combination of face-to-

face testing with tape recording has distinct advantages.

4. The self-pacing feature is significant. It is safe to say that every

student in the five quarters which I taught followed his own pace, sometimes

moving faster sometimes slower. Its chief advantage is that it enables the

slower student to move more slowly, hopefully absorbing material more thoroughly.

However, it appears from the scanty evidence.of students who have completed

five quarters, that these students who paced themselves slowly in the programmed

courses encountered problems in later quarters because tiey had to adapt to

the pace of the class. Unfortunately, during these quarters only two students

availed themselves of the opportuvity of completing three quarters of German

in two quarters. This is a feature that needs development.

5. Some proponents of programming maintain that students necessarily

learn the material more thoroughly.. I have not found this to be the case

on the whole. It is true that a student can do more thorough work, but it

is my impression that most of the students who have taken the programmed
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courses here have been so conditioned by previous experience to partial

learning that they have not been motivated to learn more thoroughly when

te opportunity presented itself. Techniques do not change attitudes of

students. Those who wish to avoid the pain of learning can do quite

effectively with programming; the attrition rate may indicate tha,t it

becomes clear to them earlier that they are doing just that.

6. Greater individualization is possible under the programmed approach

than in regular classes; therefore, programmed courses lend themselves to

the solution of the ever-present problem of the articulation between high

school and college courses and courses in different colleges.

7. Because of the small size of the conversation classes and the

personal contact of the oral tests, I found that I knew these students much

better 1.han those in regular classes. The students also commented favorably

that they knew each other very well. The strength of both the student-student

and the student-teacher interaction may have been the result of the same

group of students and the same instructor working together for three quarters.

4. Recommendations

In considering the, continued use and further development of programmed

instruction in German, I see these areas of concern and of possible expansion.

1. Programmed materials should be developed for 124 and 125 so that the

students may be able to complete the antire language sequence with programming.

2. Closer structuring should be developed within the framework of self-

pacing. Particularly, in the Spring of 1972, students tended to complete

unit tests but to wait with oral i:ests and composite tests until almost the

end of the quarter. This delay undermined the effectiveness of both the oral

and the composite tests.

3. Materials should be developed so that, within the framework of program-

ming, a student could choose to emphasize one of the skills: e.g. reading
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more than speaking, or vice versa.

4. The College of Arts and Sciences might consider a study to determine

why so many students drop-out of school after one or two quarters. This was

,:erta,inly the largest single factor in the attrition rate during the five

quarters of the language sequence for those who began with programming.

Comments such as these came from drop-outs:

"Thank you for sending this to me. It shows that some people at
C.S.U. still care about the student."

"It is not often that a teacher ... is concerned about his students."
"I thank you for your efforts ... to listen to the viewpoints of people

who are often forgotten, once the IBM card marked drop is punched."

5. Students entering with high school German who do not wish to continue

at the level indicated by their placement scores should be assigned to pro-

grammed sections f')r rvpid review of the skills in which they fall short.

6. All three quarters could le made available in one block so that

small groups of students in any one quarter at a particular level could be

accommodated economically. It would be possible also to develop a program

of interaction between these students at different levels.

7. Further studies might be done to determine how much the students

in the programmed sections were experimental, as well as by the fact that

they had the same instructor for several quarters.
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EVALUATING INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

The papers in this section of the monograph were presented at a

conference on May 8, 1972 titled "Faculty Development: Evaluating

Teaching" which was sponsored by the Innovative Teaching Group. The

major goal of the conference was to consider and define the parameters of

evaluating classroom instruction for the improvement of learning and for

the professional advancement of faculty. Perhaps the outstanding lesson

of the day, to those who planned the conference at any rate, was that the

issue of evaluation was even more sensitive a topic than they anticipated.

And, it is not entirely clear (even yet) that evaluation for improvement

and evaluation for advancement can felicitously be harnessed together.

Each of the papers, to one degree or another, acknowledged the profundity

of this and related problems.

The first paper by Richard I. Miller, Vice-President for Academic

Affairs, Baldwin-Wallace College, establishes and identifies the major

issues. He makes very clear that faculty evaluation must be considered

within a broad developmental framework which includes sabbatical and re-

search leaves, summer grants, workshops, post-doctoral scholarships and

on-campus programs as well as evaluation. Each should contribute to a sys-

tematic program of faculty development. Faculty development, he stressed,

should proceed in a manner consistent with the overall purposes of higher

education. He defined those purposes as: (1) to think effectively, (2) to

communicate thought, (3) to make relevant judgments, and (4) to discriminate

among values. Having established this general perspective, Dr. Miller then

discusses a series of generalizations about faculty evaluation which are

predicated upon the view that any system of evaluation should take into

account the existing relationship between society and higher education
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today, as well as some "givens" regarding faculty evaluation procedures.

Professors Richard Fenker and Leigh Secrest describe efforts at

Texas Christian University to implement a faculty evaluation procedure

after a charge to do so was given by the Chancellor of the University.

The goals of the project were to improve the university by recognizing

and rewarding "excellence" in all aspects of administrator and faculty

behavior and to reduce the arbitrariness of the decision-making processes

associated with promotions, tenure and raises. Both objectives were to

be accomplished by making the goals and reward structure more explicit.

The paper provides a valuable look at the "micro-processes" of evaluation

which developed at TCU and are likely to be involved in the first steps

anywhere. It is important to note that those involved in the TCU project

realized and struggled with the question of whether the need for evaluation

really outweighed implementation problems. They confronted this problem

first. Implementation itself sparked faculty attitudes which, together,

amounted to resistance. Some of he problems -- political and altogether

human -- encountered by Fenker and Secrest illustrate Miller's point that

even the most rational and perfect of evaluation procedures must be

carried out by people, who are not always rational.

The last paper by Professor Robert Blackburn and Mary Jo Clark

specifically addresses faculty performance as it is perceived by various

members of the university community, particularly the individual faculty

member himself. These authors characterize the "academic man" as a

rather special kind of individual. Of lofty intellectual pursuits, he

or she finds the world beset with problems which can only be avoided by

choosing academia as opposed to some ether career. The authors disagree

with Miller as to whether enough is known about the evaluation of teaching
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to start procedures. They cite the lack of valid data and, to that

extent, seem to support the objections faculty members typically raise

to evaluation. More important, they imply that, even if valid programs

were ready, the human factor ought still be accorded high respect. Their

data indicate the extreme discrepancies between perception of good teaching

by the faculty member being evaluated on the one side, and his colleagues,

administrators and students on the other. The finding that warrants the

most attention relates to the differences in perception held by the

administrator and the faculty member under review. In other words, if an

administrator fails to understand that ego is attached to, and protected

by, high self-esteem, he is bound to sew seeds of confusion, misunder-

standing and mistrust.

It will not do to dismiss any of the warnings that this study has

raised. No one ought to doubt that faculty attitudes toward evaluation

of their teaching are negative. There are several contributing factors

in explanation. Primarily, instructors are inclined to see little that is

wrong or lacking with the quality of university instruction (i.e., their

own). As well, they are generally distrustful of the techniques and pro-

cedures of evaluation, if for no other reason than the vagueness with which

many evaluation schemes are presented. Faculty, moreover, have understand-

able difficulty in seeing how evaluation is going to improve their lot in

these days of tight budgets. And it is difficult: for university adminis-

trators to argue that faculty evaluation is really a vehicle to greater

rewards rather than being merely an elaborate and sophisticated clocking

and monitoring tool. It must be said, in all candor, that few universities

dignify This evaluation of teaching by providing sure rewards in salary

increases, tenure and promotion for those whose teaching is certifiably
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excellent. Where these warnings are not heeded, it may well be the

administrators' need to be forward looking which is being fulfilled by

evaluation rather than legitimate concern for improved learning. It is

fairly easy to predict that faculty will resist evaluative efforts if

the most obvious outcome will harm them personally.

Despite the difficulties and legitimate sensibilities, it is

probably in our age of "accountability" that the pressures for evaluation

will become insufferable. The creative and caring administrator will

seek to involve the individual in the establishment and implementation

of workable, equitable and understandable evaluative procedures and

standards. The administrator will strive to ensure that the faculty

member's rights to fair review on issues of merit, to honest feedback

to developmental assistance, and to unprejudiced appeal are guaranteed.

For his part, the faculty member ought to take the lead in subjecting

his teaching to evaluation and using the feedback for improvement.

Evaluation of teaching, in the service of stimulating student learning,

can be a legitimate procedure, so long as it also serves the faculty's

need for esteem and recognition.
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THE FEASIBILITY OF FACULTY EVALUATION

Richard I. Miller*

This conference is scheduled to focus upon improving academic

performance through evaluation of teaching, or viewing faculty

evaluation as an aspect of faculty development. Those who initiated

today's workshop are to be commended for coming to grips with one

of the most sensitive aspects of academic life. The problem is not

new, as Dr. Logan Wilson, former president of the University of Texas,

pointed out over 25 years ago in The Academic Man: "Indeed, it is no

exaggeration to say that the most critical problem confronted in the

social organization of any university is the proper evaluation of

faculty services, and giving due recognition through the impartial

assignment of status." (Wilson, 1942).

IwouldlAeto return to a phrase used in the opening sentence:

"improving academic performance through evaluation of teaching." The

use of this phraseology represents my commitment to viewing faculty

evaluation as a "means" rather than an "end" -- a "means" toward

accomplishing the broader purposes of higher education. A Harvard

Committee developed in 1945 what has become a classical statement of

general purposes of higher education. The intervening years have

* Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean, Baldwin-Wallace College,
Berea, Ohio.
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sharpened the need for higher education to define its mission and seriously

to consider the four traits mentioned in the Harvard Report: The ability --

to think effectively, to communicate thought, to make relevant judgements, to

discriminate among values (Harvard, 1962).

In view of my assignment, I will refrain from discussing faculty

evaluation in relation to institutional goals and directions, which is

a subject worthy of a paper in itself. It is difficult to judge progress

in faculty development without some knoWledge of desired directions.

A second dimension of the means-to-end or part-to-whole relationship

is the one between faculty evaluation and faculty development. One should

not confuse the part with the whole. Faculty development is the overall

consideration that includes teaching evaluation, and more. Improving

academic performance, not only of faculty but of administrators and staff,

should be very high on the list of institutional priorities. Budgetary

allocations of significance are necessary for extensive and meaningful

faculty programs, which include sabbatical and research leaves, summer

grants, workshops, postdoctoral scholarships, and on-campus programs.

I would like to move directly into the rationale of this paper

through a series of generalizations about faculty evaluation. This

approach is predicated upon the view that a system of evaluation should

develop from certain basic assumptions about society, the particular

institution, and the process and procedure of evaluation.

1. A national trend toward greater accountability will become

increasingly evident in the seventies. Colleges and universities can

be expected to become increasingly conscious of cost-effectiveness and
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cost-benefit procedures in the seventies. Taxpayers, trustees, and

donors have a right to expect more eff ient management of institutions

of higher education that is now present in some instances, and the severe

economic conditions demand it. Speaking at the annual conference of the

American Association for Higher Education, Dr. Clark Kerr stated: "Cost-

effectiveness of operations will be more carefully examined. If this

is not done interna..1y, it will be done externally by the new experts

working for legislatures and governors." (Kerr, 1971).

A note of caution might be sounded at this point with respect to

possible implications for academic freedom. Some actions by state

legislatures in the area of accountability have been thinly veiled

efforts to move in a punitive rather than a positive manner, and in ways

that may threaten academic freedom. We need to be sensitive to these

tendencies and to oppose them.

2. Faculty evaluation does take place, by someone or by something.

The question is whether the procedures used and the individuals using them

constitute an optimal process. As B. J. Priest points out, "Evaluation

is an inherent element of any organized effort to achieve a goal."

(Priest, 1967).

No one likes to be evaluated, and it is a threatening procedure

regardless of how it is approached. Most of us would prefer to rely

upon our own instincts and experiences for an ongoing self-evaluation.

But such evaluation is limited by its nature, as Cassius pointed out

to Brutus.

Tell me, good Brutus, can you see your face?

No, Cassius, for the eye sees not itself
But by reflection, by some other things
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Whether the individual wishes it, evaluation does take place. This

point is obvious to the young, nontenured college teachers, but how

about the older professors who have tenure and detailed knowledge of

the institution? How are they evaluated? The present situation in most

colleges and universities has self-evaluation as the prime procedure,

but is this adequate? If a senior professor never is evaluated or never

visits classes of colleagues, can we expect him to maintain and improve

his pedagogical skills? Almost everyone wants to perform better because

he gains greater satisfaction when things are moving along and when

improvement is taking place. But is self-evaluation, in itself,

acequate for providing pedagogical assistance?

Every college teacher is discussed and analyzed often from midnight

to 2:00 a.m. And every college teacher is scrutinized by colleagues,

even if from afar and if upon nonclassroom data. Yet how many professors

ask colleagues for an evaluation of their teaching performance?

How do professors view teaching evaluation? Gaff, Wilson, and

others reached this conclusion from their survey:

"Seventy-two per cent of the faculty said they favored a formal

procedure to evaluate teaching. Eighty-two per cent of those

in favor felt that students should be involved in the evaluation,

76 per cent felt that colleagues and 73 felt that departmental

chairmen should also be involved ... In a 1970 survey, 85 per cent

of the respondents endorsed the idea that a formal program of

teacher evaluations of faculty should be "used by the college in

making decisions about such matters as salary, promotion, and

tenure." (Gaff et al, 1970).
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3. Carefully developed faculty evaluative procedures do have

validity. Some individuals would challenge the validity of evaluative

procedures in general an.1 s :udent appraisal procedures in particular,

asking: "How do we know that appraisal procedures are able to identify

..1,..Lstanding or poor teaching?" In other words, how do we know that

professors who are highly rated by students are, in fact, outstanding

teachers? The question is a fair one in view of the inadequate research

basis that has been built in this particular area, but we do have some

research evidence. The Center for Research and Development in Higher

Education conducted a study of university teaching for the Davis campus

of the University of California, with these three principal findings:

(1) There is excellent agreement among students, and between faculty

and students, about the effectiveness of give, teachers. (2) Best and

worst teachers engage in the same professional activities and allocate

their time among academic pursuits in about the same ways. The mere

performance of activities associated with teaching does not assure

that the instruction is effective. (3) Eighty-five items are listed

that characterize best teachers as perceived by students, and fifty-

four items are listed that characterize best teachers as perce!.ved by

colleagues. All items statistically discriminate best from worst

teachers with a high level of confidence. (Hildebrand and Wilson, 1970).

The Purdue Rating Scale for Instruction was initially developed in

1926, and extensive and intensive research has accompanied its various

refinements. This research, in essence, concludes: "A third of a

century of use ... by many teachers and a very considerable amount of
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experimental research . . . have dcmonstrated that student evaluation is

a useful, convenient, reliable, and valid means of self-supervision and

self-improvement for the teacher. (Remmers and Weisbrodt, 1965). And

from his study of the literature on the question of validity, McKeachie

writes that, "in summary, student ratings do have some validity. Teachers

rated as effective by students tend to be those teachers whose students

learn most." (McKeachie, 1969).

4. Every system of evaluation can be improved. An institution

should not seek the perfect system, which will never exist, but neither

should a system be selected without careful study. In the area of

instruments for student appraisal of teaching, to take one example,

several excalent instruments with impressive research bases can be

found. Too many universities spend time on developing their own instru-

ment when this time could be better spent on other phases of the overall

procedures. An institution could select an instrument already developed,

make appropriate modifications according to its particular nature and

interests, and then have more time available for the complexities

related to developing, implementing, and using a system of evaluation.

Some universities have attempted to spell out all details and

answer all questions before the system was introduced. This approach

suffers on at least two counts. It is more vulnerable to criticism

because some details will always be left unanswered or left at a

controversial point, and it may be afflicted with hardening of the

categories so the modifications that emerge from experience will be

difficult to accomplish.

Some academicians will judge faculty evaluation in terms of

absolutes. Since techniques and procedures for faculty evaluation
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are less than perfect and since not all dimensions of the matter are

covered by solid research, some critics would continue to rely upon

completely subjective procedures rather than recognize the advances

that have been made in systems of evaluation and try to make improve-

ments. The "all-or-none" law applies in physiology but not in human

relations.

5. Reliance upon any single input is not desirable. The total

array of, professional activities, with teaching foremost, is too'

diverse and complex to be fairly evaluated by one input. However,

one systematic and reliable procedure is better than any number of

casual and highly subjective ones. In their extensive and current

survey of the educational literature on student ratings of college

teaching, Costin and colleagues (1971) reached this conclusion:

. . . We wish to emphasize that student ratings of undergraduate

teaching fall far short of a complete assessment of an instructor's

teaching contribution. . . . Nevertheless, if teaching performance

is to be evaluated . . . a systematic measure of student Attitudes,

opinions, and observations can hardly be ignored. The data which

have been reviewed strongly suggest that the use of formal student

ratings provides a reasonable way of measuring student reaction."

My own work on evaluation of teaching calls for a choice among five

procedures for evaluating classroom teaching: student evaluation, class-

room visitation, teaching materials and procedures, special incident, and

self-evaluation. The specific weighing of all or some of these components
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are determined by consideration of institutional, departmental, and

individual needs and interests.

6. Effective procedures for gathering, processing, and utilizing

data are needed. The finest instruments can be for naught if consideration

is given only to the first step -- the development of evaluative criteria.

This initial step is important -- and so are three other aspects:

gathering, processing, and utilizing data. I will not go into detail

on these dimensions but only point out something of their contributions

to the overall success of an evaluative system. Gathering evaluative

data is complex, and careful thought needs to be given to it. One

research study compared student ratings of classroom teaching when the

instructor handed out the rating sheets and remained in the room during

the rati.nas, as compared to when the instructor was out of the room

when the ratings were made. Student ratings were significantly higher

when the instructor stayed in the room. (Kirchner, 1969).

Efficient and economical processing is necessary. The use of the

computer is almost essential for an institution of any size, and such a

commitment requires time, experience and money. Swift processing of

the data allows optimum opportunity for study and use of the results.

And data need to be presented in a non-technical and simplified

form. Computer printouts and masses of undigested data can be confusing

and misleading, and accurate data are of little value unless they are

understood and used.

7. Strategy for developing the system of evaluatcm needs careful

consideration. (Miller, 1972). A summary of some component parts of

such a strategy might include: administrative support, carctf-ul study,
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trial runs, faculty resistance points, open forums, ample time, systematic

appraisal. The strategy suggested by Eble (1970) follows this pattern:

1. Gaining the cooperation of the faculty

2. Defining purposes, objectives, and uses

3. Arriving at means and procedures

4. Making crucial policy decisions

5. Establishing an office for arlminist(tring the program

6. Keeping the campus community informed

7. Financing a continuing program

8. Maintaining a student and faculty interest and involvement

9. Conducting follow-up activities and studies

10. Relating evaluation to other efforts to recognize, reward,

and improve teaching.

In conclusion, I would like to LEturn to the title of this paper:

the feasibility of faculty evaluations. Is a systematic procedure for

faculty evaluation feasible? My view relates both to research and to

experience with institutions that have developed or are developing such

systems. I believe they represent what would be considered dynamic and

solid academic institutions, perhaps somewhat akin to the aphorism, "the

rich get richer!" Those institutions in most need of improvement often

are those that least want it.

Heisenberg, one of the early leadcrs in theoretical atomic physics,

developed the principle of indeterminancy, or the "uncertainty principle,"

which states that the position and velocity of an electron in motion

cannot be measured simultaneously with high precision. This principle
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is accepted by scientists as honest recognition of imprecision yet

has in no way deterred the relentless pursuit of precision. Something

of this spirit is needed when one undertakes faculty evaluation.

In the final analysis, only people can make systems, programs, or

organizations work. The process of developing, introducing, and maraging

a system of evaluation is a human problem. The sensitivities and fears

of individuals are real and need always to be considered in the imp.e-

mentation of any system, but a progressive and dynamic university is

built by accentuating the positive and by moving ahead. (Eble, 1970).
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TEACHER EVALUATION AT TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY:
AN ANALYST' OF THE PERCEIVED ROLES OF FACULTY
BY STUDENTS,.AMINISTRATORS, AND FACULTY

Richard M. Fenker and Leigh Secrest*

INTRODUCTION

The dilemma of faculty evaluation is succinctly characterized by the

following statement of assumed adequacy: administrators "ask for evidence

of scholarly competence but assume teaching competence." And students

ask for evidence of teaching competence but assume scholarly competence

(Hammond, Meyer and Miller, 1971). When the ambivalence suggested by

this statement is coupled with an uncertain and frequently nondiscriminating

reward structure, frustrations associated with tight academic budgets, and

the absence of definitive measures for evaluating the many complex aspects

of faculty behavior, then the cautious outlook many faculty and admini-

strPtors have toward evaluation programs can be understood. An awareness

of these difficulties nevertheless does not greatly mollify the admini-

strator faced with the practical problem of disbursing rewards or the

faculty member who demands that his achievements be recognized and

rewarded. Cognizant of many of the pitfalls associated with evaluation

procedure, yet pressed by practical reds, TCU decided to implement an

experimental evaluation program. This paper discusses the issues that

*Texas Christian University
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were considered in designing the program at TCU and presents data on the

roles of faculty as perceived by various groups within the University.

As a result of a self-study program, suggestions from University

advisory groups, and impetus provided by the Chancellor, Texas Christian

University embarked on a full-scale evaluation program during the Spring

of 1971. The program was intended to meet the following needs or goals:

1. To improve the overall quality of the University by providing

an objective means for evaluating its personnel, suggesting

improvements or changes, and distributing rewards on the

basis of a sufficiently complex definition of excellence.

2. To acknowledge the importance of excellent teaching and

to implement this conviction in the University's reward

structure.

3. To reduce the arbitrariness of the decision-making processes

associated with tenure, promotions, and raises by making the

reward structure more explicit.

4. To recognize the diversification of behaviors that constitute

"excellence" for a faculty member or administrator and to

establish criteria for evaluating these behaviors.

A university committee was appointed to develop evaluation instru-

ments and if possible conduct a trial run of the evaluation procedures

during the 1971-72 academic year.
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Much of the material in the present paper is based on the work of

this university committee. The paper is divided into two major sections.

The first contains a description of, the activities of the committee in

planning, developing and implementing the evaluation program. The second

section presents the results of a "validation" study intended to provide

feedback from faculty, students, and administrators on the suitability

of the evaluation instruments. The validation data were used to investigate

differences in the perceptions of the various subgroups within the

university community.

THE EVALUATION PROGRAM

Questionnaire Development

It was the committee's original intention to develop instruments

for upward, downward and parallel evaluation of faculty and administrators.

Although at the time these instruments were designed, it was anticipated

the upward evaluation of faculty, the teacher evaluation, would meet

the most resistance, this hunch could not have been more wrong. The

committee constructed instruments 1 for teacher evaluation (faculty by

students), colleague evaluation (faculty by faculty), self-evaluation,

evaluation of professional staff, and evaluation of the state of the

university. Each questionnaire had a different set of guidelines,

however, the current paper will be concerned only with the teacher

evaluation.

1
Three of these instruments, the teacher evaluation questionnaire,
the colleague questionnaire, and the administrator questionnaire are

given in Appendix A.
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The teacher evaluation questionnaire was developed primarily on the

basis of other successful questionnaires, particularly the one constructed

at the Davis campus of the University of California (Hildebrand and Wilson,

1971). The individual items on the. questionnaire were divided into six

categories, five of which represented the following scales: analytic/

synthetic ap) roach; organization/clarity; instructor-group interaction;

instructor-individual student interaction; dynamism/enthusiasm. The

sixth category contained questions related to specific mechanical details

of the course. Most of the questions selected for inclusion on the

questionnaire had been shown in previous research to discriminate

significantly between good and poor teachers.

The colleague evaluation instrument was designed to measure the

variety of activities that characterize faculty behavior at an

institution such as TCU. The major categories of faculty behavior were:

(a) Teaching: classroom and interactions with. individual students;

(b) Research: current activity, creativity, reputation;

(c) Participation in university activities: committee assignments,

role in campus organizations;

(d) Administrative responsibilities;

(e) Outside professional activities: consulting, serving as a

reviewer, public sneaking.

A number of the individual items associated with the first three

categories were selected because in the Davis campus study (Childebrand and

Wilson, 1971) the items were shown to discriminate between good and

poor teachers.
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Political Considerations

It was apparent to the committee that my attempt to implement a

project with the scope and potential impact of a full scale evaluation

program would generate considerable discussion and controversy, especially

in freedom-oriented university setting. Before any of the details of

the proposed evaluation procedures were distributed to the university

community an attempt was made to anticipate the problems or issues likely

to be raised. On the basis of these "political" considerations the

following ideas were stressed in presenting the evaluation prozram to

the university community.

1. The privacy of individuals would be protected. Public

distribution of teacher evaluations would not be allowed

without permission of the faculty member involved.

2. The evaluation procedures were regarded as experimental.

Both the form of the ir.!7rqments and details concerning

their implementation were not in any sense fixad but

were to be decided on the basis of feedback from the

university community.

3. It was noted that evaluation was currently taking place

at all levels in the university, and that the purpose

of the evaluation instruments was to "make more objective

and explicit the processes of evaluation already at work

in the university and to provide a process of gathering

a more complete range of information concerning faculty

members and administrators in their work" (TCU Committee
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Report, 1971).

4. Open t.larings on the evaluation procedure were held by the

faculty senate with the evaluation committee answering

questions and recording suggestions for changes.

5. The validation study (to be described below) gave each

individual faculty member and administrator the chance to

comment on the questionnaires in a constructive (or non-

constructive) manner and insured that if job reouiremcfits

or teaching styles differed across departments or other

divisions of the University, this diversity would he noted.

6. Considerable attention was given to matters of protocol.

Representatives for various student and faculty groups

were kept informed of the committee's activities.

Traditional lihes of communication ("proper channels")

were utilized in distributing and collecting information

associated with the evaluation procedure.

THE VALIDATION PROCEDURE

Purposes and Administration

Although some of the questionnaire items were validated on the basis

of previous research, many were not because it is difficult to find

external criteria related to all of the behaviors being evaluated. Also,

in many cases the behaviors described on the evaluation questionnaires

represent the most meaningful criteria for defining outstanding performance,

thus making it difficult to find associated external criteria. Finally,

since it was anticipated that the patterns of behavior which characterize

expected performance might differ across departments, some type of "face
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validation' study was deemed necessary to collect information on these

differences.

The validation study was, therefore, intended to provide information

on the perceived relevance of the items on the various questionnaires,

nct only for the purpose of differentiating between the various university

groups but in addition to "validate" the individual items by demonstrating

that their importance was commonly agreed upon. Also the validation

procedure served as a communication device, informing the university

community of the nature of the proposed program and providing the opportunity

for some participatimt. Students, faculty and administrators were sent

copies of all the evaluation instruments and asked to rate each of the

items in terns of its importance or relevance for the position being

evaluated. Thus, both students and faculty rated the importance of the

criteria on the teacher evaluation questionnaire as indicants of good or

effective teaching. Faculty rated the items on the colleague questionnaire

for relevance with regard to their own departnents.

Analysis of the Results

Perhaps the most surprising result of the validation study was that

with the exception of the colleague questionnaire, the items on the 'arious

instruments received extremely high ratings. In fact, the average rating

for all except several of the items on the teacher evaluation questionnaire

and the administrator questionnaire was between "very relevant" and

"extremely relevant' on the response scale. This result was not too

unexpected since the questionnaire items were selected originally on the

basis of judged importance to the position being evaluated, nevertheless
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it was reassuring to have the committee's opinions corroborated by the

university at large.

Multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) was used to find the dimensions

or factors on which the various university groups differ in their responses

to a particular questionnaire. For example, if there was some disagreement

between student and faculty as to what constitute the most relevant:

behaviors for excellent teachers, then MDA can be used to determine the

extent of the disparity and to define the underlying dimensions. A number

of researchers have used factor analysis to identify items which have

similar response patterns across groups or individuals (Moore, 1970;

Rees, 1969; Meredith, 1969; Hildebrand and Wilson, 1971). MDA techniques,

however, identify items which have different response patterns across

groups. With the exception of a single study by Field, Simpkins, Browne,

and Rich (1971) discriminant analysis procedures have not been (to the authors'

knowledge) used in the evaluation area.

Teacher Evaluation Questionnaire

MDA techniques were used to investigate the differences between student,

faculty, and administrator responses to the teacher evaluation questionnaire.2

In general, there was considerable agreement between the three groups as to

the importance of the various criteria in defining good teaching. Three

significant discriminant axis (dimensions of difference) were found despite

cseneral agreement on the items. The first axis represented a "general

factor with almost all questionnaire items having me erate or high

2Details of this analysis are given in Appendix B.
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projections. This axis reflects the fact that administrators and faculty

generally gave higher importance ratings for all the items than did thfa

students.

The second axis discriminated between underclassmen (freshmen and

sophomores) and all other groups (juniors, seniors, faculty and admini-

strators). The dimension represented the instructor's enthusiasm or

attention-getting ability. Items such as: "usually held your attention

during class"; and "revealed enthusiasm in his teaching" were highly

correlated with the axis. Evidently, the underclassmen considered

stimulating teachers as more important than the other groups.

The third axis was defined by items concerned with the mechanical

details of the course rather than the instructor. It was interesting to

note that freshmen rated these items as. considerably less important than

did the other groups, while sophomores rated these items as considerably

more important. As before, juniors, seniors, faculty, and administrators

had similar ratings. While the results of this particular analysis are

not terribly surprising, they do illustrate the potential usefulness of

the discriminant technique in evaluation research.

Faculty Colleague Questionnaire

The faculty validation responses to the colleague questionnaire were

divided by colleges into eight groups (divinity, business, education,

fine arts, humanities, natural sciences, social science, nursing) and

analyzed using a multiple discriminant procedure. The administrators

represented a ninth group. The analysis yielded four significant

discriminant axes which were interpreted as follows:3

3Details of this analysis are presented in Appendix C.
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1. Dimension 1: This is a bipolar dimension characterized

on one pole by items that reflect the importance of

research, and on the other pole by items that suggest a

"good member of the university community" stereotype.

Faculty groups who rate& the dimensions as highly

important are concerned with university committees

("works well as a member of a committee"), are involved

in student and faculty organizations, are interested

in students, and are not especially interested in

research. Faculty groups with low loadings on the

dimension rated the "good member" items as less important

and the items related to research as highly important.

The fact this dimension is bipolar is interesting for

it suggests that, at least at TCU, faculty fitting the

"good member" stereotype are not especially concerned

with research and vice-versa. Analysis of the various

faculty groups' loadings on this dimension revealed

that the business school and school of education were

high while the natural sciences and the social sciences

were low. Table Cl in Appendix C lists the relative

positions of the various schools on this dimension and

the three dimensions presented below.

2. Dimension 2: This is a dimension concerned with the

breadth of the faculty ("seems well read beyond the

subject he teaches"), their creativity and their interest
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in teaching. The humanities have, by a considerable margin,

the highest score on this dimension followed by the

divinity school and the administrators. The social

sciences and the business schocJ gave the lowest ratings

for the items associated with this dimension.

3. Dimension 3: This axis clearly represents a "local

visibility dimension" since highly correlated items were;

"has done work with which you are familiar"; is an active

participant in the affairs of the academic communities";

and, is recognized as an active citizen by the community.

Groups with high loadings were the divinity school, fine

arts, the social sciences and the administrators. Although

no group gave this dimension a low importance rating, by

relative stlndards the natural sciences and the business

school had the lowest scores.

4. Dimension 4: This dimension represents a national

visibility axis and is defined by such items as: is asked

to serve as a consultant to other organizations"; and,

"has gained national or international recognition for his

work." The natural sciences, fine arts, and nursing have

the highest loadings on this dimension while the social

sciences, the business school, the humanities, and the

divinity school anchor the opposite en 0.

The MDA of the colleague questionnaire data substantiates an earlier

prediction which was that different patterns of behavior are considered
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most appropriate in different departments or schools. The information

derived from the analysis would be extremely useful if the colleague

instrument were used as part of an overall evaluation program.

THE CURRENT STATE OF THE EVALUATION PROJECT

The paper thus far has dealt with the more academic aspects of the

evaluation program, the development of the instruments and an analysis

of the data obtained from the validation study. This is not the full

story. As the reader might expect, the entire evaluation project, in

particular the development of trial instruments aiid the validation

procedures engendered considerable discussion throughout the university

community. Although much of the debate was constructive, the emotional

overtones of many of these discussions made it clear that there was

considerable disagreement between various groups in the university as to

whether there should be "objective" evaluation, who should evaluate

whom, and what purposes an evaluation program could serve. The major

issues of concern seemed to be associated with the following points:

1. By far the largest amount of criticism and emotion

were directed at the colleague evaluation questionnaire.

It was apparently a difficult instrument to complete

because it required information of a sort that only a

faculty member's closest colleagues would be capable of

providing. Many people felt that implementing such

procedure would be extremely bad for morale.

2. Many faculty apparently prefer the subjective evaluation

of an authority figure, such as a chairman or dean, to
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any kind of explicit, "objective" questionnaire. The

possibility of appealing an unfavorable decision with

the "objective" questionnaire data was not an important

consideration.

3. Several faculty groups felt that because they were not

represented on the committee that developed the

instruments, important considerations were ignored. The

dissentient groups were invited to send representatives

to join the committee, and in fact, the individual from

the business school raised some important issues concerning

the managerial implications of an evaluation system.

4. One important argument against all the procedures was

that they could do the faculty no good, but could cause

harm. The faculty could not benefit from the evaluation

program because the university budget was too tight to

provide adequate rewards for outstanding performance;

yet, some reprisal could be taken against the faculty

members who received low evaluations.

After a careful analysis of the data collected during the validation

study and the information obtained from the senate hearings and later

discussions, the committee decided to drop the colleague evaluation

questionnaire and instead substitute a rating form to be completed by

department chairmen (and perhaps close faculty associates). Eliminating

the questionnaire had an interesting effect on the overall evaluation

program. There was very little left in the way of opposition to the
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teacher evaluation or other evaluation instruments. This was a little

surprising since previous attempts to implement a teacher evaluation

procedure had not met with general acceptance by the faculty. Although

it was not deliberately intended, the colleague questionnaire served as

the "apes hand"4 in -che evaluation system.

TCU has just completed (Spring 1972) a trial run of the entire

evaluation procedure with very little commotion or controversy. The

success of the trial run and the previous success with the validation

study are probably dependent on two important aspects of the evaluation

program. First, the Chancellor wanted the program developed. By

providing the committee with both impetus and the necessary resources he

made it possible for the committee's work to be effectively channeled

through all levels of the University. The second important consideration

was that everyone, faculty, administrators, and professional staff

were evaluated. This eliminated objections which might be raised from

groups singled out for evaluation (at many other universities, only the

faculty are evaluated). Will, the evaluation program accomplish its

intended goals? We do not know. At least it is possible to collect

the data. One office is completely filled and things are very quiet.

4The ape's hand phenomenon refers to the behavior of an artist (historical
reality unconfirmed) who painted for the Spanish aristocracy. Bothered

by the fact that the king insisted on having one change made in each new
portrait, the artist began painting an ape's hand into each picture. The
moral is obvious.
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APPENDIX A. Instruments for teacher evaluation, colleague evaluation,

and administrator evaluation
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FORM A.1: TEACHER EVALUATION QUESTIONAIRE

TRIAL ?UN FORM

Dept. Course No.

Teaching Observed: Lectures Labs Conf.-Disc.-Sem. Other

(give approximairnumber) speci y

listed below are a number of statements which describe aspects of instructor

behavior. Rate your instructor on each of these items by marking the response

category that best indicates his position in comparison with other teachers

you have had. Rate each item as thoughtfully and carefully as possible. If

you feel that you cannot evaluate the instructor on a particular item or that

the item is lot applicable for your class, then mark the response category

labeled "undecided".

Evaluate your instructor in terms of the degree to which he:

SCALE I. ANALYTIC/SYNTHETIC APPROACH

Year Semester

CODE

L - Low Score

BA - Below Average Score

A - Average Score

AA - Above Average Score

H - High Score

U - Undecided, Not Applicable

1. Discussed points of view other than his own

2. Contrasted implications of various theories

3. Discussed recent developments in the field and presented origins of ideas

and concepts

4. Gave references for more interesting and involved points

5. Chose texts for the course which added depth to lectures and discussion

L

L

L

L

L

BA

BA

BA

BA

BA

A

A

A

A

A

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

H

H

H

H

U

U

U

U

SCALE 2. ORGANIZATION/CLARITY
6. Was well-prepared for lectures or discussion L BA A AA H U

7. Used examples and illustrations which made the material clearer L BA A AA H U

8. Presentid the material coherently, emphasizing the major points and making

clear their relationships L BA A AA H U

9. Gave adequate instructions concerning assignments L BA A AA H U

10. Wrote test questions for which the meanings were usually clear L BA A AA H U

11. Usually returned assignments promptly L BA A AA H U

12. Paced the course so that he did not need to hurry over large amounts of material

toward the end of the semester L BA A ;.A

13. Made efficient use of class time L BA A AA H

14. Outlined clearly at the beginning of the course his expectations of the class

and did not surprise you with major assignments at the last of the course L' DA A AA H U

SCALE 3. INSTRUCTOR/GROUP INTERACTION

15. Usually was aware of whether the class members were following his discussion

or lecture with understanding L BA

16. Made you feel free to ask questions, disagree, and express your ideas L BA

A AA

A. AA H U
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17. Gave tests which provided you with an adequate opportunity to show what you
have loarncd

18: Taaght at an appropriate level for the course L

19. Explained clearly and early in the semester how the course grade would be
determined L

20. Stimulated you to work on your own beyond what the course itself required L

21. Was fair and impartial in his dealings with students L

22. Had sufficient evidence, in terms of class participation and written work,

to evaluate your achievement in his course L

23. Commented individually on your work., either orally or in writing L

24. In his dealings with students smemcd to respect them r4s individuals L

25. Was available for conferences outside of class

SCALE 4. DYNANI SH/ ENTHUS IA SM

26. lisually held your attention during class

27. Was intellectually stimulating

28. Revealed enthusiasm in his teaching

BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

CA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

L BA A AA H U

L BA A AA H U

BA A AA H U

OTHER IMPORTANT QUES T C)/I S

29. vy classification Is (a) fr. or So. ( b ) Jr. (c) Sr. (d) Masters (e) PhD (f) Other a b c d e f

30. My overall GA is ia) A (b) B (c) C (d) D a b c d

31. Most of the instructor's tests were (a) objective with o individual writing

(b) fill in the blank or short answer (c) essay (d) combination of all a b c d

32. The instructor drew the majority of his tests from (a) lectures (b) text

(c) other reading material (d) equal combination of all three a b

33. Is the amount of work done appropriate to the credit hours received? (a)
roceived more than course warrants (b) received the right amount of credit

(c) received fewer than course warrants

34. The size of the class was appropriate for effective presentation of material

and for helping all participants to learn the subject matter: (a) class too
large (b) class the right size c) class too small

35. Compared with all instructors I have had, both in high school and in college,

this instructor was: (a) one of the best (b) above average (c) average
(d) below average (e) far below average abcde

a b c

3 b c
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FORM A.2: FACULTY COLLEAGUE EVALUATION QUESTIONAIRE

TRIAL RUN FORM

Individual Evaluated: Department

On thn average I have contact frith him: Deily Weekly V.enthly Bimonthly Occasionally

Listed belre. are a number of statenents which describe aspects of faculty behavior.

Rate yoer celleague on each of these iteils by marking the appropriate response ceta

gory. Your ratings should he based on a co:,parison between the particular indi

vidual and the other members of his deeartoent/divieton. If you feel that you

cannot rate him on a particulcr item or that the item is not applicable for his

t:ork, then mark the response catagery labeled "undecided".

Evaluate your colleague in terns of the degree to which he:

SCALE I. RESEARCH ACTIVITY AND RECOGNITION

CODE
L Low Score

BA Below Average Score

A Average Score

AA Above Average Score

H High Score

U Undecided, Not Applicable

1. Has gained national or international recognition for his work L BA A AA H 1

2. Has done work with which you are familiar L DA A AA H

3. Does original and creative work L DA A A4 H

4. Expresses interest in the research of his colleagues L BA A AA H I

5. Is actively engaged in research work or professional activities (not related

to teaching) L BA A AA Fi

6. Keeps current with developments in his field BA A M H !

7. Has done work to which you refer in teaching L BA A AA H I

8. Does quality work I BA A AA H I

SCALE 2 . INTELLECTUAL BREADTH

9. Seems well read beyond the subject he teaches L BA A AA H I

10. Is sought by you or others for advice on research L BA A A4 H I

Is sought by you or others for advice on academic matters BA A AA H 1

12. Can suggest reading in any area of his general field BA A AA H I

SCALE 3. PARTICIPATION IN THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

13. Attends many lectures and other events on campus L BA A AA H

14. Is involved in 'acuity organizations Gr committees L BA A AA H

15. Is involved in campus activities that are associated with students L BA A AA H I

16. Is an active participant in the affairs of the academic 6onintmity L BA A AA H
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17. Is son with whom you have discussed your teaching L BA A AA U U

18. Expresses interest and concern about the quality of his teaching L BA A AA h U

19. Expresses interest or concern for tbe problems of students I BA A AA H U

20. Is available and willing to talk with students on matters of concern L BA A AA H U

SCALE 5. ASSOCIATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

21. Discharges intra-university duties in an effective manner L BA A AA H U

22. Meets deadlines L BA A AA H U .

23. Cooperates with others I BA A AA H U

24. Works well as a member of a committee L BA A AA H U

25. Follows through on committee work by appropriate actions and communications L BA A AA H U

25. Mskes a positive contribution to the progress of his academic unit through

corrittee partic3pation L BA A AA H U

SCALE 6. PUBLIC SERVICE OR CONSULTING

27. Makes his talent and time available to the external community L BA A AA H U

23. Is recognized as an active citizen by the community L to A AA H

29. Serves his profession and co: unity by service consistent with his primary

obligation as a teachor- scholar I BA A AA H

30. Is asked to serve as a consultant to other organizations L BA A AA H U
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ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION QUESTIONAIRE

TRIAL RUN FORM

Individual Evaluated: Position

On the average I have contact with him: Daily Weekly Monthly

I to: A student A faculty member An administrator

Bimonthly

A professional staff member

Listed below are a number of statements which describe aspects of administrator
behavior. Rate the above administrator on each of these items by narking the
appropriate response category. In making your rating the .cdministrator should

be mpared with other acMnistrators at ICU that you have known. If you arc

uncertain about a particular item or feel that it is not applicable in describing

the administrator's behavior then mark the category labeled "uncertain".

Evaluate the above administrator in terms of the degree to which he:

SCALE 1. COMMUNICATIONS

Occasionally

CODE
L Low Score

BA Below Average Score

A Average Score

AA Above Average Score
H High Score

U Undecided, Not Applicable

1. Communicates with you in a tioely and responsive canner L BA A AA H U

2. Conducts decisive conferences and interviews L 8A A AA N U

3. Balances and validates conflicting information effectively and fairly L BA A AA H U

4. Writes letters or makes statements that seldom need clarification L 8A A AA H U

5. Is duly sensitive to your needs for information L BA A AA H U

6. Has sufficient contact with you L. BA A AA H U

7. Shares important data willingly and in an organized manner L BA A AA H U

SCALE 2. DECISION MAKING

8. Makes sound and timely decisions t. BA A AA H U

9. Gathers pertinent facts before acting BA A Ali H U

1(1. Consults with others on important decisions -.I. BA A AA H U

11. 4plies policy consistently and fairly I. BA A AA H U

. 12. Strives to identify as specifically as possible all alternatives before .BAAAAHUmaking a decision L

13. Is skilled in participatory decision making L BA A AA H U

SCALE 3. PLANNING

14. Plans ahead for those activities under his vopizance L BA A AA H U

15. Makes time for planning by delegating routing work BA A AA H U

16. Koeps goals up to dato and clearly stated L BA A AA H U

11. Is receptive to constructive suggestions for change L BA A AA H U

18. Encourages initiative and innovation L BA A AA H U
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SCALE 4. OPERATIONS/ACTION

19. Initiates and sustains action toward defined goals L BA A AA

20. Assigns duties so as to caxielzo capabilities of those involved L BA A AA H U

21. Is skillod in those specialties demanded by his assignment L BA A AA H U

22. Appoints effective coemittees L BA A AA H U

23. Verks wall with cormittoos L BA A AA H U

24. Sustains monantu2 of offort toward difficult goals L BA A AA H U

25. Has a sense of quality and standards L BA A AA H U'

26. Encourages initiative and performance by delegating tasks effectively to others L BA A AA H

27. 0c2enstrates a clear understanding of the role and scope of his assignments
and responsibilities L BA A AA H U

SCALE 5. PROBLEM SOLVING

28. Is alert to potential problems because plans are not working out in practice L BA A AA H U

29.. Is able to cope with unanticipated events 'L BA A AA H U

30. Gathers all pertinent facts before acting on a r.roblem L BA A AA H U

31. Knows how to use the special talents of others :s an aid to solving problems L BA A AA H U

32. Approaches problem solving on a systematic basis L BA A AA H U

33. Is able to arouse a spirit of dynamic response to a problem without alarming

or depressing others unduly L BA A AA H U

SCALE 6. HUMAN/PUBLIC RELATIONS

34. Buoys r2orale and instills enthusiasm L BA A AA h U

35. Gives proper and generous credit to others for their contributions- L BA A AA H U

36. Strives to help those under his supervision develop their full potential L BA A AA H U

37. Is avail;thle for counsel whon needed and appropriate L BA A AA H U

38. Understands the university well enough to refer matters to the proper offices

for effective action L BA A AA H U

39. Constantly strives to broaden both the internal and external perception of the

goals and accomplish:lents of the university L BA A AA H U

40. Establishos rapport easily and is approachable for counsel L BA A AA H U

,1. 'fakes positive stops to counteract destructive rumors L BA A AA K U

42. Commends positive results and does not harp about the negative ones L BA A AA H U

43. Inspires you with a sense of purpose and direction L BA A AA H U
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APPENDIX B. Multiple discriminant analysis of the student, faculty,

and administrator responses to the teacher evaluation questionnaire
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GROUP

I

DISCRIMINANT AXIS

IIIII

1. Freshmen 2.96 -0.38 -0.72

2. Sophomores 2.51 -0.24 0.72

3. Juniors 3.15 -1.36 0.10

4. Seniors 2.94 -1.58 0.18

5. Faculty 4.69 -0.81 -0.04

6. Administrators 4.85 -1.14 0.02

TABLE Bl. Group means for the three significant

discriminant axes from the analysis of

the teacher evaluation questionnaire.
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Item No. Item Description Projection

18 Taught at an appropriate level for
the course .76

26 Usually held your attention during
class .59

16 Made you feel free to ask questions,
disagree, and express your ideas .54

27 Was intellectually stimulating .48

28 Revealed enthusiasm in his teaching .46

6 Was well-prepared for lectures or
discussions -.47

1 Discussed points of view other than
his own -.61

29

Chi Square = 69

Most of the instructor's tests were
(a) objective with no individual
writing (b) fill in the blank or
short answer (c) essay (d) combination
of all

df = 28 p < .001

TABLE B2. Standardized projections of questionnaire

items on the second discriminant axis.5

Items with projections less than 0.4 were

omitted.

9 The first discriminant axis is not presented since nearly all
questionnaire items had large projections.

-.88
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33

31

8

32

30

5

Chi Square = 50
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DISCRIMINANT AXIS

Item Description Loading

Compared with all instructors I have
had, both in high school and college,
this instructor was: (a) one of the
best (b) above average (c) average
(d) below average (e) far below average

Is the amount of work done appropriate
to the credit received? (a) received more
than course warrants (b) received right
amount of credit (c) received fewer than
course warrants

Presented the material coherently,
emphasizing the major points and making
clear their relationships

The size of the class was appropriate
for effective presentation of material
and for helping all participants to learn
the subject matter (a) class too large
(b) class the right size (c) class too small

The instructor drew the majority of his
tests from (a) lectures (b) text
(c) other reading material (d) equal
combination of all three

.72

.68

.58

.57

.53

Chose texts for the course which added -.46
depth to lectures and discussion

df = 36 p4..01

TABLE B3. Standardized projections of question items on

the third discriminant axis. Items with

prc,jer,tions less than 0.4 were omitted.



APPENDIX C. Multiple discriminant analysis of the faculty (by colleges)

and administrator responses to the colleague evaluation questionnaire
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Group (College)

I II

Discrblinant Axis

III IV

1. Brite Divinity 1.57 - 2.75 4.04 0.69

2. Business 2.71 1.06 2.48 0.46

3. Education 3.03 ., 2.01 2.85 0.85

4. Fine Arts 1.78 1.97 3.86 1.60

5. Humanities 1.57 3.47 2.41 0.64

6. Natural Sciences 0.95 1.86 2.40 1.49

7. Social Sciences 0.63 0.91 3.47 0.10

8. Nursing 3.27 1.90 2.83 1.61

9. Administrators 1.69 2.38 3.39 1.80

TABLE Cl. Group means for the four significant discriminant

axes from the analysis of the colleague evaluation

questionnaires.
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24

17

26

19

25
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Item Description Loading

Works well as a member of a committee .89

Is someone with whom ybu have discussed .84
your teaching

Makes a positive contribution to the
progress of his academic unit through
committee participation

.79

Expresses interest or concern for the .78
problems of students

Follows through on committee work by .77
appropriate actions and communications

20. Is available and willing to talk with
students on matters of concern

23

14

15

.74

Cooperates with others .74

Is involved in faculty organizations or .74
committees

Is involved in campus activities that are .72
associated with students

18.. Expresses interest and concern about the .71

quality of his teaching

6

29

12

21

22

1

5

Chi Square = 166

Keeps current with developments in his field .71

Serves his profession and community by
service consistent with his primary
obligation as a teacher-scholar

.68

Can suggest reading in any area of his .68

general field

Discharges intra-university duties in an .67

effective manner

Meets deadlines .55

Has gained national or international -.67
recognition for his work

Is actively engaged in research work or -.93
professional activ!.ties (not related to teaching)

df = '37 p < .001

TABLE C2. Standardized projections of questionnaire items on the

first discriminant axis. Items with projections less

than 0.65 were omitted.
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Item No. Item Description Loading

9 Seems well read beyond the subjects he
teaches

.83

3 Does original and creative work .62

18 Expresses interest and concern about
the quality of his teaching

.53

13 Attends many lectures and other events
on campus

.51

8 Does quality work .51

Chi Square = 90 df = 35 p < .01

TABLE C3. Standardized projections of questionnaire items

on the second discriminant axis. Items with

projections less than 0.4 were omitted.
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Item No. Item Description Loading

7 Has done work to which you refer in .76
teaching

2 Has done work with which you are .72
familiar

16 Is an active participant in the affairs .70
of the academic community

28 Is recognized as an active citizen by
the community

4 Expresses interest in the research of .61
his colleagues

27 Makes his talent and time available to .58
the external community

29 Serves his profession and community by .57
service consistent with hi's primary
obligation as a teacher-scholar

8 Does quality work .55

22 Meets deadlines .51

6 Keeps current with developments in his field .51

13 Attends many lectures and other events on .49
campus

Chi Square = 76 df = 33 p < .01

TABLE C4. Standardized projections of questionnaire items on the

third discriminant axis. Items with projections less

than 0.4 were omitted.
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Item No. Item Description Loading

30 Is asked to serve as a consultant .73
to other organizations

1 Has gained national or international .59

recognition for his work

14 Is involved in faculty organizations .51

or committees

3 Does original and creative work .50

Chi Square = 60 df = 31 p < .01

TABLE C5. Standardized projections of questionnaire items on

the fourth discriminant axis. Items with projections

less than 0.4 were omitted.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF FACULTY PERFORMANCE:
SOME CORRELATES BETWEEN ADMINISTRATOR,
COLLEAGUE, STUDENT, AND SELF RATINGS

Robert T. Blackburn*
and

Mary Jo Clark

ABSTRACT

The study examines the uncertainties surrounding the evaluation

of faculty work performances and the concerns faculty have regarding

assessments made by them. Separate evaluations of teaching effectiveness

and overall contribution to the college for 45 full-time (85% response

rate) faculty members were collected from administrators, faculty

colleagues, students, and from the professors themselves.

The very low correlations between the professor and each of his

role sets are discussed. The intercorrelations are also examined for

their implications, Suggestions are made for improving the evaluation

of faculty performance and for mitigating the academic man's uncertainties

on vital matters affecting his career.

Faculty complain more about the manner in which their work is judged

and rewarded than about any other dimension of their professorial role

(Guthrie, 1949; Theophilus, 1967). Faculty fret over tenure, promotion,

merit increases. Most often they believe that deserved honors come too

late, if at all.

Nor is their anguish surprising. Most academic men sincerely believe

they are performing at higher levels than those for which they receive

*Professor of Higher Education, Center for the Study of Higher Education,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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institutional and personal recognition. Furthermore, professors can

document their frustrations with respect to the assessment of their

worth -- ignorance on the part of the evaluators (Gusted, 1967).

Those who pass judgement seldom witness a performance.

THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND

Teaching

Teaching is the professor's dominant task and principal activity.

He gives teaching highest priority, as does his college (Cartter, 1967).

In addition, teaching is his greatest source of pleasure (Gaff and

Wilson, 1971: 195).

But how is his pedagogy to be judged when the is still Ix acceptable

definition of "good" teaching (McKeachie, 1967-1970); Biddle and Ellena,

1964; Rothwell, n.d.). Furthermore, chairmen and deans -- even his peers

-- never see him teach. Even if student evaluation forms are used and

available to administrators, deans will not publicly claim that those

who are in the role of apprentices are qualified to judge those who have

credentials (Kent, 1967). Some faculty sincerely and vociferously protest

student evaluation (Bryant, 1967; Hildebrand, 1972). Clearly, precious

little if any scientific data are in hand when judgments on their teaching

performance are rendered. So, faculty can point to a violation of Academe's

first principle: valid and reliable evidence for reaching conclusions.

Research

Scholarly output is supposed1.7 a more objective dimension of
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;rofessorial value At least assessing publications can be done. The

extent to which it is actually performed remains debatable. Besides,

infe=no, teaching effectiveness from research productivity remains

precarious. First of all, expert opinion differs widely. Two

quotations capture the beliefs that divide faculty, administrators,

and students:

Teachers cannot remain stimulating unless they also continue

to learn, and while this learning may not focus on small, manageable

"research problems", it is research by ally reasonable definition.

When a teacher stops doing it, he begins to repet himself and

eventually loses touch with both the young and the world around him.

So says Jencks and Riesman (1968). But John Fischer (1968) asserts:

"The standard defense for this emphasis on research is that

man cannot be a good teacher unless he is constantly learning

something new; in theory, research and teaching go ham: in hand.

But in practice, they don't. ",

The Relationship of Teaching to Research

The few studies conducted on the relationship between research and

teaching show either no relationship or at best a slight positive

association. At the University of Washington, Voeks (1962) found very

low correlations. Publishing and effective teaching do nct go hand in

hand; however, neither do they conflict. In an unpublished paper of

preliminary findings at Purdue University, Feldhusen and McDaniels (1967)

found nine correlations between different statements on teaching

effectiveness and faculty productivity that fluctuated almost exactly
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around zero. At Kansas State University, Hoyt (1970) found no significant

correlation between faculty publications and teaching effectiveness. Also,

Hayes' (1971) investigation at Carnegie-Mellon University yielded low

relations between these variables although other interesting findings on

administrator ratings of faculty were uncovered.

On the other hand, other contemporary investigations report small,

positive correlations. At Tufts University, Bres,l_er (1968) discovered a

positive association between student judgement of teaching effectiveness

and the professor's possession of a research grant. At the University

of Illinois, Stallings and Singhal (1969) obtained small but significant

correlations (r approximately .25) between produc,y as measured on

a publication scale and student ratings of teacher effectiveness. While

the positive relationships was true for all ranks, the higher ranked

professors also had higher productivity and higher student ratings. In a

second study done at Purdue University, McDaniels and Feidhusen (1970)

did find a positive relationship between faculty ratings and indices of

scholarship when scholarship is measured in an indirect way (being second

author in a major publication). However, their other and numerous measures

of productvity correlated close to zero with their ratings as teachers.

Finally in pilot investigations at the University of Wisconsin and

at Stanford, Hammond, Meyer and Miller (1969) found students and faculty

disagree about teaching effectiveness and its relationship to research.

They speculate that the reason the correlations may hover around zero is

due to the fact that faculty judge a colleague to be a good teacher if and

only if he is d3ing research. Meanwhile, students believe that the
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teacher who is poor in the classroom is so because he is spending all of

his time on research, and vice versa. Thus, faculty and student inter-

pretations of the performance of a professor are on perpendicular axes.

Their untested hypothesis could account for the low relationship most have

obtained. 1

Agreements Between Evaluators

Administrators and faculty members persist in assuming a positive

relationship between teaching and research as they make judgements about

promotions, tenure, and salary increases. Even the professor assumes

a single conception of academic worth which specifies that if a colleague

is doing research, his classes are ipso facto superior. Yet Hussain and

Leestamper (1968) discovered the criteria used for judging teaching

effectiveness by students and administrators ware not the ones given most

importance by faculty. In fact, those that faculty thought most

important were not even on the list. In a study by Crawford and BreAshw

(1968), each of ten subgroups -- assistant professors and instructors,

associate and full professors, department chairmen, deans, and six student

groups div4cP,d by sex and three levels of ability -- differed in a

statistically significant way from all other sub-groups in the rating

given to the most important characteristics of effective university teaching.

1
Service, the last of the troika of faculty roles -- committee work,
advising, community relations, professional assistance from expertise --
remains even more subjective. The value placed on it is uncertain.
Equally, uncertain irs the way it is assessed by those who reward faculty.
The ambiguity increases faculty apprehension regarding those who hold
power to sanction. The service role is not discussed in this research.
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Birnbaum (1966) found inconsistencies in faculty evaluation at the community

college level.

Promotion and Merit Raises

FInally, two studies underscore the faculty's genuine concern on how

they are assessed and rewarded. Luthans (1967) revealed that while deans,

department chairmen, and other administrators believe that teaching is the

most important function for faculty, and that faculty agree, administrators

confess that promotion is judged on other criteria, e.g., researc:h.

However, Luthans found no relationship between research and promotion.

Similarly, Hoyt (1970) uncovered no significant relationships between

either rate of promotion or receipt of merit raises with either teaching

effectiveness or publication record. He did find differences between

academic disciplines and a slight indication that above average raises

are more clearly related to teaching effectiveness at the early stage of

a man's career and to publications at a later stage.

So, faculty are not schizoid when they complain about matters cif !

recognition for their efforts. Whether the are judged well or poorly

matters, of course. Equally important, however, is their firm conviction

that they are not judged properly.

Improving the assessment process is therefore extremely important.

Sorting out fact from folklore as well as from unfounded belief is the

first step.

While several studies of faculty teaching effectiveness have utilized

student evaluation, and a few have used peer ratings, this research

combines these two sources and introduces both administrative and self-
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evaluations. It also expands the notion of faculty work performance

so as to include dimensions other than teaching effectiveness, and

publications. A Global rating on overall contribution to the college

serves as independent measure. The findings provide rich insight into

faculty values. The unexpected resultd also have serious implications

for behavior within academia.

SETTING AND METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted at "Midwest" college. Her fifteen hundred

students encompass a full range of interest and academic qualifications.

A moderately well-trained faculty spreads over the typical departments.

While the participation from the approximately twenty-five part-time

faculty was respectable, other factors led to restricting the analyses

to full-time faculty. Forty -five of the fifty-three faculty (85%) in the

latter category responded to all measures.

As Midwest grows, she is experiencing a separation from her founding

church both in support and in control. In these and other ways Midwest

is like many other American colleges and is nearly dead-center with respect

to her cohorts of more than eight hundred private and church-related

liberal arts colleges. And, as the principal faculty roles are teaching

and contributing to the organization, Midwest is not unlike many emerging

state colleges and universities except, of course, with respect to size.

Having convinced themselves that self-analysis was necessary for

major change, Midwest faculty willingly participated in a series of self-

studies. Among other things, they rated colleagues and themselves on
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teaching effectiveness and overall contribution to the college. Midwest's

administrators also rated faculty members on both dimensions of performance.

Student evaluations of teaching effectiveness were also obtained. A

sample of faculty participated in a second set of ratings to provide an

estimate of measurement reliability.

Specifically, each faculty member rated every other teacher in his

curricular division and himself on a five point scale of "teaching

effectiveness." Administrators also rated faculty. In doing so, the

faculty member was told to "consider those qualities which are important

in the evaluation ol the skills and practices and products of a class-

room teacher regardless of rank or experience or teaching of the person

being rated." In a similar way, each faculty member judged himself and

each colleague on a five point scale concerning his "overall contribution"

to Midwest College. Again, administrators rated faculty. The rater was

told to "take into account the person's total contribution, whether his

own work or his stimulation of others, whether scholarly or administrative

or in human relations; the person's overhll usefulness in helping the

college carry out its responsibilities."

Student evaluations of teaching effectiveness were obtained from

a standard 14 item, five point scale questionnaire to evaluate all courses

each semester. Responses to the question "How would you rate your

instructor in teaching effectiveness?" were averaged across all courses

taught by a faculty member during one semester for an index of his

teaching performance as judged by students.
2

2
Cartter's (1966) methodology is employed. Expert judgements on what in

essence is quality, an attitude of value, are used. An intensive analysis
was conducted to establish the reliability and validity of the technique.
The successful effort is reported in considerable detail in another paper
(Clark and Blackburn).
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FINDINGS

The intercorrelations are collected in Table 1. To begin with,

different ratings on the two performance dimensions demonstrate

discrimination was made between teaching effectiveness and overall

contribution to the college by the same group of raters. Secondly, the

rated teaching effectiveness correlates significantly with similar

ratings by administrators and students. (The correlation between

administrator and student ratings on teaching effectiveness, although

lower (.47), is also statistically significant). However, among self-

ratings, only colleague ratings on overall contribution to the college

demonstrate a significant relationship. Even that is only 0.33. Self-

ratings on teaching effectiveness have near zero correlations with

ratings with each of the other three groups of raters.

Said another way, professors appear to view their own teaching

effectiveness and overall contribution to the college in nearly

interchangeable ways (r = .72). Their performance on one trait Is viewed

as being much like their performance on the other. At the same time,

they make clear distinctions between the two traits when rating their

peers. There is little commonality between self-perceptions of teaching

effectiveness and judgements on this same dimension by colleagues, students,

and administrators (0.28, 0.19, and 0.10 respectively). There is,

however, fair agreement among the three independent groups of raters (.63,

.62, and .47). The is agreement between self and colleague on overall

contribution to the college (.45). However, between self and administrator
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ratings on this dimension -- the key relationship for the faculty member's

concern, the correlation is very low, 0.15.

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions from the data are that:

1. Apparently, there is considerable variation in the factors

that enter into performance judgements as .hey are made by

colleagues, students, administrators, and self.

2. Self ratings on the same performance dimensions show

little agreement with ratings made by faculty colleagues

and almost no relationship with judgements made by

administrators.

3. Colleague judgements about teaching performance are positively

related to their judgements about professional productivity

of a faculty member.

4. Colleague and student judgements about teaching performance

are in substantial agreement.

On the one hand, the data support the use of ratings by both colleagues

and students in the evaluation of faculty performance. But, on the other

hand, they demonstrate a reason why an individual faculty member often

claims that his work is properly appreciated. Furthermore, this feeling.

is most likely to arise when decisions about his future are being made

primarily by administrators, for his perception of his performance shows

the least relationship to their judgements. The professor lives with

an erroneous perception of now others perceive and assess him.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Such a striking outcome evokes a natural response, "Why?" Immediate

explanations are wanting. The chasms which separate perception

of self from all significant others flaunt a basic premise I hold dear

when conducting my daily life. I truly believe I know how I am doing,

especially on matters which mean the most to my existence -- say,

teaching. M.).ybe others do not, but I certainly do. To psychologically

accept the conclusion that I err here is anything but-easy.

One defense questions the findings,

The reliabilities of the instruments have already been presented. 3

The generalizability of the findings come into question, the possibility

that "Midwest" is after all unique. Dissertation Abstracts reports three

studies, (Choy, 1969; Morgenstern, 1969; Basham, 1970) in Colorado which

corroborate the general findings here -- significant correlations between

students, faculty, and administrators on teaching effectiveness and non-

significant outcomes between self and all others. Hence, this recourse

_ strengthens rather than weakens confidence in the outcomes.

A second category of possible explanations raistls questions with

respect to the validity of the instruments, the student evaluation of

teaching effectiveness, for example. Are student ratings not influenced

by grade received, happiness more than learning, a halo effect, ... a

long list? Recent reviews of the extensive research on this topic by

Blackburn (1971), Costin (1971), and Hildebrand (1972) dispel this

outlet. Student ratings are highly reliable and free from contaminations.

3
Self-ratings are the possible exception. They are single measurements
and, therefore, with lower reliability than the mean ratings used to represent
judgements by colleagues, student's, or administrators. The effect of this
difference is an unknown quantity in the statistical analyses.
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In addition, earlier Maslow and Zimmerman (1956) found nearly identical

correlation coefficients between student and faculty colleague rating of

ter thing effectiv:ness, .69 as compared to .63. Their research at a

New York University supports ratb:. than questions the findings at Midweat.

Another approach to challenge the principal finding inspects the

sources of information each role set has and does not have for making

judgements with respect to faculty performance. While more speculative

than documentable and Ience, as hypotheses for research rather than

fact -- this analysis sheds some light on the unexpected results.

To begin, with respect to a professor's teaching effectiveness,

students, of course, have direct experience. Only small random errors

affect their rating scores. Faculty, on the other hand, almost always

have only indirect observations of a colleague's teaching ability. No

doubt they have overheard him while walking down the hall, or momentarily

have seen him performing as they passed by a window. In some instances,

...hey may have attended a public lecture of his, or more rarely, co-taught

a course with him. However, even at best, these observations constitute

a small sample of a professor's time in class, most likely a non -LLdom

sample. They might, however, be an adequate measure if the man to be

judged utilizes but a single style from the large repertoire of available

teaching techniques.

Students supply faculty with other :information about their colleagues.

Overhearing an exchange between a professor and a student is one source.

Academic counseling with respect to current work or future courses is

another, a function which sometimes triggers an advisee's unsolicited,
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comments about a colleague (not infrequently causing embarrassment and

raising questions of professional ethics when a student expects a

favorable acknowledgement after delivering a tirade). What kind of

examinations and papers a professor gives and the way he grades frequently

becoMe "known" through students, even when not sought.

Also, professors chat about their peers, especially about their

reputation. This secondary source becomes more detailed in the case of .

a colleague who stands at either of the extremes of the pedagogical

scale. No doubt the "average" classroom performer commands less gossip.

.Finally, inferences are drawn about a man's teaching effectiveness

on the basis of person to person interactions with him -- on committees,

in faculty meetings, socially, what he writes, in a whole host of ways.

What factors determine Tudgements are not really known. One study

(Isaacson, McKeachie, and Milholland, 1963) found the highest correlation

with respect to peer (psychology teaching fellows in this case) rating

of teaching ability was with their assessment of the man's cultural

sophistication. Maslow and Zimmerman (1956) acquired a correlation of

.77 between faculty ratings of colleagues on teaching effectiveness

and their judgement of his creativity.

No doubt faculty assessment is made on the basis of all of the

Factors and experiences just delineated, as well as oa others. Most

:likely, however, the last mentioned person to person interactions

dominates, unless student and/or reputational feedback is overwhelming.

Consequently, there are persuasive grounds to expect the high

correlation found between student and faculty ratings of teaching effective-
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ness, however, what has been described thus far gives no compelling

reasons for relieving that the correlation between a man's peers and

himself should be of any particular value positive, negative, or

zero.

Turning to the bases on which administrators form opinions on

a professor's teaching ability, student input on faculty is anything

but random. Extremes predominate. Department heads and deans will

learn who the very popular instructors are from student talk. But the

student who makes an office call seldom does so to praise a professor.

Only when students have been unable to resolve grievances farther down

the line do they speak directly to administrators about the teaching

practices of a professor. He is seeking redress from an unfair grade,

an intolerable required class,")aiatters on which he heaps the principal

.blame onto the instructor. His teaching is anything but praised.

Administrator information about faculty, who themselves are only

partly knowledgeable about a professor's teaching effectiveness, must

be distorted, eVen on those rare occasions when it exists. Faculty

don't ordinarily talk. witL deans about a colleague's teaching ability,

except as a member of a personnel committee deliberating promotions.

Similarly, information from lower level administrators contains a large

noise factor.

In all, then, it is not st.rprising that the correlations between

administrators and both students and facUlty are 1'wer than those existing

bet,:yeen the two constituencies who are closer tc the professor. Also,

that the correlation is positive is to be expected. However, of
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what magnitude it has is unpredictable from anything but an ex post

facto analysis.

As ,:cr the man himself, some events suggest him to be an out-

standing judge of his teaching effectiveness. Others indicate just

the opposite.

For example, the majority of his student interactions are with

those who hold him in high esteem. It is the students who like his

course and his teaching that come after class, continue discussions

in the hallways, join him for coffee, drop into his office, become

his majors. The indifferent and despisers, no matter what their

proportions in relation to the true believers, give him no feedback.

Why should they bother? Hence distortion in self-appraisal follows

from the non-randomness of the feedback.

The possibility suggests itself that the more mature academics

would be more discriminate in judging themselves, especially those who

had enjoyed some measure of success. They would better know their

strengths and weaknesses than would those earlier: in their career.

The data, however, did not reveal such differences. (The sample size

did not permit tests of refined subgroups. Thi,1: hypothesis needs to

be tested in a larger setting).

Another dimension enters when it is recalled that the primary

reason a man chose to become a professor was because he wanted to teach.

Furthermore, he believed he would be good. He established some

performance goals and judges himself on self-selected standards. Failure

in teaching effectiveness is failure in life; no inconsequential outcome.
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As Goffman (1959) demonstrates, the management of self is vitally

important. How I present myself to significant others can confuse

others as well as myself. Do I take a class out on the lawn in Spring

to show students I have not passed the generation gap? Do I mention

to colleagues some outstanding term papers I have received to indicate

I extract the best from students? Do I show that I have high standards

by publicly expressing my disappointment in how poorly a class did

on an examination? Do I exchange pleasantries with the Dean at a

concert to be certain he knows 1 attended, or because I genuinely

like him and naturally interact or both?

Sure, I too wear one of Pirandello's masks. Doesn't everyone?

After all, there is a limit to how much the self can take. But all

false images aside, I know who I am. I know how I am doing.

Why self correlations hover around zero becomes less surprising

as professorial roles are examined. Nonetheless, the consequences of

near zero correlations lessen not at all. Before turning to these,

a similar but briefer analysis with respect to overall contribution

to the college is presented.

As for colleague ratings, again meetings and committees and the

like predominate. Unlike the case of teaching effectiveness,

administrators now have direct evidence as they join with faculty as

colleagues in the efforts. Negative feedback drops at the same time

they mentally note who gets elezted to what committees. A professor's

support for a proposal of theirs will be known, as will be the frequency

with which a professor comes forward with new ideas for the good of the
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college. The expectation would be that colleagues and administrators

would tend to agree in their ratings of a man's overall contribution

to the organization, as they do.

Lastly, what information does the man receive and how reliable is

it? In what ways does he respond to favorable feedback, to n.egatie?

Fo7.- example, s'aonid he view 11-.-s appointment to the library committee

as praise, or as failure, or neither? Is he there because he orders

more books than all others and they need his expertise? Or is he on

this low status committee (everybody has to be on at least one) because

he has been judged unworthy to influence educational policies?

Put another way, I know good teaching is my college's highest

value. I work hard at it, very hard. I acknowledge that. some u)f my

peers are more dynamic, outstanding showmen. In fact, I am jealous,

envious. I wish I had their performance talents. But then. I tell

myself, genuine teaching is more than a good show. I know that. So

do students, faculty, and administrators, really. My style may be

lacking in glamour, but I really care. Sure, some days are better than

others. Likewise, for some courses. But, and this is all that really

matters, my students genuinely learn from me, more than they do from

any colleague, actually -- bar none.

But, I have one flaw. I do not know that the correlation between

my judgement on my teaching effectiveness and each of myAother

constituencies is essentially zero. I see my teaching effectiveness

as highly correlated, with my overall contribution to the college. Little

do I know that my opinion correlates .15 with the boss.
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The implications are many. For example, in essentially zero

correlations, there is a random scatter of points on a chart plotting

pelf and others' judgements. A complete scatter means a few individuals

perceive themselves as others do. However, most do not. Furthermore,

there is no way to predict who does and who does not. So, even those

who are accurate don't know they are.

One of the extremes is the individual who rates himself at the top

and others score him at the bottom- He has a very long fall when the

message arrives that he is being Let go and everyone else thinks he

should be. That he is persisting in such a state of misperception is

frightening.

Nor is the other extreme any lass awesome, both from a human and

from an organizational point of view. Since such a professor resides

in ignorance of the fact all others judge him outstanding, or if told,

he believes not a ward, the man who has judged himself a failure will

either resign or act to alter his ways drastically. In the eyes of all

others, the latter decision can only move him downward. Again, the

outcome of ignorance overwhelms.

What should be done?

Social scientists deal with such discrepancies in perception in

a variety of well known ways -- infomation exchange, T-groups, performance

appraisals. Such procedures are our recommendations, too, but with

warnings.

For exar.pie, research on performance appraisaa. practices comes

from business and industry. Meyer, Kay and French (1965) and French,
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may an Meyer (1966) uncovered some of the factors which can alleviate

the unsatisfactory results General Electric was having. However, the

practice has n.lt spread, despite its intuitive attracUveness, an

indication of troubles remain. Now performance contracts are the talk

in higher education. Fisk 4s involved. Care must be exercised.

At any rate, students, faculty and administrators might sit down and

inspect the data. Communication lines have not been established that

make clear what it is that is expected of a professor by each of the

sub-groups --to say nothing of whether or not any human being can

satisfy people whu have very diverse, even conflicting demands.

Conversations regarding expectations are the very least that must be done.

Too often colleges and universities assess the faculty member Just

before an important decision with respect to his and the institution's

future must be made. The Personnel Committee meets in December before

AAUP deadlines; this is its first meeting on a man. A negative judgement

at that time leaves no alternatives. No corrections can be made; no

learning takes place. Not only is such a procedure psychologically

harmful to all parties; it also is contrary to the aims of the institution

as a human organization.

In those few colleges and universities where assessment of faculty

is a regular process (as opposed to a final judgement), evaluation devices

are not tests and/or final examinations on which all hinges. When

improvement of teaching is the a.m, then the institution is an educational

rather than a punitive one. Faculty vikt other faculty's classes, ancl

have their own observed. Coffee afterwards allows immediate reaction.
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Student opinion is sought along the way and openly shared, not done in the

absence of the professor in sealed enveloi: unavailable until grades

are in at the close of the term. When continuous evaluation is practiced,

it appears that professional effectiveness increases and faculty growth

occurs. Certainly such processes can mitigate the uncertainties and

frustrations haunting many faculty when their efforts are assessed.

EPILOGUE

We would 1-e. less than honest if we did not append a haunting dream.

There are, after all, some very fine humanists who chuckle at the surprise

we express in our findings and at our recommendations for action. Un-

enamored by correlation coefficients of any magnitude, and generally

deploring any fractionalization of the human whole, they knew the scientific

es;:ablishment was bound to fall, as it has. That social scientists

likewise perform no miracles survrises them not at all.

After all, long before Lear and well after Willie Loman, the humanists

have captured the essence of the human condition -- tragedy. The very

essence of tragedy, of humanity, is the unalterable inability of the

individual to perceive the world as she views him.
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